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this!work! is! typically!conducted! through!ectopic!expression!of!human!proteins!of! interest! in!cells! that!
are!often!neither!human!nor!neural!in!origin.!As!our!appreciation!of!the!complexity!inherent!to!receptor!
pharmacology! has! increased,! these! heterologous! expression! systems! have! come! under! increasing!
scrutiny!as!a!means! to!evaluate! the!mode!of!action!of!novel!neuropsychiatric!drug! candidates.! These!
limitations! likely! contribute! to! the! high! attrition! rate! observed! as! these! compounds! progress! to! the!
clinic.! The! use! of! native! human! neural! cells! during! initial! drug! development! has! the! potential! to!
overcome!some!of!these!problems.!
This! thesis! describes! work! towards! the! development! of! an! in# vitro! drug! discovery! platform! using! a!
human,! conditionally! immortalised,! cortically! derived,! neural! stem! cell! line! (CTX0E16/02).! Protocols!
were!developed!to!enable!robust!and!reproducible!differentiation!of!these!human!neural!stem!cells!into!
cellMtypes! normally! found! in! the! adult! cerebral! cortex! –! different! GABAergic! neuronal! subtypes,!
glutamatergic! neurons,! astrocytes! and! potentially! oligodendrocytes.! Neurons! grown! under! these!
conditions! were! also! shown! to! be! electrically! active.! By! investigating! ligandMinduced! Ca2+! and! Erk1/2!
signalling,!cells!within!differentiated!cortical!cultures!were!shown!to!express!functional!receptors,!for!a!
range! of! neurotransmitters,! including! dopamine,! serotonin,! glutamate,! GABA,! histamine,!




consequences! of! ligandMreceptor! interactions.! For! instance,! the! reported! full! 5MHT2AMspecific! agonist! –!
TCBM2! –! was! shown! to! demonstrate! inverse! agonism!with! respect! to! intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation,!
while! cholinergic! stimulation! was! shown! to! provoke!muscarinic! receptorMmediated! Ca2+! influx! rather!
than! an! expected! mobilisation! from! intracellular! stores.! Most! importantly,! however,! effects! of! a!
therapeutically!relevant!concentration!of!the!antipsychotic,!haloperidol,!could!be!detected!using!these!
differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cultures.!However,!this!effect!was!only!apparent!in!the!presence!of!simulated!



























me! over! the! last! few! years! and! really! feel! I’ve!made! a! lifeMlong! friend,! these! are! so! rare.! Enormous!
thanks!have!to!go!to!David!and!Stuart!at!the!Wolfon!CARD,!I!think!you!thought!I’d!only!stick!around!for!a!
couple!of!weeks,!but!you!were!too!helpful!and!I!was!compelled!to!stay!!Big!thanks!too,!to!my!past!and!
current! office! chums,! Zahra,! Matt,! Lotta,! Sophie! and! Shanas! –! you’ve! put! up! with! me! all! this! time,!
congratulations!!There!are!so!many!more!people!to!thank!and!I’ve!only!left!a!single!page,!but!here!goes:!
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the! human! brain’s!microscopic! anatomy! and! the! cells! from!which! it! is! composed! 1,2.! The! analysis! of!
behaviour! through! controlled! studies! and! changes! observed! following! injury! or! as! a! consequence! of!
disease!–!accessibly!described!by!the!likes!of!Oliver!Sacks!3,4!and!Vilayanur!Subramanian!Ramachandran!
5!–!have!provided!an!intriguing!hint!of!the!human!brains’!inner!workings.!More!recent!advances!such!as!
the! development! of! nonOinvasive! imaging! techniques! such! as! structural! and! functional! magnetic!
resonance! imaging! (MRI! and! fMRI! respectively),! electroencephalography! (EEG),!





the! biology! of! the! cells! it! is! composed! of! have! provided! a! wealth! of! information! –! from! the! first!
description!of!the!mechanism!behind!the!action!potential!by!Hodgkin!and!Huxley!using!the!giant!squid!
axon! 7! to! the!development!of!Brainbow!mice! to! facilitate! the! simultaneous!visualisation!of!numerous!
proteins!within! the!brain! 8.! The!use!of! animals! to!model! the!human!brain! is! however! not! ideal,!with!
limitations! perhaps!most! obvious! in! the! field! of! psychiatric! drug! development.! The! difficulty! of! using!
animals!to!model!disorders!of!aberrant!human!behaviour!such!as!schizophrenia,!depression!and!anxiety!
is! reflected! in! the!high! rate!of! attrition!of! drugs!designed! to! target! the! central! nervous! system! (CNS)!
once! they! have! progressed! into! the! clinic! 9O11.! The! value! of! animals! in! modelling! disorders! that! are!
arguably!uniquely!human!is!a!continuously!debated!subject,!yet!their! impact!has!been!undeniable!and!
all!drugs!must!demonstrate!some!sort!of!efficacy! in!animals!before!progressing! into!man.! Indeed,! the!
use!of!animals!can!also!be!pivotal!to!the!identification!of!biomarkers!to!indicate!such!efficacy,!the!search!
for!which!remains!one!of!the!greatest!challenges!of!psychiatric!drug!discovery!12O14.!
However,! a! recent! review! examining! the! success! rate! of! nearly! 500! compounds! entering! late! stage!
clinical! trial! for! the! treatment! of! schizophrenia,! depression! and! anxiety! found! that! while! preclinical!
animal! models! have! some! utility! in! predicting! overall! clinical! efficacy! and! side! effect! liability,! their!
capacity! to! predict! clinical! efficacy! above! that! demonstrated! by! existing! treatments! was! poor! 15.!
Crucially,! this! represents! the! final! stage! in! the! clinical! approval!process;! a! stage!at!which!most!of! the!
estimated!$800!million!needed!to!develop!a!new!drug!has!been!spent!16.!An!investigation!by!Kola!and!
Landis!found!that!of!the!ten!largest!pharmaceutical!companies!operating!between!1991!and!2000,!the!







745,879!and! fananserine!–! in!an!attempt! to! relieve! symptoms!of! schizophrenia.!While!promising!preO
clinical!efficacy!was!demonstrated!in!both!whole!animal!and!in)vitro!models,!these!compounds!failed!to!
prove!effective!once! reaching! the! clinic! 15,17,18.! This! failure!was! likely!attributable! to! the! limitations!of!
animal!models!used!to!predict!efficacy!relating!to!complex!human!behaviour,!such!as!the!inhibition!of!
mescalineOinduced! head! twitches,! apomorphineOinduced! climbing! or! phencyclidineOinduced!
psychomotor!effects!in!rodents!as!a!marker!of!positive!symptom!relief!in!humans!17,18.!
In!addition!to!the!use!of!animals!as!a!means!to!understand!the!workings!of!the!brain!as!a!whole,!much!
of! our! current! understanding! of! the! physiology! and! pharmacology! of! the! brain! at! the! cellular! and!
molecular!level!has!similarly!come!from!our!use!of!neural!cells!derived!from!animals.!Again,!these!cells!
have!been!utilised!as!a!surrogate!to!understand!the!workings!of!the!human!brain,!but!as!the!behaviour!
of! these! animals! suggests,! their! brains! differ! in! many! ways! from! our! own.! It! is! clear! that! we! have!
benefitted!hugely!from!the!use!of!animals!and!their!tissues!though!differences!between!species!can!be!




effect!such!as! is! illustrated! in! the!case!of! the!arginine!vasopressin!V1A! receptor.!This! receptor!exhibits!
striking! differences! between! species! with! regard! to! its! anatomical! expression! and! the! behavioural!
responses! its! activation! provokes! 20,21.! Another! example! is! provided! by! the! recent! identification! of!




the!effects! caused!by! its!modulation! in) vivo,! and!highlights! the!difficulties! associated!with!psychiatric!
drug! discovery.! As! our! understanding! of! neuroscience! grows! and! the! techniques! available! to! us! to!
investigate! the! cellular! and! molecular! basis! of! the! brain! become! more! sensitive,! so! too! has! the!






discovery.! Molecular! cloning! provided! chimeric! human! protein! expression! in! surrogate! cell! lines,!
facilitating!a!new!level!of!biochemical!characterisation!using!proteins!encoded!by!human!genes!25.!While!




provide! the! functional! insight! that! a! native! tissue! can! deliver.! One! reason! for! this! is! that! the! human!
proteins!these!cell!lines!were!used!to!express!do!not!act!in!isolation!–!they!form!components!of!complex!
signalling! cascades! and! are! frequently! under! the! influence! of! functional! regulation! by! various! other!
molecules!that!are!discretely,!differentially!expressed!in!different!tissues!and!cell!types!26,27.!Due!to!the!
absence!of!this!regulation!provided!by!the!complement!of!signalling!molecules!found!in!native!tissues,!




recombinant!expression!systems!cannot!be!used! in! isolation! to!seek!a! thorough!understanding!of!cell!
physiology!and!the!molecular!components!responsible!for!maintaining!it!14.!
In!contrast!to!many!heterologous!expression!systems,!native!tissues!not!only!provide!the!downstream!
signalling! and! regulatory! molecules! responsible! for! transducing! the! effects! of! a! given! stimulus! in! a!
physiologically!meaningful!way,!they!also!ensure!that!the!protein!being!studied! is!subject!to!the!same!
post! translational! modification! and! –! crucially! –! compartmentalisation! of! their! in) vivo! counterparts.!
There!exist!numerous!examples!whereby!functional!protein!expression!–!especially!for!those!that!show!
plasma! membrane! expression! in) vivo! –! fails! due! to! the! absence! of! the! functional! machinery! or! coO
chaperones! required! to! facilitate! it! 28,29.! This! is!especially! true!of!G!proteinOcoupled! receptors! (GPCR),!
particularly! those!that!are!members!of! the!odorant!receptor! family.! Indeed,!heterologously!expressed!
odorant!receptors!fail!to!traffic!to!the!plasma!membrane!in!almost!all!cell!types!except!mature!olfactory!









marketed! drugs! target! GPCRs! 36! –! has! meant! that! considerable! work! has! been! dedicated! to!
understanding!the!mechanisms!that!control!their!exit!from!the!endoplasmic!reticulum.!This!has!shown!
that!cell! surface!expression!of!GPCRs,!and! indeed!other!classes!of! receptors,! is!under!strict! regulation!
and!is!controlled!by!a!variety!of!different!mechanisms.!This!has!led!to!the!use!of!various!techniques!to!
promote!functional!receptor!expression!including!the!removal!of!amino!acid!sequences;!as!in!the!case!of!
GPR37! and! some! odorant! receptors! 30,34,! or! the! addition! of! sequences.! Indeed! this! approach! was!
adopted!for!perhaps!the!most!intensely!studied,!and!first!cloned!receptor!–!the!β2Oadrenergic!receptor!–!
requiring!the!addition!of!a!NOterminal!cleavable!signal!sequence!to!provide!sufficient!levels!of!receptor!




expression! of! receptors! with! coupling! partners! –! as! in! the! case! of! GABAB! and! several! adrenergic!
receptors!35,38.!Other!receptors!have!been!shown!to!require!the!presence!of!accessory!proteins!for!their!
functional! expression,! as! exemplified! by! calcitonin! receptorOlike! receptor! and! its! interaction! with!
receptor! activity! modifying! proteins! (RAMP)39.! The! use! of! in) vitro! native! tissue! models! rather! than!
heterologous! cell! lines! circumvents! the! need! for! identification! and! coOexpression! of! molecular!
chaperones! or! coupling! partners,! or! indeed! the! modification! of! the! protein! under! investigation.! In!
addition,!these!modifications!are!likely!to!alter!the!functional!characteristics!of!the!protein,!if!not!in!how!
it!responds!to!a!given!stimulus,!then!in!the!way!it!interacts!with!accessory!and!regulatory!proteins,!and!
is! therefore! likely! to! skew! our! understanding! of! these! proteins’! normal! function.! There! exist! many!
reasons!why!the!development!of!drugs!designed!to!target!the!brain!represents!such!a!challenge!–!not!
least! simply! the! chemistry!of! compounds! required! to!penetrate! it! –!but! this!endeavour! is!particularly!
confounded! by! a! lack! of! native! human! tissue! with! which! to! perform! initial! preclinical! development!
15,24,40.!
Although!we!cannot!experiment!on!humans,!the!recent!surge!in!our!understanding!and!manipulation!of!
embryonic! stem! (ES)! cells! and! neural! stem! cells! (NSC),! followed! by! the! current! developments! in!
inducible!pluripotent!stem!(iPS)!cell! technology!have!abruptly!made! it!possible!to!study!human!neural!
cells! in) vitro.! Historically,! the! study! of! living! cells! native! to! the! human! brain! has! proven! particularly!
difficult,!and!is!partly!due!to! its!predominantly!nonOregenerative!nature.!Neurons!represent!terminally!
differentiated,! postOmitotic! cells! and! as! such,! are! incapable! of! expansion! in) vitro,! meaning! mature!
human! neurons! can! only! ever! generate! primary! cultures.! Tissue! obtained! through! biopsy! is!
understandably! rare,! and!many! regions! –! especially! those! encapsulated! by! the! cerebral! cortex! –! are!
highly! inaccessible,! restricting! the! range! of! cell! types! available! for! investigation.! In! addition,! neural!
biopsy! material! unsurprisingly! tends! not! to! yield! healthy! brain! tissue,! but! rather! cells! derived! from!
tumours.! These! tumorigenic! cells! may! be! derived! from! progenitor! cells! (neuroblastomas! or!
glioblastomas),! astrocytes! (astrocytomas),! oligodendrocytes! (oligodendrogliomas)! or! ependymal! cells!
(emendymomas)41,! and! as! a! consequence! of! aberrant! expression! of! oncogenic! genes,! often! have! the!
capacity!to!be!expanded;!resulting!in!the!establishment!of!neural!cell!lines!that!can!be!maintained!in!the!
laboratory!indefinitely.!Such!cell!lines!can!either!be!differentiated!into!a!specific!cell!type,!for!example,!
astrocytes! and/or! oligodendrocytes! in! the! case! of! glioblastomas,! or! neurons! in! the! case! of!
neuroblastoma!cell! lines! (originating! from!neuroblasts!of! the! sympathetic!nervous! system,!and!so!are!
not! only! of! brain! origin)! like! SHOSY5Y! 42.! Alternatively! cell! lines,! like! NT2! have! been! generated! from!
teratocarcinomas!(germ!cell!cancers)!and!have!the!capacity!to!generate!both!neurons!and!glial!cells!43.!
Indeed,!cell!lines!such!as!SHOSY5Y!or!NT2!has!provided!important!research!tools!for!the!in)vitro!study!of!
human! nerve! cell! function! 41.! However,! due! to! the! tumorigenic! origin! of! these! cell! lines,! any! data!
obtained! using! them!had! to! be!met!with! a! certain! degree! of! caution!with! respect! to! the! function! of!
normal!neurons.!
It!was!not!until! the! late!1990s!that!clonal!neural!progenitor!cell! (NPC)! lines!were!derived!from!human!




though! later!work! demonstrated! the! full!multipotentiality! –! capacity! to! generate! neurons,! astrocytes!
and!oligodendrocytes!–!of!this!type!of!cell! line! in)vitro! 45,46!and! in)vivo! 47.!Therefore,! in!the!absence!of!
available!primary!human!neural! tissue,! neural! stem! cells! (NSC! –! cells! capable!of! generating! all! of! the!
cells! types!present! in!the!adult!brain)!or!the!neural!progenitor!cells!that!they!generate,!represented!a!
renewable!and!reproducible!source!of!human!neural!cells.!ES!cells,!NSC!and!NPCs!can!each!be!used!to!
derive!mature! neural! cultures,! and! each! have! properties! that! can!make! them! invaluable! tools! to! the!






most! attention! with! promise! of! cellOreplacement! therapies! for! diseases! such! as! Parkinson’s,!
Huntington’s!and!Alzheimer’s!diseases!and!even!functional!repair!following!stroke!or!spinal!cord!injury!
48,49.!While!embryonic!stem!(ES)!cells!are!derived!from!the!inner!cell!mass!of!the!blastocyst!and!have!the!




also! found! in! the! adult! human! brain! but! are! restricted! to! the! subgranular! zone! of! the! dentate! gyrus!
within! the!hippocampal! formation,!and!the!subventricular!zone! lining!the! lateral!ventricles! 53,!and!are!
only!practically! accessible! from!postOmortem! tissue! 54.!During!development,!NSCs!generate!NPCs! that!
have! a! more! restricted! developmental! phenotype.! These! NPCs! display! positional! and! temporal!
specification!meaning!that!their!position!within!the!germinal!zones!of!the!developing!brain!dictates!the!
genes!they!express!and!hence!the!types!of!neurons!and!glial!cells!that!they!generate!55,56.!Isolated!NPCs!
have! been! shown! to! retain! both! their! positional! and! temporal! specification! and! therefore! have! the!
advantage!of!providing!neural!precursors!that!have!the!capability!to!generate!specific!neural!cellOtypes.!
For! instance,!NPCs!of!mesencephic!origin!generate!dopaminergic!neurons!57,!while!NPCs! isolated!from!
the! developing! spinal! cord! generate!motor! and! sensory! neurons! 58,59.! However,! this! maintenance! of!




comprise! the! adult! human! brain! 55.! Thus!NPCs! can! be! isolated! from! specific! brain! regions! and! under!
appropriate!culture!conditions!will!go!on!to!generate!appropriate!neuronal!cell!types.!This!may!hold!an!
advantage!over!using!ES!cells!that!first!have!to!be!pushed!along!a!neural!pathway!and!then!towards!a!
specific! neural! lineage,! making! this! method! of! generating! neural! ‘lineage! specific’! lines! much! more!
















capacity!will! begin! to! dominate! and! introduce! variability! to! the! behaviour! of! the! culture! as! a!whole.!
Therefore,! to! reduce! the! variability! observed! in! such! primary! human! cultures,! researchers! generate!
clonal!NPC!lines,!i.e.!individual!cell!lines!derived!from!single!precursor!cells,!as!discussed!below.!Isolation!
of! clonal! cell! lines! can! be! used! as! a! means! to! minimise! cell! type! heterogeneity! within! cultures! and!
generate!a!population!of!cells!that!can!be!expanded,!frozen!and!thawed.!Clonal!isolation!to!produce!cell!




was! found! the! latter! could! be! maintained! through! conditional! immortalisation,! involving! inducible,!
ectopic!oncogenic!gene!expression!62,63.!This!approach!helped!to!develop!cell!lines!that!were!less!prone!
to! spontaneous!differentiation!and!maintained! the!proliferative! capacity! of! the!original!parent! cell! so!
that! each! could! be! expanded! and! frozen! to! generate! cell! banks! that! could! provide! robust! and!
reproducible!data!64.!
As!knowledge!regarding!the!maintenance!of!NPCs!grew,!it!was!realised!that!conditional!immortalisation!
























each! different! neuronal! population! remains! unclear.! In! contrast,! due! to! positional! and! temporal!
specification! cues! received! prior! to! their! isolation,! human!NPCs! demonstrate! a! cellular! fate,!which! is!
restricted!to!that!of!the!region!from!which!they!were!originally!derived!61,65O67.!Consequently,!clonal!NPC!
lines!do!not!require!the!presence!of!external!cues!to!allow!them!to!differentiate!into!regionally!specified!
neuronal! and! glial! subtypes.! Therefore,! NPCs! isolated! from! the! cortex! should! have! already! been!
positionally!specified!so!as! to!generate!the!specific! types!of!neurons!and!glia! found! in!this!brain!area.!
This!potentially!makes!the!derivation!of!regionally!specified!neurons!and!glia!easier,!and!improves!the!
likelihood!of! obtaining,! in! culture,! cells! that!more! closely! resemble! those! found! in! the! cortex! in) vivo.!






A! very! recent! advance! that! has! justifiably! attracted! considerable! interest! within! the! scientific!
community! is! the! technology! behind! induced! pluripotent! stem! (iPS)! cells! –! pluripotency! being! the!
capacity!to!derive!all!somatic!lineages!68,69.!This!involves!the!reprogramming!of!adult!somatic!cells!into!
pluripotent!stem!cells!through!the!ectopic!expression!of!various!key!genes!associated!with!pluripotency.!
This! was! first! reported! by! Takahashi! and! Yamanaka! in! 2006! through! ectopic! expression! of! the!
transcription! factors! Oct3/4,! Sox2,! c1Myc,! and! Klf4! in! adult! mouse! fibroblasts! under! ES! cell! culture!
conditions! 70.!A!year! later,! the!same!was!achieved!using!human!adult! fibroblasts!expressing! the!same!
four!human!equivalent!genes!71,72.!The!resulting!cells!have!been!reported!to!share!a!similar!morphology!
and! other! characteristics! common! to! normal! ES! cells! including! pluripotency,! selfOrenewal! and! gene!
expression! pattern,! though! the! field! remains! very! young! and! for! every! publication! describing! the!
similarities!of!human!iPS!cells!with!ES!cells!there!is!another!describing!their!differences!73.!
However,!these!studies!were!not!however!the!first!descriptions!of!nuclear!reprogramming,!as!this!had!




differentiated! cells! to!enucleated!undifferentiated! cells! 74.! The!work!by! Takahashi! and!Yamanaka!was!
however! the! first! method! described! that! removed! the! need! for! any! embryonic! cells! as! a! starting!










the! generation! of! pluripotent! iPS! cells! by! reprogramming! fibroblasts! from! schizophrenic! patients! and!






reduction! in! neuronal! connectivity! by! exposure! to! the! antipsychotic! loxapine! (but! not! clozapine,!
olanzapine,! risperidone! or! thioridazine)! during! the! final! stages! of! neuronal! differentiation.! This! study!
highlighted! the! usefulness! of! iPS! cells! to!model! the! cellular! and!molecular! characteristics! of! disease,!
which! is! especially! important! for! psychiatric! conditions! such! as! schizophrenia,! that! appear! to!
demonstrate!a!complex!polygenic!origin!with!an!ambiguous!aetiology.!The!use!of! iPS!cells! in! this!way!
also!suggests!their!utility!in!potentially!providing!a!means!to!categorise!schizophrenic!patients!based!on!
cellular!and!molecular!criteria,!an!important!step!towards!personalised!treatment!for!such!patients.!
While! representing! an! exciting! milestone! in! our! understanding! and! manipulation! of! cellular!
pluripotency,!iPS!cells!still!require!considerable!validation!with!respect!to!their!in)vivo!counterparts,!with!
the! same! of! course! true! for! the! differentiated! cell! types! these! iPS! cells! are! used! to! derive.! Another!
consideration!for!the!use!of!these!cells!is!the!significant!amount!of!time,!low!transformation!efficiency!
and! the! labour! intensiveness! of! their! derivation,! consequently! incurring! considerable! cost.! The!
therapeutic! potential! of! iPS! cells! ensures! however! that! any! problems! associated! with,! for! example,!
genomic! instability!or!altered!epigenetic!signatures! (reviewed! in!detail!elsewhere! 73,76)!are! likely! to!be!
tenaciously!challenged!experimentally!to!maximise!their!versatility,!which!will!only!serve!to!enhance!our!
understanding!of!the!cellular!mechanisms!that!underlie!pluripotency.!Indeed,!remarkable!progress!has!
already! been! made! in! the! short! time! since! iPS! cells! were! first! described,! such! as! the! generation! of!






The! discovery! that! ectopic! expression! of! specific! transcription! factors! in! adult! somatic! cells! could! be!
used! as! a!means! to! revert! them!back! to! their! pluripotent! origin! inspired! the! idea! that! cells! could! be!
transdifferentiated! into!any!other! cell! type,!assuming! the!correct! combination!of! transcription! factors!
could! be! identified.! Theoretically,! this! means! that! any! terminally! differentiated! cell! type! could! be!




In! 2010,! work! led! by! Marius!Wernig! at! Stanford! provided! the! first! evidence! of! direct! generation! of!
functional! neurons! from! mouseOderived! fibroblasts! without! first! having! to! revert! the! cells! to! a!
pluripotent!state,!and!with!it!coining!the!term!induced!neuronal!(iN)!cells!81.!This!was!achieved!through!
ectopic!expression!of!genes!encoding! the!neurogenic! transcription! factors!Ascl1,!Brn2! and!Myt1l,! and!
considerably! reduced! the! time!needed! to!obtain! the!desired!neuronal!phenotype!as!compared! to! the!
generation!of!iPS!cells!and!subsequent!differentiation!82.!This!was!quickly!followed!by!a!series!of!studies!
demonstrating! that! the! same! could! be! achieved! using! human! fibroblasts.! Pfisterer! and! colleagues!
demonstrated!that!expression!of! the!human!equivalent!of! the!same!three!genes!that!provoked!transO
differentiation! in!murine! cells! –!ASCL1,!BRN2! and!MYT1L! –! was! also! sufficient! to! produce! functional!
neurons! from! human! fibroblasts! 83,! though! with! considerably! lower! efficiency! 84.! This! group! also!
demonstrated! that! the! additional! expression! of! LMX1A! and! FOXA2! –! encoding! transcription! factors!
associated! with! a! dopaminergic! neuronal! fate! –! could! direct! the! resulting! cells! to! a! dopaminergic!
phenotype.!Yoo!and!colleagues!then!went!on!to!demonstrate!that!direct!human!fibroblast!to!neuronal!
transOdifferentiation!could!be!achieved!through!ectopic!expression!of!MIR19*!and!MIR1124!–!microRNAs!
that! had! been! shown! to! be! involved! in! prescribing! cells! to! a! neuronal! fate! during! normal! foetal!
development! 85.! It! was! also! demonstrated! that! the! reprogramming! efficiency! could! be! significantly!
enhanced!through!the!expression!of!NEUROD2!–!encoding!a!neurogenic!transcription!factor!–!and!the!
previously!mentioned!ASCL1! and!MYT1L! 86.! In! contrast! to! the! earlier! report! by! Pfisterer,!Wernig! and!
colleagues! stepped! in! and! reported! that! ASCL1,! BRN2! and! MYT1L! expression! were! insufficient! to!
produce!mature! functional!neurons! from!human! fibroblasts,! though! these! could!be!obtained! through!
the! additional! expression! of!NEUROD1! (encoding! a! further! neurogenic! transcription! factor)87.! Caiazzo!
and! colleagues! then! showed! the! generation! of! functional! dopaminergic! neurons! from! mouse! and!
human! fibroblasts! through! inducible! lentiviral! expression! of! just! three! transcription! factor! genes! –!
ASCL1,! NURR1! and! LMX1A! 88.! Finally,! Son! and! colleagues! have! provided! evidence! for! the! direct!
generation! of! functional! spinal! motor! neurons! from! human! fibroblasts! through! virally! mediated!
transduction! using!ASCL1,!BRN2,!MYT1L,! LHX3,!HB9,! ISL1,!NGN2! and!NEUROD1! 89.! This!was! however!
only!achieved!using!embryonic!human!fibroblasts,!and!it!remains!unclear!whether!the!same!is!true!for!
their!adult!equivalents.!Taken!together,!these!reports!suggest!that!the!only!limiting!factor!in!our!ability!






directly! into! neurons! (iN! cells)! remains! in! its! infancy,! though! clearly! offers! considerable! promise.!
Extensive!investigation!is!however!necessary!to!validate!cells!derived!in!this!manner!with!respect!to!the!
cells!they!are!claimed!to!represent,!and!the!field!will!likely!yield!a!diverse!range!of!methods!to!derive!a!
broad!complement!of!different!cellular! subtypes,! that! faithfully! represent! their! in)vivo!equivalents.!At!
present! however,! numerous! reports! have! indicated! considerable! differences! between!human!ES! cells!
and!iPS!cells.!Epigenetic!status!–!a!property!that!defines!cell!identity!through!chromatin!modification!–!
has!been!shown!in!some!cases!to!vary!considerably!between!these!two!types!of!cells!90,!as!have!their!
gene! expression! profiles! 69.! The! generation! of! iPS! cells! has! also! been! shown! to! commonly! introduce!
proteinOcoding! point! mutations,! which! were! particularly! enriched! in! genes! with! oncogenic! capacity,!
meaning! rigorous! screening!would!be!necessary! if! cells!were!destined! for! clinical! application! to!avoid!






is! a! time! consuming! and! laborious! process! and! still! requires! differentiation! to! provide! neurons! once!
pluripotent! colonies! have! been! established.! The! generation! of! iN! cells! is! considerably! faster,! though!
they!lack!the!ability!to!be!expanded!once!transformed!and!cannot!therefore!be!used!to!establish!clonal!
cell!lines!–!potentially!increasing!variability!between!experiments.!However,!if!iPS!cells!truly!recapitulate!





screening! of! iPS! cell! and! iN! cells! or! the! development! of! methods! to! standardise! the! cells! that! are!
ultimately!derived!98.!





experiment! difficult! to! control.!While! iN! cell! generation! can! be! used! to! produce! pure! populations! of!
neurons!by! subsequent! fluorescenceOactivated! cell! sorting! (FACS)! to! remove!untransformed! cells,! this!
may!actually!provide!an!experimentally!misleading!culture!environment!that!diverges!from!that!found!in)
vivo!due!to!the!absence!of!other!neuronal!cell!types!such!as!astrocytes!and!oligodendrocytes.!Brennand!








of! the! disease! that! is! attempting! to! be!modelled.! Indeed! the! phenotype! associated!with! a! particular!
disease!may!actually!be! restricted! to!astrocytes!meaning!no!diseaseOphenotype!would!be!observed! in!
this!sort!of!in)vitro!model.!A!good!example!of!this!is!provided!in!the!case!of!motor!neuron!degeneration!






nonOexpandable!nature!of! iN!cells! that! lack!the!capacity!to!generate!glia,! following!reports!of! the!first!
transdifferentiation! of! mouse! embryonic! fibroblasts! to! NPCOlike! cells.! Just! over! a! year! after! the! first!
description!of!the!generation!of!mouse!iN!cells,!and!subsequently!the!successful!generation!of!human!iN!
cells! –! the! StanfordObased! group! led! by! Marius! Wernig! have! demonstrated! the! generation! of! cells!
capable!of!differentiation!into!neurons,!astrocytes!and!oligodendrocytes!102.!This!was!achieved!through!










tools! necessary! to! explore! the! potential! of! regenerative! medicine.! Not! only! do! these! technologies!
replace! the! use! of! animals! as! a! source! of! neural! tissue,! they! arguably! provide! a! cheaper! and! more!
faithful! representative! platform! with! which! to! study! the! cellular! and! molecular! mechanisms! of! the!
human! brain.! Ultimately,! it! is! the! desired! application! that! should! inform! upon! the! choice! of! which!
approach! to!use.!The$original$ aim$of$ this$project$was$ to$develop$an$ in( vitro$ platform$with$which$ to$
investigate$the$mechanism$of$action$of$antipsychotic$medications$by$evaluating$their$transcriptional$
impact.! More! specifically,! this! would! involve! exposing! separate! in) vitro! cultures! to! various! different!
antipsychotic!drugs!prior! to! the!application!of! transcriptomic!methodologies.!The! resulting!data!could!
then!be!used! to!determine! changes! in! gene!expression! that!may! inform!upon! the!possible!molecular!




important! to!develop!a!human! in)vitro! culture!system!that!was!highly!sensitive,!yet!provided!robustly!
consistent! data,! made! use! of! cells! that! closely! resembled! those! thought! to! be! acted! upon! by!
antipsychotic!drugs!and!expressed!receptors!known!to!be!targeted!by!these!compounds.!!
The!infancy!of!the!field!of!iPS!cell!and!iN!cells!ruled!out!their!use!at!the!inception!of!this!study,!though!








time! to!differentiate!as!possible,! though! it!was!appreciated! that! for!human!neural!differentiation! this!






NSCs,! and!have! therefore! spent! a! longer! period! of! time! in! their! natural! developmental! environment.!
This!means!that!NPC!have!been!exposed!to!the!normal!succession!of!embryonic!cues!that!ensure!both!
maximal! positional! specification! and! neurogenic! capacity;! due! to! the! timeOpoint! at! which! they! are!
isolated!(this!varies!according!to!the!neural!region!from!which!the!NPCs!are!derived).!
Our! laboratory! had! the! fortune! to! have! been! kindly! granted! access! to! a! number! of! clinical! grade!
conditionally! immortalised!clonal!NPC! lines!by!ReNeuron!Group!plc.! These!were!derived! from!various!








to! the! nucleus!where! cOMyc! behaves! as! an! active! transcription! factor! 103.! These! cell! lines! have! been!




















psychiatric! disorder! characterised! by! chronic! disturbance! of! perceptive,! emotional! and! cognitive!
function.!Symptomatic!onset!typically!occurs!in!late!adolescence!or!early!adulthood,!though!many!suffer!
what! are! known! as! prodromal! symptoms! prior! to! their! first! psychotic! episode! 112O115.! For! diagnostic!
purposes,! symptoms! are! classified! into! groups! –! often! broadly! defined! as! positive! (hallucinations,!
delusions! and! disordered! thoughts)! and! negative! symptoms! (social! withdrawal,! blunted! affect! and!





The! lifetime! risk!of!developing! schizophrenia! is!approximately!1%!and! transcends!gender,! culture!and!
race,! though! risk! factors! do! exist! 120O122.! While! the! aetiology! of! schizophrenia! remains! elusive,! the!
influence!of!genetics!as!a!predisposing!factor!is!firmly!established.!Data!obtained!from!family,!twin!and!
adoption!studies!have!shown!the!disorder!demonstrates!a!level!of!heritability!approaching!85%!123,!with!
prevalence! rising! to! 6%! for! patients! with! an! affected! parent,! 9%! with! an! affected! sibling! and! 48%!
between! monozygotic! twins! 124.! The! risk! of! developing! schizophrenia! was! first! proposed! to! have! a!
polygenic!origin!as!early!as!1967!125,!a!supposition!supported!by!the!advent!of!genomeOwide!association!
studies! (GWAS),! though! this! premise! has! been! concurrently! challenged! –! at! least! for! a! proportion! of!
cases! –! through! studies! of! copy! number! variations! (CNV)126.! These! recent! findings! have! therefore!
established! two! diametrically! opposed! models! to! describe! the! genetic! origin! behind! the! risk! of! an!
individual! developing! schizophrenia.! The! first! encapsulates! the!principle!of! a!polygenic!heritability! for!







in! a! range! of! different! genes! and! accounts! for! both! isolated! sporadic! cases! and! those! restricted! to!
narrow!gene!pools!126.!






























recent! studies! –! again! adopting! a! genomeOwide! approach! –! appear! to! have! confirmed! this! postulate!
based!on!the!presence!of!rare,!but!highly!penetrant!chromosomal!deletions!and!duplications!in!various!
regions,!suggesting!a!heterogeneous!origin!126,136,144O146.!These!recent!leads!provided!by!GWAS!and!CNV!




protein! signalling! 4),! DTNBP1! (dysbindin! or! dystrobrevinObinding! protein! 1)! and! DISC1! (disrupted! in!
schizophrenia! 1),! which! had! previously! been! identified! as! promising! candidates! for! predicting!
susceptibility!based!on!numerous!lines!of!evidence,!though!no!risk!alleles!for!any!of!these!genes!have!as!
yet!been!unequivocally!identified!as!causal!147. 
The!ability! to! simultaneously! interrogate! the!whole!genome! to! isolate!genetic! variants! that! confer!an!
increased! risk!of!developing! schizophrenia!has!paid!dividends.! Several!new! lines!of! investigation!have!






provided! evidence! of! altered! functional! connectivity! in! the! brains! of! healthy! volunteers! carrying! the!
rs1344706!risk!allele!using!fMRI.!Their!study!demonstrated!a!lack!of!functional!coupling!both!within!the!
dorsolateral!prefrontal! cortex! (DLPFC)!on! the!same!side,!and!between! these!areas! in!each!of! the! two!
hemispheres!in!volunteers!carrying!the!rs1344706!risk!allele.!These!same!volunteers!were!also!found!to!
exhibit! increased!coordinated!activity!between!the!DLPFC!and!the!hippocampus!as!compared!to!those!
carrying! the!nonOrisk!allele! 148.!Risk!alleles!do!not!however! represent!validated!therapeutic! targets! for!
antipsychotic!drugs,!and!considerable!research!attention!will!be!needed!to!reach!this!point.!Accordingly,!
wellOcharacterised!and!widely!available!in)vitro!human!neural!tissue!models!could!play!a!valuable!role!in!
the!process;!both! to!elucidate! the!normal! role!of! these!genes!and! the! functional! consequence!of! the!
associated! risk! alleles,! but! also! for! the! identification! and! validation! of! potential! novel! drug! targets.!




not! however! mean! that! a! “oneOdrugOfitsOall”! approach! will! prove! most! effective.! There! remains! the!
possibility! that! while! clinical! diagnosis! for! schizophrenia! is! reliable,! the! diagnostic! term! itself! is! too!
nebulous.! The! emergence! of! causative! alleles! beyond! highly! penetrant! CNVs! and! indeed,! common!
pathophysiology,!may! therefore! be! reliant! upon! the! distinction! of! clinical! phenotypes! responsible! for!
the!component!syndromes!that!together!represent!the!full!spectrum!of!disorders!currently!described!as!
schizophrenia! 149.! PatientOderived,! diseaseOspecific! iPS! and! iN! cells! hold! the! potential! to! represent!
pivotal! tools! for! this!avenue!of! investigation!and! indeed!to!model!endophenotypes!of!other!disorders!
that!exhibit!a!polygenic!origin.!
Paradoxically,! recent! advances! in! our! understanding! of! the! genetics! underpinning! susceptibility! for!
developing!schizophrenia!appear!to!have!–!if!anything!–!widened!the!gap!between!our!knowledge!of!the!
disorder’s! aetiology! and! our! understanding! of! how! to! treat! it.! Several! lines! of! evidence! suggest!




pathophysiology! in! the! absence! of! glial! scarring! and! prodromal! symptoms! 122.! A! premise! partly!
supported! by! recent! GWAS! findings,! in! that! several! of! the! identified! risk! alleles! are! associated! with!
genes!involved!with!normal!neural!development!126.!How!these!newly!identified!risk!alleles!influence!the!
molecular! and! cellular! landscape! of! the! adult! brain! is! however! yet! to! be! determined.! An! alternative!
approach!to!investigate!the!biochemical!environment!of!the!schizophrenic!brain!is!to!provide!a!clearer!
and! more! detailed! understanding! of! how! currently! available! antipsychotics! exert! their! action.! By!
identifying! the! biochemical! pathways! that! these! drugs!modulate! to! relieve! the! symptoms! associated!
with!schizophrenia,!we!may!be!able!to!identify!alternative!targets!that!can!achieve!a!similar!or!improved!





Until! the!1950s,!and!the!serendipitous!discovery!of! the!antipsychotic!properties!of! the!phenothiazine,!
chlorpromazine! 150,! schizophrenia! remained! largely!untreated.! This! led! to! the!development!of! further!
phenothiazine! derivatives,! along! with! butyrophenones! (e.g.! haloperidol)! and! thioxanthenes! (e.g.!
chlorprothixene),! which! together! have! been! termed! the! typical! antipsychotics! 151.!While! these! drugs!
demonstrated!efficacy!in!relieving!the!positive!symptoms!associated!with!schizophrenia,!their!ability!to!






appears! sufficient,! as! demonstrated! by! the! selective! D2! antagonist;! amisulpride!
156,157,! though! this!
compound!has!also!recently!been!shown!to!demonstrate!high!affinity!antagonism!of!the!5OHT7!receptor!
158.! For! a! time! it! was! widely! believed! that! antipsychotic! efficacy! was! inextricably! linked! to! these!
movement!disturbances!–!termed!extrapyramidal!side!effects!(EPS).!This!belief!was!challenged!however!
by!the!first!description!of!the!potent!antipsychotic!efficacy!provided!by!clozapine,!but!in!the!absence!of!
any! associated! EPS! liability! 159.! Clozapine’s! introduction! was! dogged! by! reports! of! it’s! propensity! to!
provoke!agranulocytosis!–!a!potentially! life!threatening!side!effect!relating!to!a!substantial! lowering!of!
circulating!leukocytes!–!and!consequently!only!received!approval!for!general!use!in!the!US!in!1990!114.!
Not! only! did! clozapine! demonstrate! improved! clinical! efficacy! when! compared! to! the! typical!
antipsychotics,! it!also!showed!a! lower!propensity!to!cause!EPS!and!was!found!to!be!effective! in!up!to!
30%!of!treatment!refractory!cases!160O162,!and!even!reduce!suicidality!163.!
Clozapine’s! introduction! heralded! a! new! era! for! the! treatment! of! schizophrenia! and! was! closely!





some! cases! at! least! –! were! found! to! be! more! potent! neuroleptics,! showed! greater! potential! in! the!
treatment! of! negative! and! positive! symptoms! and! reduced! the! occurrence! of! side! effects! associated!
with!reduced!dopaminergic!activity,!as!compared!to!the!typical!antipsychotics.!They!did!however!bring!
with! them! their! own! repertoire! of! poorly! tolerated! side! effects! such! as! weight! gain,!
hypercholesterolaemia,!postural!hypotension,!diabetes!and!seizures!114,164.!This!may!be!attributable!to!
their!possessing!a!more!promiscuous!pharmacological!profile! than! their! firstOgeneration!counterparts,!








noted! that! at! the! time!antipsychotic! efficacy!was! first! correlated!with!dopamine! receptor! occupancy,!
the!only!atypical!antipsychotic!available!was!clozapine.! In!addition,!Meltzer’s!hypothesis!preceded!the!
identification! of! further! 5OHT! receptor! subtypes,! later! facilitated! by!molecular! cloning,!which! showed!
that!many!of!the!receptors!that!had!accounted!for!his!D2/5OHT2A!ratio,!were!in!fact!5OHT2C!receptors!
167.!










=0.869)! antipsychotics,! though! neither! reached! significance.! Finally,! Richtand! and! colleagues!
demonstrated!that!atypical!antipsychotic!efficacy!was!strongly!correlated!with!affinity!ratios! for!D2! (5O
HT2A/5OHT1A)! (r! =! 0.80,!p! =! 0.031),! and!D2! (5OHT2C/5OHT1A)! (r! =! 0.78,!p! =! 0.038)
168.! The! authors! of! this!





and!D4! (fananserin),! 5OHT2! (MDLO100907),! and!dopamine!D1! receptors! (SCHO23390)!upon! reaching! the!
clinic!156.!An!alternative!theory!provided!by!Kapur!and!Seeman!to!explain!the!antipsychotic!efficacy!and!






receptor,! binding! of! other! receptors!may! be! superfluous! to! producing! atypical! antipsychotic! efficacy.!
Interestingly,!the!most!recently!licenced!antipsychotic!–!aripiprazole!–!dissociates!from!the!D2!receptor!
at! a! considerably! slower! rate! than! even! the! typical! antipsychotics! 172,! but! is! thought! to! achieve! its!
atypical! efficacy! through!partial! agonism!at! the!D2! receptor!
173,! despite!demonstrating! a! considerably!
nonOspecific!pharmacology!174.!This!is!not!to!say!that!alternative!mechanisms!are!not!being!explored!as!a!
means! to! treat! schizophrenia.! Several! compounds! are! currently! in! clinical! development! that! exploit!
mechanistically! distinct! targets! to! those! of! existing! antipsychotics! including! glutamatergic! AMPA! and!
NMDA! channels,! tachykinin! NK3! and! cannabinoid! CB1! receptors! and! the! ER! membrane! associated!
receptor! σ1,! though! it! is! currently! unclear!whether! these!will! provide! improved! efficacy! over! existing!
treatments!175,176.!A!description!of!antipsychotic!activity!through!the!affinity!of!receptors!to!which!they!
are! known! to! bind! at! the! cell! surface! would! however! be! a! gross! over! simplification.! Upon! receptor!






–! an! executive! body! of! the! UK! government’s! Department! of! Health! responsible! for! ensuring! that!
medicines!and!medical!devices!work,!and!are!acceptably!safe!–!antipsychotics!drugs:!
“…are! mainly! used! to! treat! mental! health! conditions! such! as! schizophrenia! and! other!
psychoses,!agitation,!severe!anxiety,!mania!and!violent!or!dangerously!impulsive!behaviour.!
They! are! also! used! to! treat! nausea! and! vomiting,! intractable! hiccough! and! for! the!
management!of!pain!and!associated!restlessness!in!palliative!care.”!






significant! problem,! as! patients! who! remain! symptomatic,! or! suffer! adverse! affects! due! to! drug!
treatment! are! less! likely! to! remain! treatment! compliant! 120.! In! addition,! the! longer! the! period! of!
inadequate!symptom!relief,!the!poorer!the!longOterm!prognosis!for!the!patient,!especially!with!regard!to!
the! arguably! more! debilitating! negative! and! cognitive! symptoms! 115,181,182.! To! gain! a! clearer!










property! that! allows! them! to! gain! brain! penetrance! –! the! possibility! also! remains! that! they! could!
additionally! target! intracellular! targets.! Our! understanding! of! these! receptors! has! been! enhanced!
considerably!in!recent!years!and!as!described!by!Terry!Kenakin:!





affinity! for! various! transporters! and! ligandOgated! ion! channels! 174,183,184.! Most,! if! not! all! of! these!
receptors! demonstrate! discrete,! cell! typeOspecific! expression! within! the! brain,! though! many! are!
additionally!expressed! in!the!periphery!and!may!therefore!contribute!to!the!diverse!sideOeffect!profile!
these!compounds!exhibit.! In!addition,!many!of! these! receptors! can!exhibit!both!pre!and!postsynaptic!
membrane!expression!and!can!therefore!alter!their!functional!consequence.!GPCRs!provide!a!means!for!
extracellular!signals!to!exert!an!effect!across!the!cell!membrane!and!consequently!provide!a!method!of!
communication! between! cells! and! their! external! environment! –! both! physical! and! chemical.! The!
classical!view!dictates!that!upon!ligand!binding,!GPCRs!undergo!a!conformational!change!that! initiates!
signalling! via! an! intracellularly! coupled! heterotrimeric! G! protein! –! so! named! because! of! their! GTPO
dependent! activity.! In! the! inactive! state!heterotrimeric!G!proteins! are! comprised!of! a!GDPObound!Gα!
subunit! and! a! Gβγ! subunit! complex.! The! ligandOinduced! conformational! change! of! the! GPCR! confers!
upon! it! an! ability! to! exchange! the! Gα! subunitObound! GDP! for! GTP! and! consequently! causes! its!





and! consequently,! an! intracellular! rise! in! cAMP,! which! itself! is! a! regulator! of! numerous!










trisphosphate! (IP3)! and! diacylglycerol! (DAG).! IP3! goes! on! to! target! receptors! found! on! the!
surface!of! the!endoplasmic! reticulum!and!causes! the! release!of!Ca2+! from! intracellular! stores!
while!DAG!causes!activation!of!protein!kinase!C,! leading!to!activation!of!Raf1!and!initiation!of!
the! ERK/MAPK! (extracellular! signalOregulated! kinase/mitogenOactivated! protein! kinase)!
pathway.!
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These!descriptions!however,! illustrate! a! gross!over! simplification!of! the! functional! consequences! that!
ligand!binding!to!these!receptors!can!provoke.!In!addition!to!the!modulatory!effect!of!Gαs!and!Gαi!upon!
AC,!they!have!also!been!shown!to!modulate!the!activity!of!cOSrc!tyrosine!kinases!187.!On!the!other!hand,!




It! should! be! noted! that! many! of! these! signalling! molecules! exist! as! distinct! isoforms,! though! the!
functional! consequence! of!many! of! these! variants! remains! unclear.!With!multiple! different! receptors!










GPCRs! are! also! subject! to! dynamic! regulation! though! the! activity! of! regulator! of! G! protein! signalling!
(RGS)! family! proteins,! 37! of! which! are! encoded! by! the! human! genome! and! exert! their! action! by!
behaving!as!GTPaseOactivating!proteins,!accelerating!the!rate!of!GαObound!GTP!hydrolysis!191.!This!allows!
the!Gα!and!Gβγ!subunits!to!reassociate!and!therefore!attenuate!the!extent!of!downstream!signalling!36.!
Another!mechanism! through! which! GPCRs! are! subjected! to! regulation! occurs! via! phosphorylation! of!
specific! residues!on!the! intracellular! loops!exposed!on!the!cytoplasmic! face!of! the!plasma!membrane.!
This!can!occur!in!the!absence!of!bound!ligand!via!the!activity!of!second!messengerOdependent!protein!
kinases! such! as! PKA! or! PKC,! and! is! referred! to! as! heterologous! desensitisation! 190.! Conversely,!
homologous! desensitisation! occurs! in! ligand!occupied! receptors! through! the! activity! of!GRK!proteins.!
The! catalytic! activity! of! these! enzymes! is! provoked! by! receptor! activation! and! also! leads! to!
phosphorylation!of!the!intracellular!loops!of!GPCRs.!This!in!turn!facilitates!the!recruitment!of!βOarrestinO
1! or! O2,! which! inhibits! the! receptor! from! interacting! further! with! it’s! associated! G! protein! despite!
continued! agonistOmediated! activation! of! the! receptor! 189.! βOarrestins! can! precipitate! receptor!
internalisation! by! recruiting! proteins! involved! in! clathrinOmediated! endocytosis! and! are! subsequently!
returned!to!the!plasma!membrane!or!subjected!to!endocytic!degradation!192.!In!addition!to!their!role!in!
desensitisation,! βOarrestins! have! recently! been! shown! to! initiate! further,! G! proteinOindependent!
signalling!by!serving!as!a!scaffold!protein!for!additional!signalling!molecules!such!as!mitogenOactivated!







the! functional! consequence! of! these! interactions! at! any! one! of! those! receptors! is! not! necessarily!
constant.! Indeed! several! of! the! regulatory! mechanisms! described! above! are! capable! of! altering! the!
affinity!of!a!given!ligand!for!a!receptor!by!altering!the!properties!of!the!receptors!binding!pocket!192.!In!







efficacy! 195.! Numerous! reports! of! ligands! capable! of! preferentially! activating! distinct! signalling! events!
from!a!single!receptor!have!now!led!to!the!concept!of!functional!selectivity!195,196.!In!the!most!extreme!
cases!this!can!result!in!a!single!ligand!exhibiting!the!characteristics!of!both!an!agonist!and!antagonist!at!
the! same! receptor.! For!example,! chronic!exposure! to!antagonists! is! typically!associated!with! receptor!
upregulation! while! exposure! to! agonists! is! conversely! linked! to! receptor! internalisation,! a! process!
thought! to! allow! cells! to! homeostatically! regulate! the! extent! to! which! they! can! be! stimulated! 197.!
However,! some! 5OHT! antagonists! such! as! loxapine! and! clozapine! have! paradoxically! been! shown! to!
provoke! a! downregulation! of! 5OHT2A! receptor! number! both! in) vivo! and! in) vitro! despite! lacking!
measurable!activity!at! those!receptors!198.!This!does!not!however!appear!to!be!an! isolated!quirk!of!5O
HT2A! receptors! as! certain! antagonists! of! β2! adrenergic,! μOopioid,! vasopressin! V2,! cholecystokinin! and!
parathyroid!hormone!receptors!have!also!been!reported!to!demonstrate!this!property!195,197,198.!
It! is! likely!that! functional!selectivity!–!the!capacity!of!a! ligand!to!preferentially!provoke!one!functional!
response! over! that! of! another! –!may! actually! lie! at! the! heart! of! the!mechanism!of! action! that! some!
compounds! exhibit.! Aripiprazole! has! been! shown! to! demonstrate! particularly! high! affinity! and! slow!
dissociation! from! the! dopamine! D2! receptor,! yet! exhibits! low! hyperprolactinemia! and! EPS! liability!
172,173,183.!This!effect!was! shown! to!be!mediated!by!partial!agonism!–!complete!occupancy!achieving!a!
submaximal! response! –! of! the! D2! receptor,! but! this! is! only! part! of! the! story!
199.! By! accessing!
aripiprazole’s! capacity! to! provoke! D2Omediated! cAMP! accumulation,! ERK1/2! phosphorylation,!
arachidonic!acid! release,!control!of!K+!currents!and!D2! receptor! internalisation! in)vitro!–! this!molecule!
has!actually!been!shown!to!demonstrate!functional!selectivity!at!this!receptor!174,200,201.!Ultimately,!it!is!
the! assay! used! to! assess! efficacy! of! a! given! ligand! that! determines!whether! it! is! designated! as! a! full!
agonist,!partial!agonist!or!neutral!antagonist,! leading!Kenakin!to!use!the!term!‘texture’!to!describe!the!
nature! of! a! compound! 14,202.! In! an! attempt! to! exploit! functional! selectivity! as! a! means! to! maximise!
antipsychotic! efficacy,! one! group! has! recently! provided! evidence! of! the! development! of! several!
compounds!modelled!on!aripiprazole!that!show!considerable!bias!towards!βOarrestinOselective!signalling!
over! cAMP! accumulation! via! the! D2! receptor! in) vitro! and! promisingly! demonstrate! antipsychoticOlike!








traditional!view!of!GPCR!modulation! is! that!of!a!drug!exerting!an!effect! through! its! interaction!with!a!
receptor’s! binding! pocket,! or! pharmacophore.! A! drug! acting! in! this! manner! is! referred! to! as! an!





Kenakin! and! Miller! 206.! They! describe! GPCRs! as! structurally! and! energetically! disordered! molecules,!
capable! of! assuming! multiple! different! configurations! through! which! the! receptor! can! constitutively!
cycle!or!be!forced!into.!This!allows!the!receptor!to!either!favourably!interact!with!a!specific!downstream!





receptors! and!negative! allosteric!modulation! of! voltageOgated!Na+! channels! 207,208.!While! no! currently!
available! antipsychotics! demonstrate! allosteric! interactions! as! their! primary!mechanism,! the! primary!
metabolite!of!clozapine!–!NOdesmethylclozapine!has!been!shown!to!allosterically!modulate!the!activity!
of! the! acetylcholine!M1! receptor!
209.! Interestingly,! this! brain! penetrant! clozapine!metabolite! has! also!
been! shown! to! demonstrate! partial! agonism! at! D2! and! D3! receptors! –! similar! to! that! exhibited! by!
aripiprazole!and! likely! contributes! to! clozapine’s! superior! antipsychotic! efficacy! in! the!absence!of! EPS!
liability! 210.! This,! and! other! observations! have! led! to! NOdesmethylclozapine! being! pursued! as! an!



















also! been! identified! in! native! tissues,! which! is! likely! facilitated! through! interaction! with! cytoplasmic!













of! these! diverse! receptor! heterodimers! is! currently! under! considerable! scrutiny! and! it! has! been!
suggested! they! can! influence! virtually! every! aspect! of! a! given! receptors! pharmacological! properties,!
from! the! nature! and! intensity! of! second! messenger! signalling! to! ligand! affinity,! selectivity! and!
dissociation! 206,215,224,!while!also! influencing! receptor!expression,! trafficking!and! internalisation! 35,36,225.!
Much!of!this!work!was!initially!performed!in!heterologous!expression!systems!and!was!later!confirmed!
both! in! native! tissues! in) vitro! and! in) vivo! 214,222.!While!much! of! the! early!work!was! performed! using!
techniques! such! as! immunoprecipitation! and! classical! pharmacological! approaches,! the! field! has!
recently! been! greatly! enhanced! by! the! development! of! techniques! such! as! fluorescence! resonance!
energy! transfer! (FRET)! and! bioluminescence! resonance! energy! transfer! (BRET),! that! allow! functional!
interactions!between!receptors!or! indeed!any!proteins!that!come!into!close!proximity!with!each!other!
to!be!observed.!This!new!perspective!with!respect! to! the!way! in!which!GPCRs! function! in! their!native!
environment!has!highlighted!the!need!for!using!native!tissue!to!obtain!meaningful!pharmacological!and!
physiological! data! regarding! the!way! in!which! any! pharmacological! agent! exerts! it’s! effects.! This!was!
recently! highlighted! in! a! study! by! Fribourg! and! colleagues,! where! they! demonstrated! the! functional!
consequence!of!5OHT2A:mGluR2!receptor!heterodimers!compared!to!individual!receptor!monomers!in!a!
heterologous!expression!system!following!ligand!binding!to!either!receptor.!They!reported!a!functional!
integration! of! ligandOinduced! response! at! the! receptor! level,! leading! to! a! subsequent! modulation! of!
downstream!signalling!that!could!be!recapitulated! in!ex!vivo!membrane!preparations!and!observed!at!
the! behavioural! level! in) vivo) 221.! This! multidimensional! approach! to! investigate! what! amounts! to! a!
ligandOreceptor! interaction!promotes! the! importance!of! the!assays!used! to!evaluate! these!properties,!
and!is!a!perfect!example!of!the!concept!of!‘texture’!with!respect!to!ligand!response!202.!
Either! through!covalent,!electrostatic!or!accessory!protein!mediated! interactions,!many! receptors!and!
signalling!molecules!have!been!shown!to!functionally!modulate!each!other’s!properties!and!effects.!It!is!
important! that! GPCRs! should! not! be! studied! in! isolation;! many! of! the! downstream! signalling! events!
initiated!by!GPCR!activation! are! common! to,! or! potential! targets! of,! alternative! cell! surface! signalling!
molecules!such!as!tyrosine!kinase!receptors,!integrin!receptors,!ligandO!and!voltageOgated!ion!channels!




been! in! the! field!of! cardiovascular!medicine,! endocrinology! and!oncology,! there! is! a! growing!body!of!
evidence!suggesting! the!presence!of! functionally! significant!crosstalk!between!these!diverse!signalling!
molecules!in!neurons!and!glia!226O230.!One!particular!example!of!this!type!of!crosstalk!was!demonstrated!
using!single! isolated,!CA1!pyramidal!neurons! in)vitro! 231.!This!study!demonstrated!that!a!dopamine!D4!
receptorOmediated! increase! in! intracellular! Ca2+! concentration! was! responsible! for! a! Ca2+Odependent!
inactivation!of!NMDA!receptors.!Most!interestingly,!this!dopamine!receptorOmediated!effect!was!shown!
to!be!dependent!upon! its! ability! to! transactivate!plateletOderived!growth! factor! receptor!β! (PDGFRβ).!
Furthermore,!while! this!effect!was!observed! in!CA1!pyramidal!neurons,! it!was! shown! to!be!absent! in!
cultured!hippocampal!neurons!231.!This!study!therefore!provided!evidence!of!GPCROmediated,!tyrosine!
kinase! receptorOdependent! modulation! of! ligandOgated! ion! channels.! In! addition,! the! fact! that! these!
effects! were! also! shown! to! be! cell! type! specific! only! serves! to! further! illustrate! the! complexity! of!
signalling!events!associated!with!GPCRs,!and!reinforces!the!need!for!making!use!of!native!tissue!models!
to!investigate!pharmacological!effects!in)vitro.!Another!mechanism!through!which!functional!integration!
and! crosstalk! between! diverse! signalling! molecules! is! known! to! occur! is! through! soOcalled! signalling!
nodes! such! as! DARPPO32! and! GSKO3! both! of! which! have! been! implicated! as! having! a! role! in!
schizophrenia!and!antipsychotic!action!232O234!




expression! 26,27,! meaning! that! a! given! receptor! can! provoke! varying! responses! from! the! same! ligand!
depending! upon! the! interacting! receptors! and! accessory! proteins! being! expressed! by! the! cell! type!
investigated,! as! described! above! for! dopamineOinduced! responses! in! the! hippocampus! 231.! This! even!








from!a! single! ligand!–! it! is! important! that! to! investigate! them,!a! similarly!diverse! range!or! sufficiently!
multifarious! assay! should! be! used! to! determine! a! specific! ligands’! efficacy.! Up! until! the! 1990s,! drug!
development! relied! heavily! upon! the! use! of! whole! animals! and! animalOderived,! in) vitro! tissue!
preparations!such!as!guinea!pig!ileum!and!rat!uterus.!These!were!capable!of!delivering!large!amounts!of!
both!quantitative!and!qualitative!data!though!were!labour!intensive!and!therefore,!very!low!throughput!




within! the! pharmaceutical! industry! through!mergers! and! acquisitions!meant! that! compound! libraries!
grew! exponentially! 238,239.! This! necessitated! the! implementation! of! techniques! such! as! radioligand!
binding! and! biochemical! reporter! assays,! that! could! be! miniaturised! and! combined! with! robotics! to!
provide! adequate! capacity! to! identify! lead! compounds! from! these! enormous! libraries!while! trying! to!
keep!costs!down!240.!These!highOthroughput!screening!(HTS)!methodologies!changed!the!drug!discovery!




efficacy.! Cell! based! assays!were! also! adapted! for! HTS,! to!measure! ligandOinduced! second!messenger!
activation,! G! protein! stimulation! and! Ca2+! transients! for! example! –! and! were! powerfully! driven! by!







measured,! or! indeed! their! phosphorylation! status.! Several! companies! now! even! offer! bespoke! assay!




of! drugOreceptorOcellular! response.! High! content! screening! can! combine! both! realOtime! imaging! of!
cellular!activities!and!endpoint!evaluation!of!a!given!parameter!in!a!highOthroughput!multiwell!format.!
With!the!use!of!different!antibodies,!these!assays!can!be!used!to!measure!a!range!of!different!cellular!




cyanine! dye! –! CypHerO5! –! to! monitor! GPCR! internalisation.! CypHerO5! demonstrates! little! or! no!
fluorescence!at!pH!7.4,! that!of! the!normal!extracellular!environment,!but!demonstrates!high! levels!of!
fluorescence! as! the! surrounding! pH! drops! towards! 6.1! –! as! occurs! in! endosomal! vesicles.! CypHerO5O
conjugated!antibodies!can!therefore!be!used!to!label!a!GPCR!of!interest,!and!exploit!the!fact!that!upon!
agonist! binding,! most! GPCRs! are! internalised! into! acidic! endosomes.! Furthermore,! CypHerO5! has! the!







limited! to! that! which! the! assay! seeks! to! measure.! This! has! led! to! the! development! of! labelOfree!
approaches!to!evaluate!cellular!responses!to!pharmacological!agents.!The!Epic!platform,!developed!by!
Corning! Life! Sciences! and! the! CellKey! platform,! developed! by!Molecular! Devices! rely! on! optical! and!
electrical! approaches! respectively! to! measure! ligandOinduced! cellular! mass! redistribution.! They! take!
advantage! of! the! fact! that! many! ligands! are! capable! of! provoking! either! a! change! in! the! shape! or!





the! transition! to! the!use!of!native! tissue! cell! lines! and!provide!a! labelOfree,! and!even!hypothesisOfree!






messengers! to! provoke! a! range! of! different! responses! in! the! various! cell! types! they! are! exposed! to.!
However,!as!we!have!learned,!upon!ligand!binding!these!receptors!do!not!behave!as!the!simple!on/off!
switches!they!were!once!thought!to!be.!Through!promiscuous!G!protein!coupling,!heterodimerisation,!
accessory!protein! recruitment! and!G!proteinOindependent! signalling! they! are! able!be!elicit! a! range!of!
different! cellular! responses,! each! at! varying! intensities.! Their! activity! is! modulated! by! a! range! of!
different!intracellular!mechanisms!that!control!everything!from!the!magnitude!of!the!response!they!can!
provoke!and!which!downstream!effectors!they!can!activate!to!their!affinity!for!a!given!ligand!or!whether!
the! receptor! is! even! available! at! the! cell! surface.! Through! their! interaction! with! different! receptor!
classes! and! the!modulation! of! signalling! nodes! they! are! capable! of! participating! in! the! integration! of!
signals! from! various! different! sources! and! influence! the! outcome! of! various! other! ligandOreceptor!
interactions.! If! this!were!not!enough,!virtually!every!protein!that! is! involved!at!each!of! these! levels!of!
signal!transduction!and!modulation!are!themselves!expressed!as!different!isoforms,!and!it!remains!to!be!
seen!how!these!influence!ligandOevoked!responses.!Taken!together,!this!highlights!the!need!for!a!range!
of! different! assays! and! techniques! to! achieve! a! thorough! understanding! of! the! pharmacology! and!
physiology! of! a! given! molecule.! However,! when! we! add! to! this! the! discreet! expression! of! different!
receptors! and! signalling! molecules! in! different! cell! types,! it! becomes! clear! that! to! obtain! a!
physiologically! meaningful! picture! of! the! effects! of! a! given! drug,! we! must! also! employ! the! use! of!
physiologically!relevant!models.!
It! shouldn’t! be! forgotten! however! that! this! bewildering! complexity! is! just! an! account! of! normal! cell!




through! their! simultaneous! modulation! of! numerous! different! receptors.! Due! to! their! ‘dirty’!





Another! technique! that! offers! a! hypothesisOfree! approach! to! investigate! drug! action! is! that! of!
transcriptomics.!Until!recently,!this!was!performed!using!expression!microarrays,!an!assay!platform!that!
allows! the! extent! of! each! genes’! expression! to! be! quantified! simultaneously.! These! tend! however! to!
only!detect!the!expression!of!proteinOcoding!mRNA!–!the!exome,!though!recent!studies!have!shown!that!
these!are!not!the!only!types!of!genes!that!affect!the!behaviour!of!cells!–!as!exemplified!by!the!genetic!
risk! for!developing! schizophrenia!associated!with! the!micro!RNA;!MIR137! 134.! In!addition,!microarrays!
often!lack!the!sensitivity!to!detect!genes!that!demonstrate!low!expression!frequency,!such!as!GPCRs.!A!
very! recent! alternative! approach! is! the! use! of! so! called! deep! or! next! generation! sequencing,! which!
provides! the! capacity! to!qualitatively! and!quantitatively!detect! all! RNA! transcripts,! regardless!of! their!
function,!annotation!status!or!expression!frequency!250.!Next!generation!sequencing!for!transcriptomics!
–!or!RNAOSeq!–!promises!to!provide!a!more!detailed!picture!of!the!intracellular!dynamics!of!the!genome!
by! revealing! the! identity!of!every!expressed! transcript,!but!currently! remains! relatively!expensive!and!
low!throughput!251.!




252.! Indeed,!discreet!neural!expression!of! the! immediate!early!genes!c1Fos!and!Arc!has!been!shown!to!
occur!and!sometimes!indicate!efficacy!in!response!to!antipsychotic!treatment!in!laboratory!animals!253O
255.! ERK1/2! activation! is! also! known! to! cause! the!phosphorylation!of! a! range!of! other!molecules! that!
themselves!have!their!own!transcriptional!consequences!such!as!ribosomal!S6!kinases!(RSKs),!ElkO1,!EtsO
1!and!CREB! 256.! In!parallel!with! the!highly! complex!pharmacology!of!antipsychotics,! these!compounds!
have!also!been!shown!to!affect!the!expression!of!a!wide!range!of!different!genes!that!appear!not!to!be!
restricted! to! those!expressed!as! a! consequence!of! ERK1/2!activation.! Several! different! transcriptomic!
studies!have!reported!gene!expression!changes! in!response!to!various!different!antipsychotics!both! in!
whole! animals! and! in) vitro.! However,! while! each! of! these! studies! have! identified! a! host! of! different!
genes!that!exhibit!altered!expression!in!response!to!antipsychotics!–!such!as!ligandO!and!voltageOgated!
ion!channels,!GPCRs,!signalling!molecules,!transcription!factors!and!biosynthetic!enzymes!257O263!–!few,!if!
any! changes! have! been! replicated! in! any! two! studies.! Like! the! pharmacological! platforms! described!
above;! capable! of! measuring! ligandOinduced! cellular! mass! redistribution! or! high! content! screening,!













have! the! advantage! of! representing! disease! specific! tissue.! At! the! same! time! however,! this! also!
represents!one!of!the!biggest!drawbacks.!Obtaining!postOmortem!tissue!of!sufficient!quality!to!perform!
transcriptomic! analysis! is! extremely! difficult.! Ideally,! samples! would! come! from! patients! that!
demonstrated!minimal!disease!heterogeneity!and!demonstrate!an!absence!of!psychiatric!coOmorbidity!–!
a! difficulty!when!much!of! the! available! tissue! is! obtained! from! suicide! victims.! The! tissue!would! also!
need!to!be!sourced!from!ageOmatched,!antipsychotic!treated!and!drug!naïve!patients!with!consistency!in!
how! the! tissues! are! collected! and! in! sufficiently! high! numbers! 264O266.! Added! to! this! is! the! additional!
confounding!problem!that!changes!in!gene!expression!may!only!be!discernible,!or!perhaps!relevant,!in!
discrete! cellOtypes! –! indeed,! little! change! is! seen! in! neuronal! number! except! for! reductions! in!
parvalbuminOpositive! medium! spiny! GABAergic! interneurons! of! the! cortex.! Laser! capture! microscopy!
can!be!used!to!isolate!discrete!cell!populations!to!prevent!expression!changes!being!diluted!by!message!
from! more! numerous! –! and! perhaps! alternatively! affected! –! cell! types! 267,! though! this! technique! is!
highly!labour!intensive!and!it!often!proves!difficult!to!obtain!adequate!quantities!of!material.!A!recent!
study! demonstrated! a! perhaps! more! efficient! method! to! isolate! discreet! cell! populations! whereby!
fluorescenceOactivated! cell! sorting! (FACS)! was! used! as! a! means! to! separate! oligodendrocytes! from!
whole! rat! brain! for! subsequent!microarray! analysis! 268.! This! approach!was! facilitated! by! the! fact! that!
oligodendrocyte! cell! surface! markers! are! particularly! well! characterised! as! compared! to! those! of!
neuronal!or!astrocytic! subtypes.!FACS!on! fixed! tissue!–!which! is! the!usual! treatment! for!post!mortem!
human! tissue! O! also!presents! technically!difficulties!due! to! the!propensity!of! cells! to!poorly! segregate!
and!may! therefore! yield!misleading! data! due! to! poor! sorting.! Transcriptomic! analysis! of! human! post!
mortem!tissue!has!been!presented!as!a!means!to!investigate!both!the!pathophysiology!of!schizophrenia!
and! the! mechanism! of! action! of! antipsychotics.! Attributing! observed! gene! expression! changes! to! a!
consequence! of! either! one! is! however! difficult,! and! is! perhaps! confounded! by! a!masking! of!markers!
associated!with!the!underlying!pathophysiology!as!a!consequence!of!antipsychotic!treatment!269,270.!
Another! in) vivo! transcriptomic! approach! that! has! been! used! to! investigate! the! manner! in! which!
antipsychotics! exert! their! action!makes! use! of! drug! treated! animals! –! usually! rodents.! These! studies!
provide! the! advantage! of! controlling!many! of! the! factors! that! generate! a! source! of! variability! when!
performing! equivalent! studies! using! human!post!mortem! tissue.! The! treatment! regime,! including! the!










to! side! effects! such! as!weight! gain! and!hyperlipidaemia.! These! studies! do! however! have! the! obvious!
drawback!of!not!providing!native!human! tissue!and! the!cellular!and!physiological!differences! that!are!
associated! with! it.! Rats! for! example! are! known! to! metabolise! pharmacological! agents! much! more!
rapidly!than!do!humans,!meaning!that!maintaining!clinically!relevant!concentrations!of!drug!in!the!brain!
is!a!particular!challenge!271.!In!humans!it!has!been!shown!that!the!therapeutic!efficacy!of!antipsychotics!
is! only! achieved! once! striatal! dopamine! D2! receptor! occupancy! levels! rise! above! approximately! 60%,!
though! levels!above!80%!have!been!associated!with!parkinsonianOlike!side!effects!272O275.!Therefore,! to!
accurately! model! clinically! effective! antipsychotic! drug! treatment! in! animals! it! may! be! important! to!
experimentally! maintain! dopamine! D2! receptor! occupancy! within! this! same! therapeutic! window!
156.!
However,!this!could!be!resolved!with!the!use!of!depot!dosing!or!the!use!of!drug!delivery!pumps!so!as!to!
ensure! consistent! drug! exposure,! and! therefore! maintain! central! receptor! occupancy! at! clinically!
efficacious! levels.! Another! drawback! is! the! fact! that! these! experiments! are! conducted! in! ‘normal’!
animals,! i.e.! they! are! not! suffering! from! schizophrenia,! and! it! remains! unclear! how! the! effects! of!
antipsychotics! may! vary! when! exposed! to! a! ‘normal’! rather! than! schizophrenic! neurochemical!
environment.!For!example,!it!may!be!safe!to!predict!that!antipsychotics!may!exert!a!greater!effect!in!a!
brain! that! demonstrates! greater! dopaminergic! tone! due! to! their! considerable! antagonistic! effects! at!
dopamine! receptors.! However,! this! consideration! may! be! facile! when! the! differences! in! the!
neurochemical!environment!between!species!are!taken!into!consideration!269.!
As!with!human!post!mortem!tissue,!it!may!also!be!desirable!to!separate!out!different!cell!types,!so!as!to!
improve! the! likelihood! of! identifying! gene! changes! that! may! be! unique! to! neurons,! astrocytes! or!
oligodendrocytes.! This! could!be! facilitated,! as!mentioned!above,! by! the!use!of! FACS,! though! in! these!
rodent! studies! this! could! be!performed!on! fresh! rather! than! fixed! tissue.! The!problem!of! limited! cell!
surface!markers!with!which!to!sort!neurons!and!astrocytes!could!also!be!potentially!resolved!with!the!
use! of! bioluminescent! genetic! constructs,! as! has! been! shown! previously! to! isolate! different! striatal!
cellular! subtypes! 276.! Indeed,!by! combining! FACS!with!a! system! such!as!Brainbow!–!whereby!multiple!
different! cellOspecific!proteins! can!each!be!genetically!manipulated! to! form! fluorescent! fusion!protein!
conjugates!8!–!this!could!provide!a!powerful!means!with!which!to!investigate!gene!expression!changes!in!
several! groups! of! discrete! cell! types! or! even! subtypes! from! the! same! animal.! To! date,! in) vivo!
transcriptomic!experiments! in! antipsychotic! treated!animals!have! identified!a!handful!of!novel! genes,!
though!none!of!these!have!yet!been!consistently!replicated!in!more!than!one!study,!and!this!is!likely!to!






of! action! of! antipsychotics! provides! the! benefit! of! even! greater! control! than! can! be! achieved! using!
animal!models.!Indeed!the!very!fact!that!in)vitro!cultures!are!isolated!from!a!functional!neural!network!
means! that! compensatory! mechanisms! that! may! occur! as! a! consequence! of! drug! exposure,! such! as!
those! previously! observed! in! humans! 277,! are! eliminated.! In! addition,! it! is! very! difficult! to! control! for!
factors!relating!to!the!behaviour!of!the!animals!used.!For!example,!rodents!are!social!animals,!and!the!
environment!within!which!they!are!kept!and!the!social!interactions!that!occur!between!them!has!been!
shown! to! bear! a! profound! influence! upon! their! CNS! at! the! transcriptional! and! epigenetic! level! 278.!
Indeed,!isolationOreared!rats!have!actually!been!used!as!a!means!to!model!some!of!the!endophenotypes!
associated!with! schizophrenia!as!a! tool! for! the!development!of!novel!pharmacological! treatments! 279.!
The!added!degree!of!control!that!can!be!achieved!using!in)vitro!experimentation!can!be!used!to!further!
eliminate!levels!of!background!noise!associated!with!the!use!of!in)vivo!experiments.!
Importantly,! through! the! use! of! differentiated! stem! cells,! in) vitro! experiments! now! provide! the!
opportunity!to!use!not!only!human!cells!that!represent!those!native!to!the!human!brain,!but!also!those!
that! are! thought! to! mediate! the! therapeutic! effects! of! antipsychotics! in) vivo.! Several! in) vitro!







means! to! construct! a!mathematical!model! that! could! be! used! to! do! this.! In! presenting! the! data,! the!








totally! unrelated! to! the! mechanism! of! action! of! antipsychotics! and! therefore! draws! into! question!










the! sterol! regulatory! elementObinding! protein! (SREBP)258.! While! derived! from! humans! and! of! neural!
origin,!the!glioblastoma!multiformeOderived!cell!line!used!in!this!study!–!GaMg!–!is!an!undifferentiated!
tumorigenic! line! 282,!and!does!not!accurately! represent!cells!of! the!adult!human!brain.!A!more! recent!
study!sought! to! repeat! this!work!using!a! retinal!pigment!epithelia!cell! line!–!ARPEO19/HPVO16!–!and!a!
hypertriploid! cell! line! of! glioblastoma!origin! –!H4,! but! additionally! tested! a! further! 16! antipsychotics,!
again!with! a! 24! hour! exposure! period! 259.! This! group! confirmed! previous! findings! by! Fernø! et! al.,! of!
enhanced!expression!of!genes!associated!with!cholesterol!and!fatty!acid!biosynthesis,!with!both!groups!
converging! on! altered! expression! for! fatty! acid! desaturase! 1! and! 2! (FADS1! and! FADS2),! fatty! acid!
synthase! (FASN),! farnesyl! diphosphate! synthase! (FDPS),! farnesylOdiphosphate! farnesyltransferase! 1!
(FDFT1)! and! stearoylOCoA! desaturase! (ΔO9Odesaturase! –! SCD).! These! genes! were! shown! to! be!
upregulated! in! response! to! all! antipsychotics! tested,! and!were! suggested! to! account! for! this! class! of!
compounds’! therapeutic! efficacy.! Expression! changes! in! genes! involving! fatty! acid! biosynthesis! have!
however!also!been!reported!to!occur!in!antipsychotic!treated!Saccharomyces!cerevisiae!heterozygotes,!
despite! lacking!monoamine! receptor! expression! 283.! Interestingly,! Polymeropoulos! et! al.,! also! showed!
considerable! overlap! in! gene! expression! induction! between! antipsychotics! and! selective! oestrogen!




using! a! principle! component! analysis,! whereby! the! observed! changes! in! gene! expression! induced! by!






those! found! in! the! brain! following! a! clinically! efficacious! dose! (personal! communication! from! Hugo!
Geerts).!Arguably,!any!compound!demonstrating!high!lipophilicity!exposed!to!cells!at!a!sufficiently!high!
concentration! will! provoke! gene! expression! changes! –! whether! these! are! an! indication! of! their!
mechanism! of! action! or! a! consequence! of! toxicity! is! unclear.! It! should! also! be! considered! that!
antipsychotics!exert!the!majority!of!their!action!at!the!receptors!they!target!through!antagonism.! In!a!









• The! cells! used! should! bear! relevance! to! those! that! are! thought! to! mediate! the! effects! of!
antipsychotics! in) vivo.! Therefore,! they! should! ideally! be! of! human!origin! and!derived! from!a!
neural!region!involved!in!mediating!the!effects!of!antipsychotics,!such!as!the!frontal!cortex!or!
striatum;!








• The! introduction! of! simulated! pharmacological! tone! should! be! considered! as! a! means! to!
provide!a!basal! level! of! receptor! activity! so! that! an!effect! can!be!observed! from!compounds!
that!demonstrate!neutral!antagonism;!
The! ultimate! purpose! of! developing! a! cell! line! to! effectively!model! cells! of! the! adult! human!brain! to!
transcriptionally!investigate!the!mechanism!of!action!of!antipsychotics!is!two!fold.!The!first!is!to!identify!
possible!novel!targets!for!the!development!of!future!antipsychotic!medicines!that!will!hopefully!provide!
superior!efficacy!and! reduced!side!effect! liability.!The! second! is!not!only! to!make! the!best!use!of! the!




Despite! the! fact! that! all! currently! available! antipsychotics! share! a! common,! primary! mechanism! of!
lowering! dopaminergic! neurotransmission! 285,286,! how! each! of! these! compounds! affect! individual!
patients!varies!enormously;!from!their!ability!to!relieve!symptoms!to!the!type!and!severity!of!the!side!
effects! they! may! elicit! 287,288.! Together! with! inconsistent! genetic! variants,! pathophysiology! and!
endophenotype! between! patients,! variability! of! treatment! response! has! strengthened! the! view! that!
schizophrenia! may! represent! several! biochemically! distinct! disorders,! though! this! remains! to! be!
confirmed!182,289.! It!does!however! leave!clinicians! in! the!unenviable!position!of!essentially! resorting! to!
conjecture! to! match! individual! patients! with! efficacious! pharmacotherapy! 288.! For! such! a! complex!
disorder!–!or!indeed!group!of!disorders!–!it! is!perhaps!naïve!to!think!that!a!single!drug!will!ever!prove!








of! symptoms,! or! at! least! involve! adjunct! treatments,! rather! than! just! the! current! monotherapeutic!
approach.! This! has! been! proposed! to! be! part! of! the! problem!with! antipsychoticOmediated! offOtarget!
blockade! of! dopamine! D1! receptors! in! the! prefrontal! cortex! being! linked! to! an! exacerbation! of! –! for!
some!–!already!debilitating!cognitive!deficits!290,291.!The!extent!to!which!individual!patients!suffer!from!
each!of!the!different!symptom!domains! is!also!subject!to!variability!and!so!different!drugs!to!alleviate!




them! would! probably! require! an! understanding! of! the! generation! of! behaviour,! personality! and!
consciousness! itself,! and! as! such,! remains! a! distant! future.! In! spite! of! this,! many! of! the! compounds!
currently! available!have! shown!promise! in!discrete! groups!of! patients,! though!an!effective!diagnostic!
criterion! to! identify! these! groups! remains! elusive.! An! alternative! strategy! to! try! and! understand! the!
biochemical! basis! underpinning! each! patient’s! disease! presentation! and! treating! it! accordingly,! is! to!
attempt!to!match!each!patient!with!the!most!effective!available!treatment.!This!is!the!rationale!that!lies!




approved! by! the! FDA! for! pharmacogenetic! testing! in! psychiatry! 296.! This! test! is! a! microarrayObased!




medicines! is! that! they! represent! the! primary! means! of! metabolism! for! these! classes! of! drugs,! and!
therefore!dictate! the! rate!at!which! they!are!broken!down!and!excreted! from! the!body.! Furthermore,!
these! CYP450! isoforms! demonstrate! considerable! genetic! heterogeneity! with! more! than! 50! known!
variations!in!the!CYP2D6!isoform!alone,!with!many!accounting!for!functional!discrepancy!in!the!rate!at!
which! they!are!able! to!metabolise! their! substrates! 295.!These! ‘firstOpass’!metabolic!enzymes!were!also!
the! focus! of! the! Luminex! TagOIt™! Mutation! Detection! Kit,! though! more! recent,! and! perhaps! more!
ambitious!tests!have!sought!to!detect!an! individual’s! likelihood!of!either!responding!to!clozapine!(LGC!
clozapine! response! test),! developing! clozapineOinduced! agranulocytosis! (PSxPredict:! CLOZAPINE! test,!
PGxHealth)! or! developing! adverse! drug! reactions! (Genomas’! PhyzioType! system)297.! Despite! their!
availability!these!various!tests!have!shown!poor!clinical!uptake!due!to!a!lack!of!supporting!data,!concern!
over!the!interpretation!of!test!results!and!their!considerable!expense!296.!!
The! application! of! pharmacogenetics! in! the! treatment! of! psychiatric! disease! remains! in! its! infancy.!
Individual! tests! to! predict! responsiveness! to,! or! side! effect! susceptibility!with! specific! drugs! is! clearly!




widespread! clinical! application.! This! suggests! the! need! for!more! comprehensive! genetic! testing! with!
respect! to! a! wide! range! of! genes! that! may! influence! everything! from! an! individual’s! potential! to!
therapeutically!respond!or!suffer!side!effects,!to!the!rate!at!which!they!metabolise!an! individual!drug.!
However,! to! ensure! clinical! uptake,! these! multifactorial! tests! would! need! to! be! accompanied! by!
validated! algorithms! that! provide! as! an! output! a! simple! prediction! for! each! patient,! an! approach!
pioneered!by!Arranz! and! colleagues! to! guide! the! clinical! use!of! clozapine! 298.! A! test! that! could! direct!
clinicians!towards!which!of!the!available!drugs!would!be!most!appropriate!for!each!patient!–!to!ensure!
optimal!symptom!relief,!minimal!side!effect!liability!and!even!appropriate!dosing!–!would!quickly!prove!
its! clinical! value.! The! need! for! guidance! in! prescribing! medication! is! arguably! also! becoming! more!
important! as! compounds! with! divergent! mechanisms! from! D2! or! 5OHT2A! receptor! blockade,! such! as!
monotherapies! exploiting! the! glutamatergic! and! cholinergic! systems! move! closer! to! the! clinic! 175.!
Interestingly,!pharmacogenetics!also!has!the!capacity!to!be!exploited!in!the!drug!development!process,!
possibly! as! a! means! of! choosing! patients! for! clinical! trials! to! improve! the! likelihood! that! these!





the! authors! collected! genetic! information! from! participating! patients! and! found! several! single!
nucleotide!polymorphisms!(SNPs)!associated!with!improvement!in!both!positive!and!negative!symptoms!
–! as! assessed! using! the! positive! and! negative! syndrome! scale! (PANSS).! Interestingly,! the!majority! of!
these! SNPs!were! in! the! gene! encoding! the! 5OHT2A! receptor,!which! has! been! shown! not! only! to! form!
heterodimers!with!mGlu2! in) vivo!
220,! but! this! complex!has! also! recently!been! implicated! in! conferring!
antipsychotic! efficacy! 221.! Other! SNPs! associated! with! response! to! LY2140023! were! found! in! NRG1,!
DRD2,!DRD3!and!PKHD1.!
Phase!II!clinical!trials!are!performed!to!establish!whether!a!new!drug!(or!an!old!drug!destined!for!a!novel!
clinical! indication)! is! significantly! better! than! control! in! relieving! symptoms! associated! with! the!
indication!for!which!it!is!being!tested.!Once!established,!phase!III!trials!must!be!conducted!to!show!that!
the! treatment! is! as! effective! or! better! than! those! currently! available.!While! Liu! and! colleagues!were!
reporting! a! phase! II! trial,! they! additionally! tested! LY2140023! alongside! placebo! and! olanzapine! –! a!
leading! atypical! antipsychotic.! While! the! mean! level! of! efficacy! of! LY2140023! and! olanzapine! were!
shown! to! be! roughly! similar,! once! patients!were! grouped! according! to! genotype! for! the!HTR2A! SNP,!
rs7330461,!one!homozygous!group!(T/T)!showed!numerically!better!PANSS!improvement!than!the!mean!
for!all!patients!treated!with!olanzapine,!and!a!three!times!greater!improvement!than!LY2140023Otreated!
patients! that!were!A/A!homozygotes! for! the! same!SNP!300.!While!only!performed! in!a! relatively! small!
group!of!patients!and!therefore!requiring!validation!in!a!larger!cohort!to!determine!whether!it!will!reach!
statistical! significance,! it!does! represent!a!promising! find.! If! confirmed,! this!would!allow!the!company!
leading! the!clinical! trial! to! selectively! recruit!patients!most! likely! to! respond! to!LY2140023.!While! this!









identification! of! candidate! genes.! That! is,! genes! that! may! demonstrate! genetic! heterogeneity,! the!




will!metabolise! a!particular!drug,! and! therefore!guide!dosing! to!achieve!and!maintain! clinical! efficacy!
without!provoking!sideOeffects!295,!the!obvious!choice!for!the!candidate!genes!were!those!encoding!the!
liver! enzymes! responsible! for! their!metabolism.! Accordingly,! to! develop! a! test! that! hopes! to! predict!
response! or! side! effect! liability,! one! must! identify! genes! that! influence! these! clinical! outcomes.!
Therefore,!the!fact!antipsychotic!efficacy!has!been!closely!correlated!with!affinity!for!the!dopamine!D2!
receptor!154,!represents!a!good!starting!point.! In!the!knowledge!that!antipsychotics!also!bind!a!host!of!
other! receptors,! these! receptors! would! also! represent! promising! candidates! that! may! influence! an!
individual’s! likelihood!of!responding!or!suffering!adverse!effects,!as!would!the!proteins!that!transduce!
these! receptors! effects.! If! we! look! at! the! genes! that! Arranz! and! colleagues! identified! as! influential!





Once!genes!have!been! identified! that! that! influence! the!effects!of!antipsychotics,! the!next! stage! is! to!
identify! genetic! variations! in! the! coding! or! regulatory! regions! of! these! genes! that! may! account! for!




responding! or! tolerating! a! specific! drug! treatment.! While! complicated,! discoveries! in! this! area! are!













recently!benefitted! from!the!emergence!of! technologies! that!allow!the!epigenetic!status!of! the!entire!
genome! to! be! simultaneously! scrutinised,! such! as! ChIPOonOchip! and! ChIPOSeq! (chromatin!
immunoprecipitation! combined! with! either! DNA! microarrays! or! next! generation! sequencing!
respectively).!Broadly! speaking,!epigenetics! represents! the! study!of!mechanisms! that! control!how!the!
genome! is! interpreted!beyond! the! level!of! the!nucleotide! sequence.!The! relevance!of!epigenetics!has!
recently! been! implicated! in! the! pathophysiology! of! schizophrenia,!with! regard! to! aberrant! control! of!
GAD67! and! reelin!expression! in! cortical!GABAergic! neurons!by!DNA!methyltransferase!1! (DNMT1)! and!
DNA!methyltransferase!3a!(DNMT3a)303.! In!addition,!epigenetic!mechanisms!have!also!been!suggested!
to!contribute!to!the!effects!of!antipsychotics.!For!example,!clozapine!and!sulpiride!but!not!haloperidol!
or! olanzapine! have! been! shown! to! significantly! demethylate! the! promoter! regions! of! the! same! two!
GABAergic!genes!mentioned!above!–!GAD67!and!reelin!–! in!Swiss!albino!mice.! Interestingly,! this!effect!
was!shown!to!occur!in!the!frontal!cortex!and!striatum,!but!not!the!liver!of!these!animals!304.!These!data!
support! the! idea! that! antipsychotics!may! exert! some! of! their! actions! through! chromatin! remodeling,!
though!further!work!is!necessary!to!determine!the!route!through!which!this!is!achieved!and!this!could!
be!facilitated!by!the!use!of!a!NPC!line!as!described!here.!
Another! technique! that! is! fast! becoming! an! invaluable! tool! in!many! fields! of! biology! is! that! of!mass!
spectrometryOdriven!proteomics.!Mass!spectrometry!can!be!used!as!a!valuable!tool!to!confirm!whether!
changes!observed! in! gene!expression! identified!using!microarrays!persist! at! the!protein! level!without!
the! need! for! specific! antibodies! that! themselves! require! considerable! validation.! In! addition,! it! is!
increasingly!proving! it’s!utility! in!other!areas!such!as! the!evaluation!of!cell! signalling!mechanisms!–!as!
exemplified! by! the! emerging! field! of! phosphoOproteomics! 248.! Reversible! phosphorylation! of! proteins!
represents!one!of!the!most!common!post!translational!modifications!utilised!by!signalling!molecules!to!
affect!the!behaviour!of!their!downstream!targets.!The!addition!and!removal!of!phosphate!groups!from!
serine,! threonine,! tyrosine! or! histidine! residues! –! mediated! by! kinase! and! phosphatase! activity!
respectively!–! is!a!means!by!which!many!protein’s!cellular! functions!are!modulated.!For!example,! the!
catalytic! activity!of! ERK1!–! itself! a! kinase!–! is! precipitated!by! it’s! phosphorylation!by!MEK1! (mitogenO
activated!protein!kinase!kinase!1)252.!On!the!other!hand,!as!mentioned!previously,!the!ability!of!GPCRs!
to! activate! their! G! proteinOcoupling! partners! is! inhibited! by! GRKOmediated! phosphorylation! of! amino!
acid! residues! exposed!within! the! cytoplasm! 189.! PhosphoOproteomics!makes! use!of! sequential! protein!
separation! of! biological! samples! based! on! the! physiochemical! properties! of! its! components.! The! first!
stage!is!usually!performed!by!liquid!chromatography!(LC)!and!feeds!into!the!second!stage,!which!makes!
use!of! a!mass! spectrometer! (MS)! to! filter! proteins! based!on! the!presence!of! a! phosphate! group! into!
another!MS.!This!second!MS!then!resolves!the!sequence!of!each!of!these!proteins.!This! information!is!








role! in! drug! target! and! biomarker! identification! and! also! drug!metabolism! and! toxicity! studies! using!
metabolomics! 305.! The! use! of! relatively! hypothesis! free! approaches! such! as! those! associated! with!
transcriptomics,!epigenomics!and!proteomics!has!risen!exponentially!in!recent!years,!as!improvements!
in!the!scope!and!accuracy!of!the!facilitating!technologies!have!been!accompanied!by!a!parallel!drop!in!
price! 306.! Biological! psychiatry! research! has! recently! benefitted! from! all! of! these! technologies,! as!
exemplified!by!these!three!examples!relating!to!the!analysis!of!postOmortem!brains!from!schizophrenia!
sufferers:! microarrayObased! transcriptomics! has! been! used! to! identify! several! genes! associated! with!
synaptic! function! 307! while! epigenomics! has! been! used! to! identify! multiple! differences! in! DNAO
methylation!relating!to!genes!associated!with!glutamatergic!and!GABAergic!neurotransmission!308.!In!the!
field!of!proteomics,!this!has!been!used!to!successfully!identify!proteins!whose!expression!are!altered!as!
a! result! of! schizophrenia! itself,! and! the! antipsychotics! used! to! treat! them! 309.! Each!of! these!different!
approaches! could! be! utilised! to! considerable! effect! to! investigate! mechanisms! relating! to! biological!
psychiatry!with!the!availability!of!wellOcharacterised,! inexpensive,! renewable!sources!of!human!neural!
tissue! –! as! NPC! lines! and! the! capacity! to! differentiate! them! represent.! With! controlled! genetic!



















Human! NPC! lines! were! derived! from! first! trimester! foetal! tissue! obtained! with! consent! from! King’s!
College!Hospital! (London,!UK)!or!Advanced!Bioscience!Resources! (Alameda!CA,!USA)! following!normal!
terminations!and! in!accordance!with!nationally! (UK!and/or!USA)!approved!ethical!and! legal!guidelines!
and! kindly! provided!by!ReNeuron!Group!plc.! (Guildford,!UK).! Clonal! cell! lines! from!various! regions!of!
developing! foetal! human! brain! were! conditionallyLimmortalised! through! ectopic! expression! of! the!
protoLoncogene! cLMyc! or! vLMyc! under! the! transcriptional! control! of! mutated! oestrogen! receptors!
rendered!exclusively!sensitive! to! the!synthetic!steroid!4LOHT,!as!described!previously! 63.!Briefly,! these!
clonalLlines!were!generated!by!infection!with!an!amphotropic!replicationLincompetent!retroviral!vector!
(pLNCXL2;!Clontech,!Mountain!View!CA,!USA)!encoding!the!cLMycERTAM!or!the!vLmycERTAM!(VM!cell!line!
only)! transgene! 63.! Inducible,! ectopic! expression! of! the! cLMycERTAM! transgene! construct! ensures!
continuous! proliferation! and! stability! in! the! presence! of! 4LOHT! 103,310.! All! cell! lines! used! have! been!
confirmed! as! having! a! normal! karyotype! and! were! maintained! at! a! low! passage! number! for!
experimentation!unless!otherwise!stated.!
Derivation! of! the! cortically! derived! CTX0E03/02! line! has! been! described! previously! 63,64! and! was!
performed! in! parallel! with! the! derivation! of! another! cortically! derived! line! –! CTX0E16/02.! Both! lines!
were! clonally! derived! from! developing! embryonic! cortex! from! the! same! 12Lweek! gestation! foetus,!
obtained!from!Advanced!Bioscience!Resources!following!a!normal!termination!by!ectopic!expression!of!
the! cLMycERTAM! transgene.! The! hippocampal! and! striatal! cell! lines! –! HPC03A/07! and! STR0C05/08A!
respectively!–!were!derived!from!a!12Lweek!gestation!foetus!and!conditionally!immortalised!using!the!cL
MycERTAM!transgene!65,66,106.!The!two!spinalLcord!lines!(SPCL01!and!SPCL04)!were!derived!from!a!10Lweek!
gestation! foetus! and! conditionally! immortalised! using! the! cLMycERTAM! transgene! 67,311.! A! ventral!
mesencephalonLderived!clonal!cell!line!(VM!or!ReNcell!VM)!was!isolated!from!human!10Lweek!gestation!
foetal!midbrain!obtained!from!King’s!College!Hospital!following!a!normal!termination.!In!contrast!to!the!






or!B27(Medium! (B27M)! for!VM!supplemented!with!10!ngmlL1!human!FGF2! (PeproTech,!Rocky!Hill,!NJ,!






Cells!were! seeded! from! frozen! aliquots! at! approximately! 6.5! x! 104! cells! per! cm2! onto! lamininLcoated!
(Sigma:!L2020!at!0.8!–!1.3!µgcmL2)!Nunc!tissue!culture!EasyFlasks™!(Nunc,!Rochester,!NY:!156499)!and!
maintained!in!a!humidified!atmosphere!of!95%!air/5%!CO2!at!37°C.!Cells!were!routinely!expanded!as!a!






for! immunocytochemical! staining! to! determine! specific! protein! expression! were! plated! onto! polyLDL
lysine!(PDL,!5!µgmlL1,!Sigma:!P1149)!and!lamininLcoated!(1!µgcmL2)!glass!coverslips!(VWR,!West!Chester,!










with! nonLsupplemented! DMEM:F12! medium! and! replacing! with! Supplemented! Neurobasal! Medium!
(SNBM)! –! see! Appendices! 8.1.4,! on! page! 300.! The! same! volume! of! SNBM! added! upon! initiation! of!
differentiation!(10!ml!for!T75!flask,!100!µl!per!well!for!96Lwell!plates!and!1!ml!for!glass!coverslips)!was!
added!after!3!days!and!half!again!after!7!days.!From!this!point,!half! the!medium!was!exchanged!with!
fresh! SNBM! every! 7! days,! and! cells! were! differentiated! for! 28! days! unless! otherwise! stated.! The!
hippocampal! line! –! HPC07/03A! –! was! differentiated! by! growing! the! cells! to! 70! –! 90%! confluence,!
washing!twice!with!nonLsupplemented!DMEM:F12!medium!and!replacing!with!RMM.!The!cells!were!not!
fed! again! and! differentiation! was! allowed! to! occur! over! 7! days.! This! protocol! has! been! described!
previously!65.!The!two!spinal!cord!lines!(SPCL01!and!SPCL04)!were!differentiated!by!growing!cells!to!70!–!
90%!confluence!before!removing!the!expansion!medium!and!replacing!it!with!RMM!supplemented!with!
the! γLsecretase! inhibitor! NL[NL(3,5LDifluorophenacetyl)LLLalanyl]LSLphenylglycine! tLbutyl! ester! ! (DAPT,!
Sigma:!D5942)312,!at!10!µM!for!48!hours!before!removing!and!replacing!with!RMM!for!a!further!5!days!
67.! To!differentiate! the! striatal! line! (STROC05/08A)! cells!were!plated!onto!PDL! (5!µgmlL1)! and! lamininL
coated!(0.8!µgcmL2)!tissue!culture!plastic.!Once!cells!were!70%!–!80%!confluent!the!expansion!medium!
was! removed! and! replaced! with! HM! supplemented! with! 1! µM! purmorphamine! (PMA,! Calbiochem,!
Darmstadt,! Germany:! 540220)! –! a! potent! activator! of! the!Hedgehog! pathway! through! activity! at! the!




differentiated! for! 21! day! as! described! previously! 66.! The! ventral! mesencephalic! cell! line! (VM)! was!







CTX0E03/02! 1!µgcmL2! RMM! Cells!washed!twice!with!DMEM:F12!and!replaced!with!Supplemented(Neurobasal(Medium!(SNBM)!–!28!days!























Primary!neural! stem!cell! cultures!were!used!as! reference! cultures! to! compare! the!expression!profiles!
and!pharmacological!properties!of!the!neural!stem!cell!lines!used!in!this!study!to!that!of!the!developing!
human! brain.! The! primary! cultures! were! derived! from! 7! –! 8Lweek! gestation! foetal! brain! samples,!
obtained!with! ethical! approval! from! the!MRCLWellcome!Trust!Human!Development!Biology!Resource!





µgcmL2)! glass! coverslips! at! a! density! of! 5! x! 104! cells! per! cm2! for! immunocytochemical! analysis! and! a!
lamininLcoated!(1!µgcmL2)!tissue!culture!flask!for!further!expansion.!On!the!day!that!these!first!cultures!
were! assayed! using! the! FS3,! proliferative! cells! grown! on! coverslips! were! fixed! and! cells! grown! as!
expanding!proliferative!cultures!were!split!for!further!expansion,!with!a!portion!dissolved!in!TRIzol!and!
















Cells! grown! on! coverslips! were! washed! with! PBS! (Sigma;! P4417)! before! being! fixed! using! 4%!
paraformaldehyde! (BDH,! Hayworth,! UK;! 294474L)! or! 4%! paraformaldehyde!with! 0.1%! glutaraldehyde!
(Sigma;! G6257)(if! staining! for! presence! of! glutamate)! in! PBS! for! 10! minutes! at! room! temperature!
followed!by! three!washes! in!PBS.! If! staining! for! internal!antigens,!cells!were!then!permeabilised!using!
0.1%!Triton!XL100!(Sigma;!T9284)!in!PBS!for!5!minutes!at!room!temperature!before!another!three!PBS!
washes.! To! inhibit! nonLspecific! staining,! coverslips! were! incubated! at! room! temperature! in! PBS!
containing! 30%! normal! goat! serum! (Sigma,! G9023)! for! 2! hours.! Coverslips! were! then! incubated!
overnight!at!4°C!in!a!humidity!chamber!in!the!presence!of!combinations!of!antibodies!raised!against,!or!
reported! to! crossLreact!with!human!nestin,! doublecortin! (DCX),! tau,!microtubuleLassociated!protein!2!
(MAP2),!S100β,!glutamate,!vesicular!glutamate!transporter!1!and!2!(vGluT1!and!vGluT2),!parvalbumin,!
calbindinLD28k,! calretinin,! vesicleLassociated! membrane! protein! 2! (VAMP2! or! synaptobrevin! 2)! or!
synaptosomalLassociated!protein!of!25!kD!(SNAPL25)(for!further!antibody!details!see!Table!2.2!and!Table!
2.3,!below)! in!PBS! containing!10%!normal! goat! serum.!NonLbound!primary!antibody!was! removed!by!
three! PBS! washes! prior! to! a! further! 1! hour! incubation! at! room! temperature! in! PBS! containing! 30%!
normal!goat!serum.!Coverslips!were!then! incubated!at!room!temperature!for!1!hour!with!appropriate!
fluorescent! conjugated! secondary! antibodies! (see! Table! 2.3,! below)! diluted! in! PBS! containing! 10%!
normal!goat!serum,!to!further!minimise!nonLspecific!interactions.!Three!washes!in!PBS!followed,!prior!to!
a! 2! minute! incubation! with! 4r,6LdiamidinoL2Lphenylindole! dihydrochloride! (DAPI,! 1! µgmlL1,! Sigma:!
D9542)!to!counterLstain!nuclei.!Three!final!PBS!washes!were!performed!before!mounting!coverslips!on!
glass! slides! using! Fluoromount! G! (Southern! Biotech,! Birmingham,! AL;! 0100L01)! or! ProLong®! Gold!
(Invitrogen:!P36930)!mounting!medium.!Slides!were!stored!in!the!dark!at!4°C!awaiting!image!analysis.!










repeated! on! six! separate! coverslips.! Four! of! these! included! the! normal! staining! conditions!while! the!
other! two!were! used! as! negative! controls.! Negative! controls! were! coverslips! of! cells! exposed! to! the!
same! staining! conditions! as! those!described!above!with! the!exception!of! the!addition!of! any!primary!
antibodies! or! the! use! of! nonLspecific! secondary! antibodies! (to! identify! any! nonLspecific! interactions!
between!the!cells!and!the!secondary!antibodies).!
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Immunocytochemistry! was! used! to! both! qualitatively! and! quantitatively! evaluate! proliferative! and!














Where! staining! was! quantified,! 10! random! fields! of! 60! or!more! cells! were! counted! per! culture,! and!
averaged!to!determine!the!percentage!of!cells!expressing!each!marker!within!the!total!population.!All!
counts! were! averaged! from! at! least! three! coverslips! per! condition,! and!were! obtained! from! at! least!
three!different!experiments!(unless!otherwise!stated).!These!values!were!subsequently!used!to!calculate!
a! mean! ±! S.E.M.! for! each! condition! from! the! corresponding! number! of! experiments! performed.!





determine! the! expression! of! various! genes! of! interest.! These! included! genes! encoding! various!
neurotransmitter! receptors,! intracellular! signalling! molecules! and! accessory! proteins! relevant! to! the!




Proliferative! and! differentiated! cells! were! grown! on! tissue! culture! plastic! as! described! above! before!
being! rinsed! in! PBS! and! incubated!with! Accutase®! (Sigma:! A6964)! in! a! humidified! atmosphere! of! 5%!
CO2/95%! air! at! 37°C! for! 3! minutes.! The! reaction! was! stopped! by! dilution! with! DMEM:F12! medium!










collected!–! either! replicates! of! the! same! condition! for!NPC! cell! lines! or! once! all! of! the! samples!were!
collected!for!work!involving!primary!cultures.!Total!RNA!was!then!extracted!from!the!samples!in!batches!
on!the!same!days!to!ensure!consistency.!On!the!day!of!extraction!frozen!cell!lysates!dissolved!in!TRIzol®!
were! defrosted! at! room! temperature! and! left! for! 5!minutes! after! they! had! completely! thawed.! One!
millilitre!of!each!sample!was!transferred!to!a!1.5!ml!nucleaseLfree!microcentrifuge!tube!along!with!200!
µl!of!chloroform!(isoamyl!alcohol!mixture!24:1,!Fluka,!Buchs,!Germany:!25666)!and!mixed!by!hand!for!10!
seconds.! The! mixture! was! then! transferred! to! a! preLspun! 2! ml! heavy! phaseLlock! gel! tube! (5! Prime,!




temperature! for! 10! minutes! before! a! further! centrifugation! at! 14,000! rpm! for! 15! minutes! at! 4°C.!
Supernatant!was!removed!and!discarded!without!disturbing!the!pellet,!which!was!then!washed!with!1!
ml!of!75%!ethanol!(made!up!with!molecular!biology!grade!ethanol!(Sigma:!E7023)!and!nucleaseLfree!H2O!
(Ambion,!Austin,! TX,!USA:!AM9938)!and! centrifuged!at!14,000! rpm! for!5!minutes!at!4°C.! The!ethanol!








Inactivation!Reagent! and! incubated! at! room! temperature! for! 2!minutes!with! 2L3! vortexes! during! this!
time.!Samples!were!centrifuged!at!10,000!rpm!using!a!Hettich!EBA!12!R!centrifuge!with!a!1412!rotor!for!
90!seconds,!the!supernatant!was!transferred!to!a!clean!0.5!ml!microcentrifuge!tube!and!stored!on! ice!






















sequence!alignments!were! initially!performed! for! those!genes!possessing! transcript!variants!using! the!
program;!ClustalW2! (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalw2)314! to!ensure!all! expressed! transcripts!
of!the!gene!of!interest!were!recognised.!Primers!were!designed,!where!possible,!to!span!intronic!regions!
of! the! selected! genes! to! ensure! specific! amplification! of! mRNA,! even! in! the! presence! of! DNA!
contamination,! using! Primer3Plus! (http://www.primer3plus.com)315.! All! primers! were! designed! to!
produce!a!product!size!of!80!–!120!base!pairs!(bp)!with!all!other!settings!left!as!default.!This!product!size!
was! selected! so! that! the! same!primers! could!be!used! for!quantitative!PCR! if! required!at!a! later!date.!















and! 0.0001%! ethidium! bromide! (Merck,! Darmstadt,! Germany:! 111608)! in! Tris! AcetateLEDTA! buffer!
(sigma;! T4948)! and! run! at! 80!V! for! 60! –! 70!minutes.!Gels!were! visualised! using! a!UVP!BioSpectrum®!









Proliferative!and!differentiated!cultures!of!NSC! lines!and!primary! foetal! tissue!were!pharmacologically!
evaluated! to! compare! their! ability! to! respond! to! various! agonist! and! antagonists! by! modulating!





plates! (Nunc:! 165305)! at! 30,000! cells! per! well.! For! experiments! using! proliferative! cells,! testing! was!
performed!once!cells!were!confluent!(48!hours).!Experiments!using!differentiated!cells!involved!allowing!
the! cells! to! adhere! overnight,! achieving! approximately! 80%! confluence,! before! differentiation! was!
initiated.!Differentiated!cell!experiments!were!typically!performed!after!28!days!of!differentiation!unless!
otherwise! stated.! On! the! day! of! the! assay! all! medium!was! removed! and! replaced!with! Ca2+! Release!
Loading!Buffer!(see!Appendices,(8.3.2)!containing!the!cellLpermeable!Ca2+Lsensitive!dye!FuraL2!AM!at!2.5!
µM!and!the!organic!anion!transporter!inhibitor,!probenecid!at!1!mM.!Cells!were!incubated!for!1!hour!in!
a! humidified! atmosphere! of! 5%! CO2! at! 37°C! before! the! loading! buffer! was! removed! and! cells! were!
washed!with!Ca2+!Release!Assay!Buffer!(see!Appendices,!8.3.1)!to!remove!any!FuraL2!AM!dye!that!had!
not! been! absorbed! by! the! cells.! This! assay! buffer!was! removed! and! replaced!with! 50µl! of! fresh! Ca2+!
Release! Assay! Buffer! per!well! before! the! cells! were! placed! in! the! FlexStation®! 3! (Molecular! Devices,!
Sunnyvale,! CA,!USA)! instrument! at! 37°C! for! 10!minutes! prior! to! initiation! of! the! assay.! Prior! to! each!
experiment! a! reading! was! taken! from! all! wells! to! assess! the! extent! and! consistency! of! FuraL2! AM!
loading.! This! was! determined! by! comparing! emissions! at! 520! nm! following! excitation! at! 380! nm.!
Readings! above! 100! relative! fluorescence! units! (RFU)! indicated! acceptable! FuraL2! AM! cell! loading,!




drug! dilutions!were!made! up! in! Ca2+! Release! Assay! Buffer! at! double! the! required! concentration! and!
prepared!on!the!day!of!the!experiment!during!the!loading!buffer!incubation.!Drug!additions!were!made!
by! the! liquidLhandling! robotics!of! the!FlexStation®!3! instrument! itself! and!a!50µl! volume!was!used! to!
achieve! the! desired! drug! concentration.! Experiments! were! conducted! at! 37°C! with! the! fluorophore!
excited!at!both!340!nm!and!380!nm!and!detected!at!520!nm!with!a!515!nm!cutLoff.!Unless!otherwise!




experiment!with! readings! taken!every!6!seconds!starting!at!0!seconds.!While! readings!could!be! taken!
slightly!more! frequently! than! every! 6! seconds,! this! time!was! chosen! so! that! the! instrument!was! not!
under!excessive!strain! for! long!experiments.!Therefore,! this! frequency!was!chosen!to!ensure!both!the!
reliability!of!the!instrument!and!to!provide!robust!reproducible!data.!A!baseline!was!provided!for!each!
well!by! taking!a!mean!of! the! first!4! readings.!Drug!additions!were!made!at!20! seconds! to!give!a! final!
concentration!between!10L6!M!and!10L3!M!and!followed!for!a!further!100!seconds!before!50!µl!of!Ca2+!
Release!Assay!Buffer!supplemented!with!150!mM!KCl!was!added!to!increase!the!KCl!concentration!by!50!
mM.!This! step!was!used! to!determine! if! the! cells!were! capable!of! a! voltageLdependent!Ca2+! channelL
mediated! Ca2+! current! –! a! physiological! characteristic! of! mature! neurons.! Once! readings! were!
completed,! 100! µl! was! removed! from! each! well! to! leave! 50! µl,! and! the! plate! was! returned! to! the!
FlexStation®!3!for!a!further!60!second!experiment.!Emission,!excitation!and!reading!frequency!settings!
remained! the! same! and! a! baseline!was! again! provided! for! each!well! by! taking! a!mean! of! the! first! 4!
readings.!At!20! seconds!50!µl!of!20!µM! ionomycin! in!Ca2+!Release!Assay!Buffer!was!added! to!expose!
cells! to! a! final! concentration! of! 10! µM.! Ionomycin! is! an! ionophore! –! produced! by! the! bacterium!
Streptomyces$ conglobatus! 317! –! that!was! used! to! stimulate! a!maximal! Ca2+mediated! 340! nm/380! nm!
emission! ratio! that! was! used! as! a! reference! for! the! responses! for! the! cells! in! each! well.! Each! drug!
















readings! (0,!6,! 12!and!18! seconds)!prior! to!any!drug!additions! to!provide!a!baseline.! The!highest!340!
nm/380!nm!value!between!30!–!108!seconds!was!then!taken!as!the!maximal!drugLinduced!Ca2+!response!
and!the!highest!value!between!126!–!180!seconds!taken!as!the!maximal!KClLinduced!Ca2+!response.!The!
highest! value! obtained! from! the! second! part! of! each! experiment! following! ionomycin! addition! was!
taken! as! the!maximal! reference!Ca2+! response.! The! baseline! value! for! each!well!was! then! subtracted!
from!the!same!well’s!maximal!drug,!KCl!and!ionomycinLinduced!value.!The!drug!and!KClLinduced!value!
for! each! well! was! then! expressed! relative! to! that! well’s! ionomycinLinduced! value.! These! normalised!
values!for!each!well!were!then!analysed!using!GraphPad!Prism!version!5.0d!for!Mac,!with!doseLresponse!
curves!fitted!according!to!the!following!threeLparameter!equation:!
! = !"##"$ + !(!"# − !"##"$)1 + 10!"#$%!"!! !
Where!Y!is!the!response,!X!is!the!agonist!concentration,!bottom!and!top!are!the!responses!denoting!the!
bottom!and! top!plateaus!of! the!sigmoidal!curve! respectively,!and! logEC50! is! the!agonist!concentration!
















magnification! at! the! 520! nm! emission! wavelength! following! excitation! at! 340! and! 380! nm! using! a!




















cells! in! each! field.! Higher! magnification! was! not! used! due! to! the! relatively! small! number! of! cells!




total!number!of!cells! from!which! recordings!were!made!that! showed!an! increase! in! fluorescence!of!>!





and! are! also! capable! of! provoking! GLproteinLindependent! signalling.! Recent! evidence! suggests! that!
GPCRs! can! be! found! to! couple! to! different! GLprotein! signalling! partners! depending! on! the! cell! type!
within! which! they! are! found.! Common! to! all! GPCRs! however! is! their! ability! to! modulate! the!
phosphorylation!status!of!ERK1/2.!ERK1/2!phosphorylation!was!therefore!used!as!a!means!to!assess!the!
presence!and!function!of!specific!GPCRs!at!the!cell!surface!without!having!to!determine!the!specific!GL
protein! partner! through!whom! they! are! primarily! signalling.! The! commercially! available! Cellul’erk! Kit!
(Cisbio! Bioassays,! Codolet,! France)! was! used! for! this! study! to! measure! ligandLinduced! ERK1/2!
phosphorylation! in! CTX0E16/02! cells! in! response! to! a! range! of! agonists! and! antagonists! according! to!
published!protocols! for! a! twoLplate!assay.! The! system!makes!use!of! the!principle!of! FRET,!whereby!a!
donor!chromophore!–!once!excited!–!can!transfer!energy!to!an!adjacent!donor!chromophore!through!
nonLradiative! dipoleLdipole! coupling,! as! illustrated! in! Figure! 2.2,! below.! This! is! achieved! through! a!
sandwich! immunoassay! involving! an! antiLphosphoLERK1/2! antibody! (shown! in! red! in! the! diagram)!
conjugated!to!the!chromophore!d2!and!an!antiLERK1/2!antibody!conjugated!to!the!chromophore!Eu3+L




approximately! 10! nm! of! each! other,! and! therefore! detects! the! presence! of! a! phosphate! group!
specifically!attached!to!an!ERK1/2!molecule.!
Cells!were!plated!onto! lamininLcoated! (0.5!µg!per!well)! clear!96Lwell!plates! (Nunc:!167008)!at!30,000!
cells!per!well.!Proliferative!and!differentiated!cells!used!for!experiments!were!prepared!in!the!same!way!
as!cells!used!for!the!Ca2+!Release!Assay!described!above.!On!the!morning!of!the!experiment,!all!medium!






of! lysis!buffer!supplemented!with!blocking!reagent!and! incubated!for!5!minutes!at! room!temperature!
with! shaking.! Cell! lysates! (16! µl)! from! each! well! were! then! transferred! to! wells! of! a! 384Lwell,! solid!
bottom,! small! volume,!white! plate! (Greiner,! Kremsmünster,! Austria:! 784075)! and!mixed!with! 2! µl! of!
each! of! the! two! HTRF! conjugates! (antiLERK1/2LEu3+Lcryptate! (donor)! and! antiLphosphoLERK1/2Ld2!
(acceptor)!–!each!made!up!in!assay!detection!buffer)!and!incubated!for!2!hours!at!room!temperature.!
Each! 384Lwell! plate! additionally! contained! 6! wells! dedicated! to! negative! (16! µl! of! blocking! reagentL
supplemented!lysis!buffer!with!2!µl!of!antiLERK1/2LEu3+Lcryptate!donor!conjugate!and!2!µl!of!detection!
buffer!–!donor!antibody!only)!and!blank!(16!µl!of!blocking!reagentLsupplemented!lysis!buffer!with!2!µl!of!
each! of! the! donor! and! acceptor! conjugates)! controls! respectively.! Plates! were! then! read! using! a!













A!665!nm/620!nm!ratio!was!calculated! for!each!well/assay!and! referred! to!as!R.!A!mean!R! value!was!
calculated!for!the!6!negative!control!wells!on!each!384Lwell!plate!and!referred!to!as!RNeg.!Values!were!
expressed!as!ΔF%!according!to!the!following!equation!as!defined!by!Albizu!and!colleagues!318:!





In!all! the!experimentation!described!above! the! following! rules!were!applied.!To!ensure! reliability!and!
consistency!between!cell!culture!experiments,!seed!and!working!stocks!were!generated!for!each!of!the!
NPC! lines! investigated.! All! cell! culture! experiments! were! performed! using! NPCs! exposed! to! as! few!
passages!as!possible,!and!unless!otherwise! stated,!passage!number!never!exceeded!10.!As! far!as!was!
reasonably!practicable,!cultures!were!treated!as!consistently!as!possible!with!respect!to!the!conditions!
they! were! exposed! to! whilst! proliferating! and! differentiating.! Great! care! was! taken! to! ensure! that!
cultures! demonstrated! ‘normal’! growth! characteristics,! with! any! cultures! exhibiting! a! divergent!
appearance!being!discarded!immediately.!
Experiments! involving! the! extraction! of! RNA! and! subsequent! expression! analysis! were! performed! in!
















nervous! system! as! a! starting! point,! this! chapter! describes! a! phenotypic! and! physiological!
characterisation!of!these!cells!in!their!proliferative!and!differentiated!state.!This!work!aimed!to!provide!
a!body!of!data!that!could!inform!upon!which!of!these!represented!the!most!appropriate!in#vitro!model!













biological! samples! based! on! the! differential! expression! of! thousands! of! genes! simultaneously.!
Depending! on! the! samples! compared,! this! information! can! be! used! as! a! means! to! indicate! genes!
expression! changes! that! may! occur! as! a! consequence! of! this! difference.! For! example,! healthy! or!
diseased,! undifferentiated! or! differentiated,! untreated! or! treated.! The! value! of! data! obtained! from!a!
transcriptomic!study!is!therefore!dependent!upon!the!quality!of!the!samples!used,!with!control!exerted!
over!as!many!variables!as!possible,!except!for!those!that!are!to!be!measured.!
The! recent! emergence! of! technology! providing! the! ability! to! generate! neurons! from! somatic! cells! of!
schizophrenic!patients!through!the!generation,!then!differentiation,!of!iPS!cells,!or!iN!cells!represents!a!
powerful! means! with! which! to! investigate! aberrant! cellular! mechanisms! attributable! to! the!







The! purpose! of! this! study!was! to! develop! an! in# vitro! platform! that! can! be! used! to! transcriptomically!





as! to! ensure! the! validity! of! any! observed! gene! expression! changes.! Several! characteristics! were!
identified!and!discussed!as!being!necessary!or!desirable!attributes!for!an!in#vitro!model!system!to!meet!
the!needs!of!this!role!in!1.5!above.!Criteria!for!selecting!a!NPC!line!for!this!purpose!were!identified!as:!!
1. The! line! should! be! of! human! origin,! so! as! to! eliminate! any! species! differences! in! how!
antipsychotics! pharmacologically! interact! with! the! cells,! such! as! ligand! affinity! for! a! given!
receptor!or!signal!transduction!or!regulation!as!a!consequence!of!ligand!binding;!
2. The! line! should!demonstrate! the! capacity! to!be! robustly! and! reproducibly!differentiated! into!
primarily! neurons,! but! also! astrocytes.! Astrocytes! have! been! shown! to! play! an! important!
supporting! role! in! the! functional! development! of! neurons! both! in# vivo! and! in# vitro# 319,! from!
stimulating! differentiation! 320! to! synapse! formation! 100.! In! addition,! it! is! unclear! whether!
antipsychotics!exert!their!mechanism!of!action!exclusively!through!interaction!with!neurons,!as!
astrocytes!have!also!recently!been!implicated!as!a!potential!target!of!these!compounds!321.!To!
this! end,! future! experiments! could! involve! the! generation! of! NPC! lines! that! express! neuron,!
astrocyte! or! oligodendrocyte! specific! fluorescent! fusion! protein! conjugates! upon!
differentiation.! This! would! enable! the! use! of! FACS! to! separate! constituent! cell! types! from!
differentiated! cultures,! and! facilitate! analysis! of! changes! unique! to! each! cell! type.! The!
successful! conditional! immortalisation! of! the! cell! lines! used! in! this! thesis! demonstrates! their!






3. Neuronal! cells! generated! should! be! capable! of! electrical! excitability,! as! this! represents! an!
important!physiological!feature!of!this!cell!type,!and!therefore!has!functional!consequences;!
4. The! differentiated! cells! should! express! functional! receptors! known! to! be! targeted! by!
antipsychotic!drugs;!







glia! and! included! cell! lines! derived! from! the! developing! striatum! (STROC05/08A! 66,106),! hippocampus!
(HPC03A/07!65,106),!ventral!mesencephalon!(VM!or!ReNcell!VM!104,322)!and!spinal!cord!(SPCE01!and!SPCE





felt! to! be!most! appropriate! for! the! purposes! of! this! study.! This! is! due! to! the! fact! that! considerable!
evidence! points! towards! aberrant! frontal! cortical! development! and! activity! as! a! key! player! in! the!
presentation! of! schizophrenia! and! the! activity! of! antipsychotics! 115,183,323.! Two! cortically! derived! NPC!
lines!were! available! –! CTX0E03/02! and! CTX0E16/02! –! of!which! the! first,! CTX0E03/02,! had! previously!
been! shown! to! be! capable! of! differentiation! into! neurons! and! astrocytes! 63.! This! line! had! not! been!
shown! to! be! capable! of! generating! electrically! excitable! cells! or! oligodendrocytes! in# vitro.! Therefore,!
despite!the!preference!for!a!cortically!derived!line,!all!the!NPC!lines!mentioned!above!were!investigated!
at! this! early! stage! as! potential! substitutes! in! the! event! that! the! cortically! derived! NPC! lines! proved!
resistant! to!differentiation!or!produced!cultures!bearing!characteristics! inappropriate! for! the!needs!of!
this! study.! Any! of! these! cell! lines! could! have! potentially! expressed! the! receptors! through! which!
antipsychotics!are!thought!to!transduce!their!effects,!and!may!be!influenced!by!the!culture!environment!
they! are! exposed! to! in# vitro.! Each! of! these! lines! were! therefore! investigated! so! that! an! informed!
decision!could!be!made!based!on!the!properties!these!cells!exhibit!in!an!in#vitro!environment.!
This!chapter!details!the!optimisation!of!the!differentiation!of!two!cortically!derived!human!NPC!lines!–!
CTX0E03/02! and! CTX0E16/02.! Evidence! is! presented! of! their! ability! to! be! differentiated! into! both!
neurons!(glutamatergic!and!GABAergic)!and!glial!cells.!The!characteristics!of!differentiated!cortical!NPC!










a! variety! of!methods,! and! compared! to! conditions! previously! described! for! the! differentiation! of! the!






2.1.2,! above.! Cells! were! then! seeded! onto! lamininEcoated! (0.5! µg! per! well)! blackEwalled,! opticalE
bottomed! 96Ewell! plates! at! 30,000! cells! per! well.! The! following! day,! once! the! cultures! had! reached!






CTX0E16/02! lines,! cultures!were! fixed! in! 4%!paraformaldehyde! and! analysed! by! immunofluorescence!
staining,! as! described! in!2.2,! above.! The! relative! abundance! of! cells! expressing!markers! indicative! of!
neural! progenitor! cells! (nestin! –! an! intermediate! filament! protein! 329,330),! neuronal! precursor! cells!
(doublecortin! (DCX)! –! a! microtubuleEassociated! protein! 331),! neurons! (tau! and! MAP2! –! microtubuleE
associated!proteins! localised! to! axons! and!dendrites! respectively! 328,331)! or! astrocytes! (S100β! –! a! Ca2+!
binding!protein!52)!was!assessed.!The!presence!of!the!synaptic!markers!VAMP2!and!SNAPE25,!which!are!
integral!membrane! proteins! of! secretory! vesicles! and! presynaptic!membranes! respectively!were! also!





Cells! differentiated! in! RMM! –! DMEM:F12! with! 15! mM! HEPES! and! sodium! bicarbonate!

















In! order! to! evaluate! the! extent! of! cellular! differentiation! for! each! condition! at! this! early! stage! of!
optimisation,!an!arbitrary!scale!was!established!to!determine!the!overall!health!of!the!cultures!and!the!
relative! abundance! of! each! cell! type,! as! indicated! by! the! expression! of! the! cellEtype! specific!markers!
described! above.! The! relative! health! of! cultures! grown! under! each! differentiation! condition! was!
determined!by!assessing!the!number!and!density!of!surviving!cells!and!the!abundance!of!cellular!debris!
across! all! wells! of! a! given! condition,! irrespective! of! the! staining! combination! employed! (‘E‘! for! no!
surviving! cells! up! to! ‘+++’! for! conditions! supporting! the! highest! levels! of! cell! survival).! To! evaluate!
differentiation,! cultures! exposed! to! each! condition! and! at! each! time! point! were! stained! with! the!
following! antibody! combinations:! tau! with! nestin,! MAP2! with! S100β,! tau! with! VAMP2! and! tau! with!
SNAPE25,!with!nuclei!visualised!using!DAPI!(tau!was!replaced!with!DCX!for!both!cell!lines!at!the!final!time!
point!of!28!days!due! to!a! shortage!of!antibody).!Each! staining!combination!was! repeated! in! triplicate!
and!a!noEprimary!antibody!control!was!included!to!assess!specificity.!All!cultures!(individual!wells)!of!a!







crossEreferencing! to! previous! scoring! to! ensure! that! the! optimum!differentiation! conditions! could! be!
identified! for! further! characterisation.! These!qualitative! data! are! presented! in! Table! 3.2! to! Table! 3.7,!
below.! It! was! recognised! that! appraisal! and! comparison! of! tested! differentiation! conditions! should!
ideally!have!been!assessed! in!a!blind! fashion.!However,!due! to! this! stage!of! the!optimisation!process!
being!performed!in!96Ewell!plates!and!all!experimentation!being!performed!by!the!author,!this!was!not!
possible.!
For! CTX0E03/02! cells! differentiated! for! 14! days! in! Reduced! Modified! Medium! (RMM),! survival! was!








cultures! were! healthy! with! many! neurons! and! astrocytes! present,! while! PDGFBB! promoted! excellent!
survival!with!many!S100β+!astrocytes,!but!relatively!few!tau+!and!MAP2+!neurons.!
!
' Nestin' Tau' MAP2' S100β ' VAMP2' SNAP=25' Culture'Health'
RMM' +++! +! +/++! +++! E! E! +++!
SNBM' +++! +! +! +++! E! E! ++!
PMA' +! ++! +++! +++! E! E! ++!
DAPT' +++! +/++! +! +++! E! E! ++!
GDNF' +++! ++! +! ++! E! E! ++!
PDGFBB' +++! +! +! +++! E! E! +++!
Table(3.2(Immunoreactivity(summary(of(CTX0E03/02(cultures(following(14(day(differentiation(
!




of! differentiation! but! now! there! were! more! tau+! neurons! and! fewer! nestin+! cells! present,! possibly!
indicating! more! neuronal! differentiation.! However,! the! numbers! of! MAP2! expressing! cells! in! the!
cultures!appeared!not!to!have!changed,!suggesting!that!neurons!had!not!matured!over!this!time!frame.!










' Nestin' Tau' MAP2' S100β ' VAMP2' SNAP=25' Culture'Health'
RMM' +++! ++! E/+! ++! E! E! ++!
SNBM' ++! ++! +! +++! E! E! ++!
PMA' ++! +! +! ++! E! E! ++!
DAPT' +++! +! E! ++! E! E! +!
GDNF' +++! +! E/+! ++! E! E! ++!
PDGFBB' +++! +! E/+! +++! E! E! +++!
Table(3.3(Immunoreactivity(summary(of(CTX0E03/02(cultures(following(21(day(differentiation(
!
For! CTX0E03/02! cells! differentiated! for! 28! days! tau! staining!was! replaced!with! DCX! due! to! a! lack! of!
available! tau! antibody.! RMM! differentiated! cultures! were! associated! with! poor! survival! and! large!
amounts!of!cell!debris.!Surviving!cells!were!bunched!into!small!clusters!containing!no!DCX+!neuroblasts,!
but! some! MAP2+! neurons! and! S100β+! astrocytes! and! many! nestin+! cells.! Surprisingly,! despite! no!
detected! VAMP2! immunoreactivity! for! any! conditions! at! 14! or! 21! days,! this! protein!was! detected! to!
some!extent!in!all!differentiation!conditions!at!28!days.!SNBM!differentiated!cultures!were!healthy!with!
many!more!DCX+!neuroblasts,!MAP2+!neurons!and!S100β+!astrocytes!present! that! seen!after!21!days,!
suggesting! further! maturation! of! these! cultures.! Considerable! VAMP2! staining! was! also! present! and!




by! S100β+! astrocytes! and! many! fewer! MAP2+! neurons.! DCX! was! absent! while! VAMP2! staining! was!
comparable!for!the!two!conditions.!PDGFBB!provided!healthy!cultures!dominated!by!nestin
+!and!S100β+!




' Nestin' Tau' MAP2' S100β ' VAMP2' SNAP=25' Culture'Health'
RMM' +++! E! ++! +++! +/++! E! +!
SNBM' +++! ++/+++! +++! +++! +++! E! ++!
PMA' +++! +! ++/+++! +++! ++/+++! E! ++!
DAPT' +++! E! ++! +++! ++! E! ++!
GDNF' +++! E! +! +++! ++/+++! E! ++!














' Nestin' Tau' MAP2' S100β ' VAMP2' SNAP=25' Culture'Health'
RMM' +++! +! +! +/++! E! E! +++!
SNBM' +++! +/++! +/++! ++! E! E! +++!
PMA' +++! +! +! +! E! E! +++!
DAPT' ++! +! +! +! E! E! +!
GDNF' +++! +! +! ++! E! E! +++!
PDGFBB' +++! +! ++! +/++! E! E! +++!
Table(3.5(Immunoreactivity(summary(of(CTX0E16/02(cultures(following(14(day(differentiation(
!
CTX0E16/02!differentiated! for! 21!days! in!RMM!provided!good!healthy! cultures!with!plenty!of! S100β+!
astrocytes!but!less!tau+!and!even!fewer!MAP2+!neurons.!SNBM!produced!similarly!healthy!cultures!with!
comparable! S100β! staining! but! greater! numbers! of! tau+! and!MAP2+! neurons.! PMA! produced! healthy!
cultures! with! plenty! of! S100β+! and! tau+! cells! but! relatively! few! MAP2+! cells.! PMA! treated! cultures!
exhibited! the! lowest! level! of! nestin+! cells! at! this! time!point.! As!with! CTX0E03/02,!DAPT!was! not!well!
tolerated!with!few!surviving!cells,!and!few!of!these!expressed!markers!of!neuron!or!astrocyte!directed!
differentiation.!GDNF! supported!healthy! cultures,! though!produced! few! tau+! and!MAP2+! neurons! but!
greater! numbers! of! S100β+! astrocytes.! PDGFBB! provided! excellent! healthy! cultures!with! high! levels! of!
S100β+!astrocytes!with!some!tau+,!but!fewer!MAP2+!neurons.!
!
' Nestin' Tau' MAP2' S100β ' VAMP2' SNAP=25' Culture'Health'
RMM' ++! +/++! E/+! +++! E! E! +++!
SNBM' ++! ++! +! +++! E! E! +++!
PMA' +/++! ++! E/+! +++! E! E! +++!
DAPT' ++! +! E/+! +! E! E! +!
GDNF' +++! +! E/+! ++! E! E! +++!
PDGFBB' ++! ++! +/++! +++! E! E! +++!
Table(3.6(Immunoreactivity(summary(of(CTX0E16/02(cultures(following(21(day(differentiation(
!
Exposure! of! CTX0E16/02! cells! for! 28! days! to! RMM! or! SNBM! produced! similarly! healthy! appearing!
cultures!with!even!monolayer!growth.!Both!cultures!demonstrated!high!levels!of!S100β+!astrocytes!and!










S100β+! astrocytes!with! few! tau+! and!MAP2+! neurons! present.! GDNF! produced! good! healthy! cultures!




days.! Of! the! remaining! cells,! few! expressed! tau,! MAP2! or! S100β! but! many! were! quite! elaborately!
processed!nestin+!cells.!
!
' Nestin' Tau' MAP2' S100β ' VAMP2' SNAP=25' Culture'Health'
RMM' ++! ++! +/++! +++! ++! E! +++!
SNBM' ++! +! ++! +++! +++! E! +++!
PMA' +++! ++! ++! +++! ++! E! +++!
DAPT' ++! +! +! +++! ++! E! +!
GDNF' +++! ++! +/++! +++! +++! E! +++!











in!Figure!3.1.! Similarly!differentiated!CTX0E03/02!cultures! showed!comparable! staining!characteristics!
though! cells! were! less! evenly! distributed! across! the! growth! surface.! The! ability! to! generate! even,!
confluent! differentiated! cultures! is! however! a! desirable! characteristic! for! the! intended! downstream!
applications!of!these!cells!and!will!therefore!influence!which!cell!line!is!subsequently!selected.!It!should!









right! (b,! d! and! f)! show! CTX0E16/02! cells! differentiated! in! the! presence! of! RMM! supplemented! with! 1! µM!






Several! other! differences! were! also! apparent! between! these! two! differentiation! conditions.! For!
example,! nestin+! cells! were! smaller,! more! numerous! and! exhibited! much! more! elaborate! processes!
when! differentiated! using! SNBM! (Figure! 3.1,!a)! as! compared! to! PMA! (Figure! 3.1,!b).! In! addition,! the!
separation! of! different! cellular! phenotypes! appeared! more! pronounced! for! SNBM! than! for! PMA!
differentiated!cultures.!For!example,!a!clear!distinction!could!be!made!between!nestin+!and!DCX+!cells,!
labelled!in!green!and!red!respectively!(Figure!3.1,!a)!and!MAP2+!and!S100β+!cells,!labelled!in!green!and!




cultures! differentiated!with! PMA,! show!many! cells! expressing! both! nestin! and!DCX! (Figure! 3.1,!b)! or!
MAP2!and!S100β! (Figure!3.1,!f),!examples!of!which!are!clearly!annotated.! It! is!also! interesting!to!note!
that! for! both! the! CTX0E03/02! and! CTX0E16/02! cell! lines,! VAMP2! expression! was! provoked! by! all!
differentiation!conditions! tested!but!only!at! the! latest! time!point!of!28!days! (see!Figure!3.1,!c!and!d).!
Conversely,! SNAPE25! immunoreactivity! was! absent! in! cultures! exposed! to! all! tested! conditions.! This!
suggests! that! while! the! synaptic! vesicle! associated! protein! –! VAMP2! –! was! present! after! 28! days!
differentiation,!the!presynaptic! integral!membrane!protein!–!SNAPE25!was!not.!Both!of!these!proteins!
are! necessary! to! provide! cells! with! the! ability! to! release! neurotransmitter! and! therefore,! for! the!
creation!of!functional!synapses.!This!ability!to!form!functional!synapses!may!be!achieved!by!increasing!
the!amount!of!time!that!these!cultures!are!differentiated!for,!as!has!been!shown!previously!for!neural!
cultures!derived! from!ES!and! iPS! cells! 75,334.! It! should!be!noted! that! the!antibody!used! to! identify! the!
presence!of!SNAPE25!did!not!detect!the!presence!of!this!protein!under!any!of!the!tested!differentiation!
conditions!for!the!two!cortical!NPC!lines.!The!antibody!used!has!been!shown!to!work!in!our!laboratory!
using!mouse! neural! tissue! and! has! been! previously! reported! on! for! its! use! in! immunocytochemistry!
using!mouse!cells!523!and!immunohistochemistry!using!human!tissue!524.!The!human!NPC!lines!described!
here! have! been! found! through! experience! to! be! particularly! difficult! to! immunocytochemically! label,!
and!led!to!the!use!of!extensive!blocking!to!achieve!specific!staining.!Therefore,!while!a!positive!control!
for!SNAPE25! immunolabelling!could!have!been!provided!using!human! tissue!sections!or!differentiated!
mouse! NPCs,! it! is! still! possible! that! an! absence! of! staining!when! using! differentiated! cortical! human!
NPCs!could!reflect!the!difficulty!in!staining!these!cells!rather!than!a!true!absence!of!the!protein.!




developmental! potential! of! these! human! NPC! lines.! This! included! both! further! phenotypic!





To! carry! out! this! analysis,! proliferative! CTX0E03/02! and! CTX0E16/02! cells!were! seeded!onto! PDL! and!
lamininEcoated! glass! coverslips! or! lamininEcoated! tissue! culture! flasks! –! as! described! in! 2.1! –! for!










3.1)! suggested! that!while! large! numbers! of! S100β+! astrocytes! could! be! generated,! differentiations! of!
less! than! 21! days! were! insufficient! to! yield! significant! numbers! of! tau+! or! MAP2+! neurons.! For! this!
reason,! separate! CTX0E03/02! and! CTX0E16/02! cultures! were! differentiated! under! each! of! the! three!
conditions! described! above! for! 21,! 28! or! 35! days.! At! these! time! points,! cells! differentiated! on! glass!
coverslips! were! fixed! for! immunofluorescence! staining! as! described! in! 2.2,! above! to! determine! the!
presence!of!the!neuronalEspecific!markers!tau!and!MAP2.!Cultures!were!also!stained!with!a!cocktail!of!


















Once! differentiated,! both! the! CTX0E03/02! and! CTX0E16/02! cell! lines! generated! relatively! “deep”!
cultures! with! the! component! cells! forming! layers! –! this! was! especially! true! for! differentiated!
CTX0E03/02! cells.! Imaging! by! conventional! fluorescence! microscopy! was! therefore! relatively!
problematic.!For!this!reason,!all! images!shown!below!were!generated!using!a!fluorescence!microscopy!
equipped!with!an!ApoTome!or!using!a!scanning!confocal!microscope.!For!each!differentiation!condition,!









images!were! taken! of! coverslips! of! cells! upon!which! staining! had! been! performed! in! the! absence! of!
primary! antibody.! These! were! taken! using! both! the! same! objective! and! exposure! settings! so! as! to!
provide! examples! of! background! staining.! For! images! captured! using! laser! scanning! confocal!













and! any! evidence! of! cell! death.! The! level! of! confluence! demonstrated! by! cultures! for! a! particular!
differentiation! condition! was! particularly! important! to! facilitate! further! experiments! enabling! the!
presence!of!functional!receptors!to!be!assessed.!These!were!to!initially!involve!the!use!of!a!FlexStation!3!
microplate! reader,! to! monitor! ligandEinduced! intracellular! Ca2+! mobilisation.! This! instrument! detects!
levels!of!fluorescence!from!fluorophoreEloaded!live!cells!grown!in!96Ewell!plates,!making!readings!from!
an! average! signal! across! fields! that! encompass! the! majority! of! the! area! of! each! well.! This! system!
benefits!greatly!from!confluent!cultures!by!minimising!background!fluorescence!caused!by!reflection!of!
light! from!the!microplate!surface!and!ensures!a!good!signalEtoEnoise! ratio.!While! this! is! important! for!












these! patches! (data! not! shown).! With! time! in! culture! less! patches! of! cells! were! observed! and! gaps!
between!them!were!more!common.!While! tau!staining!remained!diffuse,!and!was! less!pronounced!at!
later! time! points! (Figure! 3.3,! a! and! b),! rare! examples! of! intensely! MAP2! stained! neurons! with! long!
processes! could! also! be! found! at! all! time! points! (see! arrows! in! Figure! 3.3,! e! and! f).! To! determine!
whether!GABAergic!neurons!were!present! in! these!cultures,!a!cocktail!of!antibodies!sharing! the!same!
isotype,! raised! against! calretinin,! calbindinED28k! and! parvalbumin! was! used! and! visualised! using! the!
same!secondary!antibody.!Diffuse!staining!for!GABAergic!cell!type!markers!was!detected!in!a!few!cells!





GABAergic! cell! type! markers! exhibited! a! traditional! neuronal! morphology! –! rather! they! resemble!
undifferentiated!cells!–!with! the!exception!of!a! few! intensely!MAP2+!cells.!However,! this! staining!was!
not!observed!in!controls,!which!suggested!this!was!real.!
CTX0E03/02'cells'differentiated'in'the'presence'of'SNBM!exhibited!a!strikingly!different!morphology!to!





processes! growing! over! them! (Figure! 3.4,! a! (see! arrows)! and! c),! with! some! exhibiting! staining! for!
GABAergic!cell!type!markers.!This!tended!to!be!diffuse!and!at!this!stage!was!restricted!to!a!few!large!flat!
cells!that!were!MAP2E.!Control!staining! in!the!absence!of!primary!antibody!suggested!this!was!specific!
(see! arrow! in! Figure! 3.4,! c! and! inlayed! no! primary! antibody! control).! Also! present! after! 21! days,! but!
more!pronounced!by!28!days!were!patches!or!‘clumps’!of!cells!that!were!enriched!with!large!numbers!of!
the! smaller,! intensely! tau+! and!MAP2+! cells! growing!on! top!of! them.!These!areas!were!dominated!by!
dying!or!dead!cells;! indicated!by!fragmented!DAPI!staining.!Conventional!fluorescence!microscopy!was!




























DAPI! staining! –! that! were! enriched! with! tau+! and! MAP2+! cells! and! traversed! by! numerous! tau+!
processes.!These!clumps!of!cells!appeared! larger!after!28!days!of!differentiation,!and!an! increase!was!
observed! both! in! the! number! of! tau+! and!MAP2+! cells! on! their! surface,! and! the! intensity! of! staining!
these! cells! exhibited! (Figure!3.5,!c).! Some!clumps!at! this! time!point! appeared! to! form! long! ‘tracts’!of!
cells! composed! of! tau+! processes! (Figure! 3.5,! b).! After! 35! days! of! differentiation,! cultures! were!
dominated!by!these!clumps!and!tracts!of!cells.!However,!these!accounted!for!less!than!half!the!available!







small! intensely! tau+! and! MAP2+! cells.! Bottom! panels! (c! &! d)! show! cells! stained! with! MAP2! (green),! calretinin,!
calbindinED28k! &! parvalbumin! (red)! and! DAPI,! with! arrow! in! panel! c! indicating! a! large! flat!MAP2E! cell,! diffusely!


















Confocal! microscope.! Images! were! captured! after! nonEspecific! background! levels! were! adjusted! for! using! no!
primary!control!stained!cells.!
!
A! common! feature!of!differentiating! the!CTX0E03/02! line! in! the!presence!of! SNBM!–!with!or!without!
purmorphamine! –! was! the! presence! of! clumps! of! cells! containing! large! amounts! of! cell! debris! and!
enriched!with!cells!exhibiting!relatively!small!soma.!These!cells!were!characterised!by!elaborate!or!long,!
intensely! tau+! and!MAP2+! processes.!While! not! observed! after! 21! days! of! differentiation,! by! 28! days!
many!of!these!cells!were!identified!as!being!GABAergic.!However,!after!35!days!of!differentiation!there!
were!fewer!cells!labelled!in!this!way,!with!those!remaining!demonstrating!less!intense!immunoreactivity!
than!was!observed!at!28!days.!An!example!of!one!of! these!clumps!of! cells! is! shown! in!more!detail! in!










be! because! the! antibodies! are! unable! to! access! this! region,! or! the! laser! light! from! the!microscope! is!
unable!to!penetrate!here.!Tau+!and!MAP2+!neurons!were!also!found!around!the!periphery!of!the!clump,!
though!this!area!was!dominated!by!numerous!tau+!processes!that!appear!to!descend!down!the!side!of!










The! tendency! of! the! CTX0E03/02! cells! to! grow! in! these! characteristic! clumps!was! restricted! to! those!
differentiated!in!the!presence!of!SNBM,!and!was!independent!of!the!presence!of!1!µM!purmorphamine.!
To! illustrate! this,! Figure! 3.9! and! Figure! 3.10! show! cells! differentiated! in! the! presence! of! SNBM!
supplemented! with! 1! µM! purmorphamine.! These! images! provide! an! example! of! how! tau+! neuronal!
processes!appear!to! link!distinct!clumps!of!cells,!and!appears!to!provide!an!environment!–!other!than!
that! found!on! top!of! the!cellular!clumps!–! for! the!smaller,! intensely! tau+!or!MAP2+!neurons! to! thrive.!
Figure! 3.9! depicts! a! series! of! crossEsectional! images,! again! captured! using! a! laser! scanning! confocal!
microscope,! through! two! adjacent! stacks! of! cells.! The! images! at! the! top! of! the! stacks! show! an!
enrichment! of! the! previously! described! smallEsoma,! tau+! or!MAP2+! neurons.! As! the! images! descend!
through! the! stack! they! show! these! cells! enriched!on! the! surface! of! the! clump,! along!with!many! tau+!










































21! days! produced! cultures! similar! in! appearance! to! those! observed! for! the! CTX0E03/02! line.! The!
cultures!were!comprised!of!a!majority!of!large!flat!cells!diffusely!stained!with!tau!and!MAP2.!In!contrast!
to!the!CTX0E03/02!line!at!this!stage!however,!the!presence!of!smaller,!elaborately!processed,!intensely!










cells! (see!Figure!3.11,!c),! though! this!was!not!entirely! consistent!and!patches!had!emerged!where!no!
cells!were! growing! (data! not! shown).! The! number! of! intensely! stained! tau+! and!MAP2+! neurons!was!











cells! with! an! absence! of! the! clumping! observed! with! the! CTX0E03/02! line,! though! cell! death! –! as!







by! an! even!monolayer! of! cells! though! there!were! some! small! patches!where! cells! were! absent.! The!
large,!flat!diffusely!tau+!and!MAP2+!cells!were!less!common!at!this!stage!and!appeared!in!many!cases!to!












(see! Figure! 3.13,! a)! than! was! seen! after! 21! days! (Figure! 3.12,! b).! After! 35! days! of! continuous!
differentiation!the!CTX0E16/02!cells!demonstrated!a!healthy!monolayer!of!cells!with!many!elaborately!














produced! cultures! after! 21! days! that! closely! resembled! those! observed! after! the! same! period! in! the!
presence!of!SNBM!alone.!An!even!monolayer!of!cells!was!observed,!made!up!of!large!flat!cells,!diffusely!
stained! with! tau! and! MAP2! and! cells! with! smaller! cell! soma,! intensely! stained! for! these! neuronal!
















show!cells!differentiated! for!35!days.!Panels!a,!c!&!e! show!cultures!stained!with!MAP2! (green),! tau! (far! red)!and!




both! the!CTX0E03/02!and!CTX0E16/02! cell! lines!produced! cultures! containing!a!majority!of! large,! flat!
cells! that! stained! diffusely! for! the! neuronal!markers! tau! and!MAP2.! Cells! exhibiting! small! soma,! long!
processes!and!intense!tau!and!MAP2!immunoreactivity!were!largely!absent!though!some!were!found!in!
enriched! patches! with! the! CTX0E16/02! line! after! 21! days! of! differentiation,! though! these! were! less!
abundant!after!28!or!35!days.!While!GABAergic!cells!remained!absent!in!the!differentiated!CTX0E03/02!







processes! that! exhibited! intense! tau! and!MAP2! staining.! After! 21! days! of! differentiation! the! cultures!
from!both! cell! lines!produced!a! confluent!network!of! cells! that! covered! the!available! growth!area.! In!
both! cases! the! larger,! flat! cells! dominated! at! this! earlier! time! point! though! the! smaller! cells! were!
present!and!tended!to!be!enriched!in!patches!throughout!the!culture.!For!the!CTX0E03/02,!but!not!the!
CTX0E16/02!cells,!these!patches!were!often!found!above!clumps!of!cells.!For!the!CTX0E16/02!line,!these!
patches!were! also! enriched!with! intensely! tau+! and!MAP2+! neurons!with! small! cell! soma,! expressing!
markers!indicative!of!GABAergic!neuronal!phenotypes;!calretinin,!calbindinED28k!and!parvalbumin.!With!
an!increased!period!of!differentiation,!cultures!from!both!cell!lines!saw!a!reduction!in!the!number!of!the!
larger! flat!cells!and!an! increase! in! the!proportion!of! the!smaller,!elaborately!processed,! intensely! tau+!
and!MAP2+!neurons.!Further!enrichment!of!this!cell!type!was!found!in!clumps!(CTX0E03/02)!or!patches!
(CTX0E16/02),!though!while!the!growth!area!remained!covered!for!the!CTX0E16/02!line,!differentiated!
CTX0E03/02! cultures! contained! many! areas! where! no! cell! bodies! were! present.! An! increase! in! the!
amount! of! cell! debris,! as! indicated! by! the! presence! of! fragmented! DAPI! staining! was! also! observed.!
Evidence! of! GABAergic! cell! type! markers! also! increased! with! the! period! of! differentiation! for! the!





debris,! as! indicated! by! fragmented!DAPI! staining.! The! number! of! smaller,! highly! processed,! intensely!
tau+!and!MAP2+!cells!appeared!slightly!higher!than! in!cultures!where!purmorphamine!was!absent,!but!
the!number!of!cells!expressing!GABAergic!cell! type!markers!were!slightly! lower!when!differentiated! in!
these!conditions.!
When!differentiated!in!the!presence!of!SNBM,!independent!of!the!presence!of!1!µM!purmorphamine,!
the! CTX0E03/02! and! CTX0E16/02! cells! generated! a! similar! overall! number! of! cells! demonstrating! a!
neuronal! phenotype! (small! cell! soma! with! elaborate! processes! and! intense! tau! and! MAP2!
immunoreactivity)!when! considering! the!whole! culture.!However,! for! the!CTX0E03/02! line! these! cells!
were!restricted!to!small,!highly!enriches!patches!(see!Figure!3.15,!a)!throughout!the!culture,!with!large!












for! 28! days.! Merged! images! with! nuclei! labelled! blue! (DAPI),! MAP2+! neurons! labelled! green! and! tau+! neurons!
labelled!red.!Pictures!were!taken!using!a!Leica!TCS!SP5!Confocal!microscope.!
!
Taken! together,! these! data! suggest! that! both! the! CTX0E03/02! and! CTX0E16/02! cell! lines! can! be!
differentiated! to! produce! a! high! proportion! of! tau+! and! MAP2+! neurons.! In! addition,! under! certain!
conditions!cells!are!also!present!that!express!markers!indicative!of!GABAergic!neuronal!phenotypes.!The!
ability! to! differentiate! is! not! however! the! only! criteria! informing! the! choice! of! a! cell! line! for! further!
experimentation,! as! discussed! above.! Due! to! the! pharmacological! approach! of! this! study,! it! is! also!




In!basic! terms,!antipsychotics!are! thought! to!exert! their! therapeutic!effects! through! their! interactions!
with! various! cell! surface! receptors! found! within! the! brain.! These! receptors! allow! changes! in! the!
chemical!environment!surrounding!these!cells!to!be!transduced!beyond!the!surface!of!the!cell.!This!can!
occur! through! various!mechanisms,! and! results! in! both! transient! signalling! events! such! as! changes! in!
intracellular!Ca2+!or!cAMP!concentrations,!or!more! lasting!effects!such!as!changes! in!gene!expression.!
Sensitive! techniques! such! as! radioligand!binding! have! identified! a! host! of! neurotransmitter! receptors!
that! antipsychotic! drugs! exhibit! high! affinity! towards! (and! can! be! found! collated! on! the! NIMH!
Psychoactive! Drug! Screening! Program! Ki! database! (http://pdsp.med.unc.edu/)),! while! functional!
pharmacological!approaches!have!identified!various!accessory!proteins!that!are!either!necessary!for,!or!
influence,! the! function! of! these! receptors.! In! addition,! many! downstream! signalling! molecules! have!
been!identified!in!various!tissues!that!allow!the!transduction!and!integration!of!signals!precipitated!by!
these!initial!ligandEreceptor!interactions!233,336.!If!a!NPC!line!is!to!be!used!to!investigate!the!mechanism!




receptors,! accessory! proteins! and! signalling! molecules! as! possible.! Using! the! available! literature!
regarding!current!understanding!of!how!antipsychotics!exert!their!action,!a! list!of!genes!was!compiled!
whose! expression! would! be! desirable! in! a! cell! line! used! to! investigate! antipsychotic! drug! action.!
Additional!genes!were!also!identified!that!encode!proteins!essential!for!normal!neuronal!function!such!




included,! such!as! TACR3,!GRIA1!and!GRIN1!–!encoding!NK3,!AMPA!and!NMDA! receptors! respectively.!
These!are!detailed!in!Table!3.8!below.!
The!experiments!described!below!determined!which!of!the!genes!detailed!in!Table!3.8!were!expressed!
in! each! of! the! seven! human! NPC! lines! described! at! the! beginning! of! this! chapter.! This! work! was!
performed! in! parallel! with! the! optimisation! of! the! differentiation! of! the! two! cortical! NPC! lines! –!








K+!provided!a!maturation!capacity! to!differentiating!mesencephalic!NPCs! 337.! The!observed!effect!was!
shown! to! occur! as! a! result! of! membrane! depolarisation,! as! it! could! be! completely! inhibited! by! the!






















CHRM1# Cholinergic! muscarinic! M1! receptor! (GPCR):! mixedEaffinity! target! for! range! of! antipsychotics!
183.!
Selective!compounds!under!investigated!to!treat!cognitive!symptoms!and!as!possible!monotherapy!175!
HRH1# Histamine!H1!receptor! (GPCR):!highEaffinity!target! for! first!and!second!generation!antipsychotic!drugs!and!associated!with!weight!gain!and!metabolic!side!effects!171!
ADRA1A# Adrenergic!α1A!receptor!(GPCR):!highEaffinity!target!for!first!and!second!generation!antipsychotic!drugs!and!may!contribute!to!efficacy!and!side!effect!liability!339!
TACR3# Tachykinin! 3! receptor! (NK3,! GPCR):! target! of! compounds! currently! in! phase! II! clinical! trial! for! the!treatment!of!schizophrenia!340!
GRIA2# Glutamate! receptor! 2! (AMPA! receptor! subunit,! ionotropic):! allosteric! modulators! of! this! receptor!currently!under!investigation!as!possible!adjunct!treatment!for!cognitive!deficits!and!monotherapy!175!
GRM148#
Metabotropic!glutamate!receptors!1E8!(mGluR1E8,!GPCRs):!several!of!these!are!targeted!by!compounds!




ARRB2# βEArrestin! 2! (scaffold! and! signalling! protein):! multifunctional! scaffolding! protein! involved! in! GPCR!
desensitisation!and!GEprotein!independent!signalling!341,342!
CAV1# CaveolinE1! (scaffold! protein):! Accessory! protein! involved! in! GPCR! plasma!membrane! expression! and!internalisation235,343,344!
DLG4# Postsynaptic!density!protein!95!(PSDE95):!Scaffold!protein!important!for!GPCR!localisation!and!function!191,345!
MPDZ# Multiple!PDZ!domain!protein! (MUPP1):!Scaffold!protein! important! for!GPCR! localisation!and! function!190!
CACNA1C#
LEtype,! voltageEdependent! calcium! channel! α1C! subunit:! One! of! the! major! voltageEdependent! Ca
2+!
channel! found! in! the! CNS.! Recently! associated! with! risk! of! developing! schizophrenia! and! bipolar!
disorder!136!




















• Normal! differentiation! of! the! hippocampal! line! –! HPC03A/07! –! involved! the! removal! of!
expansion!medium!followed!by!two!washes!with!blank!DMEM:F12!before!leaving!them!in!RMM!
for!seven!days!without!a!medium!change!65.!To!account!for!the!possibility!that!differentiation!
could! be! partly! mediated! through! the! release! of! soluble! factors! into! the! medium,! this!
conditioned! medium! was! removed! and! kept.! This! was! immediately! replaced! with! RMM!
containing! a! final! KCl! concentration! of! 25! mM! and! maintained! under! normal! incubation!
conditions! for! two!hours.!This!medium!was!then!removed!and!replaced!with!the!conditioned!










of! 21! days! and! involved! the! removal! of! expansion! medium! (Human! Medium! (HM! –! see!







medium! (B27!Medium! (B27M!–! see!Appendices,( 8.1.3),! supplemented!with!EGF,! FGF2!and!4E
OHT)!and!replacement!with!unsupplemented!B27M.!No!further!medium!change!was!required!
for!the!seven!days!of!the!differentiation!104,322.!With!a!possible!role!for!conditioned!medium!in!
this! differentiation!process,! these! cells!were!exposed! to!25!mM!KCl! in! the! same!way!as!was!
described!for!HPC03A/07!above.!
Once!differentiation!under!the!two!conditions!(normal!and!depolarised)!for!each!cell!line!was!complete,!
the!cells!were!enzymatically!detached,!pelleted!by! centrifugation,!dissolved! in!TRIzol®!and! stored!at! E
80°C!as!described!in!2.3.1,!above).!Total!RNA!used!for!subsequent!experiments!was!extracted!(see!2.3.2,!
above)! from! all! cell! lines! on! the! same! day! as! a! single! batch,! and! followed! by! DNase! treatment! as!
detailed!in!2.3.3.!RNA!for!each!sample!was!then!reverse!transcribed!into!cDNA!in!two!separate!reactions!
before! being! pooled! and! diluted! to! a! concentration! appropriate! for! PCR! analysis! (see! 2.3.4,! above).!
Reverse! transcription! was! also! performed! in! duplicate! on! the! same! amount! (1.5! µg! per! reaction)! of!
whole! human! brain! (WHB)! control! RNA.! This! was! used! as! a! positive! control! to! demonstrate! the!






All! reactions! for! a! specific! primer! pair!were! exposed! to! 35! temperature! cycles! as! described! in!2.3.6,!
above.! Each! set! of! PCR! reactions! for! an! individual! gene! were! also! accompanied! by! a! negative! –! no!






in! the! case! of! genes! exhibiting! alternative! transcript! variants,! multiple! sequence! alignments! were!
performed! prior! to! primer! design! to! ensure! all! expressed! transcripts! of! a! gene! of! interest! were!
recognised!(see!2.3.5!for!details).!
The!GPCR! that! all! currently! approved! antipsychotics! are! thought! to! primarily! target! in! order! to! exert!
their! therapeutic!effects!–!dopamine!D2!(DRD2)!–!was!ubiquitously!expressed! in!all!seven!NPC! lines!at!
levels! comparable! to! that! seen! in! whole! human! brain! (WHB),! irrespective! of! culture! conditions! (see!
Figure! 3.16).! The! same! was! also! true! of! the! histamine! H1! (HRH1)! receptor.! Compared! to! expression!
levels!seen!in!WHB,!dopamine!D3!(DRD3)!was!present!at!very!low!levels!in!the!proliferative!cortical!lines.!
DRD3! expression!was! found! in! all! three! condition! samples! for! the! spinal! cord! line! SPCE01! though! its!
expression!only!emerged!once!the!second!spinal!cord!line!–!SPCE04!–!was!differentiated.!DifferentiationE
induced!expression!of!DRD3!was!also!a!feature!of!the!striatal!NSC!line,!STROC05/08A.!While!not!absent!




CTX0E03/02! and! SPCE04! cells! but! more! so! in! STROC05/08A.! Expression! was! absent! in! proliferative!
CTX0E16/02,! SPCE01,! HPC03A/07! and! VM! cultures.! HTR2A! expression! was! however! robustly! induced!
following!differentiation! in!SPCE01!and! intensified! in!SPCE04!and!STROC05/08A.!HTR2A!expression!was!
virtually! absent! following! differentiation! of! HPC03A/07! and! VM! cultures! showed! some! induction!
following!a!normal!differentiation!though!very!little!when!additionally!exposed!to!KCl.!
CHRM1!–!encoding! the!muscarinic! acetylcholine!M1! receptor! –! expression!was! absent! in!proliferative!
CTX0E03/02! cells! and! showed! very! low! expression! levels! in! proliferative! SPCE01,! HPC03A/07! and!
STROC05/08A! cultures! (see! Figure! 3.16).! Slightly! higher! expression! was! seen! in! proliferative!
CTX0E16/02,! SPCE04! and! VM! cultures.! Both! normal! and! K+! assisted! differentiation! caused! an!








SemiEquantitative! PCR! analysis! of! proliferative! and! differentiated!NPCs!with! respect! to! the! expression! of! several!
GPCRs!targeted!by!currently!available!and!putative!antipsychotics:!DRD2!and!DRD3!encoding!dopamine!D2!and!D3!
receptors! respectively,! HTR2A! encoding! 5EHT2A! receptors,! CHRM1! encoding! cholinergic!muscarinic!M1! receptors,!
HRH1!encoding!histamine!H1!receptors,!ADRA1A!encoding!adrenergic!α1A!receptors!and!TACR3!encoding!tachykinin!
NK3! receptors.!The!expression!of! four!GPCR!accessory!proteins!are!also!shown:!ARRB2!encoding! the!scaffold!and!
signalling!protein!βEarrestin!2,!CAV1!encoding!the!scaffold!protein!caveolinE1,!DLG4!encoding!the!scaffold!protein!
PSDE95!and!MPDZ!encoding! the! scaffold!protein!MUPP1.! Individual! lanes! represent! expression!of! these! genes! in!
proliferative!(P),!normally!differentiated!(D)!or!differentiation!with!a!K+Einduced!depolarisation!step!included!(K+D).!
Levels! of! expression! are! shown! for! proliferative! CTX0E03/02! and! CTX0E16/02! cultures! plus! SPCE01,! SPCE04,!







Expression!of! the!gene!encoding! the!adrenergic!α1A! receptor!–!ADRA1A!–!was!present! in!proliferative!
CTX0E03/02,! CTX0E16/02,! HPC03A/07! and! STROC05/08A! cultures! and! was! maintained! following!
differentiation! of! HPC03A/07! and! STROC05/08A,! whether! K+! assisted! or! not! (see! Figure! 3.16).! The!
expression! of! ADRA1A! was! absent! in! proliferative! SPCE01,! SPCE04! and! VM! cells,! though! both!
differentiation!conditions!for!each!cell!line!led!to!the!induction!of!this!gene.!
The!expression!of!TACR3!(tachykinin!NK3!receptor)!was!absent!in!proliferative!CTX0E03/02,!HPC03A/07!




of! TACR3! expression! exhibited! by! proliferative! STROC05/08A! cultures! was! maintained! upon!
differentiation! in! the! presence! or! absence! of! added! KCl,! while! low! level! expression! of! TACR3! was!
induced! by! both! differentiation! conditions.! The! expression! of! genes! encoding! four! different! GPCR!
accessory!proteins!–!ARRB2,!CAV1,!DLG4!and!MPDZ!–!was!also!accessed!in!these!various!cultures.!These!




AMPA! receptor! subunit! GluR2! was! expressed! at! vey! low! levels! in! proliferative! CTX0E03/02! and! VM!
cultures,!though!was!highly!expressed!in!proliferative!CTX0E16/02!and!STROC05/08A!cultures.!This!high!
level! of! expression! exhibited! by! STROC05/08A! cells! was! maintained! following! differentiation! in! the!
presence!or!absence!of!KCl.!GRIA2!expression!was!detected!in!proliferative!cultures!of!both!the!spinal!
cord! derived! NPC! lines! and! was! increased! to! levels! comparable! to! that! observed! for!WHB! following!
differentiation! in! both! of! the! tested! conditions.! Comparatively! low! levels! of! GRIA2! expression! were!
detected! in!HPC03A/07! cells,!with! little! difference!observed!between! the! different! culture! conditions!
tested.!In!contrast,!differentiation!of!the!VM!cells!caused!an!increase!in!GRIA2!gene!expression,!though!
this! failed! to! reach! levels! exhibited! by!WHB! or! other! cell! lines.! Expression! of! the! gene! encoding! the!
glutamatergic!NMDA!receptor!subunit!NR1!–!GRIN1!–!was!barely!detectable!in!proliferative!CTX0E03/02,!
CTX0E16/02,! STROC05/08A! and! VM! cultures! and! was! absent! in! proliferative! SPCE01,! SPCE04! and!
HPC03A/07! cultures.! Robust! induction!of! this! gene!was! observed! following!differentiation!of! the! two!
spinal! cord! NPC! lines! using! either! protocol,! though! still! failed! to! reach! levels! detected! in!WHB.! The!
expression! of!GRIN1!was! induced! in! both! of! the! differentiated!HPC03A/07! cultures,! though! at! barely!
detectable! levels,! while! the! low! level! of! expression! observed! in! proliferative! STROC05/08A! and! VM!
cultures!saw!little!change!following!differentiation.!
Several!of!the!genes!encoding!different!metabotropic!glutamate!receptors!were!expressed!to!a!greater!
or! lesser! extent! in! all! NPC! lines! in! all! of! the! tested! conditions.! These! included!GRM1,! GRM2,! GRM4,!
GRM6,!GRM7!and!GRM8.!Only!GRM3!and!GRM5!–!both!encoding!receptors!targeted!by!antipsychotics!




between! the! different! tested! NPC! lines! and! culture! conditions.! GRM3! expression! was! absent! in!






SemiEquantitative! PCR! analysis! of! genes! encoding! ionotropic! glutamate! receptor! subunits! and! all! metabotropic!
glutamate! receptors! in! proliferative! and! differentiated! NPCs:! GRIA2! encoding! the! glutamatergic! AMPA! receptor!
subunit! GluR2,! GRIN1! encoding! the! glutamatergic! NMDA! receptor! subunit! NR1,! GRM1! –! GRM8! encoding! the!
metabotropic!glutamate! receptors!mGluR1!–!mGluR8! respectively.! Individual! lanes! represent!expression!of! these!
genes! in! proliferative! (P),! normally! differentiated! (D)! or! differentiation! with! a! K+Einduced! depolarisation! step!
included!(K+D).!Levels!of!expression!are!shown!for!proliferative!CTX0E03/02!and!CTX0E16/02!cultures!plus!SPCE01,!











for! the! SPCE04! or! VM! lines.! Indeed,! neither! transcript! was! detected! under! any! of! the! tested! culture!
conditions!for!the!VM!line.!GRM5!a!variant!transcript!expression!was!observed!at!the!limit!of!detection!
following!differentiation!in!the!presence!or!absence!of!KCl!for!the!HPC03A/07!and!STROC05/08A!lines,!
though! only! in! the! absence! of! KCl! for! the! SPCE01! line.! Expression! of! this! transcript!was! absent! from!
proliferative! CTX0E03/02,! SPCE01! and! SPC04! cultures,! though! modest! induction! of! this! gene! was!
detected!in!the!two!spinal!cord!derived!cell!lines!following!differentiation.!Low!levels!of!GRM5!b!variant!
expression! were! observed! in! proliferative! HPC03A/07! and! STROC05/08A! cultures,! with! robust!
expression! –! greater! than! that! observed! in! WHB! –! detected! in! both! lines! following! differentiation!
irrespective! of! the! presence! of! KCl.! Expression! of! the! GRM5! b! variant! was! robustly! detected! in!
proliferative!CTX0E16/02!cultures.!
CACNA1C! encodes! the! α1C! subunit! of! the! LEtype! voltageEgated! Ca
2+! channel,! Cav1.2.! The! gene! has! 23!




further! investigation!but! is!beyond! the! scope!of! this!present! study.!Expression!of! the!90!bp! fragment!
only! will! be! described! here.! CACNA1C! expression!was! detected! at! comparable! levels! to! that! seen! in!
WHB! in! all! tested! culture! conditions! for! the!HPC03A/07,! STROC05/08A!and!VM! lines.! Lower! levels! of!
expression! were! exhibited! by! proliferative! SPCE01! and! SPCE04! cultures,! though! expression! increased!
upon!differentiation,!independent!of!KCl!exposure.!Proliferative!CTX0E03/02!cultures!also!demonstrated!
CACNA1C!expression,!while!levels!were!considerably!lower!in!proliferative!CTX0E16/02!cultures.!
PPP1R1B! encodes! the! signalling! node! protein! phosphatase! 1! regulatory! subunit! 1B,! also! known! as!
dopamine!and!cAMPEregulated!neuronal!phosphoprotein,!32!kD! (DARPPE32),!and!was!expressed! in!all!
lines!under!all!tested!conditions!to!some!extent.!Robust!expression,!at!levels!comparable!to!that!seen!in!
WHB! were! exhibited! by! proliferative! CTX0E03/02! and! CTX0E16/02! cultures! along! with! all! tested!
conditions!for!the!SPCE01,!HPC03A/07!and!STROC05/08A!lines.!While!very!low!PPP1R1B!expression!was!
detected!in!proliferative!VM!cultures,!once!differentiated!in!the!presence!or!absence!of!KCl,!these!levels!









proliferative! CTX0E03/02,! SPCE04! and! VM! cultures,! and! also! in! VM! cultures! differentiated! in! the!
presence! of! 25! mM! KCl.! In! contrast,! the! expression! of! the! gene! encoding! the! GABAEA!α1A! receptor!
subunit! GABRA1,! exhibited! particularly! limited! expression! while! showing! high! levels! in! WHB! control!
template.!GABRA1!expression!was!absent!in!proliferative!CTX0E03/02!and!CTX0E16/02!cultures!and!all!
tested! culture! conditions! for! the! SPCE01,! SPCE04! and! VM! lines.! While! expression! was! absent! in!
proliferative!HPC03A/07!and!STROC05/08A!cultures,!it!was!present!in!STROC05/08A!cells!differentiated!
either! in! the!presence!or! absence!of! KCl.! Expression!was!observed,! but!only! at! the! limit! of! detection!









nodes! DARPPE32! and! GSKE3β! respectively,! SLC6A4! encoding! the! 5EHT! transporter! (SERT),! GABRA1! encoding! the!
GABAEA! α1A! receptor! subunit! and! AVPR1A! encoding! the! arginine! vasopressin! AVPR1A! receptor.! Individual! lanes!
represent! expression! of! these! genes! in! proliferative! (P),! normally! differentiated! (D)! or! differentiation!with! a! K+E
induced! depolarisation! step! included! (K+D).! Levels! of! expression! are! shown! for! proliferative! CTX0E03/02! and!
CTX0E16/02! cultures! plus! SPCE01,! SPCE04,! HPC03A/07,! STROC05/08A! and! VM! under! each! of! the! three! culture!









Figure! 3.18).! Expression! was! observed! at! the! limit! of! detection! using! either! normal! or! K+! assisted!
differentiation!in!the!SPCE04!and!HPC03A/07!lines,!though!was!only!detected!in!normally!differentiated!
cells! in! the! SPCE01! and! VM! lines.! The! highest! level! of! AVPR1A! expression! –! though! still! weak! –! was!
detected!in!differentiated!STROC05/08A!cultures,!though!exposure!to!KCl!during!differentiation!reduced!
the!observed!expression!of!this!gene.!
Taken! together,! these!data!provide!evidence!of! strikingly!different!expression!profiles! for!each!of! the!
different! NPC! lines! tested.! This! information! suggests! the! retention! of! some! regional! and! temporal!









and!CTX0E16/02!–! identified! two!differentiation!conditions! that!warranted! further!scrutiny! (see!3.2.1,!
above).! In! addition,! to! explore! the! possibility! that! these! two!most! efficient!methods!might! provide! a!
synergistic!capacity!to!differentiate!these!cells,!a!third!condition!that!combined!the!original!two!was!also!
investigated.! In! parallel! with! CTX0E03/02! and! CTX0E16/02! cultures! differentiated! using! these! three!
conditions! for! phenotypic! analysis! –! as! described! in! 3.2.2! and! 3.2.3! above! –! cultures! were! also!
performed! in! tissue! culture! flasks! for! the! purpose! of! RNA! collection.! Therefore,! CTX0E03/02! and!
CTX0E16/02! cells! were! differentiated! using! either! RMM! supplemented! with! 1! µM! purmorphamine,!
SNBM! or! SNBM! supplemented! 1! µM! purmorphamine! for! 21,! 28! or! 35! days.! Total! RNA! was! then!
extracted! from! each! culture! and! used! to! generate! cDNA! to! provide! template! for! gene! expression!




differentiation! of! the! CTX0E03/02! line! under! these! conditions! had! produced! very! clumped,! poorly!
dispersed!cultures!exhibiting! considerable! levels!of! cell!death!when!grown! in!96Ewell!plates!and!glass!
coverslips,! and!may!explain! their! poor! survival!when!grown! in! tissue! culture! flasks.! Expression!of! the!
same! genes! tested! in! each! of! the! other! NPC! lines! and! summarised! in! Table! 2.1! above,!was! similarly!
assessed! for! each! of! the! collected! samples! from! the! differentiated! CTX0E03/02! and! CTX0E16/02!
cultures.!This!information!was!used!not!only!to!inform!the!choice!of!the!most!appropriate!protocol!with!
which! to! differentiate! the! CTX0E03/02! and! CTX0E16/02! NPC! lines! with! respect! to! the! needs! of! this!





DRD2! –! encoding! the! dopamine! D2! receptor! –! was! ubiquitously! expressed! in! both! CTX0E03/02! and!









to! CTX0E16/02! cells! resulted! only! in! weak! expression! after! a! 28! day! differentiation.! Expression! was!
absent!at!the!21!and!35!day!time!points.!
Expression! of! the! gene! encoding! the!muscarinic! acetylcholine!M1! receptor! –! CHRM1!–!was! absent! in!
CTX0E03/02! cultures! differentiated! in! the! presence! of! SNBM,! irrespective! of! the! presence! of!
purmorphamine.! While! expression! was! absent! after! a! 21! day! differentiation! in! the! presence! of!
purmorphamine!supplemented!RMM,!it!was!detected!after!28!days!and!had!intensified!after!a!35!day!





tested! conditions.! This! was! also! true! of! CTX0E16/02! cells! differentiated! in! the! presence! of! RMM!
supplemented!with!1!µM!purmorphamine,!though!expression!levels!were!lower!in!CTX0E16/02!cultures!
differentiated! using! SNBM,! irrespective! of! the! presence! of! purmorphamine! or! the! period! of!
differentiation.!Expression!of!ADRA1A!–!the!gene!encoding!the!adrenergic!α1A!receptor!–!was!detected!
in! samples! from! both! cortical! NPC! lines! under! all! tested! conditions,! though! was! particularly! high! in!
CTX0E16/02! cultures! differentiated! in! the! presence!of! SNBM,!with! or!without! 1! µM!purmorphamine.!
The!gene!encoding!the!tachykinin!NK3!receptor!–!TACR3!–!was!weakly!expressed!in!CTX0E03/02!cultures!
differentiated! in! the! presence! of! SNBM,! with! or! without! purmorphamine.! This! same! low! level! of!
expression! was! also! seen! in! CTX0E03/02! cultures! differentiated! in! the! presence! of! purmorphamine!
supplemented! RMM! for! 28! and! 35! days,! though! was! barely! detectable! in! cultures! exposed! to! this!
condition!for!21!days.!Conversely,!TACR3!expression!was!absent!in!CTX0E16/02!cultures!differentiated!in!
the! presence! of! RMM! supplemented! with! purmorphamine.! CTX0E16/02! cells! differentiated! in! the!
presence! of! SNBM! alone! saw! little! expression! of! TACR3! after! 21! days,! though! showed! increased!
expression! after! 28! or! 35! days! of! differentiation.! In! the! presence! of! SNBM! supplemented! with!







SemiEquantitative! PCR! analysis! of! the! corticallyEderived! NPC! lines! CTX0E03/02! and! CTX0E16/02! following!
differentiation! using! three! different! protocols! over! 21,! 28! or! 35! days.! Panels! show! expression! of! several! GPCRs!
targeted! by! currently! available! and! putative! antipsychotics:! DRD2! and! DRD3! encoding! dopamine! D2! and! D3!
receptors! respectively,! HTR2A! encoding! 5EHT2A! receptors,! CHRM1! encoding! cholinergic!muscarinic!M1! receptors,!
HRH1!encoding!histamine!H1!receptors,!ADRA1A!encoding!adrenergic!α1A!receptors!and!TACR3!encoding!tachykinin!
NK3! receptors.!The!expression!of! four!GPCR!accessory!proteins!are!also!shown:!ARRB2!encoding! the!scaffold!and!
signalling!protein!βEarrestin!2,!CAV1!encoding!the!scaffold!protein!caveolinE1,!DLG4!encoding!the!scaffold!protein!








Relatively!uniform!expression!was!observed!between! the! various! tested!differentiation! conditions! for!
both! the! CTX0E03/02! and! CTX0E16/02! lines,! with! respect! to! the! four! investigated! genes! encoding!
proteins!associated!with!GPCR!function!–!ARRB2,!CAV1,!DLG4!and!MPDZ.!These!genes!encode!βEarrestin!









days! and!was! further! reduced! after! 28! and! 35! days.!Weak! expression! of! GRIN1!was! detected! for! all!
differentiation!conditions!applied!to!CTX0E03/02!cultures.!
GRM1,! GRM4,! GRM7! and! GRM8;! each! encoding! a! corresponding! metabotropic! glutamate! receptor,!
were! ubiquitously! expressed! to! some! extent! in! all! tested! differentiation! conditions! for! both! the!
CTX0E03/02! and! CTX0E16/02! cell! lines! (see! Figure! 3.20).! Interestingly,! these! same! genes! were! also!
expressed! in! all! tested! proliferative! and! differentiated! NPC! lines! described! above! (see! Figure! 3.17).!




this! gene! was! also! detected! in! CTX0E03/02! cultures! exposed! to! SNBM! supplemented! with!





detected! in! CTX0E16/02! cultures! differentiated! with! purmorphamine! supplemented! RMM! and! was!
absent!in!all!differentiated!CTX0E03/02!cultures.!
Two!distinct!transcript!variants!–!a!and!b,!corresponding!to!199!and!103!base!pair!products,!respectively!
–!were! recognised! by! the!GRM5!primers! used! in! this! study.! As!was! the! case! for! the! other!NPC! lines!
described! above,! expression! of! the! longer! a! transcript!was! poorly! expressed! in! the! two! cortical! NPC!
lines.!Expression!of!this!transcript!was!absent!in!all!tested!differentiation!conditions!for!the!CTX0E03/02!
line.!However,!it!was!expressed!at!the!limit!of!detection!in!all!tested!conditions!for!the!CTX0E16/02!line.!
In! contrast,! robust! expression! of! the! shorter,! b! transcript!was! detected! in! all! tested! conditions! upon!
differentiation! of! CTX0E16/02! cultures.! While! the! GRM5! b! transcript! expression! was! absent! in!





from! CTX0E03/02! cells! differentiated! in! the! presence! of! SNBM! alone,! and! in! the! presence! of!
purmorphamine,!though!this!was!particularly!low!at!the!latest!time!point!(see!Figure!3.20).!
GRM6! was! robustly! expressed! in! CTX0E16/02! cultures! differentiated! in! the! presence! of! SNBM!








subunit,! DARPPE32! and! GSKE3β! respectively! –! were! each! robustly! expressed! in! CTX0E03/02! and!
CTX0E16/02!cultures!under!all!tested!differentiation!conditions!(see!Figure!3.21,!below).!In!addition,!the!




Both!GABRA1!and!AVPR1A!–!encoding! the!GABAEA!α1A! receptor! subunit! and! the!arginine!vasopressin!
AVPR1A!receptor!respectively!–!showed!weak!expression!in!differentiated!CTX0E03/02!and!CTX0E16/02!




the! presence! of! RMM! supplemented! with! purmorphamine.! However,! weak! expression! was! however!
observed! in! CTX0E16/02! cultures! exposed! to! SNBM! alone! at! all! tested! time! points,! though!was! only!
detectable!in!cultures!differentiated!with!purmorphamine!supplemented!SNBM!at!the!latest!time!of!35!




differentiated! in! the! presence! of! RMM! supplemented!with! 1! µM! purmorphamine! for! 21! or! 28! days.!









SemiEquantitative! PCR! analysis! of! genes! encoding! ionotropic! glutamate! receptor! subunits! and! all! metabotropic!
glutamate! receptors! in! CTX0E03/02! and! CTX0E16/02! cultures! following! differentiation! using! three! different!
protocols!over!21,!28!or!35!days.!Expression!was!assessed!for:!GRIA2!encoding!the!glutamatergic!AMPA!receptor!
subunit! GluR2,! GRIN1! encoding! the! glutamatergic! NMDA! receptor! subunit! NR1,! GRM1! –! GRM8! encoding! the!
metabotropic!glutamate! receptors!mGluR1!–!mGluR8! respectively.! Individual! lanes! represent!expression!of! these!
genes! in! CTX0E03/02! and! CTX0E16/02! cells! differentiated! in! the! presence! of! RMM! supplemented! with! 1! µM!








SemiEquantitative! PCR! analysis! of! the! corticallyEderived! NSC! lines! CTX0E03/02! and! CTX0E16/02! following!
differentiation!using!three!different!protocols!over!21,!28!or!35!days.!Expression!of!various!genes!encoding!proteins!
implicated! in! the! aetiology! of! and! mechanism! of! drug! treatment! for! different! neuropsychiatric! disorders! in!
proliferative! and! differentiated! NPCs:! CACNA1C! encoding! the! α1C! subunit! of! the! LEtype! voltageEdependent! Ca
2+!
channel,! Cav1.2.! PPP1R1B! and! GSK3B! encoding! the! signalling! nodes! DARPPE32! and! GSKE3β! respectively,! SLC6A4!








had!been! run! together! in! two!parallel! lanes!of!wells! in! a! single! gel.!Approximate! levels!of! expression!








Cell$Sample$ DRD2$ DRD3$ HTR2A$ CHRM1$ HRH1$ ADRA1A$ ARRB2$ CAV1$ DLG4$ MPDZ$ GSK3B$ PPP1R1B$ CACNA1C$
STROC05/08A:,Proliferative, xx, o, xx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx,
STROC05/08A:,Differentiated, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx,
STROC05/08A:,Differentiated,with,K+, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx,
HPC03A/07:,Proliferative, xx, xxx, o, x, xxx, xx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx,
HPC03A/07:,Differentiated, xx, xx, x, o, xxx, xx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx,
HPC03A/07:,Differentiated,with,K+, xx, xx, x, x, xxx, xx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx,
VM:,Proliferative, xx, x, o, x, xxx, o, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, x, xx,
VM:,Differentiated, xx, xx, xx, xxx, xxx, x, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx,
VM:,Differentiated,with,K+, xx, xx, x, xxx, xx, x, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx,
SPCD01:,Proliferative, xxx, xx, o, x, xxx, o, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, x,
SPCD01:,Differentiated, xxx, xx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx,
SPCD01:,Differentiated,with,K+, xxx, xx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx,
SPCD04:,Proliferative, xxx, o, x, xx, xxx, o, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xx, xx,
SPCD04:,Differentiated, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx,
SPCD04:,Differentiated,with,K+, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx,
CTX0E03/02:,Proliferative, xxx, x, x, o, xxx, xx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xx,
CTX0E03/02,DD21,RMM,&,PMM, xxx, xx, xxx, o, xxx, xx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx,
CTX0E03/02,DD28,RMM,&,PMM, xxx, x, xxx, x, xxx, xx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xx,
CTX0E03/02,DD35,RMM,&,PMM, xxx, x, xxx, xx, xxx, xx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xx,
CTX0E03/02,DD21,NB,&,B27, xxx, xx, xxx, o, xxx, xx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx,
CTX0E03/02,DD21,NB,,B27,&,PMM, xxx, xx, xxx, o, xxx, xx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xx,
CTX0E03/02,DD28,NB,,B27,&,PMM, xxx, xx, xxx, o, xxx, xx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx,
CTX0E03/02,DD35,NB,,B27,&,PMM, xx, o, xx, o, xxx, x, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xx,
CTX0E16/02:,Proliferative, xxx, x, o, xx, xxx, xx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, x,
CTX0E16/02,DD21,RMM,&,PMM, xxx, xx, o, xx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx,
CTX0E16/02,DD28,RMM,&,PMM, xxx, xx, x, xx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xx,
CTX0E16/02,DD35,RMM,&,PMM, xxx, x, o, o, xxx, xx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx,
CTX0E16/02,DD21,NB,&,B27, xxx, xx, xxx, xx, xx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx,
CTX0E16/02,DD28,NB,&,B27, xxx, xxx, xxx, xx, xx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx,
CTX0E16/02,DD35,NB,&,B27, xxx, xx, xxx, xx, xx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx,
CTX0E16/02,DD21,NB,,B27,&,PMM, xx, xx, xxx, xx, xx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx,
CTX0E16/02,DD28,NB,,B27,&,PMM, xxx, xx, xxx, xx, xx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx,
CTX0E16/02,DD35,NB,,B27,&,PMM, xxx, xxx, xxx, xx, xx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx,
WHB,+ve,control, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx,
No,template,Dve,control, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o,
Table&3.9&Relative&expression&of&genes&encoding&GPCRs,&their&accessory&proteins&and&important&signalling&molecules&in&proliferative&and&differentiated&NPCs
Cell$Sample$ GRIA2$ GRIN1$ GRM1$ GRM2$ GRM3$ GRM4$ GRM5$(a/b)$ GRM6$ GRM7$ GRM8$ TACR3$ SLC6A4$ GABRA1$ AVRP1A$
STROC05/08A:,Proliferative, xxx, x, x, xx, o, x, o/x, x, xx, xx, x, xx, o, o,
STROC05/08A:,Differentiated, xxx, x, xxx, xx, o, x, x/xxx, xx, xx, x, x, xx, xx, xx,
STROC05/08A:,Differentiated,with,K+, xxx, x, xxx, xx, o, x, x/xxx, xx, xx, x, x, xx, xx, x,
HPC03A/07:,Proliferative, xx, o, xx, xx, x, x, o/x, x, x, xxx, o, xx, o, o,
HPC03A/07:,Differentiated, x, x, xx, xx, xx, x, x/xxx, x, x, xxx, o, xx, o, x,
HPC03A/07:,Differentiated,with,K+, x, x, xx, xx, xx, x, x/xxx, xx, x, xxx, x, xx, o, x,
VM:,Proliferative, x, x, x, xx, o, x, o/o, x, xxx, xxx, o, x, o, o,
VM:,Differentiated, xx, x, xxx, xx, o, x, o/o, xx, xxx, xxx, x, xx, o, x,
VM:,Differentiated,with,K+, xx, x, xxx, xx, o, x, o/o, xx, xxx, xxx, x, x, o, o,
SPCD01:,Proliferative, x, o, x, x, xx, x, o/o, xx, xxx, x, x, xx, o, o,
SPCD01:,Differentiated, xxx, xx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xx, x/xx, xxx, xxx, xx, xxx, xx, o, x,
SPCD01:,Differentiated,with,K+, xxx, xx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xx, o/xx, xxx, xxx, xx, xxx, xx, o, o,
SPCD04:,Proliferative, xx, o, xx, xx, xxx, x, o/o, xx, xxx, xxx, x, x, o, o,
SPCD04:,Differentiated, xxx, xx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xx, o/x, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xx, o, x,
SPCD04:,Differentiated,with,K+, xxx, xx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xx, o/x, xxx, xxx, xxx, xx, xx, o, x,
CTX0E03/02:,Proliferative, x, x, x, x, o, x, o/o, xx, x, x, o, x, o, o,
CTX0E03/02,DD21,RMM,&,PMM, x, x, xx, xx, o, x, o/x, xx, xx, xx, x, xx, o, x,
CTX0E03/02,DD28,RMM,&,PMM, x, x, xx, x, o, x, o/x, xxx, xx, xx, xx, xx, o, x,
CTX0E03/02,DD35,RMM,&,PMM, x, x, xx, xx, o, x, o/x, xxx, xx, xx, xx, xx, o, x,
CTX0E03/02,DD21,NB,&,B27, xx, xx, xx, x, o, x, o/x, xx, xx, xx, xx, x, xx, o,
CTX0E03/02,DD21,NB,,B27,&,PMM, xx, xx, xx, x, o, x, o/x, xxx, xx, xx, x, xx, xx, o,
CTX0E03/02,DD28,NB,,B27,&,PMM, xx, xx, xxx, x, o, x, o/x, xxx, xx, xx, xx, xx, xx, o,
CTX0E03/02,DD35,NB,,B27,&,PMM, xx, o, xx, o, o, x, o/x, o, x, x, xx, x, xx, o,
CTX0E16/02:,Proliferative, xxx, x, xxx, xx, o, x, o/xx, xxx, xxx, x, x, xx, o, o,
CTX0E16/02,DD21,RMM,&,PMM, xxx, xx, xx, xx, o, x, x/xx, xxx, xx, xxx, o, xx, o, xxx,
CTX0E16/02,DD28,RMM,&,PMM, xxx, x, xx, xx, o, x, x/xx, xxx, xx, xxx, o, xx, o, xxx,
CTX0E16/02,DD35,RMM,&,PMM, xx, x, x, x, o, x, x/xx, x, x, xxx, o, x, o, o,
CTX0E16/02,DD21,NB,&,B27, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xx, xx, x/xx, xxx, xx, xx, x, xx, x, x,
CTX0E16/02,DD28,NB,&,B27, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xx, x/xx, xxx, xxx, xx, xx, xx, xx, xx,
CTX0E16/02,DD35,NB,&,B27, xxx, xxx, xxx, xx, xxx, xx, x/xx, xxx, xxx, xx, xx, xx, xx, xxx,
CTX0E16/02,DD21,NB,,B27,&,PMM, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xx, x, x/xx, xxx, xx, xxx, x, xx, o, x,
CTX0E16/02,DD28,NB,,B27,&,PMM, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xx, x/xx, xxx, xx, xxx, xx, xx, o, x,
CTX0E16/02,DD35,NB,,B27,&,PMM, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xx, x/xx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xx, xx, x, xx,
WHB,+ve,control, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xxx/xx, xx, xxx, xxx, xxx, xx, xxx, xxx,







important! to! the!mechanism!of! action!of! currently! available! antipsychotic! drugs! are! expressed! in! the!
seven!NPC!lines!tested.!In!addition,!upon!differentiation,!the!range!of!genes!expressed!by!these!cell!lines!




schizophrenia,! particularly! the! dorsolateral! prefrontal! cortex! and! the! entorhinal! cortex! 115,323.! On! the!
other! hand,! the! striatum! contains! a! particularly! high! density! of! dopamine!D2! and!D3! receptors! –! the!
primary! neurotransmitter! receptor! targets! through! which! antipsychotics! are! thought! to! exert! their!





that! would! make! them! difficult! to! use! with! highWthroughput! screening! methodologies.! Indeed,! cells!
derived! from! the! developing! hippocampus! or! ventral!mesencephalon!may! also! provide! a!model!with!
which!to!investigate!the!mechanism!of!action!of!antipsychotic!drugs!as!neurons!from!both!regions!have!
been! linked! in! some! way! with! schizophrenia! 115,323,! though! these! cell! lines! were! not! considered! a!
primary! choice.! Cells! derived! from! spinal! cord! NPCs! have! not! been! implicated! in! either! the!
pathophysiology!of!schizophrenia!or!as!a!target!for!antipsychotics!though!it!was!felt!that!they!should!be!
included!due!to! their!ability! to!differentiate!both!efficiently!and!rapidly! 67.! In!addition,! it!was! felt! that!
they! still! represented! a! native,! human,! neural! tissue! that! had! the! potential! to! express! many! of! the!
receptors!targeted!by!antipsychotic!drugs.!
Initial! inspection! of! the! gene! expression! data! summarised! in! Table! 3.9! and! Table! 3.10,! showed! that!
many!of!the!genes!investigated!were!expressed!in!the!seven!tested!NPC!lines!–!if!not!when!proliferative,!
then! once! they! had! been! differentiated.! There!were! a! few! genes! however,! that!were! not! commonly!
expressed! in! the! investigated! cell! lines,! including! GABRA1,! GRM3! and! AVPR1A.! With! respect! to! the!
current! study! –! to! investigate! the! mechanism! of! action! of! antipsychotics! –! GRM3,! encoding! the!
metabotropic! glutamate! receptor! mGluR3! was! of! particular! interest.! While! currently! available!
antipsychotics!do!not!target!mGluR3,!compounds!that!act!as!agonists!at!this!receptor,!and!mGluR2!are!
currently! in! clinical! development,! and! have! been! shown! to! demonstrate! considerable! efficacy! in! the!








accumbens! disinhibiting! glutamatergic! thalamocortical! projections! into! the! prefrontal! cortex! –! also!
implicate! the! involvement! of! GABAA! receptors!
183,350.! Many! other! genes! that! were! investigated!
demonstrated!discrete!expression!in!the!various!tested!lines!and!differentiation!conditions.!Ultimately,!
it!was!felt!that!to!ensure!the!maximal!versatility!of!a!line!chosen!for!further!development!both!for!this!
study,!and! it’s!potential!utility! for!alternative! future!applications,! it!was!desirable! that! the! line!should!
express!as!broad!a!range!of!relevant!genes!as!possible.!
Importantly,! the! two! cortical! lines! –! while! demonstrating! robust! differentiation! when! determined!
through!their!expression!of!markers!of!a!neuronal!or!astrocytic!phenotype!–!also!provided!a!broad!range!
of! gene! expression!with! respect! to! the! investigated! genes.! Indeed,! differentiation! of! the!CTX0E16/02!
line!with!SNBM!for!28!days!ensured!expression!of!all!the!genes!investigated!to!some!extent.!




producing! patchy! cultures! with! some! areas! that! contained! no! cells! whatsoever,! and! other! patches!
where! cells! would! grow! on! top! of! each! other! in! large! clumps.! This! property! may! actually! be! more!
physiologically! relevant! to! the!workings!of! the!brain! in! that! cells!would!be!able! to! create!3D!cultures!
allowing! for! rich! cellWcell! interaction.! In! addition,! recent! advances! in! highWthroughput! screening!
methodologies! and! the! use! of! 3D! matrix! cultures! could! allow! these! properties! to! be! utilised! 351,352.!







Considering! the! data! presented! above,! the! CTX0E16/02! cell! line! provides! robust! differentiation! into!
neurons!and!astrocytes,! and!generate!evenly!distributed,! adherent!monolayer! cultures,! thus!ensuring!
good! sensitivity! using! current! highWthroughput!methodologies.! Differentiation! of! the! CTX0E16/02! cell!
line!using!SNBM!additionally!provided!cultures! that!expressed!all!of! the!genes!previously! identified!as!




as! GABRA1,! GRM3! and! TACR3.! Most! importantly! however,! these! cultures! lacked! the! expression! of!







These! data! suggest! that! CTX0E16/02! cells! differentiated! in! the! presence! of! SNBM! provide! the! most!
effective! conditions! with! which! to! obtain! cultures! rich! in! neurons! and! astrocytes,! and! additionally!
exhibit! characteristics!desirable! for!a!highWthroughput! screening!platform.!These!data!did!not! support!
the! idea! that! the! use! of! purmorphamine! could! provide! an! additive! influence! upon! SNBMWmediated!
differentiation!and!was!consequently!excluded!from!further!investigation.!
When! considering! the! period! of! differentiation,! immunofluorescence! analysis! suggested! that! 28! days!
ensured! a! greater! degree! of! cellular! differentiation! than! was! observed! after! just! 21! days.! Little!
difference! was! observed! however! between! 28! and! 35! days,! though! slightly! more! cell! death! was!
apparent! at! the! later! time! point.! The! range! of! different! genes,! whose! expression! was! identified! as!
desirable! for! an! in# vitro!model! intended! for! the! investigation! of! antipsychotic! drug! activity,!was! also!
improved! following! 28,! as! compared! to! 21,! days! of! differentiation! using! SNBM! in! the! presence! or!
absence! of! 1! µM! purmorphamine.! The! intensity! with! which! these! genes! were! expressed! was! also!
greater! after! 28! days.!With! the! exception! of! AVPR1A,! none! of! the! investigated! genes! demonstrated!




this! approach! further! for! the! two! cortical! cell! lines.! This! decision!was! based! on! the! observation! that!
cultures! exposed! to! this! additional! K+! exposure! step! consistently! experienced! greater! levels! of! cell!
death.!Moreover,!exposure!to!K+!more!frequently!reduced!the!level!of!expression!of!investigated!genes!
than! enhanced! them.! Another! consideration! with! respect! to! exposure! of! cultures! to! a! transient! K+W
induced! depolarisation! was! that! it! requires! two! full! medium! changes.! This! posed! a! problem! in! that!
preliminary!work!had!already!identified!that!full!medium!changes!were!not!well!tolerated!by!either!of!
the!two!cortical!lines!(data!not!shown),!especially!when!followed!by!a!differentiation!of!28!or!35!days.!
Considering! the! data! provided! above,! the! CTX0E16/02! cell! line! differentiated! for! 28! days! in! SNBM!
provides! cultures! most! suited! to! the! needs! of! this! study.! They! differentiate! to! produce! healthy,!
confluent! adherent! cultures! containing! a! high! proportion! of! neurons! and! astrocytes,! and! are! derived!
from!a!brain!region!pertinent!to!the!pathophysiology!of!schizophrenia,!and!therefore!to!the!drugs!used!
to! treat! the! disorder.! The! resultant! cultures! are! wellWsuited! for! fluorescenceWbased! pharmacological!









Based! on! work! described! in! Chapter( 3! above,! the! CTX0E16/02! NPC! line! was! selected! for! further!
characterisation!as! a!potential! in# vitro!model! to! investigate! the!mechanism!of! action!of! antipsychotic!
drugs.!It!is!also!recognised!that!this!model!may!provide!considerable!utility!as!a!screening!platform!for!
the! development! of! novel! compounds! to! treat! diverse! neuropsychiatric! disorders! or! as! a! means! to!
assess!neurotoxicity.!The!primary!aim!of!the!work!described!here!was!to!demonstrate!that!CTX0E16/02!
cultures!express!functional!neurotransmitter!receptors.!This!property!was!assessed!in!both!proliferative!
and!differentiated!cultures!and!serves!as!a!pharmacological! characterisation!of! the!cells! to!determine!
their!suitability!as!a!model!to!investigate!antipsychotic!drugs.!In!addition,!this!chapter!also!provides!an!
enhanced!phenotypic!characterisation!of!CTX0E16/02!cultures!following!differentiation!using!conditions!
optimised! in!Chapter( 3! and! described! in!2.1.3,! above.! This! addresses! the! ability! of! these! cultures! to!
generate! neurons,! and! the! subtypes! that! are! present,! along! with! astrocytes.! Evidence! that! these!







in! Chapter( 1,! above.! For! neuroscientists! this! poses! a! difficult! problem.! Unsurprisingly,! ex# vivo! adult,!
human!neural! tissue! is!difficult! to!obtain,!but! added! to! this! is! the! fact! that! cells!which! command! the!
greatest!attention!–!neurons!–!cannot!be!expanded!due!to!their!postTmitotic!nature.!In!addition,!due!to!
the!presence!of!an!estimated!2500!–!5000!different!neural!subtypes!within!the!adult!human!brain!353,!
primary! tissue! samples! unsurprisingly! tend! to! be! highly! heterogeneous.! As! discussed! in( 1.2! above,!
foetalTderived!human!NPCs!represent!a!renewable!source!of!cells!that!can!potentially!generate!all! the!
different!cellTtypes!in!the!adult!CNS.!If,!as!a!scientific!community!we!hope!to!employ!differentiated!NPCs!
as! in# vitro! platforms!with! which! to! interrogate! the! intracellular!mechanisms! and! signalling! pathways!
underlying!neural!cell!function,!it!is!imperative!that!these!cultures!reflect!as!many!of!the!phenotypic!and!
pharmacological!properties!of!their!in#vivo!counterparts!as!possible.!It!would!be!naïve!to!think!that!the!
complexity!of!human!brain! function!can!be!accurately! recreated! in!a!dish,!however,! the!use!of! clonal!
NPC!lines!that!can!be!used!to!derive!cells!native!to!the!adult!brain!provides!an!invaluable!tool!that!can!
be!used! to! study! the!cells! that! comprise! it.! In!order! to! relate! the!properties!of!an!NPCTbased! in# vitro!
model!to!that!of!the!human!brain!however,!it!is!imperative!that!it!should!be!appropriately!characterised.#
The!cortically!derived!NPC!line!–!CTX0E16/02!–!was!selected!for!further!characterisation!as!it!exhibited!
many! of! the! characteristics! that!were! identified! as! appropriate! for! the! needs! of! this! study,! including!






or! calretinin,! calbindinTD28k! or! parvalbumin! expressing! GABAergic! interneurons,! it! is! important! to!
characterise! which! of! these! cells! may! be! present! in! differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures,! so! as! to!
compare!their!in#vitro!potential!to!that!of!their!in#vivo!counterparts.!This!section!also!aims!to!provide!a!




propagate! these! signals! to!other! relevant!parts!of! the!brain!or!body.!This!property! is!mediated!by!an!
abundance!of!various!different!voltageTdependent!ion!channels!(VDIC)!that!span!the!plasma!membrane,!
and!therefore!make!it!selectively!permeable!to!the!same!charge!carrying!metal! ions!(primarily!Na+,!K+,!
ClT! and! Ca2+)! that! are! responsible! for! the! potential! difference! that! exists! across! their!membranes.! Of!
these!ions,!Ca2+!is!particularly!important!due!to!its!parallel!role!as!a!signalling!molecule!354,!causing!the!
activation! of! numerous! different! enzymes! such! as! PKC,! calcineurin,! phosphorylase! kinase! and! nitric!




For! example,! activation! of! GαqTlinked! GPCRs! leads! to! IP3! receptorTmediated! release! of! Ca
2+! from!
intracellular! stores,! while! activation! of! glutamatergic! NMDA! receptors! facilitates! Ca2+! influx! from! the!
extracellular! space.!An! important! property! of! neurons,! as! electrically! excitable! cells,! is! their! ability! to!
propagate,!and!therefore!amplify!these!ligandTinduced!Ca2+!transients!though!the!presence!of!voltageT
dependent!Ca2+! channels! 355,356.! To! investigate! ligandTinduced! signalling,! it! is! therefore! important! that!
neurons!generated!as! a! consequence!of!CTX0E16/02!differentiation!are!electrically! excitable.! It! is! not!
enough!that!they!just!express!markers!suggestive!of!a!neuronal!phenotype!such!as!tau!or!MAP2.!!
Another! important! consideration! is! that! differentiated!CTX0E16/02! cultures! should!express! functional!
receptors!known!to!be!high!affinity!targets!for!currently!available!antipsychotic!drugs.!Data!presented!in!
3.2.5!above,!established!that!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cultures!express!message!for!a!broad!range!of!
receptors.! Whether! this! translates! as! functional! receptor! expression! at! the! cell! surface! is! yet! to! be!
determined,! and! is! one! of! the! aims! of! the! work! described! in! this! chapter.! Recent! evidence! has!
questioned!the!assumption!that!cell!surface!presentation!of!plasma!membraneTlocalised!proteins!–!such!
as! GPCRs! –! following! de# novo! synthesis! is! a! default! process.! Indeed,! as! discussed! in! 1.1! above,! few!
GPCRs!possess! the!NTterminal!signal!peptides!required! for! translocation!across! the!ER!344.!Cell! surface!
expression! of! many! receptors! is! a! tightly! regulated! process! and! in! heterologous! expression! systems!
especially,! has! been! shown! to! require! considerable! manipulation! including! protein! truncation,! coT
expression! with! accessory! proteins! and! other! receptors,! and! the! addition! of! pharmacological!










ligands! to!provoke! an! increase! in! intracellular! Ca2+! concentration.! Intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation!was!
used!as!a!measure!of! receptor!activation! for! several! reasons.!The! first!being! that! it! represents!a!very!
simple,!fast!and!inexpensive!method!to!initially!evaluate!receptorTmediated!activation!of!these!cultures.!
The! second! reason! is! that! it! represents! one! of! the! most! common! intracellular! second! messengers.!
Modulation! of! intracellular! Ca2+! concentration! ([Ca2+]i)! is! utilised! as! a! signalling! substrate! in! all!
mammalian! cells! and! can! be! mediated! through! a! variety! of! different! mechanisms,! including! the!
activation! of! many! different! neurotransmitter! receptors.! Neurons! and! astrocytes! both! express!
neurotransmitter! receptors! that! upon! activation! lead! to! a! transient! rise! in! levels! of! intracellular! Ca2+.!
These! various! neurotransmitter! receptors! can! be! broadly! split! into! two! categories! –! ionotropic! and!
metabotropic.!
Ionotropic! receptors! are! often! referred! to! as! ligandTgated! ion! channels! (LGIC)! and! as! their! name!
suggests,! they! permit! the! passive! flow!of! ions! through! the! plasma!membrane! in! response! to! specific!
ligands.! This! is! achieved! through! the! organisation! of! these! receptor’s! membraneTspanning! subunits,!
creating! a! central! pore! whose! permeability! to! ions! is! regulated! by! ligandTinduced! conformational!
changes!on!the!separate!subunits.!In!response!to!a!specific!ligand!the!mechanism!through!which!these!
receptors!may! be! capable! of!mediating! an! elevation! of! cytosolic! Ca2+! is! two! fold.! Firstly,! the! channel!
itself!can!be!permeable!to!Ca2+,!as! is!seen!for!NMDA!receptors,!allowing!Ca2+!to!move!rapidly! into!the!
cell! along! its! electrochemical! gradient! upon! ligand! binding.! Alternatively,! the! receptor! may! only! be!
permeable! to!Na+! ions!–! as! is! often! the! case! for!AMPA! receptors.! Though,! thanks! to! the!presence!of!
another!kind!of!ion!channel!found!in!neurons!–!voltageTdependent!ion!channels!(VDICs)!–!this!influx!of!
Na+! ions! causes! a! depolarisation! across! the! cell! membrane! and! leads! to! the! activation! of! the! more!
sensitive! voltageTdependent! Na+! channels.! This! renewed! influx! of! Na+! ions! causes! further!membrane!
depolarisation!and!subsequently!causes!the!opening!of!voltageTdependent!Ca2+!channels,!and!therefore!
leads!to!an!indirect!intracellular!rise!in!Ca2+!concentration!357.!LGICs!can!be!either!inhibitory!or!excitatory!
in! nature,! a! property! governed! by! the! ions! to! which! they! are! selectively! permeable.! For! example,!
glutamatergic!LGICs!(NMDA,!AMPA!and!kainite!receptors)!are!excitatory!in!nature!due!to!their!passive!
permeability! to! Na+! and! Ca2+! ions,! and! thus! result! in!membrane! depolarisation.! This! property! is! also!
shared! by! nicotinic! acetylcholine! and! 5THT3! receptors!

















numerous! other! signalling! molecules,! accessory! proteins! and! ion! channels,! GPCRs! are! capable! of!
eliciting!a!staggering!range!of!cellular!responses!–!as!outlined!in!1.7,!above!–!though!common!to!many!
of!them!is!the!ability!to!provoke!a!rise!in![Ca2+]i.!
Perhaps! the! best! understood!mechanism! that! allows! GPCRs! to! elevate! levels! of! cytosolic! Ca2+! is! via!
specific! coupling! to!Gαq/11! subunits! –!which!are! known! to! coupled! to!many!of! the!GPCRs! targeted!by!
antipsychotics,! and! are! summarised! in! Table! 4.1,! below.! Upon! ligand! binding,! the! Gαq/11! subunit!
dissociates! from! the! Gβγ! subunit! complex! and! activates! PLCTβ,! which! in! turn! cleaves!




to! control! the! influx! of! Ca2+! from! the! extracellular! space! via! activation! of! TRP! channels! 360,361! (as!
illustrated!in!Figure!4.1,!below).!Through!various!other!pathways!GPCRs!have!been!shown!to!modulate!
the!activity!of!various!ion!channels!and!enzymes!that!in!turn!often!alter!intracellular!Ca2+!concentrations!
188,362.! For! example,! both! the! Gαi/o! and! the! Gβγ! subunits! have! been! shown! to! modulate! GTproteinT
regulated! inwardly! rectifying! K+! (GIRK)! channel! activity!while!Gβγ! has! also! been! shown! to! inhibit! the!
activity! of! P/QT! and! NTtype! voltageTdependent! calcium! channels! (CaV)
191.! While! these! nonTcanonical!
GPCRTion!channel! interactions!may! lead!to!a! fall! in! [Ca2+]i! several!others!have!been!shown!to!provoke!
rises.! Using! dopamine! receptors! as! an! example! –!while! dopamine!D1! and!D2! receptors! are! classically!
thought!to!couple!to!Gαs!and!Gαi!respectively!–!these!have!been!shown!to!form!functional!heterodimers!
both! in#vivo!and! in#vitro,! capable!of!provoking! intracellular!Ca2+!accumulation!191.! In!addition,! the!Gβγ!















































































Several! neurotransmitter! systems! –! especially! the! dopaminergic,! serotonergic,! cholinergic! and!
noradrenergic!systems!–!appear!to!be!important!in!how!antipsychotics!their!activity,!and!more!are!being!
implicated!with! the!clinical!development!of!novel!compounds! targeting! the!glutamate,! tachykinin!and!




efficient! to! determine! the! presence! of! receptors! using! agonists! with! a! broad! receptor! activity.!
Experiments! were! therefore! conducted! to! determine! whether! a! range! of! different! broad! specificity!



























Staining! has! previously! been! shown! for! VAMP2! to! demonstrate! evidence! of! synapse! formation! (see!
Figure!3.1,!above),!while!the!subTtypes!of!neurons!present!were!further!defined!using!antibodies!raised!


























and!with! respect! to! the! proteins! they! expressed.!Upon!differentiation,! the! soma!of! CTX0E16/02! cells!
became! considerably! smaller! than! their! proliferative! counterparts,! as! can! be! seen! when! comparing!
Figure! 4.2! c! and!d,! and! Figure! 4.10!a! and!b.!Many! differentiated! cells! continued! to! express! the!NPC!









d).! The! culture! conditions! used! do! not! however! favour! the! generation! of! oligodendrocytes,! which!
typically! require! the! addition! of! factors! such! as! T3,! T4,! PDGFAA! and! forskolin.! However,! very! rare!
examples!were! found! of! cells! that! expressed! punctate!O4! staining! (Figure! 4.3! c).! These! cells! did! not!
demonstrate! the! characteristic! morphology! of! oligodendrocytes,! but! such! cells! were! never! visible! in!
controls!where!primary!antibodies!were!omitted!or! the!wrong! class!of! secondary!antibody!was!used,!
suggesting!that!the!O4!staining!observed!was!real.!It!should!be!noted!that!the!sister!line!to!CTX0E16/02!
–! CTX0E03/02! –! has! been! shown! to! generate! oligodendrocytes,! although! this! was! shown! to! occur!
following! in# vivo! engraftment! into! the! brains! of! rats! that! had! previously! been! subjected! to! middle!
cerebral! artery! occlusion! 108.!When! differentiated! in# vitro,! through! simply! removing!mitogens! and! 4T
OHT,!these!cells!were!found!only!to!differentiate!into!neurons!and!astrocytes!63.!
In!addition!to!expressing!the!microtubuleTassociated!proteins!tau!and!MAP2,!cells!within!differentiated!
CTX0E16/02! cultures! also! expressed! neuronal! subTtype! specific!markers.! Evidence! of! the! presence! of!
glutamatergic! neurons!was!provided!by! the!detection!of! the! vesicular! glutamate! transporter! proteins!
vGluT1! and! vGluT2! (Figure! 4.3,! e).! These! molecules! are! responsible! for! sequestering! glutamate! into!
synaptic! vesicles! for! subsequent! exocytosis! 368.! As! described! above! (see! Figure! 3.1,! above)! the!





subtypes,! cultures!were! stained!with! antibodies! that! recognise! the! Ca2+! binding! proteins! –! calretinin,!












and!d! show! cells! stained! for! the! astrocytic!marker! S100β! (green)! and! DAPI.! Panel! c! shows! single! cell! exhibiting!





These! data! provide! evidence! of! striking! phenotypic! heterogeneity! between! cells! that! comprise!
differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cultures.!Following!a!28!day!differentiation,! these!NPCs!have!exhibited! the!
capacity!to!generate!neurons,!astrocytes!and!potentially!some!oligodendrocytes.!Evidence!has!also!been!
provided!demonstrating! the!expression!of! the! two!neurotransmitters!glutamate!and!GABA!along!with!
the!GABAergic! cell! type!markers! calretinin!and! calbindinTD28k,!but!not!parvalbumin.! These! cells!have!





differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures! produce! cells! that! express! markers! indicative! of! a! neuronal!
phenotype,! it! remains!unclear!whether!these!cells!exhibit!the!functional!characteristics!of!this!class!of!












In! order! for! CTX0E16/02! cultures! to! be! useful! in! the! assessment! of! the! mechanism! of! action! of!
antipsychotics,! it! is! important! that! they!express! the! receptors! that!are! targeted!by! these!compounds.!
This! is! essential! to! facilitate! the! investigation! of! the! intracellular! signalling! consequences! following!




proliferating,! undifferentiated!CTX0E16/02! cells.! It!was! therefore! considered! interesting! to! determine!






LigandTinduced! intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation! was! investigated! in! proliferative! CTX0E16/02! cultures!
using! the! endogenous! ligands! dopamine,! 5THT,! glutamate,! GABA,! histamine! and! acetylcholine.! The!
cholinergic!agonist!carbamoylcholine,!which! is! resistant! to!cholinesterase!activity,!and!the!α1Tselective!
adrenergic! agonist! phenylephrine,! which! demonstrates! better! stability! than! the! native! ligand!
norepinephrine,!were!also!used.!Dopamine,!5THT,!acetylcholine,!carbamoylcholine,!phenylephrine!and!


















presence!of! cells! exhibiting!a!physiologically!mature!neuronal!phenotype.!Cells!were! then!exposed! to!
ionomycin! at! 210! seconds! to! obtain! a!maximal! intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation! for! each!well,! against!
which!all!fluorescence!values!for!that!well!were!expressed.!This!reading!provides!an!internal!control!for!
cultures! in! each! well! so! that! response! values! can! be! reliably! compared! between! different! wells,!
independent! of! the! number! of! cells! in! that! well.! Figure! 4.5! has! been! provided! to! illustrate! the! time!
course! of! experiments! performed! on! the! FS3! as! described! above.! Figure! 4.5!a,! depicts! raw! traces! of!
proliferative!CTXOE16/02!cultures!exposed!to!1!mM!carbamoylcholine!after!20!seconds,!followed!by!50!
mM!KCl!after!120!seconds!before!the!removal!of!100!µl!from!each!well!at!180!seconds!and!the!addition!








Ca2+Tsensitive! fluorescent! dye! FuraT2! AM.! Cells! were! then! washed! prior! to! ligandTinduced! fluorescence! being!
measured!using!a!FS3.!Raw!traces!are!shown!for!proliferative!CTX0E16/02!cells!exposed!to!1!mM!carbamoylcholine!
followed!by! 50!mM!KCl! and! 10!µM! ionomycin! (a)! and!proliferative!CTX0E16/02! cells! exposed! to! buffer! alone!or!
between!1!µM!and!1!mM!carbamoylcholine! (b).!Data!points! represent! the!mean!±! S.E.M.! from!n! =!3,!with!each!
condition/timepoint!being!performed!in!triplicate!within!each!experiment.!
!
Sections! 3.2.4! and! 3.2.5! above,! demonstrated! that! many! GPCRs! targeted! by! antipsychotics! were!
expressed!at!the!message!level!by!proliferative!CTX0E16/02!cultures.!However,!this!did!not!provide!an!
exhaustive! list! of! all! the! receptors! that! may! be! expressed,! and! therefore! activated! by! the! selected!
agonists! used! in! these! experiments.! In! addition,! several! of! these! agonist! are! also! able! to! provoke!
changes! in! [Ca2+]i! through! ionotropic! LGICs,! such! as! glutamate! and! acetylcholine.! Thus,! these!
experiments! will! demonstrate! the! responsiveness! of! CTX0E16/02! cells! to! a! range! of! different!
neurotransmitter! receptor! ligands,! but! are! not! designed! to! demonstrate! the! presence! of! individual!
receptor! subtypes.! For! this! reason! it! is! difficult! to! predict! how! the!proliferative!CTX0E16/02! cells!will!
respond!to!each!of!the!tested!ligands.!Receptors!that!were!shown!to!be!expressed!at!the!message!level!
in! these! cells! were:! dopamine! D2! and! D3,! muscarinic!M1,! histamine! H1,! adrenoreceptor! α1A,! mGluR1,!








Cells! were! prepared! as! described! in! 2.4.1! above,! prior! to! incubation! for! 1! hour! in! the! presence! of! the! cell!
permeable,!Ca2+Tsensitive!fluorescent!dye!FuraT2!AM.!Cells!were!then!washed!prior!to!ligandTinduced!fluorescence!
being!measured!using!a!FS3.!ConcentrationTresponse!curves!are! shown! for!dopamine! (a),! 5THT! (b),! glutamate! (c)!
and!γTaminobutyric!acid!(d)!in!proliferative!CTX0E16/02!cells.!Data!points!represent!mean!±!S.E.M.!from!n!=!2,!with!
each!performed! in! triplicate!and!expressed! relative! to! the!positive! control,! ionomycin.!Red! lines! indicate! level!of!
baseline!fluorescence!observed!when!buffer!in!the!absence!of!ligand!was!added.!
!
Neither! dopamine,! 5THT,! glutamate! or! GABA! were! capable! of! elevating! [Ca2+]i! above! baseline! in!
proliferative!CTX0E16/02!cells!as!illustrated!in!Figure!4.6,!above.!However,!a!small!but!insignificant!rise!
was!observed!at! the!highest! tested!concentration! for!dopamine.! In!contrast,!proliferative!CTX0E16/02!
cultures! were! capable! of! generating! an! increase! in! cytosolic! Ca2+! concentration! in! response! to!
phenylephrine,! histamine,! acetylcholine! and! carbamoylcholine! (see! Figure! 4.7,! panels! a,! b,! c! and! d!
respectively).! Phenylephrine! acts! as! an! agonist! at! α1Tadrenergic! receptors,! of! which! 3! subtypes! exist!
(α1A,! α1B! and! α1D)! and! all! couple! to! Gαq/11,! resulting! in! Ca
2+! release! from! intracellular! stores.! These!
receptors! also! bind!most! antipsychotics!with! high! affinity.! Phenylephrine!was! capable! of! provoking! a!
concentrationTdependent! increase! in! Ca2+! accumulation! with! an! EC50! of! 5.2! µM! –! EC50! being! the!
concentration!of!drug!that!provokes!50%!of!the!observed!maximal!response!(Figure!4.7,!a).!The!maximal!





all! the! investigated! cell! lines! detailed! in! 3.2.4,! above.! H1! is! targeted! by! a! range! of! antipsychotics! at!
nanomolar!affinity!and!has!been!linked!with!weight!gain!in!treated!patients.!


























































































Figure( 4.7( Phenylephrine,( histamine,( acetylcholine( and( carbamoylcholineFmediated' Ca2+! release& in& proliferative(
CTX0E16/02(cultures!(
Cells!were!prepared!and! imaged!using!a! FS3!as!described! in!2.4.1.! ConcentrationTresponse! curves!are! shown! for!







that! may! be! caused! by! distinct! responses! from! several! different! receptors.! Acetylcholine! –! like!
glutamate,! 5THT! and! GABA! –! binds! to! both! ionotropic! (nicotinic)! and! metabotropic! (muscarinic)!
receptors.!Both! receptor! types!are! capable!of! causing!a! rise! in! intracellular*Ca2+!concentrations*through*
distinct' mechanisms' and' may' both' contribute' to' the' response' shown' in' panel' c! of# Figure! 4.7," above."
Acetylcholine+produced&a&concentrationTdependent&increase&in&[Ca2+]i,"though"the!biphasic(response(made(it(
difficult( to(estimate!an#accurate'EC50! value.! A!maximal! response!of! 18.4%! compared! to! ionomycin!was!
observed! (Figure!4.7,!c).! Carbamoylcholine!produced!a! slightly!higher!maximal! response!of!22.8%!but!
saw! a! rightward! shift! in! potency! compared! to! acetylcholine,! though! an! EC50! value! could! not! be!
accurately!obtained!as!it!remained!unclear!whether!a!maximal!response!had!been!achieved!(Figure!4.7,!
d).! This! may! be! attributable! to! a! lower! efficacy! of! carbamoylcholine! at! cholinergic! receptors! as!
compared! to! acetylcholine! 371,372.! As! expected,! none! of! the! proliferative! cultures! responded! to! a!
depolarising!K+!challenge!suggesting!an!absence!of!electrically!excitable!cells.!
Despite! the! absence! of! dopamine,! 5THT,! glutamate! or! GABATinduced! changes! in# [Ca2+]i! in# proliferative#
CTX0E16/02! cells,! these! cells! were! capable! of! robust! responses! to! histamine,! phenylephrine,!































































































2.4.1.! CTX0E16/02! cultures!were! differentiated! in! 96Twell! plates! for! 28! days! in! SNBM,! as! detailed! in!
2.1.3!above.!After!this!time,!these!cultures!have!been!shown!to!comprise!a!high!proportion!of!tau+!and!
MAP2+!neurons,! some!of!which!are!GABAergic,!while!others!are!glutamatergic,!and!S100β+!astrocytes!
(see! 3.2.3! and! 4.2.1! above).! At! the! molecular! level,! these! differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures! were!
shown!to!express!message!for!the!following!receptors!or!receptor!subunits:!dopamine!D2!and!D3,!5THT2A,!












and$ is$ consistent(with( previous(work( using( differentiated& human&NSCs& 61." Glutamate" produced" a"maximal"
response' of' 3.5%' that' of' ionomycin' with' an' EC50! of! 22.0! µM! (Figure! 4.8,! panel( c),! with! responses!
significantly!different! from!those! found! in!proliferative!cultures! (p! <!0.05),!as!determined!by! twoTway!
ANOVA.!
Compounds!which!were!capable!of!precipitating!an!increase!in![Ca2+]i!in#proliferative#CTX0E16/02!cultures(
–! phenylephrine,! histamine,! acetylcholine! and! carbamoylcholine! –! all! saw! their! maximal! response!





(Figure! 4.9,! b).! Cholinergic! responses! were! similarly! affected,! with! acetylcholineTinduced! responses!






foot! of! the! curve,! as! it! would! appear! that! acetylcholine! is! able! to! provoke! increases! in! [Ca2+]i! at#
concentrations*below*the*lower*limit*of*1*µM*used*in*these*experiments*(Figure!4.9,!c)."Despite'this,'twoTway$
ANOVA% showed% that% responses% to% acetylcholine% between% proliferative% and! differentiated) cultures) were)
significantly+different+ (p!<"0.0001).!Maximal' responses' for'carbamoylcholine' fell'significantly! from%22.8%%to%
10.2%&upon&differentiation&(p!<!0.05),!while&the&EC50!remained!at!a!similar!level!–!61.4!µM!for!proliferative!
and!50.6!µM!differentiated!cultures!(Figure!4.9,!d).!Following!exposure!to!one!of!the!eight!tested!ligands!
or! buffer! alone,! each! culture!was! additionally! exposed! to! a! depolarising! concentration! of! K+.! Despite!
four!weeks!of!differentiation,!none!of!these!cultures!were!capable!of!responding!to!this!challenge!with!







































































































Figure( 4.9( Comparison( of( phenylephrine,( histamine,( acetylcholine( and( carbamoylcholineFinduced' [Ca2+]i!changes(
between&proliferative(and(differentiated(CTX0E16/02(cultures(
Cells!were!prepared!and! imaged!using!a! FS3!as!described! in!2.4.1.! ConcentrationTresponse! curves!are! shown! for!
phenylephrine,!EC50!=!5.2!µM!and!1.4!µM!(a),!histamine,!EC50!=!47.0!µM!and!26.1!µM!(b),!acetylcholine,!EC50!=!5.01!
µM!(c)!and!carbamoylcholine,!EC50!=!50.6!µM!(d)!in!proliferative!and!differentiated!(28!days!in!SNBM)!CTX0E16/02!






carbamoylcholine! following! differentiation! of! CTX0E16/02! cultures! seems! an! interesting! finding!
considering!the!expression!data!presented!in!Table!3.9!and!Table!3.10,!above.!While!the!expression!of!
not! every! receptor! targeted!by! these! compounds!was! investigated,! the! trend! for! all! those! that!were,!
was!an!increase!in!their!expression!following!differentiation,!with!the!only!exception!being!histamine!H1.!
In! addition,! with! only! small! variations! in! the! EC50! values! for! each! of! these! compounds! following!
differentiation! (except! in! the! case!of! acetylcholine),! it!would! suggest! that! the! relative! contribution!of!
different!receptor!subtypes!to!the!observed!responses!had!not!changed!significantly.!This!is!exemplified!




receptors! increased!relative! to! total!RNA!at! the!message! level,! this!was!met! in!nearly!all! cases!with!a!
reduction! in! the! level! of! ligandTinduced! intracellular!Ca2+!accumulation.! The!possible! exceptions!being!
histamine,!where!a!slight!fall!in!receptor!expression!was!observed!at!the!message!level,!and!glutamate,!




























































































observed! in! their!differentiated!counterparts.!This! raises! several! interesting!questions,! the! first!being;!
does!an!increase!in!levels!of!mRNA!necessarily!relate!to!an!increase!in!protein?!This!could!be!tested!with!
the! use! of! a! western! blot,! but! this! would! only! provide! an! answer! as! to! whether! translation! of! this!
increased! message! is! occurring.! The! translation! of! mRNA! encoding! receptors! does! not! necessarily!
equate!with!the!functional!expression!of!these!receptors!at!the!cell!surface.!Therefore,!a!western!blot!




receptors! localised! to! intracellular!membranes.! This!would!not!be! a! trivial! approach,! and! it!would!be!
difficult!to!normalise!the!resulting!data!due!to!the!differences!in!the!cultures!following!differentiation,!in!
that! the! cells! that! comprise! the! culture! become!both! smaller! and! fewer! in! number.!Neither! of! these!
approaches! would! provide! a! functional! explanation! at! the! cellular! level! however,! where! dramatic!





seen! in! Figure( 4.10,! below.! Following! differentiation! (Figure( 4.10,! b),! individual! cell! body! volume!
reduced! considerably,! and!was! accompanied! by! the! extension! of! numerous! cellular! processes.!While!
these!are!difficult!to!see!in!the!bright!phase!images!in!Figure(4.10,!they!can!be!clearly!observed!in!the!
fluorescence! immunocytochemistry! images! in! Figure! 4.3,! above.! Cell! death!was! also! prevalent! in! the!
differentiated! cultures,! as! indicated! by! the! presence! of! DAPITstained! cell! debris,! which! was! largely!
absent! from!the!proliferative!cultures! (Figure(4.10,!a).! In!addition,! the!proliferative!cultures!appeared!
more!confluent!due!to!the!way!the!cells!tended!to!tessellate!together,!while!the!individual!cell!bodies!in!
differentiated! cultures! appeared!more! isolated;! lacking! this! cellTcell! contact.!Despite! this,! the! level! of!
basal!fluorescence!prior!to!any!drug!addition!between!the!proliferative!and!differentiated!cultures!was!
very! similar.! Average! emissions! from! all! wells! at! 520! nm! following! excitation! at! 380! nm! (a! reliable!
marker!of!FuraT2!cell!loading!–!see!2.4.1,!above)!were!in!fact!significantly!higher!in!differentiated!(147.0!
±! 0.95)! compared! to! proliferative! (140.8! ±! 0.75)! cultures.! In! addition,! all! fluorescence! values! were!
quoted! relative! to! a! maximal! response! elicited! by! the! addition! of! ionomycin.! Taken! together,! this!




cells! to! a! more! heterogeneous! population.! Data! presented! above! supports! this! supposition! at! the!





astrocytes! present! (see! Figure! 4.2,! above).! In! contrast,! differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures! were!




relatively! homogenous! cellular! pool! of! proliferative!CTX0E16/02! cultures,! it!may!be! the! case! that! the!
majority! of! cells! are! capable! of! responding! to! a! particular! ligand,! such! as! acetylcholine,! to! a! similar!
degree,! due! to! comparable! levels! of! functional! acetylcholine! receptor! being! present! in! these! cells.!
However,!differentiation!may!lead!to!the!restriction!of!acetylcholine!receptor!expression!in!many!cells,!
but!a! considerable!upregulation! in!others.!This!would! lead! to!a! situation!where,!while! fewer!cells!are!
expressing!the!receptors,!those!that!do!are!expressing!them!at!a!considerably!higher!frequency.!These!
differentiated! cells! would! therefore! be! capable! of! greater! responses! than! those! observed! from!
responsive!cells!in!proliferative!cultures!to!the!same!concentration!of!ligand.!However,!the!FlexStation®!
3! instrument! (FS3)! used! to! perform! these! experiments! would! not! detect! these! heterogeneous!
responses,!since!this!instrument!provides!an!average!fluorescence!reading!for!a!field!within!each!well,!it!
cannot! provide! data! for! [Ca2+]i,! in! individual! cells! or! small! groups! of! cells.! Higher! 340! nm/38! nm!







medium!supplemented!with!B27! (b).!Proliferative!CTX0E16/02!cells!exhibit!noticeably! larger! cell! soma!and! fewer!
processes.! Considerable! quantities! of! cell! debris! are! present! in! differentiated! cultures! indicating! a! degree!of! cell!
death.! Images!were! captured! using! an! inverted!Nikon! Eclipse! TS100TF! fitted!with! a! YTTV55!Nikon! TV! lens! and! a!
Digital!Sight!DST2Mv!camera!and!a!10x!objective.!
!
CTX0E16/02! cells! were! grown! on! PDL! and! lamininTcoated! coverslips! and! imaged! as! proliferative! or!











minute.! Figure! 4.11! below,! shows! representative! pairs! of! images! of! proliferative! and! differentiated!
CTX0E16/02!cultures.!Each!pair!of! images!has!been!taken!from!a!sequence!of! images!of!a!single! field,!






Panels! show! representative,! derived! 340! nm/380! nm! still! images! from! single! cell! Ca2+Timaging! experiments.! Top!













However,!when!measuring! Ca2+! influx! at! the! level! of! individual! cells,! it! became! clear! that! some! cells!
within!proliferative!and!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cultures!were!capable!of!responding!to!dopamine,!5T






for! this,! as!mentioned! above,! is! that! the! FS3!measures! the! average! level! of! fluorescence! across! the!
whole! imaged! field! –! including! the! spaces! between! cells.! This! averaging! of! fluorescence! across! the!







respectively! (Figure! 4.13,! b).! These! data! suggest! that! considerable! heterogeneity! exists,! even! in!
proliferative!cultures,!with! respect! to! these!cells’!ability! to! respond! to!1!mM!dopamine.! Interestingly,!
despite!an!increase!in!the!level!of!expression!of!dopamine!D2!and!D3!receptors!following!differentiation!
of! CTX0E16/02! cultures! (see! Table! 3.10,! above),! both! the! proportion! of! cells! and! the! magnitude! of!
responses! these! cells! were! able! to! produce! in! response! to! 1! mM! dopamine! was! reduced.! In!
differentiated!cultures,! just!2.5%!of!cells!demonstrated!an! increase! in! [Ca2+]i!of!more!than!20%!above!
baseline,! while! only! 1.0%! and! 0.2%! of! cells! produced! responses! above! 50%! or! 100%! of! baseline!
respectively!(Figure!4.13,!d).!
The!most! interesting! finding! regarding!dopamineTinduced! responses!was!only! evident!once! individual!
cellular!traces!were!examined.!As!is!clear!from!Figure!4.13,!the!majority!of!cells!in!both!proliferative!and!
differentiated! cultures! did! not! respond! in! any! way! to! the! addition! of! dopamine.! However,! a! small!
minority!of! cells!were! capable!of! responding! to! this! stimulus.!A! selection!of! the! raw!340!nm/380!nm!
traces! for!some!of! these!are!shown! in!Figure!4.12.!While!data!presented! in!Figure!4.13!demonstrated!
that! there! was! considerable! heterogeneity! within! proliferative! and! differentiated! cultures! regarding!
whether! individual! cells! responded! or! not! to! 1! mM! dopamine,! data! shown! in! Figure! 4.12! serve! to!
illustrate! the! considerable! heterogeneity! that! was! also! observed! between! these! responses.! In!
proliferative! CTX0E16/02! cultures! both! the! rate! of! intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation! and! the! maximal!
response!achieved!in!different!cells!exposed!to!1!mM!dopamine!varied!considerably.!As!can!be!seen!in!
Figure! 4.12,! panel! a,! while! some! cells! in! proliferative! cultures! responded! very! rapidly! to! dopamine,!
other!cells!within!the!culture!responded!much!more!slowly.!In!addition,!while!the!majority!of!the!traces!
shown!reached!a!maximal!response!and!plateau!at!approximately!0.5!RFU!(Relative!Frequency!Units!–!




Interestingly,! the! cells! that! demonstrated! the! larger!maximal! responses! did! not! immediately! plateau,!
but! instead! appeared! to! return! to! the! same! level! at!which! the! other! cells! plateau.! Upon! addition! of!
buffer,!all!the!cells!for!which!traces!are!shown!appear!to!clear!the!cytosolic!Ca2+!at!a!comparable!rate.!
Interestingly,!while!none!of!the!cells!from!proliferative!cultures!for!which!traces!are!shown!responded!
to! 50! mM! KCl,! it’s! presence! did! appear! to! attenuate! dopamineTinduced! increases! in! [Ca2+]i,! by!
preventing! the! plateau! that! was! observed! in! response! to! continued! dopamine! exposure.! Indeed! all!
traces!had!returned!to!baseline!levels!prior!to!the!addition!of!the!final!buffer!wash!(Figure!4.12,!a).!This!
finding!suggests!two!broad!possibilities;!the!first!being!that!the!system!responsible!for!causing!the!rise!in!





cells! at! the! single! cell! level,! it! was! decided! that! 1!mM! dopamine!would! be! appropriate.! The! second!
possibility!–!which!is!not!mutually!exclusive!from!the!first!however!–!is!that!at!least!a!proportion!of!the!
intracellular!Ca2+!accumulation!that!occurs!in!response!to!1!mM!dopamine,!results!from!an!influx!from!
the!extracellular! space.! For!example,! if! the! rise! in! [Ca2+]i! occurred! solely!as!a! result!of! release!of!Ca
2+!
from! intracellular! stores,! such!as! through! the!activation!of!Gαq,! and! subsequent! IP3Tmediated! release!
from!the!ER;!the!presence!of!high!extracellular!K+!would!not!be!expected!to!alter!this!effect.!However,!if!
a! proportion! of! the! observed! intracellular! Ca2+! increase! was! attributable! to! passive! influx! from! the!
extracellular! space! –! probably! through! nonTselective! cation! channels! –! this!would! be! expected! to! be!
altered! in! the! presence! of! 50!mM! extracellular! K+.! The! rationale! for! this! is! that! high! extracellular! K+!
would!shift! the!membrane!potential! from!~T60!mV!to!approaching!0!mV.!This!would!mean!that!while!
Ca2+!would!still!enter!the!cell!along!it’s!chemical!gradient,!the!electrical!driving!force!would!no!longer!be!
present,!and!therefore! the!net! flow!would!be!reduced.!Likely!candidates! to!mediate! these!effects!are!


















Proliferative! and! differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures! were! prepared! and! imaged! for! single! cell! Ca2+Timaging! as!






Responses! to! 1! mM! dopamine! in! CTX0E16/02! cultures! exposed! to! a! 28! day! differentiation! in! the!
presence!of!SNBM,!were!very!different!to!those!that!were!observed!in!their!proliferative!counterparts.!
As!discussed!previously,!and!similar!to!proliferative!cultures,!very!few!cells!within!differentiated!cultures!
responded! to!dopamine,!or! indeed!KCl! in!any!way!at!all.! Figure!4.12,!b! shows! raw!traces! for! some!of!
those! cells! within! these! cultures! that! did! appear! to! respond.! However,! unlike! cells! in! proliferative!
cultures!which!responded!immediately!to!the!presence!of!dopamine,!responding!cells!in!differentiated!
cultures! demonstrated! a! delayed! response.! In! addition,! once! these! cells! did! start! to! respond,! they!
appeared! unaffected! by! subsequent!washes,! KCl! or! drug! additions! (see! Figure! 4.12,!b).! Interestingly,!
following! exposure! to!dopamine,! a!minority! of! cells! appeared! to! exhibit! spontaneous!Ca2+! transients.!
While!this!effect!was!observed!in!all!experiments!conducted,!all!the!traces!in!Figure!4.12,!b!were!imaged!
from! the! same!microscope! field.! This!was! to! show! that! the!observed!Ca2+! transients! in!different! cells!
appeared! to!be!harmonised!–! though!all! cells!within! the!observed! field!did!not! synchronise! together.!
Indeed,! the! traces! shown! in! Figure! 4.12,! b! appears! to! provide! evidence! of! two! distinct! alternately!
asynchronous!populations!of!cells.!The!mechanism!through!which!this!intracellular!Ca2+!accumulation!is!
















































Figure( 4.13( Proliferative( and( differentiated( CTX0E16/02( cultures( demonstrate( considerable( heterogeneity( in(
response(to(dopamine,(5FHT(and(glutamate,(but(not(acetylcholine(




also! presented! that! show! the! proportion! of! cells! within! these! cultures! that! demonstrated! an! increase! in!
fluorescence! of! >! 20%,! >! 50%! or! >! 100%! relative! to! baseline! in! response! to! each! of! the! four! tested! agonists! in!
proliferative!(b)!and!differentiated!(d)!cultures.!All!values!are!quoted!with!respect!to!a!340!nm/380!nm!fluorescence!
ratio! following! excitation! at! 520!nm.!Values! obtained! from! the!measurement! of! fluorescence! from!300! cells! per!
experiment!(n!=!2).!
!
As! was! the! case! for! dopamine,! 5THT! was! similarly! incapable! of! provoking! a!measurable! increases! in!
[Ca2+]i!in!proliferative!or!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cultures!when!measured!using!the!FS3!plate!reader!
(see! Figure! 4.8,! panel! b).! However,! when! measuring! [Ca2+]i! in! individual! cells,! it! was! found! that! a!
considerable!number! in!proliferative!cultures!were!capable!of!responding!to!1!mM!5THT,!while! few,! if!
any,! proved! to! be! responsive! in! differentiated! cultures! (Figure! 4.13).! In! proliferative! CTX0E16/02!
cultures,!the!mean!maximal!response!observed!across!all!counted!cells!was!32.2%!±!1.6%!(Figure!4.13,!

























































































































































expression! of! the! gene! encoding! the!GαqTlinked! 5THT2A! receptor! at! the!message! level! (see! Table! 3.9,!
above)!upon!differentiation.! The!absence!of! the!5THT2A! receptor! in!proliferative! cultures! suggests! the!
observed!increases!in![Ca2+]i!was!attributable!to!other!5THT!receptor!subtypes.!Considering!the!absence!
of!measurable! 5THTTinduced! intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation! in! response! to! 5THT! at! any! of! the! tested!
concentrations!(1!µM!–!1!mM)!when!using!the!FS3,!it!was!surprising!to!see!a!relatively!high!proportion!
of! cells! responding! to! 1! mM! 5THT! when! analysing! single! cells.! From! the! cells! counted! in! each!
experiment,!50.2%!responded!with!a!rise!in![Ca2+]i!of!more!that!20%!above!baseline,!while!in!27.0%!of!
cells!a! response!of!more! than!50%!above!baseline!was!observed.!However,! just!1.8%!of!counted!cells!
saw!responses!of!more!that!100%!above!baseline!(Figure!4.13,!b).!Both!the!proportion!and!the!extent!to!
which!the!cells!responded!to!5THT!in!differentiated!cultures!was!negligible!(Figure!4.13,!d).!With!regard!
to! proliferative! cultures,! heterogeneity! was! observed! in! the! manner! in! which! responding! cells!





(Figure! 4.14)! –! as! was! seen! in! cells! exposed! to! dopamine! (Figure! 4.12,! a).! In! contrast! to! what! was!
observed! in! cells! exposed! to! dopamine! and! KCl,! those! cells! that! did! respond! to! 5THT! and! KCl! were!
capable!of!maintaining!the!rise!in![Ca2+]i!that!was!provoked,!though!these!levels!were!slightly!lower!than!
responses!observed!in!the!absence!of!KCl!(Figure!4.14).!Again,!it!is!unclear!whether!this!attenuation!of!
the! 5THT! response! is! as! a! consequence! of! the! presence! of! KCl,! or! is! simply! due! to! desensitisation!
mechanisms!present!within!the!responding!cells.!
Acetylcholine!was!capable!of!provoking!robust!intracellular!Ca2+!accumulation!in!both!proliferative!and!
differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures! when! measured! using! the! FS3,! though! these! responses! were!
considerably! attenuated! in! differentiated! cultures! (Figure! 4.9,! panel! c).! Similarly! robust! maximal!
responses!were!also!observed!in!response!to!carbamoylcholine,!though!a!considerable!rightward!shift!in!
potency! was! observed! when! compared! to! acetylcholine! with! EC50! values! of! 0.62! µM! and! 61.38! µM!
respectively! in! proliferative! cells,! and! 5.01! µM!and! 50.64! µM! for! acetylcholine! and! carbamoylcholine!
respectively! in! differentiated! cells.! This! difference! may! be! partly! attributable! to! carbamoylcholine’s!
lower! efficacy! at! nicotinic! acetylcholine! receptors! (nAChR),! as! this! compound! demonstrates! some!
selectivity! for! muscarinic! acetylcholine! receptors! (mAChR)373,374.! It! is! hoped! that! by! analysing!
intracellular!Ca2+!accumulation!in!individual!cells!within!these!cultures,!this!may!provide!evidence!as!to!
why!considerably!lower!responses!are!observed!in!differentiated!as!compared!to!proliferative!cultures.!
The!most! likely! explanation! for! this! is! a! reduction! in! receptor! number! following! differentiation.! The!
expression! of! just! one! cholinergic! receptor! –! the! mAChR! M1! –! was! determined! in! proliferative! and!
differentiated! cultures,! and! this! was! shown! to! remain! relatively! constant! between! the! two! different!
culture! types! at! the! message! level! (see! Table! 3.9,! above).! However,! the! expression! of! every! other!










Proliferative! CTX0E16/02! cultures! were! prepared! and! imaged! for! single! cell! Ca2+Timaging! as! described! in! 2.4.3,!
above.!Raw!340!nm/380!nm!(λ340/λ380)!fluorescence!ratio!traces!are!shown!for!several!cells!sequentially!exposed!to!






responding! was! greater! in! proliferative! cultures.! The! mean! maximal! response! observed! across! all!
counted!cells!was!75.8%!±!2.2%!in!proliferative!cultures!(Figure!4.13,!a)!–!a!value!that!dropped!to!47.7%!
±! 2.0%! in! differentiated! cultures! (Figure! 4.13,! c).! Taken! together! with! the! fact! that! cells! within!
differentiated!cultures!exhibited!smaller!cell!soma!than!those!in!proliferative!cultures!–!as!can!be!seen!
in!Figure!4.10!and!Figure!4.11!above!–!it!is!clear!why!fluorescence!readings!were!lower!in!differentiated!
as! compared! to! proliferative! cultures!when!measured! using! the! FS3.!One! suggestion! for! the! reduced!
levels! of! fluorescence! detected! in! differentiated! cultures! using! the! FS3,! is! that! a! lower! proportion! of!
cells!respond,!due!to!the!cells!within!the!culture!becoming!differentiated! into!a!range!of!different!cell!
types.! It!was! also!proposed! that! the! cells!within! the!differentiated! cultures! that! remained! responsive!
would! demonstrate! higher! ligandTinduced! intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation.! This! was! suggested! to!
account! for!a!concurrent! increase! in! the!expression!of! receptor!mRNA!following!differentiation.!Upon!
inspection!of!measured!increases!in![Ca2+]i!in!individual!cells!following!exposure!to!1!mM!acetylcholine,!it!
was! indeed! found! that! fewer! cells! within! differentiated! cultures! were! capable! of! responding.! In!
proliferative!cultures,!83.2%!of!cells!were!capable!of!responding!to!acetylcholine!with!a!response!of!at!
least!20%!above!baseline!(Figure!4.13,!b),!as!compared!with!just!63.3%!of!cells!in!differentiated!cultures!
(Figure!4.13,!d).!However,! the!extent! to!which! responding! cells! in!differentiated!cultures! reacted!was!
actually! lower! than! that! seen! in! proliferative! cultures.! The! majority! of! responding! cells! within!
proliferative!cultures!were!capable!of![Ca2+]i!rises%of%more%than%50%%above%their%respective%baseline.!Of!the!
cells!measured! in! proliferative! cultures,! 75.5%!were! capable! of! responses! of!more! than%50%! of! their!
baseline,!while!28%!were!capable!of!responses!of!more!than!100%!of!their!baseline((Figure!4.13,!b)."This"
Prolifera)ve






















Examination!of! raw! traces,! revealing! changes! in! [Ca2+]i! in! individual! cells!provided! further!evidence!of!
differences!between!responses!to!acetylcholine!in!proliferative!and!differentiated!cultures!(Figure!4.15).!
Exposing! proliferative! cultures! to! acetylcholine! provoked! characteristically! sustained! responses! that!
appeared! unchanged! in! response! to! the! addition! of! buffer! (Figure! 4.15,! a).! Responding! cells! quickly!
achieved!a!maximal! [Ca2+]i!before!slowly!beginning!to!decrease.!However,!the!rate!at!which![Ca
2+]i! fell!
appeared! unchanged! when! acetylcholine! was! removed! and! cells! were! exposed! only! to! buffer.!
Interestingly,!it!was!only!upon!addition!of!50!mM!KCl!that!fluorescence!levels!quickly!returned!to!those!
observed!at!baseline.!It!should!be!noted!that!the!scale!on!the!graph!representing!traces!in!proliferative!
cultures! exposed! to! acetylcholine! (Figure! 4.15,! a)! is! 33%! longer! than! the! scale! used! in! the! graph!
representing!differentiated!cultures!(Figure!4.15,!b).!The!reason!for!this!is!that!cells!within!proliferative!
cultures! took! considerably! longer! to! return! towards! levels! of! baseline! fluorescence! than! their!
differentiated!counterparts.!This!effect!of!KCl!in!proliferative!CTX0E16/02!cultures!following!exposure!to!
acetylcholine! was! also! observed! when! performing! equivalent! experiments! using! the! FS3! (data! not!
shown);! suggesting! that! at! least! some! of! the! cytosolic! Ca2+! accumulation! that! occurs! in! response! to!
acetylcholine!in!proliferative!cultures!results!from!an!influx!from!the!extracellular!space.!The!reason!for!
this! is! that! if! Ca2+! conductive,!VDIC! channels!were!present! then! the!addition!of!50!mM!KCl!would!be!
expected! to! increase! the! [Ca2+]i,! though! the! opposite! is! seen! to! occur.! In! contrast,! if! all! of! the!
intracellular!Ca2+!accumulation!occurred!as!a!result!of!release!from!intracellular!stores!then!this!would!






explained!by!a! reduced! strain!upon! the! cells’! normal! capacity! to! remove!Ca2+! from! the! cytoplasm,! as!
mediated! through! the!activity!of!Na+/Ca2+!exchangers!and!Ca2+TATPases! in! the!plasma!membrane!and!
Ca2+TATPases! and!Ca2+Tuniporters! in! the! ER! 355.! Further! investigation!would!be!needed! to! identify! the!
exact!mechanism!through!which!this!effect!occurs.!
Simultaneous! exposure! of! proliferative! cells! to! 1! mM! acetylcholine! and! 50! mM! KCl,! reduced! the!
maximal!response!achieved!when!acetylcholine!was!added!alone!earlier!in!the!experiment!(Figure!4.15,!




beginning! of! the! experiment,! it! is! tempting! to! think! that! the! removal! of! KCl! –! and! acetylcholine! –!








Figure( 4.15( Nature( of( acetylcholineFinduced( responses( in( individual( cells( of( proliferative( and( differentiated(
CTX0E16/02(cultures(vary(considerably(
Proliferative! and! differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures! were! prepared! and! imaged! for! single! cell! Ca2+Timaging! as!
described! in! 2.4.3,! above.! Raw! 340! nm/380! nm! (λ340/λ380)! fluorescence! ratio! traces! are! shown! for! several! cells!
sequentially! exposed! to! 1! mM! acetylcholine! (ACh),! 50! mM! KCl! and! 1! mM! acetylcholine! with! 50! mM! KCl! and!





was! not! present! in! differentiated! cells.! Upon! exposure! to! 1! mM! acetylcholine,! differentiated!
CTX0E16/02! cultures! saw! a! sharp! rise! in! [Ca2+]i,! before! rapidly! dropping! towards! levels! observed! at!
baseline.! The! rate! of! this! decrease! seemed! unaffected! by! the! subsequent! buffer! wash.! Surprisingly,!
some!cells!responded!to!the!addition!of!50!mM!KCl!alone,!though!this!was!not!unique!to!cells!previously!

































































can!be!clearly! seen! in!Figure!4.15!c,!which! represents!a!mean!of! the! raw!traces! from!all!300!counted!
cells! from! a! single! experiment! where! proliferative! cultures! were! exposed! to! acetylcholine.! Following!
successive! additions! of! acetylcholine,! KCl! and! acetylcholine! with! KCl! –! each! interceded! with! buffer!









[Ca2+]i! (Figure! 4.15,! a).!While! small,! this! effect! was! also! observed! in! some! cells! within! differentiated!
cultures!(Figure!4.15,!b).!
Exposure!of!proliferative!CTX0E16/02! cultures! to!glutamate!was! incapable!of!provoking!a!measurable!
rise! in! [Ca2+]i! at! any! tested! concentrations! (1! µM! –! 1!mM),! though! a! small! concentrationTdependent!
response!was!observed!in!differentiated!cultures!when!measured!using!the!FS3!(Figure!4.8,(c).!This!was!
reflected!in!data!obtained!from!analysis!of!intracellular!Ca2+!accumulation!in!individual!cells,!though!the!
improved! sensitivity! of! this! platform! additionally! facilitated! the! detection! of! a!minority! of! responsive!
cells! in! proliferative! cultures.! The! mean! maximal! response! observed! across! all! counted! cells! in!
proliferative!CTX0E16/02!cultures!was!5.9%!±!0.5%!(Figure!4.13,!a).!Just!4.5%!of!all!counted!cells!(n!=!2,!
300! cells! per! experiment)! were! capable! of! producing! a! response! of! more! than! 20%! above! its! own!
baseline.!Only!1.7%!were!capable!of!a!response!of!more!than!50%!above!baseline,!while!0.2%!produced!
a!response!of!more!than!100%!above!baseline!(Figure!4.13,!b).!These!values!are!surprisingly!low!when!
we! consider! that! the! expression! of! both! AMPA! and! NMDA! channel! subunits! were! detected! at! the!
message! level! in! proliferative! CTX0E16/02! cultures,! along! with! all! mGluRs! except! mGluR3! (see! Table!
3.10,! above).! Both!AMPA!and!NMDA! channels! are! capable! of! Ca2+! permeability,! and!mGluR1,!mGluR2!
















more! than! 100%! above! baseline! (Figure! 4.13,! d).! These! values! represent! a! considerable! increase!
compared!to!equivalent!data!obtained!from!proliferative!cultures!exposed!to!1!mM!glutamate.!
While! few! cells! within! proliferative! CTX0E16/02! cultures! were! capable! of! responding! to! 1! mM!




returned! to! those! observed! at! baseline.! In! contrast,! responses! to! 1! mM! glutamate! in! differentiated!
cultures!were!much!more!heterogeneous!in!nature!(Figure!4.16,!b).!Some!cells!retained!the!rapid!Ca2+!
mobilisation! kinetics! observed! in! proliferative! cells,! while! others! demonstrated! a! much! slower! and!
sustained!level!of!intracellular!Ca2+!accumulation.!Interestingly,!in!contrast!to!what!was!observed!in!cells!
exposed! to! dopamine,! 5THT! and! acetylcholine,! the! presence! of! 50!mM!KCl! exerted! little! effect! upon!
glutamateTinduced! responses! in! many! cells! in! both! proliferative! and! differentiated! cultures! (Figure!
4.16).! This! suggests! that! the! reason! for! reduced! intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation! observed! in! cells!
exposed!to!dopamine,!5THT!and!acetylcholine!is!less!likely!to!be!attributable!to!the!leakage!of!FuraT2!AM!





spontaneous! Ca2+! transients! in! differentiated! cultures,! as! was! discussed! previously! for! differentiated!
cells!exposed!to!dopamine.!Figure!4.16!b,! shows!two!cells! that!demonstrated!this!property! (light!blue!
and!orange!traces),!though!it! is!unclear!what!causes!this!effect!or!what!type!of!cells!these!are.!Finally,!
the! traces! shown! in! Figure! 4.16! clearly! illustrate! the! presence! of! cells! in! both! proliferative! and!
differentiated!cultures!that!are!capable!of!responding!to!50!mM!KCl.!This!was!a!particularly!surprising!
finding;!as!data!obtained!using! the!FS3!had! suggested! the!absence!of!electrically!excitable! cells,!even!
after! a! 28! day! differentiation! (data! not! shown).! The! presence! of! cells! capable! of! intracellular! Ca2+!
accumulation! in! response! to! a! 50!mM! K+! challenge!was! not! unique! however! to! cultures! exposed! to!
glutamate.! In! order! to! assess! the! prevalence! of! electrically! excitable! cells! in! proliferative! and!
differentiated!CTX0E16/02! cultures,! all! individual! cellular! traces! from!each! experiment!were! analysed!
using! a! similar! method! to! that! used! to! characterise! ligandTinduced! responses,! as! is! graphically!
represented!in!Figure!4.13,!above.!However,!rather!than!using!the!original!level!of!baseline!fluorescence!









fluorescence! levels! at! the! point! when! KCl! was! added.! KClTinduced! responses! were! also! analysed! as!
groups,!according! to! the!neurotransmitter!agonist! they!were!previously!exposed! to.!This!was!done! to!





Proliferative! and! differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures! were! prepared! and! imaged! for! single! cell! Ca2+Timaging! as!
























































Figure( 4.17( Small( minority( of( proliferative( and( differentiated( CTX0E16/02( cells( capable( of( KClFinduced(
depolarisation(
Proliferative! and! differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures! were! prepared! and! imaged! for! single! cell! Ca2+Timaging! as!
described!in!2.4.3,!above.!Data!are!presented!with!respect!to!the!mean!±!S.E.M.!of!the!maximal!response!achieved!
relative! to! baseline,! from! all! measured! cells,! from! all! cultures! exposed! to! KCl! after! each! of! the! four! tested!
neurotransmitter!agonists;!dopamine,!5THT,!acetylcholine!and!glutamate! in!proliferative! (a)!and!differentiated! (c)!
cultures.! Data! are! also! presented! that! show! the! proportion! of! cells! within! these! cultures! that! demonstrated! an!
increase!in!fluorescence!of!>!20%,!>!50%!or!>!100%!relative!to!baseline!in!response!to!KCl! in!proliferative!(b)!and!




mM!K+! challenge! following! exposure! to! each!of! the! four! tested!neurotransmitter! agonists.! The!mean!






tested! ligands! were! however! capable! of! producing! smaller! KClTinduced! responses.! Cells! previously!
exposed!to!dopamine!presented!the!greatest!number!of!cells!capable!of! responses!of!more!than!50%!


























































































































































Ca2+! imaging! as! compared! to! that!provided!using! a! FS3.!However,! in!order! to!measure! concentration!
dependent! changes! in! response! to! a! variety! of! different! ligands,! it! is! difficult! not! to! make! the!
compromise!in!favour!of!higher!throughput!and!lower!sensitivity,!especially!when!it! is!considered!that!
many! of! the! tested! ligands! exhibited! desensitisation! within! the! assay! platform,! as! discussed! above.!
Therefore,! in!order!to!accurately!generate!concentrationTdependent!data,!a!different!coverslip!of!cells!
would! likely! have! to!be!used! to! test! each! ligand! at! each! concentration.! These!would! also!have! to!be!
repeated! subsequently! to! provide! mean! values! across! multiple! biological! replicates,! and! as! such! is!
experimentally!impractical.!Measuring!ligandT!and!KClTinduced!intracellular!Ca2+!accumulation!responses!
at! the! level!of! individual!cells!has!however!provided!a!wealth!of!qualitative! information!regarding!the!
nature! of! cells! within! proliferative! and! differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures.! Interestingly,! these! data!
have! shown! that! a! small! minority! of! cells! within! both! proliferative! and! differentiated! cultures! are!
capable! of! producing! an! increase! in! [Ca2+]i! in! response! to! 50! mM! KCl,! suggesting! the! presence! of!
electrically!excitable!cells.!Surprisingly,!the!number!of!cells!that!demonstrated!this!electrical!excitability!
were!roughly!similar!in!the!two!different!types!of!culture.!
The! purpose! of! investigating! ligandTinduced! changes! in! [Ca2+]i! in! individual! cells,! was! to! address! the!
observation!that!despite!an!increase!in!the!expression!of!many!receptors!relevant!to!the!transduction!of!
signals!provoked!by!the!tested!ligands!at!the!message!level,!this!was!met!with!a!reduction!in!the!level!of!
ligandTinduced! Ca2+! accumulation.! These! data! support! the! hypothesis! proposed! above! that! cells! in!
differentiated! cultures! demonstrate!more! functional! heterogeneity!with! respect! to! changes! in! [Ca2+]i,!
provoked!by!a!range!of!agonists!than!cells!in!proliferative!cultures.!This!heterogeneity!was!seen!both!in!
the! number! of! cells! that! responded,! and! also! in! the! kinetics! of! the! responses! observed! between!
different! cells.! However,! it!was! not! the! case! that! cells!within! differentiated! cultures!were! capable! of!
higher! levels! of! intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation! in! response! to! the! same! ligand! when! compared! to!
proliferative! cells.! Indeed,! the! opposite! was! in! fact! true;! that! cells! in! proliferative! cultures! exhibited!
larger!rises!in![Ca2+]i!in!response!to!the!same!concentration!of!ligand.!
Taken! together,! these! data! suggest! several! reasons! for! the! observed! decrease! in! 340! nm/380! nm!
fluorescence!ratio!levels!detected!in!differentiated!as!compared!to!proliferative!cultures!in!response!to!
dopamine,! 5THT! and! acetylcholine,! but! not! glutamate.! The! first! is! that! a! smaller! proportion! of! cells!
within! differentiated! cultures! are! capable! of! responding! to! the! same! concentration! of! these! three!
agonists.! The! second! is! that! cells! that! do! respond! in! differentiated! cultures! exhibit! less! pronounced!
increases!in![Ca2+]i.!Finally,!another!factor!which!is!likely!to!contribute!to!the!lower!levels!of!fluorescence!
detected,! at! least! when! using! the! FS3,! is! that! the! size! of! cell! soma! are! considerably! smaller! in!









These! data! do! not! therefore! resolve! the! issue! relating! to! the! observed! decrease! in! ligandTinduced!
intracellular!Ca2+!accumulation!in!differentiated!cultures,!despite!an!increase!in!the!expression!of!nearly!
all! tested! receptors! at! the! message! level.! Indeed,! considerably! higher! levels! of! intracellular! Ca2+!
accumulation!were!observed!in!cells!of!proliferative!compared!to!differentiated!cultures!in!response!to!
1!mM!5THT! (see! Figure! 4.13,! above),! yet! expression! of! the!GαqTcoupled,! 5THT2A! receptor! –! known! to!






against! the!overwhelming! trend!of!an! increase! in! the!expression!of!neurotransmitter! receptors!at! the!
message! level! following! differentiation! of! the! CTX0E16/02! cultures! (see! Table! 3.9! and! Table! 3.10,!
above).!While! it!may!be!expected! that! increased! levels!of!mRNA!expression!would! result! in! increased!
levels!of!corresponding!protein,!this!does!not!necessarily!mean!functional!protein.!For!example,!as!was!
discussed!previously,!many!GPCRs!when!expressed!in!heterologous!expression!systems!do!not!present!
as! functional! receptors! at! the! cell! surface.! In!many! cases,! these! receptors! are! translated! but! remain!
trapped!within!the!membranes!of!components!of!the!secretory!pathway,!such!as!the!ER!and!Golgi!–!as!
in! the! case! of! the! β2Tadrenergic! receptor!
37.! Until& relatively& recently,& de# novo! synthesis( of( GPCRs( was(
assumed' to' result" in" ubiquitous" presentation" at" the" cell" surface" as" a" default( mechanism." Unsurprisingly"
however,(recent(work(in(this(area(has(shown(that(like(almost(every(aspect(of(these(receptors’(function,(their(
initial&plasma&membrane&expression&following&translation&is"a"strictly"regulated"process"375,376.!




is! the! case! for! GPCRs! –! plasma! membrane! expression! of! functional! LTtype% voltageTdependent! Ca2+!
channels" is" a" tightly" regulated" process" both" in" heterologous" expression" systems" and"neurons" 377T379." In" an"
attempt&to&address&the&issue&of&apparently&low&levels!of#functional#receptor#and#ion#channel#expression#at#the#











represent! a! very! useful! screening! tool,! it!was! considered! important! to! identify! a!method! to! promote!
electrical! excitability! in! the! differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures! that! would! not! adversely! affect! cell!
survival,! would! ideally! be! scalable! to! suit! HTS! methodologies! and! produce! electrical! excitability! as!
quickly! as! possible.! With! respect! to! this! final! point,! it! was! felt! that! rapid! development! of! electrical!
excitability!was!an!important!consideration!as!this!would!mean!that!experiments!could!be!conducted!in!
a!shorter!period!of!time,!consequently!leading!to!greater!throughput!and!reduced!costs.!
Using! similar! conditionallyTimmortalised! NPCs,! Donato! and! colleagues! have! previously! demonstrated!
the! successful! precipitation! of! electrical! excitability! in! differentiated! cells! by! first! expanding! the!
undifferentiated!NPCs!as!neurospheres!–!referred!to!by!the!authors!as!‘preTaggregation!differentiation’!
104.! Neurospheres! are! freeTfloating! clusters! of!NPCs! that! form!under! in# vitro! culture! conditions!when!
grown!on!a!nonTadherent!substrate!in!the!presence!of!mitogens!(EGF!and!FGF2)
380.!These!experiments!





week! by! the! removal! of! growth! factors.! However,! this! protocol! only! proved! successful! in! promoting!





more! cells! exhibiting! electrical! excitability.! Indeed,! Donato! and! colleagues! show! that! the! cultures!
exposed! to! ‘preTaggregation! differentiation’,! that! go! on! to! reveal! electrical! excitability,! produced!
considerably! more! cells! exhibiting! a! neuronal! phenotype! –! as! indicated! by! the! degree! of!
immunoreactivity! for! the!neuronal!marker,! βIIITtubulin! 104.! If,! as! this! study! suggests,! the!environment!
within! neurospheres! promotes! the! appearance! of! a! more! functional! neuronal! phenotype,! then! the!
reason! why! the! cortically! derived! cell! line! (ReNcell! CX)! was! more! resistant! to! the! development! of!
electrical! excitability! may! have! been! that! the! single! week! for! which! they! were! propagated! as!
neurospheres!was!insufficient.!Numerous!reports!in!the!literature!suggest!that!not!only!is!considerably!
more!time!needed!to!differentiate!human!NPCs!into!functional!neurons!as!compared!to!those!derived!
from! animals,! but! this! also! appears! to! be! true! of! NPCs! derived! from! more! phylogenetically! recent!
structures!within!the!human!brain!57,58,61,324,327,328,337.!Therefore,!in!an!attempt!to!increase!the!number!of!




protocol! described! by! Donato! et! al.,! was! integrated! with! the! optimised! culture! conditions! for! the!
differentiation!of!CTX0E16/02!cells!described!above!(28!day!exposure!to!SNBM).!However,!rather!than!
growing! the!CTX0E16/02!cells!as!neurospheres! for! just!a! single!week!prior! to!differentiation,! this!was!
extended!to!see!whether!2!weeks!or!6!weeks!may!yield!a!greater!number!of!electrically!excitable!cells.!!
Previous! experiments! have! shown! that! single! cell! Ca2+! imaging! is! considerably!more! sensitive! for! the!
detection!of! intracellular!Ca2+!accumulation! than! that!provided!by! the!FS3.!However,! robust!electrical!
excitability,!as!exhibited!by!functionally!mature!neurons,!should!be!detectable!using!the!FS3!(Personal!
communication:! Professor! Stuart! Bevan,! Wolfson! Centre! for! Age! Related! Diseases,! King’s! College!
London),!and!additionally!provides!a!much!more!rapid!means!to!perform!these!experiments.!In!addition,!
data! presented! above! suggested! that! prior! exposure! to! either! dopamine,! 5THT,! acetylcholine! or!
glutamate!may!affect!the!extent!to!which!cells!within!differentiated!cultures!are!capable!of!responding!
to! a! 50! mM! K+! challenge! (see! Figure! 4.17,! c! and! d).! Therefore,! measurement! of! intracellular! Ca2+!
accumulation!in!CTX0E16/02!cultures,!differentiated!in!96Twell!plates!for!the!FS3,!additionally!provided!
the! capacity! to! test! for! the! effect! of! prior! exposure! to! these! four! neurotransmitter! agonists! on! KClT
induced! changes! in! [Ca2+]i! in# a# single# experiment.! Furthermore,! this! approach! also! provided! the!





to! form!a! confluent!monolayer,! as!described!by!Donato!and!colleagues! 104.!Cultures!were! then!either!




unit! intervals! in! triplicate.! Cultures!were! then! exposed! to! KCl,! to! a! final! concentration! of! 50!mM,! to!
determine! whether! electrically! excitable! cells! were! present,! prior! to! the! addition! of! ionomycin! to!
precipitate!maximal!intracellular!Ca2+!accumulation.!All!values!from!each!well!were!expressed!relative!to!
the!ionomycinTinduced![Ca2+]i!for$that$well.!
Expansion! of! cells! as! neurospheres! for! either! 14! or! 42! days! prior! to! differentiation! did! not! promote!
measurable! electrical! excitability! in! these! cultures,! irrespective! of! whether! they! were! previously!
exposed! to! dopamine,! 5THT,! glutamate! or! acetylcholine.! This!was! determined! by!whether! they!were!
capable! of! exhibiting! an! increase! in! [Ca2+]i! in# response# to# a# 50# mM# KCl! challenge! (data! not! shown).!
Interestingly!however,!expansion!of!CTX0E16/02!cells! as!neurospheres!did!alter! the!way! the! resulting!
cultures!responded!to!the!various!agonists!tested.!With!respect!to!proliferative!cells,!preTexpansion!as!
neurospheres!sensitised!the!cultures!to!dopamine!in!a!time!dependent!manner!(Figure!4.18,#a).!While!
normal! proliferative! cultures! did! not! respond! to! dopamine! by! elevating! [Ca2+]i," cultures" that"were"preT

















just% 4.9%" of" that! of! induced' by! ionomycin! (Figure! 4.18,# c)." In" response! to! acetylcholine,! normal!
proliferative!CTX0E16/02!cultures!and!those!exposed!to!preTaggregation!demonstrated!relatively!similar!
maximal! responses,! though! a! considerable! rightward! shift! in! potency! was! observed! for! the! two!
neurospheres!conditions!–!moving!from!a!baseline!EC50!for!normal!proliferative!cultures!of!0.6!µM!to!7!
µM! and! 11! µM! for! 14! day! and! 42! day! preTaggregation! respectively! (Figure! 4.18,# b).! However,! the!
leftward! shift! in! potency! exhibited! by! normal! proliferative! cultures! is! largely! attributable! to! the!
comparatively! large! response! evoked! by! 3.2! µM! acetylcholine.! While! variable! in! magnitude,! this!
characteristically!large!response!at!this!lower!concentration!was!present!in!all!experiments,!suggesting!it!
was! not! an! artefact.! It! should! be! noted! that! observed! responses! are! the! summed! effect! from! all!
receptors! activated! by! each! tested! ligand.! Therefore,! this! large! response! evoked! by! 3.2! µM!






Figure( 4.18( Proliferative( CTX0E16/02( cultures( previously( expanded( as( neurospheres( become( sensitised( to(
dopamine(and(glutamate(
CTX0E16/02!cells!were!expanded!as!neurospheres!for!14!or!42!days!prior!to!plating!on!laminin!coated!plates.!Once!
confluent,! cells! were! incubated! for! 1! hour! in! the! presence! of! the! cell! permeable,! Ca2+Tsensitive! fluorescent! dye!












tested%concentration%of%dopamine% (1%mM)%was%not% found% to%be% significantly%different% from%control% (Figure!
4.19,"a).#Unlike!cultures(exposed( to(a(normal(differentiation,(5THT#was#also#able# to#provoke#an# increase# in#
[Ca2+]i," following( a! 42! day! expansion! as! neurospheres,! though! not! after! 14! days.! This! response! was!
however!only!apparent!at!the!highest!tested!concentration!of!1!mM,!though!was!significantly!different!
from! control! (p! <" 0.05)(Figure! 4.19," b).! Responses! to! glutamate! were! also! affected,! though! when!
considering!the!elevated!fluorescence!ratio!level!recorded!at!baseline!(the!effect!caused!by!the!addition!
of! buffer! alone)! for! cultures! expanded! as! neurospheres! for! 14! days,! these! values! were! in! fact! quite!
similar,! with! EC50! values' of' 22' µM' and' 99! µM# respectively# for# normally# differentiated# cells# and# those#
expanded' as' neurospheres' for' 14' days.' Cultures! expanded' as' neurospheres' for! 42# days# prior# to!
differentiation*exhibited*an*EC50!of#3.6!µM,$though!this!leftward!shift!in!potency!is!largely!attributable!to!



































































































responses.! The!maximal! response!provoked!by!acetylcholine!was!also!higher! in! cells! expanded! for!42!





Figure( 4.19( PreFaggregation( of( CTX0E16/02( cultures( prior( to( differentiation( alters( their( response( to( various(
ligands(
CTX0E16/02!cells!were!expanded!as!neurospheres!for!14!or!42!days!before!being!differentiated!for!28!days!in!the!









culture! condition,! the! response! of! these! cells! to! various! neurotransmitter! receptor! agonists! can! be!



























































































manipulated.! Expansion! of! the! CTX0E16/02! cells! as! neurospheres! conferred! not! only! an! effect! in!
proliferative!cultures!tested!only!a!couple!of!days!after!transition!to!adherent!cultures,!but!effects!were!
also!observed!to!persist!after!a!28!day!differentiation.!Despite!these!being!just!qualitative!observations,!






to! modulate! their! own! behaviour! in! response! to! various! different! signals.! Recent! work! has!
demonstrated!that!this!is!also!the!case!for!voltageTdependent!calcium!channels!(CaV),!providing!cells!the!
ability! to!modulate! their! excitability.! Viard! and! colleagues! demonstrated! that! phosphatidylinositol! 3T
kinase!(PI3K)!plays!a!key!role!in!plasma!membrane!expression!of!CaV,!leading!to!enhanced!CaVTmediated!
currents! 378,! an! effect!mediated! by! the! serine/threonine! kinase! Akt,! also! known! as! protein! kinase! B.!
PI3KTmediated! enhancement! of! CaV! currents! has! been! demonstrated! in# vitro! in! primary! rat! vascular!
myocytes! 377,! cerebellar! granule! neurons! 381,! dorsal! root! ganglion! neurons,! and! the! African! green!
monkey!kidney!fibroblast!cell! line!–!COST7!378.! Increasing!neuronal!activity!of!PI3K!in!these!studies!was!
achieved! though! the!use!of! the! tyrosine!kinase! receptor! ligand,! insulinTlike!growth! factorT1! (IGFT1)378.!
However,! IGFT1!has!been! implicated!as!playing!a!role!both! in!the!pathophysiology!of!schizophrenia!382!
and! in! the!mechanism!of!action!of!antipsychotics! 383.! For! this! reason,! it!was! felt! that!using! IGFT1!may!
complicate! any! experimental! findings! when! investigating! the! effects! of! different! antipsychotics!









384.! Williams! and! Doherty! demonstrated! a! 740! YTPTmediated! doseTdependent! survival! response! in!
primary!rat!cerebellar!granule!neurons!maintained!in!defined!medium!lacking!insulin!with!a!significant!
increase! in! survival! reported! at! 0.05! µgmlT1! 385.! Therefore,! to! explore! the! possibility! that! the! 740! YTP!
peptide!may! be! able! to! provoke! electrical! excitability! in! CTX0E16/02! cultures;! CTX0E16/02! cells!were!








and! glutamate! by! elevating! [Ca2+]i! –! as! these! ligands! were! previously! identified! as! providing! robust!
responses!in!differentiated!cultures,!and!so!changes!would!be!easier!to!discern!–!before!challenging!the!
cells!with!50!mM!KCl.!
Exposure! to! 740! YTP! for! the! final! 3! or! 7! days! of! a! 28! day! differentiation! did! not! promote! electrical!
excitability! in! CTX0E16/02! cultures! (data! not! shown).! The! PI3K! activating! peptide! did! however! alter!













CTX0E16/02!cells!were!differentiated! for!28!days!using!SNBM.!For! the! final!3!days! the!cultures!were!additionally!
exposed!to!the!PI3K!activating!peptide!–!740!YTP!–!at!0.05!µgmlT1,!0.5!µgmlT1,!5!µgmlT1!or!25!µgmlT1.!On!the!day!of!
the!experiment,! cells!were! incubated! for!1!hour! in! the!presence!of! the!cell!permeable,!Ca2+Tsensitive! fluorescent!
dye! FuraT2! AM.! Cells! were! then! washed! prior! to! ligandTinduced! fluorescence! being! measured! using! a! FS3.!
ConcentrationTresponse!curves!are!shown!for!acetylcholine,!EC50!=!5!µM,!5!µM,!7!µM,!15!µM!and!10!µM!(a)!and!
glutamate,!EC50!=!22!µM,!79!µM,!33!µM!and!8!µM!(b)! in!normally!differentiated!cells! (for!comparison),!and!cells!
exposed! to! 740! YTP! at! 0.05! µgmlT1,! 0.5! µgmlT1,! 5! µgmlT1! or! 25! µgmlT1! for! the! final! 3! days! of! differentiation.!Data!
points! represent! mean! ±! S.E.M.! from! n! =! 1! (n! =! 2! for! normal! differentiation),! with! 3! technical! replicates! and!
expressed!relative!to!the!positive!control,!ionomycin.!
!
A! similar! pattern! was! seen! for! glutamateTinduced! [Ca2+]i! responses,( with$ 5! µgml
T1! 740$ YTP" causing" an"
increase(of(125.0%(and(123.7%!in#the#maximal#response#respectively#for#cells#exposed#for#3#or#7#days,#despite#
little% change% in% the% EC50! value.! These! data! should! however! be! considered! carefully! as! the! primary!
objective! of! the! experiments!was! to! determine!whether! the! PI3K! activating! peptide! –! 740! YTP! –!was!
capable!of!conferring!electrical!excitability!upon!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cultures.!Two!96Twell!plates!
of! cells!were! seeded! from! independent! cultures! for! each! of! the! two! 740! YTP! exposure! time! points! –!



















































therefore! providing!n! =! 2,! each!with! 3! technical! replicates! for! each! of! the! 740! YTP! concentrations! to!
demonstrate! the! presence! of! electrical! excitability! (addition! of! assay! buffer! alone,! followed! by! KCl).!




It! remains! unclear! whether! the! highest! tested! concentration! of! 740! YTP! was! capable! of! producing! a!
maximal!effect! in!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cultures.!The!concentration!of!this! factor!could!therefore!
have! been! titrated! to! determine! whether! a! higher! concentration! may! have! been! able! to! provoke!
electrical!excitability!in!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cells.!However,!due!to!the!expense!of!this!peptide,!it!








CTX0E16/02!cells!were!differentiated! for!28!days!using!SNBM.!For! the! final!7!days! the!cultures!were!additionally!
exposed!to!the!PI3K!activating!peptide!–!740!YTP!–!at!0.05!µgmlT1,!0.5!µgmlT1,!5!µgmlT1!or!25!µgmlT1.!On!the!day!of!
the!experiment,! cells!were! incubated! for!1!hour! in! the!presence!of! the!cell!permeable,!Ca2+Tsensitive! fluorescent!









exposure! to! neurotrophins! –! particularly! nerve! growth! factor! (NGF)! and! brainTderived! neurotrophic!
factor!(BDNF)!–!via!their!actions!at!Trk!and!p75!tyrosine!kinase!receptors.!As!early!as!1977,!Dichter!and!
colleagues! demonstrated! that! NGF! provides! the! capacity! to! increase! electrical! excitability! in! the! rat!





















































Na+,! Ca2+! and!K+! currents! via! changes! in! channel! expression!and!density! at! the! cell! surface!of! several!
different!neuronal! cell! types! 390T395.! For! this! reason,! a! series!of!experiments!were! conducted!exposing!
cells!to!NGF!and!BDNF!to!determine!whether!they!could!precipitate!electrical!activity! in!differentiated!
CTX0E16/02!cultures.!CTX0E16/02!cells!were! first!differentiated! in!96Twell!plates! for!28!days! in!SNBM!
supplemented!with!100!ngmlT1!NGF.!This!concentration!was!used!based!on!published!work!showing! it!
can!both!stimulate!differentiation!and!reduce!levels!of!cell!death!396.!Experiments!were!then!performed!







experiment,!cells!were! incubated!for!1!hour! in! the!presence!of! the!cell!permeable,!Ca2+Tsensitive! fluorescent!dye!





Exposure) to) 100! ngmlT1! NGF! over! the! course! of! a! 28Tday! differentiation! was! insufficient! to! provoke!
electrical!excitability!in!these!cultures!and!no!change!was!observed!for!dopamine!or!5THTTinduced![Ca2+]i!
responses' (Figure! 4.22," a! and$ b).# In# contrast,# while# responses# to# glutamate# and# acetylcholine# at#
concentrations*between*1*µM*(10T6!M)#and#316.2#µM#(10T3.5!M)#were#very#similar,#the#highest#concentration#(1#



























































































mM)$ of$ each$ ligand$ provoked$ a$ response! considerably- higher- than- when- cells- were- differentiated- in- the-






experiment,!cells!were! incubated!for!1!hour! in! the!presence!of! the!cell!permeable,!Ca2+Tsensitive! fluorescent!dye!
FuraT2! AM.! Cells! were! then! washed! prior! to! ligandTinduced! fluorescence! being! measured! using! a! FS3.!
ConcentrationTresponse!curves!are!shown!for!dopamine!(a),!5THT!(b),!glutamate,!EC50!=!22!µM!and!75!µM!(c)!and!
acetylcholine,!EC50!=!5!µM!and!18!µM!(d))!in!normal!(for!comparison)!and!BDNF!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cultures.!






mM! KCl! (data! not! shown).! The! concentration! of! BDNF! used! was! selected! based! on! published! work!
showing!it!can!enhance!membrane!potentials!in!both!rodent!hippocampal!neurons!and!Xenopus!motor!
neurons! 397,398.! This! effect! was! however! neither! consistent! nor! robust! with! only! a! small! Ca2+!
accumulation!observed!in!a!minority!of!wells.!In!addition,!this!effect!was!only!observed!in!cultures!that!
were!previously!exposed!only!to!assay!buffer!before!addition!of!KCl.!No!well!that!was!first!exposed!to!
assay! buffer! containing!dopamine,*5THT,$glutamate$or$acetylcholine$ responded$ to$KCl$with$an$ increase$ in$
[Ca2+]i."Exposure"to"10!ngml
T1!BDNF!during!a!28!day!differentiation!had!little!effect!upon!ligandTinduced!
intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation! as! compared! to! a! 28! day! differentiation! in! the! absence! of! BDNF.!





































































































formation! of! spontaneously! active! neural! networks! in# vitro! from!human! embryonic! stem! cells.! These!




demonstrated! the! presence! of! voltageTdependent! Na+! channelTmediated! currents,! and! it! remains!






SNBM.! Cultures! were! then! tested! for! their! ability! to! elevate! [Ca2+]i! in! response! to! dopamine,! 5THT,!





(data! not! shown).! This! represents! an! interesting! finding! when! we! consider! data! presented! above!
regarding!intracellular!Ca2+!accumulation!in!individual!cells.!Data!presented!above!showed!that!in!both!
proliferative! and! differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures,! prior! exposure! to! dopamine! allowed! a! higher!
proportion!of!cells!to!respond!to!a!50!mM!K+!challenge.!In!addition,!the!extent!to!which!these!cells!were!




all! concentrations,! with! the! exception! of! dopamine! (see! Figure! 4.25,! a).! Similarly! to! data! from! cells!
differentiated!for!42!days,!dopamine!was!able!to!sensitise!cells!to!the!depolarising!effects!of!50!mM!KCl,!



















Dopamine’s! ability! to! sensitise! cells! to! the! depolarising! effect! of! K+! definitely! warrants! further!
investigation.! Indeed,! exposure! to! dopamine! during! differentiation! may! itself! be! a! candidate! for!
promoting! the!occurrence!of!electrical!excitability!and!will!be!discussed! later.!Extending! the!period!of!
differentiation!from!28!days!to!42!or!56!days,!also!influenced!some!ligandTinduced!increases!in![Ca2+]i.!
DopamineTinduced!responses!remained!constant,!with! little!or!no!change! in![Ca2+]i! following!exposure!
to!any!of!the!tested!concentrations!(Figure!4.24,!a).!Similarly,!responses!to!5THT!were!virtually!absent!if!
we! consider! the! elevated! baseline! due! to! small! bufferTevoked! changes! in! [Ca2+]i! (Figure! 4.24,! b).! In!
response! to! glutamate,! CTX0E16/02! cultures! demonstrated! a! greater! maximal! response! at! higher!
concentrations,!and!a!rightward!shift!in!potency!as!the!period!of!differentiation!increased!(Figure!4.24,!
c).! While! no! elevation! in! [Ca2+]i! was! observed! in! response! to! GABA! after! a! 28! day! differentiation,!
































































































responses! were! observed! after! 42! or! 56! days! (Figure! 4.24,! d).! Most! interesting! was! a! spike! in!
intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation! when! cultures! were! exposed! 10T4.5! M! GABA,! which! was! not! seen! at!
concentrations!above!this!up!to!1!mM.!As!mentioned!previously,!this!effect!may!be!attributable!to!the!
combination! of! receptors! activated! by! a! neurotransmitter! like! GABA,! which! has! varying! affinity! for!
several! different! endogenous! receptors! with! diverse! downstream! signalling! events! that! can! in! some!
cases,!cancel!out!the!effects!of!others.!
The! maximal! response! to! phenylephrine! following! 42! days! of! differentiation! was! higher! than! those!




after! 56! days! of! differentiation! as! compared! to! that! observed! after! 28! days.! Changes! in! response! to!
histamineTinduced! [Ca2+]i!responses!with! increased!differentiation!duration!were! comparable! to! those!






differentiation! while! the! EC50! value! shifted! from! 5! µM! to! 23! µM! with! the! increased! differentiation.!
When!considering!the!elevated!level!of!baseline!fluorescence!observed!at!56!days!there!was!very!little!
response! at! all! to! acetylcholine! after! this! differentiation! period! (Figure! 4.25,! c).! For! the! other! tested!
cholinergic! ligand! –! carbamoylcholine! –! maximal! responses! were! slightly! higher! after! a! 42! day!
differentiation!as!compared!to!28!days!with!comparable!EC50!values!of!51!µM!and!33!µM!for!28!and!42!




carbamoylcholine! graphs! as! compared! to! phenylephrine! and! histamine)." This" increased" activity& of&








incubated! for!1!hour! in! the!presence!of! the!cell!permeable,!Ca2+Tsensitive! fluorescent!dye!FuraT2!AM.!Cells!were!
then!washed!prior!to!ligandTinduced!fluorescence!being!measured!using!a!FS3.!ConcentrationTresponse!curves!are!
shown!for!phenylephrine,!EC50!=!1.4!µM!and!3.0!µM!(a),!histamine,!EC50!=!26.1!µM!and!1.4!µM!(b),!acetylcholine,!





Taken! together! these! data! show! that! differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cells! have! the! capacity! to! become!
electrically!excitable!cultures!either!through!increasing!the!duration!of!the!differentiation!or!via!trophic!







exposed! to! a! 42! day! differentiation! with! the! addition! of! trophic! support! from! either! BDNF! or! FGF2.!
Previous! experiments! have! shown! that!minimal! electrical! excitability! can! be! detected! in! CTX0E16/02!
cultures!when!differentiated!for!56!days!in!the!presence!of!SNBM!or!28!days!in!the!presence!of!SNBM!
supplemented!with! 10! ngmlT1! BDNF.! These! two! culture! conditions! have! therefore! been! integrated! to!
determine!whether!greater!electrical! excitability! can!be!provoked! in! less! time! (42!days),!but!with! the!
addition!of!trophic!support.!FGF2!was!investigated!based!on!its!ability!to!promote!survival!during!longer!
differentiation! periods.! Interestingly,! as! FGF2! has! been! shown! to! mediate! this! effect! through! the!






























































































activation! of! PI3K! 385,! it! was! hoped! that! it! might! also! provoke! electrical! excitability,! or! at! least! not!
prevent! it!due!to! its!ability!to!maintain!pluripotency!400,401.!Although!10!ngmlT1!FGF2!has!been!used,!as!
described! above! in! proliferative! cultures! as! a! mitogen,! it! has! previously! been! shown! to! additionally!






Differentiation!of!CTX0E16/02!cultures! in! the!presence!of!10!ngmlT1!BDNF! for!42!days!was! capable!of!
promoting!electrical!excitability!in!response!to!50!mM!KCl.!While!this!effect!was!observed!previously!in!
cultures! differentiated!under! the! same! conditions!but! for! the! shorter! period!of! 28!days,! it!was!not! a!








In! the! case! of! cells! differentiated! in! the! presence! of! FGF2! for! 42! days,! no! electrical! excitability! was!
observed! in! wells! exposed! to! assay! buffer! alone.! However,! as! with! cells! exposed! to! a! 56! day!
differentiation!in!the!absence!of!trophic!support,!or!a!42!day!differentiation!in!the!presence!of!10!ngmlT1!
BDNF,! cells! preTtreated! with! dopamine! did! demonstrate! electrical! excitability! (Figure! 4.27,! b).!When!
comparing! ligandTinduced! responses! in! cells! differentiated! for! 42! days,! little! change!was! observed! in!
responses! to! dopamine! or! 5THT! between! cultures! exposed! to! a! normal! differentiation! or! those!
additionally!exposed!to!BDNF!or!FGF2,!none!of!the!three!conditions!demonstrated!appreciable!levels!of!
intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation! (Figure! 4.26,! a! and! b).! In! the! case! of! glutamate! however,! cells!
differentiated!in!the!presence!of!FGF2!responded!with!a!very!similar!EC50!value!of!24!µM!as!compared!to!
42!µM!for!cells!exposed!to!a!normal!42!day!differentiation,!though!the!maximal!response!was!reduced.!
In! contrast,! cells! differentiated! in! the! presence! of! BDNF! showed! a! considerable! rightward! shift! in!
potency! though! maximal! response! at! the! highest! tested! glutamate! concentration! of! 1! mM! was!
considerably!higher!(Figure!4.26,!c).!The!opposite!was!the!case!for!cells!exposed!to!acetylcholine!where!
differentiation!with!FGF2!resulted!in!a!considerable!increase!in!maximal!response!at!the!highest!tested!



















Differentiation! of! the! CTX0E16/02! NPC! line! for! 28! days! using! SNBM! was! found! to! generate! cells!
exhibiting! both! neuronal! and! glial! phenotypes,! as! determined! by! immunocytochemical! analysis! (see!
4.2.1,!above).!However,!upon!initial!investigation!of!the!physiological!properties!of!these!cultures!using!
a!FS3!plate!reader,!it!was!found!they!were!incapable!of!responding!to!a!50!mM!K+!challenge!by!elevating!
[Ca2+]i! (see$4.2.3,"above).! Further! investigation,!monitoring! intracellular!Ca
2+! accumulation! in! individual!
cells,! showed! that! a! small! proportion!of! cells!within!both!proliferative!and!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!
cultures!were!capable!of!K+Tinduced!electrical!excitability!(see!4.2.4,!above).!However,!not!only!did!very!
few!cells!respond!(far!less!than!the!proportion!that!were!found!to!be!either!tau+!or!MAP2+),!the!extent!
of! intracellular!Ca2+!accumulation! in! those!cells! that!did,!was!deemed!not! to!be!characteristic!of! cells!
demonstrating! a! mature! neuronal! phenotype.! Neurons! are! by! definition! excitable! cells,! though! as!
discussed!above,!this!property!is!not!only!important!to!confer!upon!them!the!ability!to!generate!action!











































































































CTX0E16/02! cells!were!differentiated! for! 56!days!using! SNBM!or! for! 42!days!using! SNBM!supplemented!with!10!
ngmlT1!BDNF!or!10!ngmlT1!FGF2.!On!the!day!of!the!experiment,!cells!were!incubated!for!1!hour!in!the!presence!of!the!
cell! permeable,! Ca2+Tsensitive! fluorescent! dye! FuraT2! AM.! Cells! were! then! washed! prior! to! dopamine! or! 5THTT






excitable! cells! 104.! The! reason! why! this! technique! was! not! successful! in! cortically! derived! cells,! was!
hypothesised! to! be! due! to! an! insufficiently! long! duration! of! preTaggregation.! Experiments! were!
therefore! performed!whereby! CTX0E16/02! cells! were! expanded! as! neurospheres! for! either! 14! or! 42!
days!prior!to!a!normal!differentiation!–!as!defined!in!3.2.6,!above.!This!approach!did!not!however!result!
in!the!detection!of!electrically!excitable!cells!(see!4.2.5,!above).!




































































































role! in! the! plasma! membrane! expression! of! CaV,! leading! to! enhanced! CaVTmediated! currents!
378.!
Expression!analysis!of!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cultures!had!already!shown!that!a!gene!encoding!the!
LTtype! type!Ca2+! channel! subunit! α1C! (CACNA1C)!was! robustly! expressed! in! these! cells! (see! Table! 3.9,!
above),! suggesting! that! cell! surface! expression!may! be! all! that! was! required! to! precipitate! electrical!





reason,! the! capacity! of! both!NGF! and! BDNF!were! tested! to! determine!whether! their! presence! could!







28! days,! it! was! found! to! be! both! weak! and! inconsistent! with! regard! to! the! extent! of! the! observed!
response.!Several!published!reports!have!however!suggested!that!the!differentiation!of!human!cortical!
NPCs!to!produce!electrically!excitable!cultures!takes!considerably!longer!than!the!four!weeks!originally!
employed! in! this! study! 61,334,399.! Therefore,! to! explore! this! possibility,! CTX0E16/02! cultures! were!
differentiated! for! either! six! or! eight! weeks! to! see! whether! this! was! sufficient! to! detect! the! robust!
electrical! excitability.! CTX0E16/02! cultures! differentiated! for! 42! days! were! found! to! be! incapable! of!
producing! a! rise! in! [Ca2+]i! in! response! to! 50! mM! KCl,! unless! previously! stimulated! with! high!
concentrations!of!dopamine,!despite!exerting!no!influence!upon!intracellular!Ca2+!accumulation!in!their!
own!right.! In!contrast,! cultures!differentiated! for!56!days!were!capable!of! responding! to!a!K+Tinduced!




to! promote! electrical! excitability! in! differentiating! CTX0E16/02! cultures.! However,! additional! time! in!
culture! presents! several! drawbacks! including! concomitantly! reduced! throughput,! higher! cost! and!
greater! risk! of! infection.! Therefore,! due! to! the! detectable,! but! weak! effect! that! trophic( support( was(
shown& to& provide& in& promoting& electrical# excitability,# this# strategy# was# integrated# with# an# increase# in# the#
duration) of) differentiation,) to) determine)whether)CTX0E16/02! cultures! could! be! stimulated! to! become!
robustly!excitable!following!a!differentiation!of! less!than!56!days.!The!capacity!of!both!BDNF!and!FGF2!




cultures! differentiated! for! 42! days.! BDNF!was! shown! to! promote! electrical! excitability,! and! could! be!
observed! in! all! cultures! that!were! exposed! only! to! 50!mM!KCl.! In! addition,! these! cultures!were! also!
capable!of!demonstrating!an!increase!in![Ca2+]i!following!exposure!to!either!dopamine!or!5THT,!but!not!
acetylcholine! or! glutamate.! In! contrast,! while! FGF2! did! not! precipitate! electrical! excitability! in!
CTX0E16/02! cultures! differentiated! for! 42! days! –! as! determined! by! measuring! changes! in! [Ca2+]i!
following!exposure!to!KCl!alone!–!this!condition!was!shown!to!allow!cells!previously!stimulated!with!high!
concentrations!of!dopamine!to!accumulate!intracellular!Ca2+!(see!4.2.9!above).!
These! data! show! that! CTX0E16/02! cells! are! capable! of! generating! differentiated! cultures! containing!
electrically! excitable! cells.! This! has! been! shown! to! be! promoted! by! either! increasing! the! period! of!
differentiation,!or!providing!appropriate!trophic!stimulation.! In!addition,! it!has!been!shown!that!these!
two!different!strategies!can!be!combined!to!achieve!the!same!level!of!excitability!in!a!shorter!space!of!









However,! with! the! exception! of! glutamate,! responses! to! tested! ligands! are! severely! attenuated! in!
differentiated!as!compared!to!proliferative!cultures.!Data!presented!above!exploring!putative!strategies!
to! precipitate! electrical! excitability! in! these! cultures! have! shown! that! ligandTinduced! responses! to!
various!compounds!are!highly!plastic!and!were!affected! in!some!way!by!all!of! the! tested!approaches.!
The!observed!changes!in!response!could!be!attributable!to!several!factors!including!altered!cell!surface!
receptor!expression!225,403,404,!changes!in!signalling!efficiency!336,!promiscuous!signalling!partners!342,405,!







possibility! that!receptors!can!be!pharmacologically!stimulated!to! increase!their!cell! surface!expression!
or!signalling!efficiency.!
A!recent!study!by!Nicolson!and!colleagues!demonstrated!that!preTtreatment!of!primary!rat!dorsal!root!












upon! Na+Tchannel! expression,! this! approach! was! also! considered! as! a! possible! means! to! promote!
electrical! excitability,! as! has! been! discussed! above.! To! address! the! influence! of! elevated! cAMP! on!
differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cultures,!experiments!were!performed!whereby!cultures!were!differentiated!
for! 28! days! in! SNBM! supplemented! with! the! cellTpermeable! analogue! of! cAMP! –! dibutyrylTcAMP! (1!
mM),!and!the!phosphodiesterase!inhibitor!–!3TIsobutylT1Tmethylxanthine!(IBMX,!0.5!mM)!for!the!final!3!
hours,!3!days!or!7!days!of!differentiation.!IBMX!was!used!to!prevent!the!catalytic!metabolism!of!cAMP!
by! intracellular! phosphodiesterase,! while! the! concentrations! of! dibutyrylTcAMP! and! IBMX! used! were!











PLC! activity! through! Gαq! coupling,! and! therefore! capable! of! elevating! [Ca
2+]i." Various! studies! have!
attributed! this! effect! to! D1!
407T410,! D2!
363! or! D5!
411,412! receptors! or! functional! D1/D2! or! D5/D2! receptor!
heteromers! 413,414,! though! the! exact! mechanism! remains! unclear! 191.! Different! dopamineTmediated!
mechanisms! may! be! responsible! for! changes! in! [Ca2+]i! observed! in! different! tissues,! and! this! only!
reinforces! the! assertion! that! it! is! important! to! make! use! of! native! cells! when! investigating! the!
intracellular!signalling!consequences!of!drug!exposure.!Based!on!the!available! literature! it! is!clear!that!
further!work!would!be!necessary!to!determine!the!mechanism!responsible!for!this!observed!increase!in!
[Ca2+]i.! Intracellular! Ca
2+! accumulation! in! response! to! 5THT! remained! absent,! despite! exposure! to!
dibutyrylTcAMP!and! IBMX,! as!was!observed!when!CTX0E16/02! cultures!were!exposed! to! a!normal! 28!
day!differentiation! (Figure!4.28,"b).!This!was!however!–!as!seen! for!dopamine!–!with! the!exception!of!
cultures! exposed! to! dibutyrylTcAMP! and! IBMX! for! the! final! 7! days! of! differentiation,! where! a! small!







EC50! values!of!22!µM!and!10!µM! for!normally!differentiated! cultures!and! those!exposed! to!dibutyrylT






for!3!or!7!days,! a! small! rise! in! [Ca2+]i!was! seen! from!cultures! in! response! to! the!highest! tested!GABA!
concentrations!when!exposed!to!dibutyrylTcAMP!and!IBMX!for!just!3!hours!(Figure!4.28,"d).!
Cultures! exposed! to! a! normal! 28! day! differentiation! showed! only! a! slight! concentrationTdependent!
response!to!phenylephrine!with!an!EC50!of!1!µM!and!a!maximal!response!of!just!1.8%!of!that!produced!
by! ionomycin! (Figure! 4.29," a).# On! exposure! to! dibutyrylTcAMP! and! IBMX,! phenylephrineTinduced!
responses!were!all!but!absent!when!compared!to!baseline!measurements!except!at!the!highest!tested!
concentration! of! 1!mM,!where! responses!were! elevated! for! cultures! exposed! to! dibutyrylTcAMP! and!
IBMX! for!3!hours,!3!days!or!7!days.!A! similar! response!profile!was!also!observed! for! cells! exposed! to!
histamine!with!only!the!highest!doses!capable!of!eliciting!an!increase!in"[Ca2+]i."(Figure!4.29,"b).!This!is!in!
contrast! to! the! study! that! inspired! this! approach,! where! elevated! levels! of! cAMP! led! to! increased!
histamine!sensitivity!406.!This!study!was!however!performed!using!primary!rat!DRG!neurons!that!harbour!
a!physiological! reason! to!be!able! to!be! sensitised! to!histamine!due! to! their! peripheral! projections.! In!




4.29,!c).!When!exposed! to!dibutyrylTcAMP!and! IBMX! for! just!3!hours,! the!maximal! response!and!EC50!
(8.4%! of! ionomycin! and! 8! µM! respectively)! for! acetylcholine!were! virtually! identical! to! that! seen! for!
cultures!exposed!to!a!normal!differentiation!(8.6%!of!ionomycin!and!5!µM).!When!exposed!to!dibutyrylT
cAMP!and! IBMX! for! 3! days! there!was! an! apparent! rightward! shift! in! potency!with! an! EC50! of! 26!µM,!
though!the!maximal!response!achieved!was!very!similar!once!the!elevated!baseline!fluorescence!ratio!
was!taken!into!account!(Figure!4.29,!c).!This!trend!continued!when!cultures!were!exposed!to!dibutyrylT
cAMP! and! IBMX! for! the! longer! 7! day! period,! showing! a! further! rightward! shift! in! potency! with! a!
predicted! (the!curve!had!not! reached!a!plateau!by!1!mM)!EC50!value!of!133!µM,! though! the!maximal!
response!achieved!was!again!comparable!with!the!other! tested!conditions!once!baseline! fluorescence!
was!accounted!for!(Figure!4.29,!c).!Interestingly,!the!other!tested!cholinergic!ligand!–!carbamoylcholine!
–! exhibited! a! very! different! effect! in! response! to! dibutyrylTcAMP! and! IBMX,! to! that! seen! for!








and! indeed! lower! tested! concentrations! of! carbamoylcholine,! when! exposed! to! the! highest! tested!






mM! IBMX! for! the! final! 7! days,! 3! days! or! 3! hours! of! differentiation.! On! the! day! of! the! experiment,! cells! were!




hours,! 3! days! or! 7! days! of! differentiation.! Data! points! represent! mean! ±! S.E.M.! from! n! =! 1! (n! =! 2! for! normal!
differentiation),!with!3!technical!replicates!and!expressed!relative!to!the!positive!control,!ionomycin.!




































































































mM! IBMX! for! the! final! 7! days,! 3! days! or! 3! hours! of! differentiation.! On! the! day! of! the! experiment,! cells! were!




mM! dibutyrylTcAMP! and! 0.5! mM! IBMX! for! the! final! 3! hours,! 3! days! or! 7! days! of! differentiation.! Data! points!




prevent! its! breakdown!did! not! as! hoped,! increase! the! sensitivity! of! CTX0E16/02! cultures! to! the! eight!
tested!ligands.!While!increases!were!observed!in!the!maximal![Ca2+]i!achieved!in!response!to!dopamine,!
glutamate,!phenylephrine!and!carbamoylcholine!this!was!in!every!case!accompanied!by!a!rightward!shift!
in! potency.! It! appears! likely! that! the! effect! observed! by! Nicolson! and! colleagues! with! respect! to! an!
increase! in! the! sensitivity! of! DRG! neurons! to! histamine! 406,! by! elevating! intracellular! cAMP!





An!alternative!approach! to! stimulate! cell! surface! receptor!expression!was! inspired!by! simple!Hebbian!
synaptic!plasticity,!a!mechanism!still! thought! to!be!central! to! the!development!and!maturation!of! the!
nervous!system.!Simply!speaking,!once!a!synaptic!connection!between!two!cells!has!been!established,!
































































































used,! the!more!efficient! it!becomes!and! is! thought! to!be!brought!about! through!changes!at!both! the!
preT! and!postTsynaptic! terminals! 415.! In! an! attempt! to! test!whether! this! theory! can!be! adopted! for! in#
vitro! cultures,! CTX0E16/02! cultures! were! differentiated! for! 28! days! in! SNBM! supplemented! with!
glutamate,! acetylcholine! or! phenylephrine.! These! compounds!were! selected! based! on! their! ability! to!
elicit!robust!intracellular!Ca2+!accumulation!either!in!proliferative!or!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cultures.!
The! concentration! at! which! each! of! these! compounds!was! added! to! the! differentiating! cultures!was!
determined!by!the!responses!they!had!provoked!when!tested!in!proliferative!and!28!days!differentiated!
cultures!(see!4.2.2!and!4.2.3,!above).!For!phenylephrine!and!acetylcholine!the!concentration!chosen!was!
the!EC50!exhibited! for!each!of! these! compounds!by!CTX0E16/02!cultures! in! their!proliferative! state! in!
preliminary! experiments! (see! Figure! 4.7! a! and! c,! above)! –! 3! µM! for! both! compounds.! These!
concentration!were!chosen!to!ensure!a!robust!but!not!a!maximal!response!so!as!not!to!expose!the!cells!








differentiation! appeared!unaffected.! CTX0E16/02! cultures! exposed! to! a! normal! 28!day!differentiation!
were!unable!to!respond!to!dopamine!at!any!tested!concentrations!by!elevating![Ca2+]i!(see!Figure!4.8,!a).!





of! glutamate! or! 3! µM! phenylephrine.! While! CTX0E16/02! cultures! exposed! to! a! normal! 28! day!
differentiation!were! capable! of! a! concentration! dependent! increase! in! [Ca2+]i,"with" an"EC50! of! 22! µM,!
cultures!differentiated!with!40!µM!glutamate!or!3!µM!phenylephrine!saw!a!considerable!rightward!shift!
in! potency,! though!maximal! responses!were! greater,! even! once! levels! of! baseline! fluorescence!were!
taken! into!account! (Figure!4.30,!c).!Exposure! to!glutamate!or!phenylephrine!during!differentiation!did!
not!alter!GABATinduced!changes!in![Ca2+]i."As"with"normally"differentiated"cultures,"GABA"was"incapable"of"
provoking)a)rise)in)[Ca2+]i,"at"any"tested"concentration"(Figure!4.30,!d).!








Differentiation! in! the! presence! of! 40! µM! glutamate! had! no! influence! upon! histamineTinduced! [Ca2+]i!
responses! providing! an! EC50! of! 21! µM! as! compared! to! 26! µM! for! normally! differentiated! cells.! If!
differentiated! in! the!presence!of!3!µM!phenylephrine!however,!an! increase! in!histamine!potency!was!
observed! with! an! EC50! of! 3! µM! and! an! enhanced!maximal! response! (Figure! 4.31,! b).! In! response! to!
acetylcholine,!cells!differentiated!in!the!presence!of!40!µM!glutamate!saw!similar!levels!of!intracellular!
Ca2+! accumulation! to! that! observed! for! cells! exposed! to! a! normal! differentiation! except! that! the!
maximal!response!at!1!mM!was!considerably!higher!(Figure!4.31,!c).!In!contrast,!cells!exposed!to!3!µM!
phenylephrine! during! differentiation! exhibited! a! very! similar! EC50! of! 1! µM! as! compared! to! 5! µM! for!
normally! differentiated! cells.! Once! the! elevated! baseline! observed! for! cells! differentiated! with!
phenylephrine!was!taken!into!account,!the!maximal!response!was!also!very!similar!at!approximately!9%!
of! that! provoked! by! ionomycin! (Figure! 4.31,! c).! Similar! to! observations! for! acetylcholine,!
carbamoylcholineTinduced!responses!in!cells!differentiated!with!40!µM!glutamate!were!almost!identical!
to! those! seen! for! normally! differentiated! cells,! with! the! exception! of! responses! at! the! highest!







Ca2+Tsensitive! fluorescent! dye! FuraT2! AM.! Cells! were! then! washed! prior! to! ligandTinduced! fluorescence! being!
measured!using!a!FS3.!ConcentrationTresponse!curves!are!shown!for!dopamine,!EC50!=!7!µM!and!20!µM!(a),!5THT!
(b),!glutamate,!EC50!=!22!µM!(c)!and!γTaminobutyric!acid!(d)! in!normally!differentiated!cells!(for!comparison),!and!
cells! differentiated! in! the! presence! of! 40! µM! glutamate! or! 3! µM! phenylephrine.! Data! points! represent!mean! ±!
S.E.M.!from!n!=!2,!each!with!3!technical!replicates!and!expressed!relative!to!the!positive!control,!ionomycin.!
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Ca2+Tsensitive! fluorescent! dye! FuraT2! AM.! Cells! were! then! washed! prior! to! ligandTinduced! fluorescence! being!
measured!using!a!FS3.!ConcentrationTresponse!curves!are! shown! for!phenylephrine,!EC50!=!1!µM!and!43!µM! (a),!
histamine,!EC50!=!26!µM,!21!µM!and!3!µM!(b),!acetylcholine,!EC50!=!5!µM!and!1!µM!(c)!and!carbamoylcholine,!EC50!=!




Exposure! of! CTX0E16/02! cultures! to! either! glutamate! or! phenylephrine! during! the! process! of!
differentiation!was!investigated!as!a!potential!strategy!to!increase!receptor!expression!by!means!of!useT
dependency.!However,!as!discussed!above,!many!of! the!different!approaches!explored!as!a!means!of!





potency,! though! a! marginally! increase! in! the! response! from! the! highest! tested! concentration! of!
glutamate,!was!observed!as!compared!to!normally!differentiated!cells.!Interestingly,!this!same!effect!of!
glutamate!was! also!observed! in! cultures! exposed! to!phenylephrine!and!acetylcholine,! and! to! a! lesser!
extent!for!carbamoylcholine!–!a!rightward!shift!in!potency!but!a!greater!maximal!response.!The!effect!of!
exposure! of! differentiating! cultures! to! phenylephrine! was! similarly! not! restricted! to! phenylephrineT
induced! responses.! In! common!with! cultures!differentiated!with! glutamate,! phenylephrine! commonly!
caused! a! rightward! shift! in! potency! accompanied! by! greater! maximal! responses.! This! effect! was!
observed! for! intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation! in! response! to! glutamate,! carbamoylcholine! and!

































































































histamine! and! acetylcholine,! showing! both! a! slight! leftward! shift! in! potency,! and! a! greater! maximal!
responses.! These! data! suggest! that! rather! than! increasing! the! sensitivity! of! cells! to! glutamate! or!
phenylephrine!when!exposed!to!these!ligands!during!differentiation,!the!opposite!is!in!fact!the!case.!It!is!
likely! that! this! occurs! through! receptor! downregulation! or! desensitisation! through! homeostatic!
mechanisms! to! prevent! over! stimulation! of! cells,! though! this! would! require! further! investigation! to!
confirm.!However,!the!fact!that!exposure!to!these!ligands!during!differentiation!also!effected!responses!
to! other! tested! agonists,! highlights! the! plastic! nature! of! these! cells! and! their! sensitivity! to! external!
stimuli.!The!plastic!nature!of!CTX0E16/02!cultures!is!also!exemplified!in!the!sections!above,!showing!that!
many!different!types!of!external!stimulus!can!bear!an!influence!upon!the!resulting!differentiated!cells.!
However,! responses!were! found! to!be! consistent!within! tested! culture! treatments,!whereby,! cultures!
exposed!to!the!same!differentiation!protocol!in!independent!experiments,!provided!reproducible!ligandT
induced! responses.! Reproducibility! will! be! imperative! to! a! successful! in# vitro! platform! employed! for!
either!basic!science!or!drug!discovery.!While!it!has!been!shown!that!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cultures!
can! be! manipulated! in! many! different! ways! to! alter! the! pharmacological! responsiveness! of!
differentiated! cultures,! it! is! important! that! these! changes! are! consistent.! An! important! factor! to!






ligandTinduced! intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation! in! response! to! various! compounds,! as! is! clear! from!
standard!error! values! recorded!between! technical! and!biological! replicates! (see! Figure!4.8!and!Figure!
4.9,! above).! The! body! of! data! presented! above! provides! considerable! evidence! to! demonstrate! the!
sensitivity! of! CTX0E16/02! cells! to! their! environment! as! indicated! by! their! ligandTinduced! [Ca2+]i!
responses.! It! should! be! noted! however! that! all! of! the! data! presented! above! was! obtained! from!
CTX0E16/02!cells!exposed!to!between!16!and!22!passages.!For!a!cell!line!to!be!adopted!either!for!use!as!
a!basic!research!tool!or!as!a!drug!screening!platform!it!is!important!to!understand!how!the!behaviour!of!
these! cells! may! change! following! extended! periods! in! culture! as! a! monolayer.! To! address! whether!
continuous! passage! of! CTX0E16/02! cultures! influences! ligandTinduced! [Ca2+]i! responses,! CTX0E16/02!
cells!were!raised!from!a!13th!passage!frozen!stock!and!continuously!expanded!to!50!passages.!After!30,!
40! and! 50! passages! CTX0E16/02! cultures! were! plated! out! onto! 96Twell! plates! and! assayed! either! as!
proliferative! cells! or! exposed! to! a! normal! 28! day! differentiation! before! being! assayed! for! [Ca2+]i!
responses!provoked!by!various!ligands.!After!50!passages!the!CTX0E16/02!cells!were!frozen!in!liquid!N2!
before!being!raised!and!reTassayed!after!a!single!passage!(passage!51).!This%was%performed%to%determine%





problem!with! a! poor! batch! of!medium.! Due! to! time! restraints! and! the! considerable! amount! of! time!
required! to! complete! this! experiment,! no! data! were! obtained! from! cells! exposed! to! 50! continuous!
passages.!
Proliferative! and! differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures! were! tested! for! their! ability! to! respond! to!
dopamine,! 5THT,! glutamate,! GABA,! histamine,! phenylephrine,! acetylcholine! and! carbamoylcholine! by!
measuring![Ca2+]i."As!with!previous!experiments,!cultures!were!additionally!exposed!to!a!depolarising!50!
mM! KCl! challenge! following! the! addition! of! any! test! compound! to! determine! whether! cultures!






[Ca2+]i! responses! at! each! of! the! passages! tested.! These! experiments! generated! a! particularly! large!
amount! of! data! and! so! only! dopamine,! 5THT! and! acetylcholineTinduced! responses! are! shown! below.!
Responses!from!these!neurotransmitters!are!discussed!because!of!their!relevance!to!this!study,!but!also!
because! they! represent! interesting! data! regarding! how! the! pharmacological! properties! of! these! cells!
change!with!time!in!culture.!Data!for!cells!exposed!to!glutamate,!GABA,!histamine,!phenylephrine!and!
carbamoylcholine!can!however!be!found!in!the!Appendices!–!see!Supplementary!Data!8.5.1.!
Proliferative! CTX0E16/02! cultures! did! not! respond! to! dopamine! at! low!passages! (Figure! 4.32,"a).! This!
remained!the!case!after!30!passages!but! increased!substantially! following!40!passages! (17!continuous!
passages!–! Figure!4.32,"b).! Interestingly,! intracellular!Ca2+! accumulation! in! response! to!dopamine!was!
significantly! reduced!after! cells!were!exposed! to! a! freeze/thaw!cycle! after! 50!passages,! though! these!
cells!did!retain!the!ability!to!respond!to!dopamine!in!a!concentrationTdependent!manner,!as!had!been!
observed! after! 40! passages,! but! not! after! 30! passages! or! lower! (Figure! 4.32,! b).! Differentiated!
CTX0E16/02!cultures!were!also!incapable!of!responding!to!dopamine!by!elevating![Ca2+]i!at!low!passages!





Intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation! in! responses! to! 5THT! in! proliferative! CTX0E16/02! cultures! remained!
largely! unchanged! with! increased! time! in! culture! (Figure! 4.33,! a! and! b).! Low! passage! proliferative!
cultures! did! not! respond! to! 5THT,! though! as! the! passages! increased! the! cultures! were! capable! of!
responding!to!5THT,!though!only!at!the!highest!tested!concentration!of!1!mM!(Figure!4.33,!b).!Following!









Figure( 4.32( LongFterm( continuous( passage( of( CTX0E16/02( cells( increases( dopamineFinduced( [Ca2+]i! responses' in'
proliferative+and+differentiated+cultures(






cells!were! incubated! for!1!hour! in! the!presence!of! the! cell! permeable,!Ca2+Tsensitive! fluorescent!dye!FuraT2!AM.!












only! slightly! reduced! to! 2! µM! from! 1! µM!while! the!maximal! response! rose! from! 18.4%! to! 23.6%.! In!
contrast,!after!40!passages! the!maximal! response!was!almost! identical! to! that!seen! from! low!passage!






























































































EC50! of! 11! µM! (Figure! 4.34,! b).! Following! further! passages! and! a! freeze/thaw! cycle,! the! EC50! of!
acetylcholineTinduced! responses! remained!at! the! level! observed!after! 40!passages! (10!µM),! though!a!
considerable! drop! was! observed! in! the! maximal! response! (Figure! 4.34,! b).! Intracellular! Ca2+!
accumulation! in!differentiated!CTX0E16/02! cultures! in! response! to! acetylcholine! changed! little! at! low!
concentrations! while! at! concentrations! above! 100! µM! the! maximal! response! achieved! increased!
considerably,!greatly!altering! the!shape!of! the! two!curves! (Figure!4.34,!c).!When! looking!at! responses!












all! tested!passages!were!pooled! to!provide! the! “all! passage”! category.!On! the!day!of! the!experiment,! cells!were!












































































































cells!were! incubated! for!1!hour! in! the!presence!of! the! cell! permeable,!Ca2+Tsensitive! fluorescent!dye!FuraT2!AM.!






Changes! in! intracellular!Ca2+!accumulation! in! response! to!dopamine,!5THT!and!acetylcholine! following!
continuous! expansion! demonstrated! similar! characteristics! to! those! observed! for! glutamate,) GABA,)
histamine,* phenylephrine* and! carbamoylcholine- (see!Supplementary! Data,"8.5.1).# Rising# passage# number#
tended%to%be%associated%with%an%increase%in%Ca2+!accumulation!at!the!higher!concentrations!tested!while!
freezing! cells! at! high! passage! appeared! in! many! cases! to! bring! ligandTinduced! [Ca2+]i! responses! back!
towards! that! exhibited! by! low! passage! cultures.! This! was! not! however! the! case! for! all! compounds.!
Histamine!and!phenylephrine,! for!example,!saw!a!rise! in!responses! from!proliferative!cells! following!a!
freeze/thaw!cycle!after!50!passages! (see!8.5.1,"Figure!0.3!and$Figure!0.4).!What!does!seem!clear! from!
these! data! is! that! responses! from! CTX0E16/02! cultures! appear! to! “mature”! following! continuous!
expansion,!with!very!little!response!from!many!ligands!at!very!low!passage!that!appears!to!increase!with!
time! in!culture.!An! ideal!situation!may!be!that!cultures!should!be!expanded!continuously! for!10!to!15!
passages!from!thawing!before!any!testing!is!performed!to!allow!receptor!numbers!at!the!cells!surface!to!






























































































of! cells! for!an!assay.!Changes! in! ligandTinduced! responses! following!continuous!expansion! in#vitro! are!
not!confined!to!conditionallyTimmortalised!NPC!lines!however.! Indeed,!heterologous!cell! lines!“stably”!
expressing! receptors! for! experimental! purposes! are! also! commonly! affected! by! changes! in!
responsiveness!14,240.!
Taken! together,! these! data! show! that! time! in! culture! does! influence! the! way! CTX0E16/02! cultures!
respond! to!pharmacological! stimulation!with! respect! to! their! ability! to!provoke! increases! in! [Ca2+]i.! In!
addition,!this!is!also!the!case!when!cells!are!exposed!to!freeze/thaw!cycles.!Arguably,!this!in!itself!is!not!
a!problem,!as!long!as!it!is!ensured!that!experiments!are!performed!after!the!same!number!of!passages!
after! a! freeze/thaw! cycle.! For! many! of! the! tested! agonists,! it! appears! that! performing! experiments!
following!at!least!ten!passages!in!continuous!adherent!culture,!may!actually!be!preferable!to!performing!
experiments! after! less! than! five! passages,! as!most! of! the! experiments! described! above!were.! Indeed!
measurable! responses! to! dopamine,! 5THT,! glutamate! and! phenylephrine! were! only! observed! in!
proliferative!cultures!after! longer!periods! in!continuous!culture.!Similarly,! longer!culture!periods!were!
also!required!to!detect!measurable!responses!to!dopamine,!5THT,!GABA!and!histamine!in!differentiated!







cells! raised! into!a!T75! flask,! a! conservative! split! of! 1:3! for! ten! continuous!passages!would! yield!more!
than!59,000!T75!flasks!of!cells.!
It! should! be! noted! that! increased! time! in! continuous! culture! did! not! lead! to! the! appearance! of!
detectable!electrical!excitability! in!proliferative!or!differentiated!cultures.!However,!based!on!the!data!
presented! above,! it! may! be! desirable! to! attempt! to! provoke! the! appearance! of! this! property! after!
further! time! in!passage.! It!would!appear! from!these!data! that!more! functional! receptors!are! found!at!
the!plasma!membrane!after!longer!periods!in!culture!–!as!indicated!by!the!appearance!of!larger!ligandT






capable! of! expressing! markers! indicative! of! oligodendrocytes! –! though! these! lacked! characteristic!




glutamatergic! and! GABAergic! neuronal! subtypes! (4.2.1).! We! have! seen! that! both! proliferative! and!
differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cultures!express! functional!neurotransmitter!receptors!through!their!ability!
to! modulate! [Ca2+]i! in! response! to! both! endogenous! and! synthetic! ligands.! Considerable! differences!
were!observed!between!proliferative!and!differentiated!cultures!with!respect!to!their!responsiveness!to!
these!tested!ligands.!Single!cell!Ca2+!imaging!was!used!to!demonstrate!that!these!differences!were!partly!
attributable! to!an! increase! in! the!heterogeneity!of!cells!within!differentiated!cultures,!with! respect! to!
their! ability! to! respond! to! different! ligands.! This! analysis! also! showed! that! differentiated! cells! were!
capable! of! relatively! modest! ligandTinduced! intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation! compared! to! their!
proliferative! counterparts.! Through! the! manipulation! of! proliferative! and! differentiated! CTX0E16/02!
cultures! in! various! different! ways,! it! has! been! shown! that! ligandTinduced! responses! are! remarkably!




of! cells! in! both! proliferative! and! differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures! were! capable! of! demonstrating!
electrical!excitability.!This!was!determined!by!their!ability! to! flux!Ca2+! in! response!to!a!depolarising!K+!
challenge,! though! the! levels! observed! were! not! indicative! of! a! mature! neuronal! phenotype.! Several!
different!strategies!were!tested!for!their!capacity!to!precipitate!electrical!excitability,!and!it!was!found!
that! this! could! be! achieved! either! though! simply! extending! the! period! of! differentiation! or! by! the!
addition!of!trophic!support.!Furthermore,!it!was!found!that!combining!these!two!approaches!exerted!an!
additive!influence!upon!electrical!excitability.!Finally,!it!was!found!that!through!continuously!passaging!
CTX0E16/02! cells! in! adherent! culture,! cultures! became! more! sensitive! to! many! of! the! investigated!
ligands.! This! indicated! that! pharmacological! experiments! should! be! performed! after! at! least! ten!
passages!after!thawing!to!ensure!that!sufficient!signals!are!transduced!to!the!intracellular!environment!
in!order!to!detect!measurable!responses.!
Data! presented! in! this! chapter! illustrates! the! sensitivity! and! plasticity! of! the! CTX0E16/02! cell! line.!
LigandTinduced! intracellular!Ca2+!accumulation! in! response! to!a!variety!of! compounds!was!profoundly!
affected!by!differentiation!of!the!cells.!These!responses!have!proven!malleable!by!extending!the!period!
of! differentiation,! expanding! the! cells! as! neurospheres! prior! to! differentiation! or! exposing!
differentiating! cultures! to! a! variety! of! trophic! factors! and! pharmacological! agents.! Through! these!
various! forms! of! manipulation,! the! CTX0E16/02! cells! have! proven! capable! of! exhibiting! voltageT
dependent! Ca2+! responses,! and! the! ability! to!modulate! intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation! in! response! to!
various! different! ligands.!While! single! cell! Ca2+Timaging!data! has! shed! light! upon!why! some!of! these!
changes!occur!at!the!level!of!the!whole!culture,!what!is!less!clear!are!the!changes!that!occur!within!cells,!
that!are!responsible!for!these!changes.!Could!an!increase!in!dopamineTinduced![Ca2+]i!following!repeated!
in! vitro! expansion! be! due! to! a! simple! increase! in! receptor! number! or! the! product! of! promiscuity! of!
downstream! signalling! events?! Could! increased! phenylephrine! responsiveness! following! exposure! to!







ultimately! seeks! to!model.! A! particular! difficulty! in! this! respect! is! the! paucity! of! available! data! from!
similar! cell! lines! to! make! comparisons! with.! Almost! no! data! regarding! this! avenue! of! research! are!
available! in! the! literature.! Surprisingly,! not! a! single! publication! describing! the! pharmacological!
properties! of! immortalised! human! NPC! lines! could! be! found! through! PubMed! searches.! For! nonT
immortalised!NPCs,!only!reports!relating!to!responses!to!acetylcholine!appear!to!exist!61.!To!address!this!
situation,!it!was!decided!to!compare!the!characteristics!of!the!CTX0E16/02!cell!line!with!primary!human!








In!attempting! to!develop!a!model! system!to!explore! intracellular! signalling! in!native!human!cells,! it! is!
important! to! ensure! that! the! system! is! as! representative! as! possible! of! the! cells! we! hope! to!model.!
Ultimately,! it! is!hoped!that!the!CTX0E16/02!cell! line!–!as!described!above!–!can!be!used!to!investigate!
the!mechanism! of! action! of! antipsychotic! medicines.! This! cell! line! was! isolated! from! the! developing!
human!cortex,!an!area!which!–!in!adulthood!–!is!implicated!both!in!the!pathophysiology!associated!with!
schizophrenia!and!as!a!substrate!through!which!antipsychotics!are!thought!to!exert,!at! least!a!portion!
of,! their! therapeutic! effects! 114,115,323.! Data! presented! in!Chapter( 3! showed! that! CTX0E16/02! cells! are!
capable! of! robust! and! reproducible! differentiation! into! neurons! and! glial! cells.! Upon! differentiation!
these! cells! were! shown! to! express! mRNA! for! genes! encoding! a! broad! range! of! receptors,! accessory!
proteins! and! signalling! molecules,! identified! as! important! with! respect! to! how! antipsychotics! are!
currently! thought! to! transduce! their!effects! to! the! intracellular!environment! (see!Table!3.9!and!Table!




human! cortex! is! made! difficult! for! the! same! reasons! that! have! led! the! neuroscience! community! to!
embrace! the! use! of! NPCs! in! the! first! place,! primarily! the! scarcity! of! primary! tissue! and! the! nonU
expandable!nature!of!neurons!–!as!detailed!in!1.1!and!1.2!above.!
It! is! important,! however,! to! ensure! that! the! cellular! characteristics! observed! for! differentiated!
CTX0E16/02! cultures!are! comparable! to! those!exhibited!by! similar! cells! from! the! in# vivo! environment!
from! which! they! originate.! This! is! especially! important,! since! the! CTX0E16/02! cells! have! been!
conditionally!immortalised!using!a!cUmycERTAM!transgene,!a!genetic!modification!for!which!the!influence!
on! the!physiological!behaviour!of! these!cells! remains!unclear,! though!such!conditionally! immortalised!





Recent!developments! in!our!understanding!of! receptor!pharmacology!have!highlighted!the! limitations!
of!heterologous!expression!systems,!and!emphasised!the!importance!of!using!native!tissues!to!study!the!
intracellular! signalling! consequences! of! ligand! binding! –! as! discussed! in! 1.1.! For! neuroscientists! this!










46,51.! They! bring! with! them! however,! considerable! ethical! and! societal! concerns,! problems! that! have!
been! partially! circumvented! through! the! use! of! conditional! immortalisation! –! as! was! used! in! the!
generation! of! the! CTX0E16/02! line! –! by! removing! the! need! to! source! further! embryonic! tissue! 62,! or!
more!recently!through!the!generation!of!iPS!and!iN!cells!71,75,81,87.!
Use! of! the! CTX0E16/02! cells! as! a! model! system! to! help! elucidate! the! mechanism! of! action! of!
antipsychotics!is!just!that!–!a!model.!We!cannot!hope!to!recapitulate!the!complexity!of!the!human!brain!
in! a! dish,! and! this! is! not! what! is! attempting! to! be! achieved! in! this! study.! Indeed,! what! we! wish! to!
generate!is!a!simplified!model!that!allows!the!transcriptional!consequences!provoked!by!the!interaction!
of!antipsychotics!with!various!cell!surface!receptors!to!be!examined.!
Neurons!are!a!heterogeneous!group!of!cells! that!can!differ!with! respect! to! their! size,! shape,! location,!
connectivity,! excitability! and! receptor! expression! diversity,! density! and! associated! signalling! partner!
coupling! 417.! For! example,! large! glutamatergic! cortical! pyramidal! neurons! of! the! cortex! are! known! to!




however! prevent! receptors! from! being! characterised! based! on! the! responses! they! provoke,! neurons!
from! being! categorised! into! subtypes! based! on! their! physiological! properties! or! grouping! of! neurons!
based!on!their!role!within!a!circuit.!The!same!is!of!course!true!when!describing!receptor!pharmacology.!





including! the! type! of! receptor! activated,! the! state! of! the! receptor! (active! or! inactive),! the! GUprotein!
coupling! partner! present,! and! the! type! and! number! of! downstream! signalling! molecules! containing!
relevant!signalling!domains!to!permit!their!activation.!This!rendition!is!crudely!simplistic,!but!highlights!
why! the!use!of! native! tissues! is! desirable!when!attempting! to! investigate! transient! signalling! and! the!
subsequent!transcriptional!consequences!of!ligand!binding!at!the!cell!surface.!While!differentiated!NPCs!
–!such!as!those!derived!from!CTX0E16/02!cultures!–!cannot!hope!to!exactly!recapitulate!the!signalling!











represents!an! immortalised,!clonal,!population!of!neural!progenitor!cells! isolated! from!the!developing!
human!cortex.!To!further!validate!the!use!of!the!CTX0E16/02!cell!line,!research!described!in!this!chapter!
determines!how! faithfully! this! line! reflects! the!phenotypic! and!pharmacological! properties!of!primary!
human!foetal! tissue.!This!was!pursued!through!a!series!of!experiments!describing!the!phenotypic!and!
transcriptional! characteristics! of! primary! NPCs! when! grown! under! proliferative! and! differentiation!






Resource! (HDBR)! at! the! Institute! of! Child! Health,! London,! in! accordance! with! UK! ethical! and! legal!
guidelines.! All! cultures! were! derived! from! 7! –! 8Uweek! gestation! whole! foetal! brain! samples,! and!
therefore! represented! a! mixed! cell! population,! unlike! the! clonal! CTX0E16/02! line,! though! were! the!
closest! representative!primary!NPC!source!available.!While! the!CTX0E16/02!cell! line!was!derived!from!
12Uweek!gestation! foetal!brain,!7!–!8Uweek!gestation!was! the! latest! time!point! from!which! tissue!was!
available.!Both!of!these!time!points!are!however!dominated!by!proliferation!of!NSCs/NPCs!–!a!process!
that!continues!at!an!aggressive!rate!up!until!25Uweeks!of!gestation!420.!
On! arrival,! tissue! samples!were! dissociated! through! gentle! trituration! and! plated! directly! onto! either!
lamininUcoated!flasks!for!expansion,!PDL!and!lamininUcoated!coverslips!for!immunostaining,!or!lamininU
coated!96Uwell!plates! to!determine! ligandUinduced!Ca2+! responses! in!proliferative! cultures! (see!2.1.4).!
Once!cultures!grown!in!96Uwell!plates!had!reached!confluence,!and!were!therefore!ready!to!be!assayed!
using!the!FS3,!cultures!grown!on!coverslips!were!fixed!and!cultures!set!aside!for!expansion!were!split;!
with!a!fraction!dissolved! in!TRIzol!and!stored!at! U80°C!for!subsequent!gene!expression!analysis.! In!this!




days.!This!period!was! influenced!both!by! the!amount!of! sourced! tissue!and! the! rate!of!growth!of! the!
cultures.!The!cells!that!remained!from!the!split!used!to!obtain!material!for!gene!expression!analysis!–!as!
described! above! –! were! seeded! onto! a! lamininUcoated! flask! for! further! expansion.! Once! a! sufficient!
number!of!these!cells!were!available!they!were!seeded!onto!a!96Uwell!plate,!glass!coverslips!and!a!T75!
flask,!and!differentiated!for!28!days!under!conditions!optimised!for!the!CTX0E16/02!line!(see!2.1.3!and!
3.2.6).! These! cultures! were! used! to! determine! ligandUinduced! Ca2+! responses,! perform! phenotypic!
evaluation! using! immunofluorescence! and! for! gene! expression! analysis,! respectively! in! differentiated!








Ca2+! responses! in!proliferative!cultures!using!a!FS3,!while!cells! from!the! flask!were!dissolved! in!TRIzol!
and!stored!at!U80°C!for!RNA!analysis!to!determine!expression!levels!of!relevant!genes!following!28!days!
of! proliferative! growth! as! an! adherent!monolayer.! Different! samples! demonstrated! variable! doubling!
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human!neural! tissue!samples!by!assessing! the!phenotypic!characteristics,!gene!expression!and! ligandU!
and!KClUinduced!Ca2+!responses.!As!described!above,!proliferative!primary!human!neural!cultures!were!
assessed! at! two! time! points;! the! first! being! cultures! that! had! reached! confluence! following! plating!
immediately! after! dissociation! of! the! primary! tissue! samples.! The! second! time! point! represented!
cultures! that!had!been! in!continuous!culture!as!an!adherent!monolayer! for!28!days,! in!an!attempt! to!
more!accurately!mimic!proliferative!CTX0E16/02!cultures,!by!enriching!the!number!of!NPCs,!while!also!
exposing! them! to! the! same! culture! conditions.! Following! initial! dissociation! of! the! primary! tissue!
samples,! all! subsequent! tissue! culture!methods! were! performed! in! exactly! the! same! way! as! for! the!
CTX0E16/02! line.! This! included! the! use! of! 4UOHT,! despite! the! primary! cultures! not! containing! the!
conditionally! immortalising! cUmycERTAM! transcript,! as! it! was! felt! this!would! ensure! a!more! controlled!
experimental! paradigm! by! enabling! the! influence! of! any! offUtarget! effects! of! 4UOHT! to! be! eliminated!
from! the! comparison.!While! the! cUmycERTAM! transcript! encodes! a!mutated!oestrogen! receptor! that! is!















with! nuclei! counterstained! using! DAPI.! Surprisingly,! both! proliferative! and! differentiated! cultures!
contained! a! high! proportion! of!MAP2+! neurons,! as! is! clear! from! the! representative! images! shown! in!
Figure!5.1.!Broadly!speaking,!proliferative!cultures!tended!to!be!comprised!of!neuronal!cells!with!larger!
cell!bodies!and!shorter!processes!(Figure!5.1,!a!and!c),!while!neuronal!cells!within!differentiated!cultures!
tended! to! have! smaller! cell! bodies! with! longer,! more! elaborate! processes! (Figure! 5.1,! b! and! d).!
However,! the!appearance!of!proliferative!and!differentiated!cultures!–!with! respect! to! the!number!of!
MAP2! expressing! neurons! appeared! strikingly! similar.! This! is! in! contrast! to! that! observed! for!
CTX0E16/02! cultures,! where! MAP2! immunoreactivity! was! absent! in! proliferative! cultures.! This! is!
attributable! however,! to! the! fact! that! CTX0E16/02! cells! represent! a! clonal!NPC! line!while! these! data!
provide!evidence!that!even!at!this!early!stage!in!human!neural!development!(7!–!8!weeks!gestation),!a!







Total!RNA!was!extracted! from!each!of! five,! primary!human!neural! tissue! samples! to! correspond!with!
equivalent! cultures! in! 96Uwell! plates! that! were! used! to! assess! ligandUinduced! intracellular! Ca2+!
accumulation.! These! experiments! were! performed! on! each! primary! tissue! sample! that! had! been!
dissociated! and! plated! on! day! of! collection! and! grown! under! proliferative,! adherent! conditions! until!
confluent! (designated! ‘P’! for!proliferative),!or!after! they!had!been! in!continuous,!adherent!monolayer!
expansion! for! 28! days! (designated! ‘ML’! for! monolayer).! RNA! was! also! extracted! from! these! primary!
cultures!after!they!had!been!differentiation!for!28!days!(designated!‘D’!for!differentiated),!as!described!
in! 3.2.6.! Expression! was! tested! for! the! same! genes! that! were! assessed! previously! in! a! range! of!






caveolinU1,!PSDU95!and!MUPP1! (Figure!5.2).! The!gene!encoding! the!5UHT2A! receptor! (HTR2A)!was!also!
expressed!to!some!extent!in!all!tested!conditions!for!the!primary!cultures,!though!weak!expression!was!
observed!in!expanded!cultures!(ML).!Expression!of!genes!encoding!some!of!the!tested!GPCRs!exhibited!a!














SemiUquantitative! PCR! analysis! of! CTX0E16/02! and! primary! NPC! cultures! with! respect! to! the! expression! GPCRs!
targeted! by! currently! available! and! putative! antipsychotics:! DRD2! and! DRD3! encoding! the! dopamine! D2! and! D3!
receptors,! HTR2A! encoding! 5UHT2A,! CHRM1! encoding! cholinergic! muscarinic! M1,! HRH1! encoding! histamine! H1,!
ADRA1A! encoding! adrenergic! α1A! and! TACR3! encoding! tachykinin! NK3! receptors.! The! expression! of! four! GPCR!
accessory!proteins!are!also!shown:!ARRB2!encoding!βUarrestin!2,!CAV1!encoding!caveolinU1,!DLG4!encoding!PSDU95!
and!MPDZ!encoding!MUPP1.! Individual! lanes! represent!expression!of! these!genes! in!proliferative! (P)!or!normally!










GluR2,! GRIN1! encoding! the! NMDA! receptor! subunit! NR1,! GRM1! –! GRM8! encoding! the!metabotropic! glutamate!
receptors!mGluR1!–!mGluR8!respectively.!Individual!lanes!represent!expression!of!these!genes!in!proliferative!(P)!or!
normally!differentiated!(D)!CTX0E16/02!cultures!or!five!different!primary!cultures!as!proliferative!cultures!as!soon!
as! they! had! reached! confluence! after! initially! being! seeded! as! adherent! cultures! (P),! after! 28! days! in! adherent!
monolayer!culture!(ML)!or!following!differentiation!(D).!Each!gel!included!a!no!template!negative!(Uve)!control.!
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CHRM1,!ADRA1A!and!TACR3,! the!highest! levels!of!expression!for!most!of! the!metabotropic!glutamate!
receptors! was! seen! in! nonUexpanded! proliferative! cultures,! with! lower! or! absent! expression! in!
differentiated!cultures!or!expanded!proliferative!cultures!(Figure!5.3).!
Expression!was!detected!to!some!degree!in!all!primary!samples!under!each!of!the!tested!conditions!for!
the!genes!encoding! the!α1C! subunit!of! the!LUtype!Cav! channel,!DARPPU32!and!GSKU3β! (see!Figure!5.4).!
Expression! of! the! GABAA! α1A! receptor! subunit! and! the! 5UHT! transporter! (SERT)! exhibited! a! similar!
pattern! of! expression! to! several! of! the! GPCRs! described! above! –! that! of! high! expression! in! nonU!
expanded!proliferative!cultures!(P),!and!either!very! low!or!absent!expression! in!differentiated!cultures!
(D)! or! expanded! proliferative! cultures! (ML)! (see! Figure! 5.4).! In! contrast,! expression! of! the! arginine!









arginine! vasopressin!AVPR1A! receptor.! Individual! lanes! represent! expression!of! these! genes! in!proliferative! (P)! or!
normally!differentiated!(D)!CTX0E16/02!cultures!or!five!different!primary!cultures!as!proliferative!cultures!as!soon!






the! range! of! the! different! genes! that! these! cells! expressed.!With! respect! to! the! 27! genes! for! which!
expression! was! examined,! only! in! a! few! cases! was! reduced! gene! expression! observed! following!
differentiation!(DRD3!and!CHRM1!in!HPC03A/07,!GRM8!in!STROC05/08A!and!HRH1!in!CTX0E16/02!cells,!
see! Table! 3.9! and! Table! 3.10).! If! expression! was! detected! in! proliferative! cultures! this! tended! to! be!










not! have! been! consistent.! Interestingly,! the! breadth! and! intensity! of! different! genes! expressed! was!





Levels! of! intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation! in! response! to! dopamine,! 5UHT,! glutamate! or! acetylcholine!
were!measured!in!proliferative!primary!cultures!(both!nonUexpanded!and!expanded!for!28!days)!using!a!
FS3!plate! reader.!Observed! responses!were! compared! to! those!exhibited!by!proliferative!CTX0E16/02!
cultures.! In! general,! nonUexpanded,! primary! proliferative! samples! demonstrated! some! differences! in!
their!responses!to!ligands!when!compared!to!proliferative!CTX0E16/02!cultures,!however,!the!response!
of!expanded!primary!cultures!were!strikingly!similar.!Neither!nonUexpanded,!or!expanded!proliferative!
primary! cultures! were! capable! of! elevating! [Ca2+]i! in! response! to! dopamine! –! as! was! observed! in!
proliferative!CTX0E16/02! cultures! (see! Figure!5.5,!a).!However,! all! three! cultures! appeared! to! show!a!
slight!increase!in![Ca2+]i! in!response!to!dopamine!at!the!highest!tested!concentration!of!1!mM,!though!




the!maximal! response! remaining! so! low! (just! 3%!with! respect! to! ionomycinUevoked! responses! above!
baseline),! suggesting! the! assay! was! insufficiently! sensitive! to! detect! receptor! mediated! Ca2+!





replaced!by!a!response!only!at! the!highest! tested!concentration!of!1!mM,!similar! to!that!exhibited!by!
proliferative! CTX0E16/02! cultures! (Figure! 5.5,!b).! This! effect!was!mirrored! by! glutamateUinduced! Ca2+!
responses!(Figure!5.5,!c).!While!small,!concentrationUdependent,! intracellular!Ca2+!accumulations!were!
observed!in!response!to!glutamate!in!nonUexpanded!cultures,!this!was!eliminated!following!expansion,!













glutamate! (c)! and! acetylcholine,! EC50! =! 0.6! µM,! 4.4! µM! and! 1.7! µM! (d).! Significant! differences! were! observed!
between!the!two!types!of!proliferative!primary!cultures!for!5UHT!(p!<!0.005)!and!acetylcholine!(p!<!0.!0001)!but!not!





Both! primary! and! CTX0E16/02! proliferative! cultures! exhibited! robust,! concentrationUdependent!
increases! in! [Ca2+]i! in! response! to! acetylcholine! (Figure! 5.5,! d).! For! nonUexpanded! primary! cells! this!
response!demonstrated!a!maximal!response!of! just!6.0%!relative!to! ionomycinUevoked!responses,!and!
an!EC50!of!4.4!µM.!The!magnitude!of!this!response!to!acetylcholine!was!comparable!to!that!observed!in!





























































































to! those! observed! in! proliferative! CTX0E16/02! cultures,! which! demonstrated! a! baselineUcorrected!
maximal! response!of! 20.2%!and!an!EC50!of! 0.6!µM! (Figure!5.5,!d).! Indeed,! responses! to! acetylcholine!
were! not! statistically! different! between! proliferative! CTX0E16/02! cultures! and! expanded! primary!





however,! this! discrepancy! had! little! influence! upon! the! magnitude! of! ligandUinduced! Ca2+! response!
between!samples!–!or!coincidentally,!the!proportion!of!MAP2+!neurons!within!these!cultures!(data!not!




These!data!provide!an! interesting!perspective! regarding! ligandUinduced!Ca2+! responses! in!proliferative!
primary!human!foetal!tissue!cultures.!While!levels!of!intracellular!Ca2+!accumulation!in!response!to!5UHT,!
glutamate! and! acetylcholine! (for! dopamine! they! were! absent)! differed! considerably! between!
CTX0E16/02! and! nonUexpanded! proliferative! primary! cultures,! these! levels! resembled! those! seen! for!
CTX0E16/02! cultures! once! the! cells! had! been! expanded! for! 28! days.! This! effect! appears! to! be!
attributable!to!the!process!of!passaging!the!cells,!as!mentioned!above.!In!general,!as!shown!in!Figure!5.5!
above,! while! ligandUinduced! Ca2+! responses! were! different! to! those! exhibited! by! proliferative!
CTX0E16/02! cells! in! nonUexpanded! proliferative! primary! cultures,! they! closely! resembled! each! other!
once! they!had!ben!expanded! in!a! similar!way! to!CTX0E16/02!cells! (in!adherent!monolayer!culture).!A!
likely! reason! for! the! difference! observed! between! nonUexpanded! and! expanded! proliferative! primary!
cultures!is!the!presence!of!early!born!neurons!in!these!cultures!(see!Figure!5.1,!above).!Passaging!would!




proliferative,! primary! cultures! (see! Figure! 5.2,! Figure! 5.3! and! Figure! 5.4,! above).! As! mentioned!
previously,!a!similarly!broad,!and!in!many!cases!more!intense!level!of!gene!expression!was!observed!in!



















Figure! 5.8! and! Figure! 5.9! below,! represent! the!means! and! S.E.M.! for! the! four! remaining! samples.! It!
should!also!be!noted!that!due!to!the!variable!behaviour!of!the!cultures!derived!from!each!primary!tissue!
sample,! while! the! amount! of! time! that! each! spent! in! proliferative! culture! prior! to! the! initiation! of!
differentiation!was!virtually!the!same!(either!22!or!23!days),!the!number!of!passages!performed!varied!
between! three! and! five.! This! information! is! detailed! in! Table! 5.1,! above.!Unlike! proliferative! cultures!
derived! from! primary! tissue! samples,! where! the! number! of! passages! prior! to! seeding! for! analysis!
exerted! little! influence! upon! ligandUinduced! Ca2+! responses,! the! same!was! not! true! for! differentiated!
cultures.!For! this! reason,!data! for! ligandUinduced!Ca2+! responses! in!differentiated!primary!cultures!are!
also! presented! for! each! tested! ligand! as! pairs,! based! on! the! number! of! passages! these! cultures!
underwent!prior!to!plating!cultures!for!differentiation!(see!panel!b!of!Figure!5.6,!Figure!5.7,!Figure!5.8!
and!Figure!5.9,!below).!
Evidence! of! intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation! in! response! to! dopamine! was! absent! when! data! for!
differentiated! primary! cultures! derived! from! all! four! samples! were! pooled! together! (Figure! 5.6,! a).!
However,!a!small!response!at!the!highest!tested!concentration!of!1!mM!was!observed!in!differentiated!
samples! exposed! to! just! three! passages! –! though! this! failed! to! reach! significance! (Figure! 5.6,!b).! An!








CTX0E16/02!and!primary!cells!were! seeded!onto! lamininUcoated!96Uwell!plates!at!3!x!104! cells!per!well! following!
passage.! Cultures! were! then! grown! to! approximately! 80%! confluence! prior! to! exposure! to! a! normal! 28! day!
differentiation!in!SNBM.!On!the!day!of!the!experiment,!cultures!were!incubated!for!1!hour!in!the!presence!of!the!
cell! permeable,! Ca2+Usensitive! fluorescent! dye! FuraU2! AM.! Cells! were! then! washed! prior! to! ligandUinduced!









CTX0E16/02!and!primary!cells!were! seeded!onto! lamininUcoated!96Uwell!plates!at!3!x!104! cells!per!well! following!
passage.! Cultures! were! then! grown! to! approximately! 80%! confluence! prior! to! exposure! to! a! normal! 28! day!
differentiation!in!SNBM.!On!the!day!of!the!experiment,!cultures!were!incubated!for!1!hour!in!the!presence!of!the!
cell! permeable,! Ca2+Usensitive! fluorescent! dye! FuraU2! AM.! Cells! were! then! washed! prior! to! ligandUinduced!
fluorescence! being! measured! using! a! FS3! instrument.! 5UHT! concentrationUresponse! curves! exhibited! by!
differentiated!CTX0E16/02!(n!=!2)!and!pooled!primary!tissue!samples!(n!=!4)(a),!and!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!(n!=!
2)!and!paired!primary!tissue!samples!exposed!to!either!5!(n!=!2)!or!3!(n!=!2)!passages!prior!to!the!establishment!of!
the! cultures! (b).! Data! points! represent! mean! ±! S.E.M.! with! 3! technical! replicates! provided! for! each! biological!





for!5UHT,!even!at! the! lowest! tested! concentration!of!1!µM!when!all! differentiated!primary!data!were!
combined,!though!as!the!concentration!was!increased!the!responses!did!not!follow!a!simple!sigmoidal!
dose!response!curve.!This!may!be!attributable!to!conflicting!signalling!responses!contributed!by!various!
































































































highest! tested! concentration! of! 5UHT! (1! mM)! when! all! differentiated! primary! data! were! combined,!
mirroring!responses!seen!in!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cells!(Figure!5.7,!a).!When!dissecting!responses!
from! primary! cultures! that! underwent! three! or! five! passages! before! being! plated! for! differentiation,!
however,!it!would!appear!that!after!five!passages!a!maximal!response!was!evident!at!the!lowest!tested!
concentration! of! 1! µM! and!was! of! a! similar! level! to! the!maximal! response! obtained! for! CTX0E16/02!
cultures!at!1!mM!(Figure!5.7,!b).!Thus,!when!these!data!were!combined!(see!Figure!5.7,!a),!the!elevation!
in![Ca2+]i!response!at!1!mM!was!attributable!to!primary!cultures!exposed!to!three!passages.!
Intracellular!Ca2+! accumulation! in!differentiated!primary! cultures! in! response! to!glutamate!when!data!
from! all! samples! were! combined! saw! a! considerable! rightward! shift! in! potency! when! compared! to!
differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cells! (Figure!5.8,!a).!For!combined!primary!data,!no!response!was!observed!




the! combined! primary! data! however,! the! response! observed! to! 1!mM!glutamate!was! comparable! to!
that!observed! in!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cultures! (Figure!5.8,!a).!A!different!picture!emerged!when!
primary! samples! were! separated! based! on! the! number! of! passages! they! went! through! prior! to! the!
initiation!of!differentiation.!For!the!two!samples!exposed!to!three!passages!there!was!a!higher!level!of!




potency! when! primary! sample! response! data! for! glutamate! were! combined.! In! contrast,! primary!
cultures! that! underwent! five! passages! exhibited! more! homogenous! levels! of! intracellular! Ca2+!





identical!maximal! response,! though! revealing! a! leftward! shift! in! potency!with! an! EC50! of! 5.63! µM! as!








CTX0E16/02!and!primary!cells!were! seeded!onto! lamininUcoated!96Uwell!plates!at!3!x!104! cells!per!well! following!
passage.! Cultures! were! then! grown! to! approximately! 80%! confluence! prior! to! exposure! to! a! normal! 28! day!
differentiation!in!SNBM.!On!the!day!of!the!experiment,!cultures!were!incubated!for!1!hour!in!the!presence!of!the!
cell! permeable,! Ca2+Usensitive! fluorescent! dye! FuraU2! AM.! Cells! were! then! washed! prior! to! ligandUinduced!







Differences! in! intracellular! Ca2+! accumulations! in! response! to! acetylcholine! between! primary! samples!
exposed! to! either! three!or! five!passages!were!even!more!pronounced! than! they!were! for! glutamate,!
though!followed!a!similar!trend.!When!primary!data!was!combined!for!all! four!differentiated!samples,!
there!was!considerable!variability!between!responses!at!each!tested!concentration,!as! is!evident!from!
the! level! of! standard! error! (Figure! 5.9,! a).! Combined! data! from! differentiated! primary! cultures!
demonstrated!responses!to!acetylcholine!at!the!lowest!tested!concentration!of!1!µM.!With!no!plateau!
following! the! steep! portion! of! the! curve,! this! indicated! a! considerable! rightward! shift! in! potency!
compared!to!an!EC50!of!5.0!µM!for!CTX0E16/02!cultures!(Figure!5.9,!a).!A!different!story!emerges!when!
primary! samples! were! grouped! according! to! the! number! of! passages! they! underwent! prior! to!
differentiation.!Responses!to!acetylcholine!in!primary!samples!that!went!through!five!passages!prior!to!
differentiation!were!virtually!absent,!with!only!minimal!responses!detected,!but!recorded!an!EC50!of!4.4!
µM!–! almost! identical! to! that! seen! for! CTX0E16/02! cultures! at! 5.0! µM! (Figure! 5.9,!b).! A! reduction! in!
sensitivity! to!acetylcholine!or!other!cholinergic! ligands! following!differentiation! is!consistent!with! that!
observed!for!CTX0E16/02!cultures!and!other!tested!NPC!lines!61,!though!not!previously!to!this!extent.!In!
primary! cultures! that! underwent! just! 3! passages,! responses! were! both! greater! and!more! variable! in!
magnitude,! with! considerable! responses! observed! at! the! lowest! tested! concentration! of! 1! µM! and!
provided! an! EC50! ≈! 140! µM,! a! considerable! rightward! shift! in! potency! when! compared! to! the! other!
primary!or!CTX0E16/02!cultures!(Figure!5.9,!b).!
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Figure( 5.9( Comparison( of( acetylcholinePinduced' Ca2+! responses! in! differentiated( CTX0E16/02( and( primary( NSC(
cultures(
CTX0E16/02!and!primary!cells!were! seeded!onto! lamininUcoated!96Uwell!plates!at!3!x!104! cells!per!well! following!
passage.! Cultures! were! then! grown! to! approximately! 80%! confluence! prior! to! exposure! to! a! normal! 28! day!
differentiation!in!SNBM.!On!the!day!of!the!experiment,!cultures!were!incubated!for!1!hour!in!the!presence!of!the!
cell! permeable,! Ca2+Usensitive! fluorescent! dye! FuraU2! AM.! Cells! were! then! washed! prior! to! ligandUinduced!




with! 3! technical! replicates! provided! for! each! biological! replicate! and! expressed! relative! to! the! positive! control,!




In! summary,! ligandUinduced! Ca2+! responses! were! appreciably! different! between! proliferative!
CTX0E16/02!cultures!and!nonUexpanded!primary!cultures! (see!Figure!5.5).!Once!cultures!derived! from!
each!primary!sample!had!been!expanded! in!adherent,!monolayer!culture! for!28!days! (5!–!7!passages,!
see!Table!5.1)!however,!responses!were!strikingly!similar!to!those!exhibited!by!proliferative!CTX0E16/02!




responses! become! more! comparable! to! those! exhibited! by! differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures! (see!
panel!b!of!Figure!5.6,!Figure!5.7,!Figure!5.8!and!Figure!5.9).!Following!experiments!to!determine!levels!of!
intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation! in! response! to! dopamine,! 5UHT,! glutamate! or! acetylcholine! in! the!
different! types! of! culture! derived! from!primary! neural! samples,! experiments!were! also! performed! to!





In! order! to! determine! whether! cultures! derived! from! primary! tissue! samples! contained! electrically!
excitable!cells,!following!the!addition!of!either!assay!buffer!or!assay!buffer!containing!dopamine,!5UHT,!
glutamate!or!acetylcholine!to!FuraU2!AM!loaded!cells!(the!results!of!which!are!detailed!above),!cultures!



















































by! their! ability! to!mobilise! intracellular! Ca2+! in! response! to! a! 50!mM!KCl! challenge! (see! Figure! 5.10),!
showing! that! functional! neurons!were!present!within! these! cultures.! Interestingly,! the!magnitudes! of!
KClUinduced! intracellular!Ca2+!accumulations!were!affected!by!the!time!taken!for!the!cultures!to!reach!
confluence.! Cultures! from! 2! samples! that! took! just! 6! days! to! reach! confluence! and! demonstrated!
considerable!KClUinduced!intracellular!Ca2+!accumulation,!while!for!a!sample!that!took!9!days!this!level!










HT,! glutamate! or! acetylcholine,! cultures! in! each! well! were! exposed! to! KCl! to! a! final! concentration! of! 50! mM.!






Data! presented! in! Figure! 5.10! shows! combined! data! from! all! nonUexpanded,! proliferative! primary!
cultures!of!changes!in![Ca2+]i!provoked!by!50!mM!KCl!when!added!after!each!tested!ligand.!Responses!to!
KCl!are!still!detectable!even!after!averaging!data!from!all!cultures!–!irrespective!of!the!period!they!took!

























































































were! not! detected.! For! example,! dopamine! was! incapable! of! provoking! an! increase! in! [Ca2+]i! at! any!
tested!concentration.!In!this!case,!subsequent!exposure!to!KCl!caused!similar!levels!of!intracellular!Ca2+!
accumulation,! irrespective!of! the!concentration!of!dopamine!previously!added! (see! Figure!5.10,!a).! In!
contrast,!both!5UHT!and!glutamate!were!capable!of!provoking!small! increase!in![Ca2+]i!at!higher!tested!












cultures!derived!from!primary!samples!was!only!observed! in!those!that!had!spent!nine!days!or! less! in!
adherent! culture,! it! is!perhaps!unsurprising! that! the! same!K+! challenge!was! incapable!of!precipitating!
increases!in![Ca2+]i!in!any!of!the!five!primary!samples!following!28!days!expansion!in!monolayer!culture!
(see! Figure! 5.11).! These! data! do! not! provide! direct! evidence! that! cultures! that! took! longer! to! reach!
confluence! ever! contained! cells! capable! of! KClUinduced! intracellular! Ca2+! accumulations,! though! the!
timeUdependent!decrease!in!response!magnitude!would!suggest!that!they!did,!and!is!supported!by!the!
fact! that!all! these!primary! cultures!demonstrated! similar!numbers!of!MAP2+!neurons.! If!we! therefore!
presume! that! all! the! primary! tissue! samples! contained! electrically! excitable! cells! upon! initial!
dissociation,!there!would!appear!to!be!a!couple!of!possibilities!that!may!account!for!this!loss!of!function.!
The! loss! of! electrical! excitability! may! be! attributable! to! neuronal! death,! though! visible! levels! of! cell!
death! in! these! cultures! were! minimal! (data! not! shown).! A! perhaps! more! likely! explanation! is! that!
maintaining! these! cells! in! adherent,! proliferative! culture! reduces! their! capacity! to! exhibit! electrical!
excitability.! It! remains! unclear! however,! whether! the! observed! loss! of! electrical! excitability! is!
attributable!to!the!fact!the!cultures!are!maintained!as!adherent!cultures!or!as!proliferative!cultures!–!or!
occurs! as! a! consequence! of! both.! If! it! is! the! case! that! rather! than! dying,! cells! initially! capable! of!
responding!to!a!K+!challenge!lose!this!capacity,!the!mechanism!responsible!for!this!also!remains!unclear.!





























considerably! smaller! responses! once! differentiated! than! did! other! differentiated! samples.! These! two!
samples!were!maintained! under! proliferative! culture! conditions! for! the! same! period! of! time! prior! to!
differentiation!as!other!primary!samples,!though!underwent!five!passages!prior!to!differentiation,!rather!
than! just! three! for! the! two!samples! that! took!12!and!16!days! respectively! to! reach!confluence.!Thus,!
differentiated!cultures!derived!from!samples!exposed!to!the!fewest!passages!produced!the!largest!KClU
induced! intracellular! Ca2+! accumulations.! Data! shown! in! Figure! 5.12! represent!means! of! KClUinduced!























































































Ca2+! accumulation! in! all! samples! following! exposure! to! varying! concentration! of! dopamine! 5UHT,!
glutamate! or! acetylcholine.! As! was! the! case! in! proliferative! cultures! that! were! immediately! plated!
following! sample! dissociation,! little! rise! in! [Ca2+]i! was! observed! in! samples! that! had! been! previously!
stimulated!with!concentrations!of!ligand!that!themselves!provoked!an!increase!in![Ca2+]i,!as!can!be!seen!





response! to! a! 50! mM! K+! challenge,! though! progressively! lost! this! capacity! with! time! in! culture.! In!
contrast,! expanded! primary! cultures! did! not! show! electrical! excitability! in! response! to! KCl.! However,!
upon!differentiation,!all!primary!culture!were!capable!of!demonstrating!KClUinduced!increases!in![Ca2+]i,!









each!well!were!exposed! to!KCl! to! a! final! concentration!of! 50!mM.!ConcentrationUresponse! curves! are! shown! for!
dopamine! (a),! 5UHT! (b),! glutamate! (c)! and!acetylcholine! (d).! Level! of! intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation!provoked!by!
subsequent!addition!of!KCl!following!the!addition!of!each!of!these!ligands!is!represented!by!solid!black!circles.!Data!
points!represent!mean!±!S.E.M.!from!n!=!4,!each!with!3!technical!replicates!and!expressed!relative!to!the!positive!
control,! ionomycin.! N.B.! scale! for! acetylcholineUinduced! responses! is! larger! than! that! for! dopamine,! 5UHT! or!
glutamate.!






























































































–! these! cultures! expressed! a! broad! range!of! genes,! often!with! considerable! intensity! (see! Figure! 5.2,!
Figure! 5.3! and! Figure! 5.4)! and! comparable! to! that! seen! in! differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures.! In!
addition,!these!cultures!also!demonstrated! ligandUinduced!Ca2+!responses!that!were!more!comparable!
to!those!seen!in!differentiated!rather!than!proliferative!CTX0E16/02!cultures!(Figure!5.5).!Once!primary!
neural! cell! cultures! had! been! expanded! for! 28! days! using! the! same! conditions! that! proliferative!




more!restricted!expression!profile,! similar! to! that!seen! in!proliferative!cultures!of! the!seven!NPC! lines!
described!above!(see!Table!3.9!and!Table!3.10).!Furthermore,!genes!for!which!expression!was!retained!






with! differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures.! These! differentiated! cultures! contained! a! large! number! of!
MAP2+!neurons! (see!Figure!5.1),!and!elevated! [Ca2+]i! in! response!to!a!50!mM!K
+!challenge! (see!Figure!
5.12).!Changes!were!also!observed!with!respect!to!levels!of!intracellular!Ca2+!accumulation!in!response!
to! different! ligands.! Variability! was! observed! between! samples! that! underwent! either! three! or! five!
passages! prior! to! differentiation,! though! these! data! served! to! show! that! cultures! that! went! through!
additional! passages! demonstrated! ligandUinduced! Ca2+! responses! that! were! more! similar! to! those!
observed!in!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cultures.!When!considered!together,!these!data!suggest!that!the!
CTX0E16/02! cultures! closely! resemble! those! of! equivalent! primary! cultures,! with! respect! to! the!
characteristics!tested!here.!
Clearly!it!would!have!been!preferable!to!perform!these!experiments!using!primary!tissue!derived!from!










experiments! described! here! using! nonUexpanded! cultures.! However,! despite! the! differences! between!
the!origin!of! the!CTX0E16/02! line!and!the!primary!samples!used!here,! the!similarity!between!the!two!
types! of! cultures! with! respect! to! ligandUevoked! Ca2+! responses! and! gene! expression! were! strikingly!
similar!when!maintained!under!comparable!culture!conditions.! In!addition,!had!primary!cultures!been!
exposed!to!similar!numbers!of!passages!and!freeze/thaw!cycles!as!were!the!CTX0E16/02!cells!prior!to!
experimentation,! these! differences! may! conceivably! be! even! less! evident,! and! suggest! that! the!




appropriate! model.! The! possibility! remains! however,! that! the! reason! why! primary! cultures! come! to!
share!characteristics!exhibited!by!CTX0E16/02!cells!is!due!to!the!fact!that!they!have!been!expanded!and!
differentiated! in! exactly! the! same! way.! This! possibility! could! perhaps! be! addressed! by! comparing!




manner!more!akin! to! the!NPC! line!whose!culture!conditions!have!been!adopted.!This!would!however!
represent!a!large!body!of!work!and!outside!the!remit!of!the!present!study.!It!should!be!noted!however!
that! the!cultures!derived! from!primary!embryonic!neural! samples!described!above! represent!a!mixed!
population!of!cells,!both!with!respect!to!NPCs!and!neurons,!but!also!regarding!their!region!of!origin!with!
the! brain.! Therefore,! cultures! that! were! derived! by! seeding! cells! immediately! following! sample!
dissociation!were! likely! to!contain!neurons! from!diverse!areas!of! the!developing!brain,!each!of!which!
may! demonstrate! variable! characteristics! with! respect! to! how! they! respond! to! the! neurotransmitter!
agonists! tested.! This! cellular! heterogeneity!may! also! contribute! to! the! differences! observed! between!
these! nonUexpanded! primary! cultures! and! proliferative! CTX0E16/02! cultures.! However! –! as! described!
above!–!once! the!primary! cultures!were!expanded,!a!process!which!would!be!expected! to!enrich! the!
number!of!NPCs!within! these! cultures,! both! the! gene!expression! and! ligandUinduced!pharmacological!
responses!were!surprisingly!similar.!This!is!of!course!despite!the!fact!that!the!resulting!primary!cultures!
would! still! be! expected! to! contain! a!mixed! population! of! NPCs!with! respect! to! their! region! of! origin!
within! the! developing! brain.! In! general,! it! appeared! that!with! increased! time! in! adherent!monolayer!
culture!under! the!same!conditions! that!CTX0E16/02!cultures!are!grown,! the!characteristics!of!primary!
cultures! became! more! comparable! to! this! conditionally! immortalised! cell! line.! Had! more! time! been!










–! 8Uweek! gestation! foetal! brain! tissue! already! contain! electrical! excitable! neurons.! A! finding! that! is!
consistent! with! those! of! Bystron! and! colleagues! who! confirmed! the! appearance! of! a! population! of!
neurons!in!human!foetal!cerebral!cortex!as!early!as!31!days!gestation!423,!though!this!was!only!assessed!
using! immunohistochemistry! and! did! not! provide! functional! evidence! showing! that! these! cells! were!
electrically!excitable.!The!earliest! stage!of!human!neural!development! from!which!provoked!electrical!
currents!have!been!recorded!is!16!weeks!425,!with!the!first!spontaneous!firing!recorded!at!20!weeks!426.!
Both! of! these! previous! studies! concentrated! on! cells! of! the! developing! cortex! however,! and! did! not!
eliminate!the!possibility!that!neurons!in!other!more!phylogenetically!ancient!areas!of!the!brain!develop!
electrical!excitability!at!an!earlier!stage,!such!as!the!brain!stem!or!subcortical!cortical!ganglia!427.!Due!to!
the!fact! the!primary!cultures!used! in!this!study!were!derived!from!whole!brain!samples,! the!electrical!
excitability!observed!could!be!as!a!consequence!of!early!born!neurons!from!these!evolutionarily!older!
regions!of! the!brain! rather! than! the!cerebral!cortex.! It! should!be!added!however! that!data!presented!
here! showing! electrical! excitability! in! primary! culture!was! obtained! after! cells!were! already! grown! in!
adherent! culture! for!a!minimum!of!6!days! to!enable! them!to! reach!confluence!before!any! recordings!
were! made.! Consequently,! the! possibility! exists! that! electrical! excitability! developed! within! these!






week! gestation,! this! would! suggest! that! culture! conditions! used! in! experiments! detailed! above! to!
maintain! proliferative! cultures! stimulate! a! loss! of! this! property.! The! factors! influencing! this! loss! of!
electrical! excitability! appear! to! be! either! the! medium! constituents,! the! maintenance! of! cultures! in!
adherent!monolayers!or!a!combination!of! the! two.! It! remains!unclear! from!the!data!presented!above!
whether!the!process!of!passaging!cells!or!exposing!them!to!freeze/thaw!cycles!may!also!contributes!to!
this! effect,! though! may! additionally! help! to! account! for! the! relative! resistance! to! developing! this!
property!that!the!CTX0E16/02!cultures!exhibit.!!
Expansion!of!primary! cells! in! adherent! cultures!may!deprive! cells!of! signals! they!normally! received! in#
vivo! through! cellUcell! adhesion! or! through! interactions! with! components! of! the! extracellular! matrix.!
These!signals!have!been!shown!to!be!transduced!to!the!intracellular!environment!through!cell!surface!
receptors! such! as! integrins,! and! more! recently,! adhesion! GPCRs! 428U430.! While! all! cultures! were!
propagated!on!laminin,!this!is!not!the!only!ligand!recognised!by!integrins,!and!the!use!of!molecules!such!
as! fibronectin! or! collagens!may! help! to!maintain! electrical! excitability.! In! addition,! normal! paracrine!





they! are! in# vivo! and! the! volumes! of!medium! required!would! instantly! cause! dilution! of! any! secreted!
paracrine!signalling!molecules.!These!questions!could!perhaps!be!addressed!by!propagation!of!cells!as!





excitability! under! ‘normal’! differentiation! conditions! (exposure! to! SNBM),! all! primary! cultures!
demonstrated!robust!intracellular!Ca2+!accumulation!in!responses!to!50!mM!KCl!after!just!four!weeks!in!
the! presence! of! SNBM.! Primary! cultures!were! found! to! be! electrically! excitable!when! initially! plated!
following! sample! dissociation! –! a! property! that! is! likely! attributable! to! the! presence! of! functional!
neurons!in!these!cultures!–!though!progressively!lost!this!property!with!time!in!culture.!This!raises!the!
question!of!what!is!responsible!for!the!loss!of!this!property.!This!could!be!attributable!to!the!death!of!
the!neuronal! cells! that!were! initially! responsible! for!providing! the! cultures!with! this! property,! though!
little!evidence!of!cell!death!was!evident! in!these!cultures.!An!alternative!explanation! is!that!the!VGICs!
responsible! for! providing! neurons! with! this! capability! are! internalised! when! they! are! grown! under!
proliferative! condition! in!adherent! cultures.! Further!work!would!be! required! to!establish!of! this!were!
the! case.! Indeed,! if! cells! within! primary! cultures! lose! their! electrical! excitability! though! simply!
internalising! the! ion!channels! that!provide! this! capacity,! this!may!also!help! to!explain! the!more! rapid!
development! of! electrical! excitability! in! these! cultures! following! differentiation! –! by! representing!
existing!channels!in!the!plasma!membrane.!Data!presented!above!suggest!that!different!populations!of!
neural!cells!do!not!demonstrate!the!same!capacity!to!generate!electrical!excitability,!or!at!least!develop!
this! property! at! the! same! rate.! For! example,! the! CTX0E16/02! cell! line! was! derived! from! 12Uweek!
gestation! cortical! tissue,! while! primary! cultures! were! derived! from! 7! –! 8Uweek! gestation! primary!
cultures! tissue! samples.!This!would!perhaps! suggest! that!CTX0E16/02!cells! should!become!electrically!
active! more! rapidly! than! those! derived! from! 7! –! 8Uweek! gestation! tissue.! The! possibility! remains!
however! that!due! to! the!CTX0E16/02! line!being!derived! from!the!phylogenetically! recent! cortex,! that!
progenitor!cells! from!this! region!require! longer! to!reach!physiological!maturity.!With!the!origin!of! the!
primary! cultures! used! in! this! study! being! whole! brain! tissue! samples! however,! the! rapid! ability! to!
become!electrically!excitable!may!be!attributable!to!the!presence!of!NPCs!which!represent!precursors!to!
more!ancient!brain!regions.!This!would!be!consistent!with!previously!published!data!showing!that!while!
robust! electrical! excitability! could! be! provoked! in! NPCs! derived! from! the! ventral! mesencephalon,!




cells! are! known! to! be! resistant! to! the! introduction! and! expression! of! exogenous! genetic! constructs!
431,432.! If! for!arguments!sake,!the!efficiency!of! introducing!an!exogenous!construct! is!on!a!sliding!scale;!










for! this! cell! lines! was! 15.! This! resistance! to! generate! electrically! excitable! differentiated! cultures! is!
consistent!with!previous!findings!using!a!clonal!cell! line!derived!from!14Uweek!gestation!human!cortex!
that!was!conditionally! immortalised!by!an! identical!process! to! that!of! the!CTX0E16/02!cell! line! 104.!All!
experiments!in!this!study!conducted!by!Donato!and!colleagues!were!carried!out!on!cells!exposed!to!15!




they!are!capable!of!differentiating!after! increasing! time! in!adherant!culture! following!exposure! to! the!
same! culture! conditions! as! described! above.! This! may! identify! whether! the! observed! resistance! to!
differentiation! of! CTX0E16/02! cells! is! as! a! consequence! of! their! exposure! to! this! type! of! culture!
environment,! or! whether! this! is! a! normal! property! of! NPCs! from! the! cortex! rather! than! from!more!
primitive!brain!regions.!It!would!also!be!interesting!to!address!this!same!question!in!neuronal!cultures!
derived! from! nonUimmortalised! NPC! cultures! or! indeed! those! derived! from! ES! or! iPS! cells,! as! these!
would!not!have!been!expected!to!be!electrically!active!at!any!point.!In!addition,!ES!or!iPS!cells!could!also!
be! used! to! generate! neurons! from! different! neuronal! lineages! to! determine! whether! those!
representative! of! the! cortex! take! longer! to! functionally! mature! than! one! derived! from! those!
representative!of!the!spinal!cord!for!example.!
Another! factor! that! may! contribute! to! the! relative! resistance! to! developing! a! mature! –! electrically!
excitably! –!neuronal! phenotype!may!be! the!process!of! freezing! cells.! The!CTX0E16/02! cell! line!would!
have! been! exposed! to! at! least! 3! freeze/thaw! cycles! prior! to! the! experiments! described! above! being!















differentiation! of! NPCs! but! have! been! excluded! for! their! relative! impracticality! with! respect! to! the!
desired!application!of!these!cultures:!
• Recent!work! has! demonstrated! promise! for! the! use! of! nanoscale! engineered! surfaces! or! 3D!
matrices.!These!novel!cell!culture!substrates!seek!to!more!faithfully!mimic!the!arrangement!of!
ECM!components! in#vivo.!With!respect!to!NPCs,!these!growth!substrates!have!been!shown!to!
provide! superior! conditions! to! conventional! ECM! componentUcoated! plasticware! for! both!
expansion!and!differentiation!433U437.!While!commercial!products!are!now!available,!they!remain!
the!vanguard,!and!as!such!are!prohibitively!expensive.!
• Exposure! of! cells! to! a! depolarising! concentration! of! KCl! during! differentiation! has! also! been!
shown!to!promote!neuronal!differentiation!and!maturation!438U441.!This!approach!is!both!simple!
and! inexpensive! though! unfortunately! it!was! not!well! tolerated! by! the! CTX0E16/02! cell! line,!
and! failed! to! provoke! electrical! excitability! after! a! normal! 28! day! differentiation! (data! not!
shown).!
• Grassi! and! colleagues! demonstrated! the! efficacy! of! extremely! lowUfrequency! (50! Hz)!
electromagnetic! fields! in! promoting! plasma! membrane! expression! of! voltageUgated! Ca2+!
channels! in! neuroendocrine! cells! 442.!More! recently,! the! same! group! demonstrated! that! this!
approach! could! be! applied! to! promote! neural! differentiation! in# vitro! 443! and! in# vivo! 444.! This!
approach!is!relatively!nonUinvasive,!but!may!prove!difficult!to!control!the!uniformity!of!intensity!







• In!an!attempt!to!provide!an!ECM!environment!similar!to!that! found! in#vivo,!and!provide!cells!
with!relevant!paracrine!signalling,!the!use!of!coUcultures!have!been!widely!used!446.!These!often!
employ! the! use! of!mouse! embryonic! fibroblasts! as! a! feeder! cell! layer! to! either! support! the!
maintenance!or!differentiation!of!various!types!of!stem!cell.!Recent!work!has!also!identified!the!
advantages! of! human! derived! feeder! cell! layers! 447.! Unfortunately,! while! effective,! this!
approach! technically! complicates!experiments!and! for! the!purposes!of! transcriptomic! studies!
and!compound!screening!may!provide!misleading!data!that!would!be!impossible!to!distinguish.!
The! soluble! factors! contained! within! medium! exert! a! critical! influence! on! the! maintenance! and!
differentiation! of! NPCs.! If! the! ultimate! goal! of! deriving! clonal! NPC! lines! is! that! they! are! capable! of!
providing! an! expandable! source! of!mature! neurons! and! glia,! then! further!work!may! be! necessary! to!
define! factors! used! during! the! isolation! process! that! not! only! provide!multipotentiality! and! a! normal!












A! considerable! body! of! data! has! been! presented! in! the! preceding! chapters! regarding! the!
pharmacological! responsiveness! of! proliferative! and! differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures! to! various!
neurotransmitter!receptor!agonists.!These!ligandAinduced!responses!have!been!measured!using!a!Ca2+A
dependent! fluorescence! approach.! As! discussed! previously,! receptorAmediated! intracellular! Ca2+!









contrast! however,! arguably! the! most! important! receptor! with! regard! to! facilitating! the! effects! of!
antipsychotics,! the! dopamine! D2! (and! functionally! similar! dopamine! D3)! receptor! has! been! shown! to!
mediate!it’s!effects!through!it’s!canonical!pathway!beginning!with!the!activation!of!the!Gαi!subunit.!This!
leads!to!inhibition!of!adenylyl!cyclase!and!subsequently!a!reduced!conversion!of!ATP!to!cAMP,!resulting!
in! reduced! PKA! activity.! Under! certain! conditions! however,! the! dopamine! D2! receptor! has! also! been!
shown!to!be!capable!of!precipitating!intracellular!Ca2+!accumulation.!For!example,!D2!has!been!shown!to!
form! functional! heterodimers! with! D1! or! 5AHT2A! receptors,! facilitating! promiscuous! Gαq/11! coupling,!
while! it! is!also!capable!of!provoking!GβγAmediated!activation!of!PLCAβ! 191,221.!Dopamine!has!also!been!
shown!to!mediate! increases! in![Ca2+]i! in!this!study! in!both!CTX0E16/02!and!primary!human!embryonic!
neural! cultures! (see! 4.2.2! above).! This! chapter! explores! receptorAmediated! intracellular! Ca2+!
accumulation!in!CTX0E16/02!cultures!in!response!to!dopamine,!5AHT!and!acetylcholine,!using!a!range!of!
specific! agonists! and! antagonists,! in! an! attempt! to! identify! receptor! subtypes! responsible! for! the!





determine! receptorAmediated!activation,!as!well! as!providing!an!uncomplicated!method! to!determine!
electrical!excitability!of!cultures.!It!does!not!however!reflect!the!full!extent!of!receptorAmediated!activity!
within! a! cell.! Arguably! the! most! important! receptor! with! regards! to! antipsychotic! activity! is! the!
dopamine! D2! receptor.! This! is! due! to! affinity! for! this! receptor! being! directly! correlated! with! clinical!









which! dopamine! is! capable! of! modulating! intracellular! Ca2+! concentrations,! as! discussed! in! 4.1,! and!








contribution! each! of! the! receptors! targeted! by! these! ligands! contribute! to! the! observed! changes! in!
levels! of! intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation.! This! chapter! will! examine! both! the! origin! and! specificity! of!
some! of! these! ligandAinduced! changes! in! [Ca2+]i! with! the! use! of! specific! antagonists! and! the!




subunit! coupling,! or! Ca2+Apermeable! ionotropic! receptors! to! glutamate,! 5AHT! or! acetylcholine!
171,357,364,374.!For!this!reason,!measurement!of![Ca2+]i!represents!a!versatile!and!robust!means!to!examine!
receptor! activity.! To! more! closely! investigate! the! ligandAinduced! activity! of! dopamine! receptors!
however,! a! more! obvious! choice! would! be! to! monitor! adenylyl! cyclase! (AC)! activity! through!
measurement!of!intracellular!cAMP!levels,!as!mentioned!above.!Currently,!the!most!accessible!method!
to!do!this!experimentally!is!through!the!use!of!antibodies!raised!against!cAMP,!and!kits!to!perform!this!
work! are! now! commercially! available! but! remain! very! expensive.! Another! factor! to! consider! when!
looking!for!a!surrogate!marker!of!receptor!activity!is!that!measurement!of!cAMP!levels!is!unfortunately!
limited! to! activation!of!Gαs! and!GαiAcoupled!GPCRs.! In! addition,! to! investigate!Gαi! activation! –!which!
inhibits! AC! activity! –! preAstimulation! of! the! enzyme! with,! for! example! forskolin! is! required,! which!
necessitates!optimisation!and!introduces!an!artificial!component!to!the!normal!activity!of!the!enzyme,!
and!therefore! the!cells! themselves.!Unlike!changes! in! the! intracellular!concentration!of!Ca2+!or!cAMP,!





activated! upon! phosphorylation! of! adjacent! threonine! and! tyrosine! residues! arranged! in! a! TXY!motif!
within! their! respective! activation! loops! 449.! Phosphorylation! of! ERK1! occurs! at! Thr202/Tyr204! while!
phosphorylation!of!ERK2!occurs!at!Thr185/Tyr187.!These!residues!represent!the!only!known!subtrates!








Levels!of! ERK1/2!phosphorylation! can!be!monitored!by! several!methods! including! the!use!of!western!
blots! 450,! transgenic! reporter! systems! 451,! fluorescence! resonance!energy! transfer! (FRET)!based!assays!
448,452,! mass! spectrometry! and! nuclear! magnetic! resonance! spectroscopy! 453.! Each! approach! has! it’s!
benefits!and!shortcomings,!but!with!respect!to!a!highAthroughput!environment!as!is!required!here!due!
to!the!shear!number!of!assays!needing!to!be!performed,!a!FRET!based!approach!was!most!appropriate!
454.! Several! kit! based! FRET! assays! have! become! available! in! recent! years! to! resolve! levels! of!




be! used! both! in! ambient! light! and! using! plateAreading! facilities! kindly!made! available! by! Dr! Andrew!
Beavil,!within!the!Randall!Division!of!Cell!and!Molecular!Biophysics,!King's!College!London.!
Due!to!the!poor!levels!of!intracellular!Ca2+!accumulation!provoked!by!ligands!such!as!dopamine!and!5A
HT! in! many! of! the! experiments! presented! above,! ERK1/2! phosphorylation! will! instead! be! used! as! a!
means!to!determine!the!extent!to!which!CTX0E16/02!cultures!respond!to!these!ligands.!Dopamine!and!
5AHT! are! considered! as! particularly! important! due! to! their! known! function! in! the! transduction!of! the!
effects!of!antipsychotics.!Through!further!scrutiny!of!ligandAinduced!intracellular!Ca2+!accumulation!and!
an!evaluation!of!ligandAinduced!ERK1/2!phosphorylation,!the!work!described!in!this!chapter!provides!a!
more! detailed! description! of! cellular! responses! provoked! through! receptors! for! which! antipsychotics!
demonstrate!high!affinity.!Levels!of!ligandAinduced!ERK1/2!phosphorylation!will!be!used!to!supplement!
data! already!obtained! through!measurement! of! ligandAinduced!Ca2+! accumulation,! to! provide! a!more!
detailed! picture! of! the! pharmacological! responsiveness! of! differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures.! These!
data! are! then! used! to! identify! important! considerations! for! the! use! of! native! human! cells! –! as!






Data!presented!in!Chapter(4!detailed!intracellular!Ca2+!accumulations! in!response!to!various! ligands! in!








responses!were! selected! for! further! scrutiny! due! to! the! established! role! that! their! cognate! receptors!
play! in! the! transduction! of! the! effects! of! antipsychotics! to! the! intracellular! environment! 156,166,455,456.!
Acetylcholine! was! additionally! investigated! due! to! its! ability! to! provoke! consistently! robust,!
concentrationAdependent!intracellular!Ca2+!responses,!thus!providing!a!broad!dynamic!range!of!activity!
within!which!the!effects!of!pharmacological!manipulation!could!more!readily!be!discerned.!In!addition,!
the! cholinergic! system! is! also! implicated! in! the! action! of! antipsychotic! drugs! through! their! reported!
affinity! for! a! range! of! different!muscarinic! receptors! 183,209,457.! Indeed,! the!muscarinic!M1! receptor! is!
currently! being! explored! as! a! target! to! treat! the! various! symptom! domains! of! schizophrenia! as! a!
monotherapy,! and! also! as! an! adjunct! to! relieve! cognitive! symptoms! 175! –! an! indication! which! is!
additionally! attempting! to!be! addressed! through! the!use!of! compounds! targeted! cholinergic! nicotinic!
receptors!157,176.!
While! changes! in! [Ca2+]i! have! been! observed! in! response! to! dopamine,! 5AHT! and! acetylcholine! in!
CTX0E16/02! cells! under! various! culture! conditions! (see! Chapter( 4),! it! remains! unclear! which! of! the!
dopamine! receptors!are! responsible! for! transducing! these!effects.!With!a! view! to!using! these! cells! to!
investigate! the! mechanism! of! action! of! antipsychotic! medicines,! there! was! particular! interest! in! the!
relative! contribution! to! these! changes! in! [Ca2+]i! provoked! by! dopamine! and! 5AHT! from!D2! and! 5AHT2A!
receptors.! In! addition,! it! also! remained! unclear! whether! intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation! provoked! by!









follow! a! concentrationAdependent! relationship;! with! intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation! only! occurring! at!























for! their! ability! to! eliminate! increases! in! [Ca2+]i! provoked! by! 1! mM! dopamine! (the! highest! tested!
concentration!from!previously!described!experiments).!
CTX0E16/02!cultures!were!differentiated!for!28!days!in!SNBM,!with!1!mM!dibutyrylAcAMP!and!0.5!mM!
IBMX! added! for! the! final! 7! days! of! differentiation! (as! described! in! 4.2.11),! as! these! conditions!were!
found! to!produce! the!most! robust! [Ca2+]i! increases! in! response! to!dopamine!and!5AHT.!Cultures!were!
then!prepared!for!intracellular!Ca2+!mobilisation!assays!as!described!in!2.4.1!above.!Previously!described!
experiments! investigating! ligandAinduced! intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation! involved! cultures! being!
exposed!to!agonists!dissolved!in!Ca2+!Release!Assay!Buffer!prior!to!a!50!mM!KCl!challenge.!However,!to!
investigate!the!action!of!an!agonist!in!the!presence!of!an!antagonist,!it!is!important!that!the!antagonist!
is! first! allowed! to! reach! equilibrium! receptor! binding! prior! to! the! addition! of! agonist! (personal!
communication! from!Professor!Stuart!Bevan).!This!approach!has! the!additional!benefit!of!establishing!
whether!the!antagonist!itself!is!capable!of!provoking!a!response!and!therefore!serves!as!a!control.!With!
this! in! mind,! and! consistent! with! industry! standard! drug! screening! methodologies! (personal!
communication!from!Professor!Stuart!Bevan),!experiments!on!each!well!were!performed!as!described!in!
2.4.1! above,! only! with! a! change! in! the! timing! when! each! compound! was! added.! Briefly,! these!
experiments!were!performed!at!37°C!with!the!FuraA2!AM!dye!excited!at!both!340!nm!and!380!nm!and!
detected! at! 520! nm!with! a! 515! nm! cutAoff.! Each!well! initially! contained! 50! µl! of! Ca2+! Release! Assay!
Buffer( and! was! exposed! to! an! initial! 180! second! experiment! with! readings! taken! every! 6! seconds!
starting!at!0!seconds.!A!baseline!was!provided!for!each!well!by!taking!a!mean!of!the!first!4!readings.!To!
investigate! dopamineAinduced! changes! in! [Ca2+]i;! after! 20! seconds,! cultures! were! exposed! to! either!
raclopride! (D2/D3! antagonist),! SCH39166! (D1/D5! antagonist)! or! both! raclopride! and! SCH39166.!
Compounds! were! made! up! at! twice! the! required! concentration! with! 50! µl! of! each!
compound/concentration!added!to!individual!wells!to!achieve!a!final!concentration!of!between!0.1!nM!
and!100!nM!at!half!log!unit!intervals.!Following!a!100!second!exposure!to!antagonist,!cultures!were!then!
exposed! to! a! final! dopamine! concentration! of! 1! mM.! This! was! achieved! by! adding! 20! µl! of! 6! mM!
dopamine! to! each!well.! This! of! course! slightly! diluted! the! concentration! of! antagonist! each!well!was!
exposed! to! but,! as! stated! above,! is! an! industry! standard!method! to! explore! antagonist! activity.! Final!

















Data!obtained! from!experiments! looking!at! the!effect!of!dopamine!antagonists!on!dopamineAinduced!
increases! in! [Ca2+]i! proved! difficult! to! interpret! and! were! far! from! what! might! have! been! expected.!
When! added! alone,! the! selective! D2/D3! antagonist! raclopride! did! not! alter! [Ca
2+]i! as! compared! to!
baseline,!where!only!Ca2+!Release!Assay!Buffer!was!added!(Figure!6.2!a,!below).!On!addition!of!1!mM!
dopamine!however,!a!small!reduction!was!observed!in![Ca2+]i!at!all!tested!concentrations!of!raclopride.!
This! effect! was! not! observed! in! cultures! where! assay! buffer! containing! no! raclopride! was! added,!







be!expected! to!be!observed! in! the!presence!of! lower! concentrations!of! raclopride,! and! indeed! in! the!
absence! of! raclopride,! with! a! reduction! in! [Ca2+]i! as! the! concentration! of! raclopride! increased.! The!
reduction! in! [Ca2+]i! in! the! presence! of! raclopride! following! the! addition! of! dopamine! was! not!
concentrationAdependent! and! suggests! either! that! these! data! are! artifactual! or! that!measurement! of!
[Ca2+]i! as! a! marker! of! dopamine’s! activity! on! differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures! is! insufficiently!





this!experiment! they!were!absent!–!despite! showing!an!effect!under! the! same!conditions! in!previous!
experiments),!and!therefore!represents!a!very!narrow!dynamic!range!to!observe!any!changes.!This!was!









of! PLC! via! their! associated! Gβγ! subunit! 363,! D2! receptorAmediated! modulation! of! L! and! NAtype! Ca
2+!









days! of! differentiation.! Cultures!were! incubated! for! 1! hour! in! the! presence! of! the! cell! permeable,! Ca2+Asensitive!
fluorescent! dye! FuraA2! AM,! before! being! washed! prior! to! ligandAinduced! fluorescence! being! measured! using! a!








D1/D5! antagonist! SCH39166! were! equally! as! difficult! to! interpret.! Due! to! a! relatively! high! level! of!
baseline! fluorescence,!when!added!alone!SCH39166!appeared! to! cause!a! reduction! in! [Ca2+]i,! but! this!
effect!was!not!concentrationAdependent.! In!addition,!at!the!highest!tested!concentration!of!SCH39166!
(100!nM),!levels!of![Ca2+]i!returned!to!the!same!levels!observed!at!baseline!(Figure!6.2,!panel!b).!As!with!






































































raclopride,!addition!of!dopamine!caused!an!apparent! reduction! in! [Ca2+]i.!This! reduction! in! [Ca
2+]i!was!
similar! at! all! tested! concentrations! of! SCH31966! and! in! contrast! to! that! seen! in! the! experiment!with!
raclopride!was!also!observed!in!cultures!exposed!to!no!antagonist,!suggesting!this!effect!was!perhaps!a!
consequence! of! the! drug! addition! itself,! and! therefore! likely! to! be! nonAspecific.! A! similar! trend! was!
observed!when!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cultures!were!exposed!to!both!raclopride!and!SCH39166! in!





were! responsible! for! the! observed! fluctuations.! Upon! investigation! with! phase! contrast! microscopy!
however! there! was! no! evidence! of! poor! adherence.! Taken! together,! these! data! suggest! that! the!




effect”.!This!emerged! from!retrospective!analysis!of! raw!data! from! individual!wells,! though!while! this!





plates! but! exposed! to! the! same! condition,! such! as! drug! concentration.! There! exist! various! potential!
causes! for! these! observations! that! will! be! explored! in! the! Discussion! below,! with! a! series! of!
recommendations!to!improve!and!hopefully!prevent!this!influence!for!further!experimentation!using!the!
CTX0E16/02! cell! line.!When!performing! Ca2+!mobilisation! assays,! the!wells! to!which! both! the! highest!
tested! concentration! of! drug! used! in! each! experiment! and! assay! buffer! alone! (negative! control)!was!
added!were!always! locate!at! the!edge!of!plates.!For!many!of! the!experiments!described!previously! in!
Chapter( 4! and! Chapter( 5,! this! was! less! of! an! issue! when! a! clear! trend! was! observable! from! robust!




These! data! indicate! that! the! measurement! of! intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation! in! differentiated!








Experiments!were!also!performed!to! investigate! increases! in! [Ca2+]i!provoked!by!5AHT!and!the!relative!




IBMX! being! added! for! the! final! 7! days! of! differentiation.! Cultures!were! prepared! and! assayed! in! the!
same! way! as! described! for! experiments! designed! to! elucidate! the! relative! contribution! of! different!
dopamine!receptors.!However,!since!broadly!selective!5AHT!antagonists!are!not!currently!available,!and!
due!to!the!considerable!diversity!of!5AHT!receptors!compared!to!those!for!dopamine,!it!was!felt!that!the!
number! of! different! compounds! needed! to! try! and! block! a! 5AHTAinduced! response! would! yield! data!
impossible!to!interpret.!This!is!confounded!by!the!fact!that!many!of!the!“specific”!5AHT!receptor!subtype!
antagonists! available! also! show! affinity! for! structurally! similar! GPCRs! such! as! those! targeted! by!
catecholamines.!Unlike! experiments!where! heterologous! systems! are! used! to! express! a! single! cloned!
receptor! of! interest,! the! CTX0E16/02! cells! express! a! wide! range! of! receptors! and! so! it! is! difficult! to!
determine! nonAspecific! responses! to! a! particular! compound.! This! can! be! performed! in! heterologous!
expression! systems! by! simply! exposing! the! compound! of! interest! to! receptorAnull! cells.! Therefore,!
cultures!were!instead!exposed!to!the!5AHT2AAspecific!antagonist,!MDL11939!in!the!presence!of!1!mM!5A
HT,!in!an!attempt!to!determine!the!relative!contribution!of!5AHT2AAreceptors!to!the!observed!increase!in!
[Ca2+]i!provoked!by!5AHT.!This!receptor!was!of!particular! interest!due!to! its!reported!role! in!mediating!
the! effects! of! antipsychotic! drugs! 286.! Individual! wells! of! 96Awell! plates! were! therefore! exposed! to!
varying! concentrations! of! the! 5AHT2AAselective! antagonist! MDL11939! to! provide! a! concentrationA




the! addition! of! the! 5AHT2AAspecific! antagonist,!MDL11939! there! appeared! to! be! a! nonAconcentration!




this! effect! was! also! observed! in! cultures! exposed! to! high! concentrations! of! the! 5AHT2AAspecific!
antagonist,! MDL11939! (Figure! 6.3,! a).! When! compared! to! the! original! experiments! looking! at! 5AHTA
induced! responses! in! similarly! differentiated! cultures! however,! these! responses! were! considerably!
larger!than!those!seen! in!response!to!1!mM!5AHT!(see!Figure!4.12),!suggesting! little!contribution!of!5A
HT2A!receptors!to!the!observed! increase! in! [Ca
2+]i.!Using!an!alternative!approach!to!determine!5AHT2AA
mediated!responses,!differentiated!cells!were!exposed!to!the!5AHT2AAreceptorAspecific!agonist,!4ABromoA
3,6Adimethoxybenzocyclobut!enA1Ayl)methylamine! (TCBA2).! On! the! same! 96Awell! plates! used! to!









In! contrast! to!expectations,! TCBA2!demonstrated!a! concentrationAdependent! reduction! in! intracellular!
Ca2+! accumulation! (Figure! 6.3! panel! b,! below).! As! a! full! agonist! at! the! typically! GαqAcoupled! 5AHT2A!
receptor,! TCBA2! was! expected! to! elicit! a! concentrationAdependent! increase! in! [Ca2+]i.! Indeed,! using!
NIH3T3! cells! stably! expressing! rat! 5AHT2A! receptors,! TCBA2! was! shown! to! demonstrate! functional!
selectivity!by!producing!a!65Afold!preference!for!the!activation!of!the!PLC!pathway!(EC50!=!18!nM!for!IP3!
accumulation)! rather! than! the! PLA2! pathway! (EC50! =! 1180! nM! for! arachidonic! acid! release)
464,! thus!
favouring! intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation.! In! addition,! TCBA2! was! shown! to! display! particularly! high!
affinity! for! 5AHT2A! receptors,! with! a! Ki! of! 0.35! nM! and! 0.26! nM! at! rat! and! human! 5AHT2A! receptors!
respectively!when!stably!expressed!in!NIH3T3!cells!464,!and!was!capable!of!provoking!considerable!levels!
of!ERK1/2!phosphorylation!at!1!nM!in!HEK293!cells!stably!expressing!the!human!form!of! the!receptor!
465.! In#vivo,!TCBA2!has!also!been!shown!to!demonstrate!equal!potency! in!drug!discrimination!assays! in!




dependent! decrease! in! [Ca2+]i! in! response! to! TCBA2! in! differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures.! The! effect!
exerted! by! TCBA2! upon! CTX0E16/02! cultures! –! a! concentrationAdependent! decrease! in! [Ca2+]i! in! the!
absence!of!stimulation!–!is!that!of!an!inverse!agonist.!However,!it!remains!unclear!which!receptor(s)!this!
effect! is! mediated! through,! and! no! reports! in! the! existing! literature! have! implicated! TCBA2! as! being!
capable!of!exerting!this!property.!
TCBA2! has! not! been!widely! studied! to! date,! with! it’s! synthesis! and! initial! characterisation! only! being!
described!as!recently!as!2006!464.!Indeed,!much!of!the!work!so!far!reported!using!this!compound!have!
been! with! respect! to! its! affinity! and! activity! at! 5AHT2A! receptors.! It’s! specificity! for! this! receptor! is!
highlighted!by! the!ability!of!MDL11939!to!block!5AHT2AAassociated!behavioural! responses!provoked!by!
TCBA2! in! mice! 467! or! altanserin! (a! 5AHT2A! specific! antagonist)! to! block! TCBA2Amediated! behavioural!
responses! in! rats! 468,! though! this! in! itself! does! not! preclude! it’s! activity! at! other! cellular! signalling!
targets.! Indeed,!specificity!for!5AHT2A!receptors!does!not! itself!eliminate!the!possibility!that!TCBA2!may!
be! capable! of! provoking! distinct! signalling! events! in! differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures! to! those!





that! targeted!either!of! the!receptors! in! the!heteromer.!Evidence!of!physical!association!of!5AHT2A!and!
mGluR2! receptors! has! also! been! demonstrated! in! ex# vivo! human! and!mouse! cortex! 220.! Collectively,!





for! dopamine! –! measurement! of! [Ca2+]i! in! differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures! is! an! insufficiently!
sensitive!approach!to!evaluate!the!effects!of!5AHT,!and!ascribe!these!to!individual!receptor!subtypes.!In!
contrast!however,!this!strategy!was!able!to!detect!an!apparently!novel!effect!of!TCBA2!in!a!native!tissue!
model.! These! experiments! indicate! that! a! different! functional!marker!may! be! needed! to! explore! the!
effects! transduced! by! dopamine! and! 5AHT! receptors! in! CTX0E16/02! cells,! though! suggest! that! this!
should!be!used!in!conjunction!with!the!measurement!of![Ca2+]i!rather!than!as!a!replacement.!Indeed,!as!
discussed!in!1.7.2!above,!only!through!the!measurement!of!a!range!of!different!functional!endpoints!can!








days! of! differentiation.! Cultures!were! incubated! for! 1! hour! in! the! presence! of! the! cell! permeable,! Ca2+Asensitive!
fluorescent! dye! FuraA2! AM,! before! being! washed! prior! to! ligandAinduced! fluorescence! being! measured! using! a!
FlexStation!3.!(a)!cultures!were!first!exposed!to!MDL11939!to!a!final!concentration!of!between!0.1!nM!to!100!nM.!
All! cultures!were! then!exposed! to!5AHT! to!a! final! concentration!of!1!mM.!Red!squares! show!effect!of!MDL11939!
alone! while! green! diamonds! indicate! responses! observed! after! the! addition! of! 5AHT! to! the! same! well.! (b)!







and! determine! the! specificity! of! evoked! signals! –! a! problem! that! has! been! described! above! for!
dopamine! and! 5AHTAinduced! rises! in! [Ca2+]i.! Acetylcholine’s! effects! can! be! transduced! through! either!
metabotropic! muscarinic! receptors! (M1! to! M5)
366! or! ionotropic! nicotinic! receptor,! of! which! several!
subunit!combinations!exist!within!the!CNS!374.!M1,!M3!and!M5!have!all!been!shown!to!couple!to!Gαq!and!
can!therefore!elevate![Ca2+]i!via!release!from!intracellular!stores!upon!activation.!Nicotinic!receptors!on!
the! other! hand! are! nonAselective! cation! channels! that! are! permeable! to! Na+! and! K+,! though! some!
subunit! combinations! can! also! render! these! channels! permeable! to! Ca2+! 469.! With! respect! to!
















































antipsychotic! activity,! the! muscarinic! M1! receptor! is! of! particular! interest! due! to! several! currently!
available! antipsychotics! showing! relatively! high! affinity! there,! and! also! represents! a! target! for! novel!
therapies,! particularly! with! respect! to! relief! of! cognitive! symptoms! 175,176.! To! determine! the! relative!
contribution!of! different! receptors! to! the!observed! rise! in! [Ca2+]i! following! exposure!of! differentiated!
CTX0E16/02!cultures!to!acetylcholine,!a!series!of!experiments!were!performed!using!both!nicotinic!and!
muscarinic!antagonists,! and! removal!of!Ca2+! from!the!assay!buffer! to!establish!whether! the! source!of!
Ca2+!accumulations!was!from!intracellular!stores!or!due!to!Ca2+!influx.!All!experiments!using!cholinergic!
antagonists! were! performed! in! the! presence! of! 10! µM! acetylcholine,! as! this! was! shown! to! produce!
approximately!80%!of!a!maximal!response!in!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cultures!and!was!therefore!on!








in! the! presence! of! Ca2+Afree! assay! buffer! containing! EGTA! (see( Figure! 6.4! a,! below).! These! data!
suggested! that! the!majority! of! intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation! observed! in! response! to! acetylcholine!
originated! from! the! extracellular! environment! rather! than! intracellular! stores,! thus! implicating! the!
activity! of! Ca2+Apermeable! nicotinic! acetylcholine! receptors.! Mecamylamine! represents! a! nonA
competitive,! nonAselective! neuronal! nicotinic! receptor! antagonist! with! µM! affinity! for! α3/β2,! α4/β2,!
α2/β4,!α3/β4,!α4/β!and!α7!nicotinic!receptors!469.!This!compound!was!used!to!determine!the!extent!of!
acetylcholineAmediated!intracellular!Ca2+!accumulation!attributable!to!nicotinic!receptors,!representing!
a! nonAselective! antagonist!with! considerable! affinity! for! a!whole! range!of! neuronal! nicotinic! receptor!
subtypes! 469.! Alternative! available! competitive! antagonists! tended! to! be! specific! for! certain! nicotinic!
receptor!subtypes,!or!in!the!case!of!dAtubocucarine!was!too!nonAspecific,!with!considerable!affinity!for!
5AHT3! and! GABAA! receptors!
470,471.! !When! administered! alone,!mecamylamine! produced! no! effect! on!
normally!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cultures,!but!was!also!incapable!of!preventing!the!rise!in![Ca2+]i!with!
subsequent!exposure!to!10!µM!acetylcholine!(Figure!6.4,!b).!In!conflict!with!the!previous!experiment!to!
determine! the! effect! of! Ca2+Afree! assay! buffer,! these! data! suggest! that! nicotinic! receptors! contribute!
little!to!the!rise! in![Ca2+]i!observed!in!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cultures!following!exposure!to!10!µM!
acetylcholine.! There! remains! the! possibility! however! that! nicotinic! receptors! not! targeted! by!
mecamylamine!are!also!present!on!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cells!and!account!for!part!of!the!observed!
Ca2+! flux.! Further! characterisation!with!multiple! specific! antagonists!would! be! required! for! this! to! be!
determined.! Taken! together,! these! data! suggest! that! the! majority! of! intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation!
observed! in! response! to! 10! µM! acetylcholine! is! attributable! to! an! effect! at! muscarinic! rather! than!
nicotinic! receptors.! It!also! suggests!however,! that! the! increase! in! [Ca2+]i!does!not! solely!arise! through!
GαqAmediated! activation! of! PLCAβ! and! subsequent! release! of! Ca




implicates! Ca2+! influx! as! a! contributory! factor.! The! mechanism! through! which! this! occurs! remains!
unclear,! though! could! be! caused! by! muscarinic! receptor! mediated! opening! of! Ca2+! permeable! TRPC!
channels,!as!discussed!in!4.1!and!4.2.2.!
To!explore!the!contribution!of!muscarinic!receptors!to!the!observed!acetylcholineAinduced!rise!in![Ca2+]i!
in! differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures,! the! influence! of! the! muscarinic! antagonists,! biperiden! and!
telenzepine! were! investigated.! Biperiden! is! a! relatively! nonAselective! but! high! affinity,! competitive!
muscarinic!receptor!antagonist!(Ki!=!0.48!nM,!6.3!nM,!3.9!nM,!2.4!nM!and!6.3!nM!for!M1,!M2,!M3,!M4!
and! M5! receptors! respectively!
472),! while! telenzepine! is! a! competitive! and! relatively! M1Aselective!
antagonist! (Ki! =! 0.94! nM!and! 17.8! nM! for!M1! and!M2! receptors! respectively!
473).!When! added! alone,!
neither!biperiden!or!telenzepine!provoked!a!rise!in![Ca2+]i!(see!Figure!6.4,!c!and!d).!Upon!addition!of!10!
µM! acetylcholine,! biperiden! demonstrated! a! concentrationAdependent! inhibition! of! intracellular! Ca2+!
accumulation!with! an! IC50! of! 5! nM! though!appeared!not! to! fully! eliminate! acetylcholineAinduced!Ca
2+!
accumulation! (Figure! 6.4,! c).! Telenzepine!was! capable! of! completely! eliminating! Ca2+! accumulation! in!
response!to!10!µM!acetylcholine!though!showed!a!lower!IC50!of!63!nM!(Figure!6.4,!panel!d).!Biperiden!
has! been! shown! to! demonstrate! nanomolar! affinity! for! all! five! muscarinic! receptor! subtypes! and! is!
especially! high! for! the! muscarinic! M1! receptor! at! 0.5! nM!
472.! The! IC50! of! 5! nM! for! biperiden! in!
differentiated!CTX0E16/02!is!therefore!consistent!with!these!values!though!it!is!unclear!why!there!was!
not!a!complete!elimination!of!the!acetylcholineAinduced!rise!in![Ca2+]i,!as!was!observed!for!telenzepine.!
Telenzepine! itself!was! less! potent! in! eliminating! acetylcholineAinduced! intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation!
(IC50! =! 63! nM)! though! was! capable! of! completely! eliminating! this! response! at! 1! µM.! Telenzepine!
demonstrates!slightly!lower!affinity!for!the!M1!and!M2!receptors!and!data!for!the!remaining!muscarinic!
receptors! remains! undetermined! 473.! These! data! would! therefore! suggest! that! telenzepine! either!
demonstrates! relatively! high! affinity! for! all! five! muscarinic! receptor! subtypes! or! that! acetylcholineA
induced! intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation! is! largely!mediated! through!M1! and!M2! receptors! alone.! The!
former!is!however!the!more!likely!explanation!as!muscarinic!receptors!exhibit!particularly!high!sequence!
homology! 366,!and! this!has!so! far!hampered! the!development!of! subtypeAspecific! ligands! 474.!Although!
further!work! is! required!to! fully!characterise!the!acetylcholineAinduced! increases! in! [Ca2+]i!observed! in!
differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures.! The! work! described! above! suggests! that! the! majority! of! the!
observed! intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation! provoked! by! acetylcholine! is! attributable! to! its! action! at!
muscarinic!receptors.!However,!due!to!the!fact!that!the!observed!rise!in![Ca2+]i!occurs!as!a!consequence!
of! Ca2+! influx! (see(Figure! 6.4!a,! below),! this! eliminates! IP3Amediated! release!of! Ca
2+! from! intracellular!
stores!due!to!GαqAmediated!activation!of!PLCAβ!and!subsequent!PIP2!cleavage!as!a!possible!mechanism.!
This! does! not! eliminate! GαqAmediated! activation! of! PLCAβ! from! the! picture! however.! As! discussed!
previously,!PLCAβAmediated!cleavage!of!PIP2!leads!to!the!intracellular!accumulation!of!both!IP3!and!DAG,!
while! IP3! is! known! to! release! Ca
2+! from! intracellular! stores! through! binding! to! its! cognate! receptor,!









days! using! SNBM.! Cultures! were! incubated! for! 1! hour! in! the! presence! of! the! cell! permeable,! Ca2+Asensitive!
fluorescent! dye! FuraA2! AM,! before! being! washed! prior! to! ligandAinduced! fluorescence! being! measured! using! a!
FlexStation!3.!(a)!concentrationAresponse!curve!for!acetylcholine!between!1!µM!and!1!mM!in!the!presence!of!Ca2+A
free!assay!buffer!–!dotted!red! line! indicates! level!of! fluorescence! in! the!absence!of!acetylcholine! (EC50!=!13!µM).!
Other!cultures!were!first!exposed!to!(b)!mecamylamine!([final]!=!100!nM!to!1!mM),!(c)!biperiden!([final]!=!0.1!nM!to!
1!µM,!IC50!=!5!nM)!or!(d)!telenzepine!([final]!=!0.1!nM!to!1!µM,!IC50!=!63!nM),!before!all!these!cultures!were!exposed!






occurs! as! a! consequence! of! Ca2+! influx,! they! do! not! indicate! which! of! the! muscarinic! receptors! are!
involved.! As! mentioned! above,! the! TRPC! channels! that! are! likely! to! mediate! these! effects! can! be!
activated!by!DAG,!resulting!from!the!catalytic!activity!of!PLCAβ,!which!can!be!provoked!by!GαqAcoupled!
GPCRs.!Of!the!five!muscarinic!receptors!subtypes!that!have!been!identified,!three!have!been!shown!to!
demonstrate! this! coupling:! M1,! M3! and!M5!
366,! however,! despite! the! fact! the! remaining!M2! and!M4!
receptors!couple!to!Gαi,!these!are!also!known!to!activate!PLCAβ!through!their!associated!Gβγ!subunits!
362.!Further!experiments!are!required!both!to!confirm!that!the!observed!increase!in![Ca2+]i!in!response!to!
acetylcholine,! occurs! via! TRPCAmediated! Ca2+! influx,! and! that! this! arises! via! a! DAGAdependent!
mechanism.!Experiments!that!could!be!easily!performed!using!antagonists!of!TRPC!and!PLCAβ,!such!as!
SKF96365! and! U73122,! respectively! 476,477.! In! addition,! further! work! is! also! necessary! to! identify! the!
relative! contribution! of! the! different! muscarinic! receptors! to! the! observed! intracellular! Ca2+!
accumulation!in!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cultures!in!response!to!acetylcholine.!




























































































induced! responses! in! differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures,! this! approach! has! been! found! to! be!
insufficiently! sensitive! to! investigate! dopamine! and! 5AHT! receptorAmediated! effects.! Experiments!
described! in!4.2.2!examining! intracellular!Ca2+!accumulation! in! individual!cells! showed!that!while!cells!
within!proliferative!and!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cultures!are!capable!of!responding!to!dopamine!and!
5AHT,! these! are! both! few! in! number! and! exhibit! minimal! responses.! However,! measurement! of!
intracellular!Ca2+!accumulation!at!the!single!cell!level!represents!an!impractical!strategy!when!seeking!to!
pharmacologically!characterise!cultures!with!respect!to!the!activity!of!a!broad!range!of!receptors,!as!is!
the! case! in! this! study.! Therefore,! in! order! to! provide! a! more! detailed! description! of! ligandAinduced!










investigate! the! activation! of! GPCRs! that! do! not! demonstrate! significant! signalling! through! a! Ca2+A
dependent!mechanism.! In! addition,! the! detection! of! ERK1/2! phosphorylation! has! been! explored! as! a!
potentially! more! sensitive! means! with! which! to! investigate! the! activation! of! receptors! pertinent! to!
antipsychotic! efficacy.! All! experiments! examining! receptorAmediated! ERK1/2! phosphorylation! were!
performed! using! the! commercially! available! Cellul’erk! kit! (Cisbio! Bioassays,! Codolet,! France).! The!
principle!of!the!system!is!that!live!cultures!can!be!activated!–!by!a!specific!ligand!for!example!–!before!
medium! is! removed! from! the! cells! and! replaced!with! a! lysis! buffer.! Once! lysed,! a! proportion! of! this!
lysate!is!mixed!with!an!αAERK1/2!antibody!conjugated!to!a!fluorescent!donor!moiety!and!an!αAphosphoA
















Initial! experiments! were! conducted! to! optimise! conditions! for! use! of! the! Cellul’erk! kit! with! the!
CTX0E16/02!cell! line.! In! the!knowledge! that!both!proliferative!and!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cultures!
were!capable!of!robust,!largely!GPCRAmediated!response!to!acetylcholine!(as!shown!in!Figure!4.9,!Figure!
4.13,!Figure!4.15!and!Figure!6.4),!this!was!utilised!as!a!positive!control!to!determine!the!optimum!cell!
lysis! period! following! ligandAinduced! stimulation! to! ensure! maximal! FRET! detection.! This! same!
experiment! was! also! used,! as! a! means! to! determine! the! optimal! period! of! time! cultures! should! be!
exposed! to! acetylcholine! prior! to! lysis,! to! ensure! the! measurement! of! maximal! levels! of! ERK1/2!
phosphorylation.! This! first! experiment! was! performed! using! proliferative,! rather! than! differentiated!
CTX0E16/02!cultures,!as!these!were!known!to!demonstrate!larger!acetylcholineAinduced!responses!and!












CTX0E16/02! cells! were! seeded! onto! lamininAcoated! 96Awell! plates! at! 3! x! 104! cells! per! well.! (a)! Confluent,!
proliferative!CTX0E16/02!cultures!were!exposed!to!1!mM!acetylcholine!for!1,!3,!5,!10,!15,!20,!30,!45!or!60!minutes!
prior!to!removal!of!medium!and!lysis!for!3,!5!or!10!minutes.!Lysates!were!then!used!to!measure!levels!of!ERK1/2!
phosphorylation! using! Cellul’erk! kit! components.! (b)! CTX0E16/02! cultures! were! exposed! to! a! normal! 28! day!
differentiation!before!being!exposed!to!1!mM!dopamine!for!1,!3,!5,!10,!15,!20,!30,!45!or!60!minutes!prior!to!removal!
of!medium!and!lysis!for!5!minutes.!Lysates!were!used!to!determine!ERK1/2!phosphorylation!levels!using!Cellul’erk!
kit! components! according! to! published! protocols.! Red! dashed! line! shows! levels! of! ERK1/2! phosphorylation! in!
differentiated!CTX0E16/02! cultures!not!exposed! to! ligand.!Data!points! represent!mean!±! S.E.M.! from!3! technical!
replicates!(n!=!1)!and!are!expressed!relative!to!donorAonly!fluorescence!levels.!
!
All! further! experiments! measuring! ligandAinduced! ERK1/2! phosphorylation! levels! were! conducted! on!
CTX0E16/02! cultures! exposed! to! a! normal! 28! day! differentiation.! Dopamine!was! selected! as! the! first!
ligand!with!which!to!optimise!assay!conditions,!due!to! its!known!importance!to!antipsychotic!efficacy.!
This!involved!determining!a!timeAcourse!of!ERK1/2!phosphorylation!in!response!to!1!mM!dopamine,!to!
identify! the! exposure! period! that! provided! maximal! detection! of! ERK1/2! phosphorylation.! This!






Interestingly,! levels! of! ERK1/2! phosphorylation! following! exposure! to! acetylcholine! in! proliferative!
cultures!and!exposure! to!dopamine! in!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cultures!demonstrated!an! initial! rise!
before!falling!back!towards!baseline!levels!despite!the!source!of!stimulation!remaining.!The!reason!why!
levels!of!ERK1/2!phosphorylation!are!not!sustained!despite!continued!ligand!exposure!is!unclear,!though!
could! involve!receptor!desensitisation!at! the!cell! surface,! receptor! internalisation!–!preventing! further!












































phosphorylation! in! different! directions,! ligand!metabolism! or! a! combination! of! these! factors! 252.! This!
finding! is! however! consistent! with! existing! literature! regarding! GPCRAmediated! phosphorylation! of!
ERK1/2!448,452,478.!
ERK1/2!phosphorylation!assays!were! introduced! to! this! study! to! facilitate! investigation!of!GPCRs! that!
stimulated!little!or!no!rise!in![Ca2+]i!in!response!to!ligand!binding.!Due!to!its!pivotal!role!in!antipsychotic!
activity,!dopamineAmediated! signalling!was!of!particular! interest,! yet!despite! robust!expression!of! the!
genes!encoding!the!dopamine!D2!and!D3!receptors!(DRD2!and!DRD3)!at!the!mRNA!level!in!differentiated!
CTX0E16/02! cultures,! relatively! little! ERK1/2! phosphorylation! was! observed! in! response! to! 1! mM!
dopamine!(see!Figure!6.6,!b).!As!a!catecholamine,!dopamine!–!like!epinephrine!and!norepinephrine!–!is!
readily! susceptible! to! oxidisation! and! is! therefore! often! stabilised! experimentally!with! the! use! of! the!
reducing!agent;!ascorbic!acid!479.!Several! reports!have!suggested!however! that!ascorbic!acid!can! itself!
exert!an!effect!on!cultured!cells!480A483.!While!investigating!dopamine’s!ability!to!precipitate!intracellular!
Ca2+! concentrations,! the! addition! of! ascorbic! acid!was! used! in! an! attempt! to! amplify! any! dopamineA
mediated! responses.!This!did!not!prove!successful! in!elevating!dopamineAinduced!Ca2+!accumulations,!
though!did!identify!that!ascorbic!acid!was!itself!capable!of!elevating!intracellular!Ca2+!concentrations!at!
doses! above! 20! µM! (data! not! shown).! In! an! attempt! to! maximise! dopamineAinduced! ERK1/2!




6.6,!b).! It! is! not! clear! however!whether! this! is! due! to! the! antiAoxidative! effect! of! ascorbic! acid! or! an!
effect!at! the!dopamine!receptor! itself!and!would!require! further!work!to!determine.!Levels!of!ERK1/2!
phosphorylation!were!elevated!just!1!minute!after!exposure!to!1!mM!dopamine,!and!continued!to!rise!
with! a! peak! activity! occurring! at! 45!minutes! before! beginning! to! drop! back! towards! preAstimulation!
levels!at!60!minutes!(Figure!6.7,!a).!
In!attempting!to!account!for!this!observed!increase!in!sensitivity!to!dopamine,!further!research!revealed!
that! ascorbic! acid! may! actually! have! an! effect! on! the! dopamine! receptor! itself,! acting! almost! as! a!
positive! allosteric! modulator! to! facilitate! ligand! binding! 484,485.! Indeed,! ascorbic! acid! has! even! been!
proposed! to! play! a! physiological! role! in# vivo! by! assisting! dopamineAmediated! signalling! 485,486! and!
demonstrates! relatively! homogenous! distribution! throughout! the! human! brain! 487.! Downstream!
experiments!planned! for! the!CTX0E16/02!cell! line! involve! the! investigation!of! antipsychotic! activity,! a!
class!of!drugs!that!are!known!to!primarily!target!the!dopaminergic!system.!However,!antipsychotics,!like!
almost! all! clinically! approved! pharmacological! agents,! exert! their! action! through! antagonism.!Despite!
not!mediating!an!effect!in!their!own!right,!neutral!antagonists!exert!their!action!by!binding!to!a!receptor!
and!preventing!its!cognate!ligand!from!activating!it.!Therefore,!the!effect!of!an!antagonist!can!only!be!






a! range! of! different! neurotransmitter! receptors,! this! will! involve! exposing! CTX0E16/02! cultures! to! a!
range!of! different! agonists.! This! subject!will! be! covered! in!more!detail! later,! however,! because! these!
downstream! experiments! will! involve! exposing! CTX0E16/02! cultures! to! dopamine! (along! with! other!
neurotransmitter! receptor!agonists)! to!observe!the!effects!of!antipsychotics,!and!due!to!the!observed!
effect! of! ascorbic! acid! upon! dopamineAinduced! signalling,! it! is! planned! that! this! will! be! used! as! an!
adjunct! in! future! experiments.! Consequently,! when! each! of! the! different! agonists! are! added! to!
CTX0E16/02!cultures!to!simulate!neural!physiological!tone,!they!too!will!have!to!be!exposed!to!ascorbic!
acid.! For! this! reason,! all! further! experiments! described! here! investigating! the! effect! that! various!
compounds!have!upon!levels!of!ERK1/2!phosphorylation!have!involved!the!addition!of!20!µM!ascorbic!
acid.! This! step!was! taken!as! a!means!of! control! so! that! if! ascorbic! acid!exerts! an!effect!on!any!other!
neurotransmitter!system,!this!effect!will!have!been!observed!prior!to!the!execution!of!any!downstream!








to! improve! ERK1/2! phosphorylation! detection! sensitivity,! we! changed! to! using! an! Artemis! KA101!
(Berthold!Technologies!GmbH!&!Co.,!Bad!Wildbad,!Germany)!plate!reader!(access!kindly!granted!by!Dr!
Andrew! Beavil,! Randall! Division! of! Cell! and! Molecular! Biophysics,! King's! College! London).! These!
instruments! are! purpose! built! to! provide! maximal! sensitivity! for! HTRF®Abased! assays! such! as! the!
Cellul’erk!kit,!and!was!therefore!used!for!further!experimentation.!Its!improved!sensitivity!was!reflected!
in!an!increase!in!detected!FRET!signal!units,!as!is!clear!by!comparing!Figure!6.8,!c!and!d.!
The!preliminary!experiments!described!above! identified!an!optimal!period!of!cell! lysis!so!as! to!ensure!
maximal!detection!of!ERK1/2!phosphorylation!levels.!In!addition,!this!section!has!described!the!need!for!
the!use!of!ascorbic!acid!in!all!subsequent!experiments,!and!the!use!of!more!sensitive!instrumentation!to!




this! was! used! to! determine! a! concentrationAresponse! profile! for! each! compound.! Along! with! data!
describing! ligandAinduced! intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation! in! differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures,! this!
information! was! used! to! determine! whether! these! cells! functionally! express! the! wide! variety! of!

















receptors! 458,!while!each!of! these!may!demonstrate!different!ERK1/2!phosphorylation!kinetics.! This! is!
perhaps!a!likely!scenario!when!we!consider!that!the!mechanism!through!which!ERK1/2!phosphorylation!
occurs! as! a! consequence!of!dopamine!activating!each!of! it’s! different! receptors! is! variable! 191.! This! is!
before!we!even!consider!that!dopamine!receptors!may!also!exist!in!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cultures!
as!functional!heteromers!with!other!receptors.!As!the!experiment!shown!in!Figure!6.7!b,!is!a!snapshot!of!
ERK1/2! phosphorylation! at! a! single! time! point! (45!minutes),! and! each! of! the! receptors!may! provoke!
ERK1/2!phosphorylation!to!varying!degrees,!and!with!different! time!courses,! this!may!account! for! the!
observed!response!exhibited!by!dopamine.!To!confuse!matters,!ligand!affinity!for!dopamine!receptors!is!
not! a! constant! property,! as! they! are! capable! of! readily! adopting! both! high! and! lowAaffinity! agonist!
binding! states! 458.! For! example,! the! D2! receptor! can! exist! in! a! highAaffinity! state! (D2
High)! –! capable! of!
binding! dopamine! at! low! nanomolar! concentrations! –! and! a! lowAaffinity! state! (D2Low),! reducing!




unclear! from!this!work!what!proportion!of!each!different!dopamine!receptor! is! in!each!of! the!high!or!
lowAaffinity!states!in!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cultures,!or!how!binding!to!receptors!in!these!different!

















mM!dopamine! in! the!presence!of! 20!µM!ascorbic! acid! (a)! or! 1!mM!5AHT! (c)! for!1,! 3,! 5,! 10,! 15,! 20,! 30,! 45!or!60!
minutes!prior!to!removal!of!medium!and!lysis!for!5!minutes.!Data!points!represent!mean!±!S.E.M.!from!3!technical!
replicates! (n! =! 1)! and! are! expressed! relative! to! donorAonly! fluorescence! levels.! For! concentrationAresponse!
experiments,!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cultures!were!exposed!to!dopamine!(b)!or!5AHT!(d)!at!31.6!pM!(10A10.5!M)!to!
100µM!(10A4!M)!at!half!logAunit!intervals!for!45!or!15!minutes!for!dopamine!(EC50!=!0.5!nM)!and!5AHT!respectively.!
Lysates! were! used! to! determine! ERK1/2! phosphorylation! levels! using! Cellul’erk! kit! components! according! to!




6.2.6 Differentiated( CTX0E16/02( Cultures( Demonstrate( ERK1/2( Phosphorylation( In(
Response(To(5BHT,(Acetylcholine,(Phenylephrine(&(Histamine(
5AHT! provoked! rapid! phosphorylation! of! ERK1/2! when! added! at! 1! mM,! with! a! relatively! high! level!
occurring! after! just! 3! minutes,! and! was! sustained! around! this! level! until! a! maximal! level! of! ERK1/2!
phosphorylation!was!detected!at!15!minutes!(see!Figure!6.7!c).!This!timeApoint!was!therefore!selected!
for! the! subsequent! concentrationAresponse! experiment).! Levels! of! ERK1/2! phosphorylation! dropped!
slowly!from!the!observed!peak!after!a!15!minute!5AHT!exposure,!though!levels!remained!above!baseline!
when!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cultures!had!been!exposed! to!5AHT! for!60!minutes!–! the! final! tested!
time!point!(Figure!6.7,!c).!When!exposing!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cultures!to!different!concentrations!
of!5AHT,!a!less!clear!picture!emerged.!A!clear!concentrationAresponse!relationship!was!not!observed!for!
5AHT,! with! considerable! variation! in! ERK1/2! phosphorylation! recorded! at! most! concentrations! as!
indicated! by! the! size! of! error! bars! (see! Figure! 6.7,! d).! As! with! dopamine,! this! variation! may! be!
attributable!to!the!various!different!receptors!targeted!by!5AHT!and!further!work!to!characterise!5AHT!







































































receptorAmediated! responses! in! these!cells!will!probably!necessitate! the!use!of! specific!5AHT! receptor!
agonists,!and/or!a!combination!of!agonists!and!antagonists.!
While!acetylcholine!provoked! the! largest! increases! in! [Ca2+]i!of!all! tested!compounds! in!differentiated!





ERK1/2! phosphorylation!was! detected! in! cultures! exposed! to! acetylcholine! for! 20,! 30! or! 45!minutes,!
with!this!final!time!point!representing!a!marginal!peak!in!activity!–!and!was!therefore!used!to!determine!
a! doseAresponse! relationship! for! this! ligand.! After! 60! minutes! exposure! to! acetylcholine,! ERK1/2!
phosphorylation! levels! returned! to! those! seen! for! cultures! exposed! to! no! drug! at! all! (Figure! 6.8,! a).!
While! responses! to! acetylcholine! were! small,! it! exhibited! a! clear! sigmoidal! concentrationAdependent!
response!with!an!EC50!of!0.6!µM!(Figure!6.8,!b).!This!represented!a!leftward!shift!in!potency!by!an!order!
of!magnitude!when!compared!to!acetylcholine’s!ability! to!provoke! intracellular!Ca2+!accumulation,! for!
which!it!demonstrated!an!EC50!of!5!µM.!This!disparity!may!be!caused!by!a!number!of!different!factors,!
though! would! together! point! towards! a! greater! signalling! efficiency! with! respect! to! ERK1/2!
phosphorylation! compared! to! Ca2+! accumulation.! The! seemingly! lower! efficacy! of! acetylcholine! with!





Levels! of! ERK1/2! phosphorylation! then! slowly! declined,! though! remained!well! above! baseline! at! the!
final!tested!drug!exposure!time!point!of!60!minutes!(Figure!6.8,!c).!Maximal!ERK1/2!phosphorylation!in!





magnitude!of! response!was! far!greater!with! respect! to!ERK1/2!phosphorylation! (Figure!6.8,!d).!This! is!
perhaps! surprising! when! we! consider! that! phenylephrine! is! an! α1Aadrenoceptor! subtype! selective!
agonist,!with!α1A,!α1B,! and!α1D!all! typically! coupled! to!Gαq,! and! therefore!associated!with! increases! in!
[Ca2+]i,! though!appears! to!highlight! the! sensitivity!of! the!ERK1/2!phosphorylation!assay!and! therefore!
validate! its! use! as! an! appropriate! surrogate! of! receptor! activity.! It! should! be! noted! that! previously!
published! work! has! described! a! synergistic! effect! or! α1A! and! α1BAadrenoceptors! with! respect! to!
phenylephrineAinduced!ERK1/2!phosphorylation!when!the!cloned!human!receptors!were!coAexpressed!













15,! 20,! 30,! 45!or!60!minutes!prior! to! removal!of!medium!and! lysis! for!5!minutes.!Data!points! represent!mean!±!
S.E.M.! from! 3! technical! replicates! (n! =! 1)! and! are! expressed! relative! to! donorAonly! fluorescence! levels.! For!
concentrationAresponse! experiments,! differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures! were! exposed! to! acetylcholine! (b)! or!
phenylephrine! (d)! at! 31.6! pM! (10A10.5! M)! to! 100µM! (10A4! M)! at! half! logAunit! intervals! for! 45! or! 20! minutes! for!
acetylcholine! (EC50! =! 0.6! µM)! and! phenylephrine! (EC50! =! 3.7! µM)! respectively.! Lysates! were! used! to! determine!





Similar! to! responses! observed! for! 5AHT! and! phenylephrine,! 1!mM! histamine! provoked! an! immediate!




histamine! was! not! evident,! with! high! variability! between! responses! at! each! of! the! tested!
concentrations,! though!all!provoked!ERK1/2!phosphorylation! levels!were!higher!than!that!observed!at!
baseline;! in! the! absence! of! drug! (Figure! 6.10,! b).! NonAlinear! regression! provided! an! EC50! of! 22! pM!
though!this!suggests!an!efficacy!far!greater!than!available!data!would!suggest,!with!published!Ki!values!
















































































therefore! appear! to! be! an! artefact! caused! by! the! highly! variable! levels! of! ERK1/2! phosphorylation!
recorded!at!each!tested!concentration.!These!data!suggest!that!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cultures!are!
capable! of! responding! to! histamine,! though! further! work! using! histamine! receptor! subtypeAspecific!
agonists!is!required!to!provide!a!clearer!picture!of!how!these!cells!respond.!
These!data!provide!evidence!that!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cultures!express!functional!receptors!for!all!
of! the! major! neurotransmitter! systems! targeted! by! currently! available! antipsychotic! drugs,! namely,!
dopaminergic,! serotonergic,! cholinergic,! adrenergic! and! histaminergic.! However,! it! currently! remains!
unclear! which! of! the! receptor! subtypes! targeted! by! these! neurotransmitters! are! expressed! in!
differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cells.!These!data!support!previous!findings!presented! in!Chapter(4!showing!
that! receptors! for! these! neurotransmitter! systems! were! also! capable! of! provoking! increases! in!
intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation! in! response! to! agonistAinduced! activation.! In! addition,! by! measuring!
ERK1/2! phosphorylation! in! differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures! exposed! to! 1!mM!glutamate! or! 1!mM!
GABA! for! between!1! and!60!minutes,! the!presence!of! receptors! targeted!by! these!neurotransmitters!
was! also! confirmed! (see! Figure! 6.9).! While! glutamate! had! previously! been! shown! to! be! capable! of!















addition,! a! comparison! of! the! increases! in! [Ca2+]i! and! ERK1/2! phosphorylation! in! response! to!
acetylcholine! and! phenylephrine! in! differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures! (see! Figure! 4.9! a! and! c,! and!






































the! same! ligands.! These! data! highlight! the! importance! of! examining!multiple! functional! endpoints! in!
order! to! pharmacologically! characterise! a! ligand! in! an! in# vitro!model! and! reinforces! the!premise! that!








relevant! concentration.! This! will! ensure! that! observed! changes! in! gene! expression! relate! to! the!
mechanism!through!which!these!compounds!exert!their!therapeutic!effects,!or!indeed!their!side!effects,!
and! do! not! reflect! cellular! toxicity! induced! by! these! compounds.! This! consideration! is! especially!
important!when! investigating! the!mechanism!of!drugs! that!exert! their!effects! in! the!CNS,!as! to! reach!
their!target,!they!must!achieve!brain!penetrance.!This!property,!for!antipsychotics!at!least,!is!conferred!














of! various! receptor! agonists! on! levels! of! ERK1/2! phosphorylation.! Haloperidol! was! chosen! as! a!
compound! representative! of! antipsychotics! and! was! tested! in! exactly! the! same! manner! as! were!
agonists,! to! determine! its! influence! upon! transient! cellular! signalling! using! levels! of! ERK1/2!
phosphorylation! as! a! surrogate! marker.! In! contrast! to! the! effect! exerted! by! the! agonists,! 1! mM!
haloperidol!(this!concentration!was!only!used!for!optimisation)!caused!a!rapid!and!sustained!reduction!
in! levels! ERK1/2!phosphorylation! in! differentiated!CTX0E16/02! cultures.!Maximal! inhibition!of! ERK1/2!
phosphorylation!was!achieved!following!a!45!minutes!exposure,!and!remained!at!this! level! in!cultures!




interesting! to! see!whether! this! level! of! inhibition!was! sustained! continually! or!whether! –! as! seen! for!












prior! to! addition! of! either! histamine! or! haloperidol.! For! timeAcourse! experiments,! CTX0E16/02! cultures! were!
exposed!to!1!mM!histamine!(a)!or!1!mM!haloperidol!in!the!presence!of!20!µM!ascorbic!acid!(c)!for!1,!3,!5,!10,!15,!20,!
30,!45!or!60!minutes!prior!to!removal!of!medium!and!lysis!for!5!minutes.!Data!points!represent!mean!±!S.E.M.!from!
3! technical! replicates! (n! =! 1)! and! are! expressed! relative! to! donorAonly! fluorescence! levels.! For! concentrationA
response!experiments,!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cultures!were!exposed!to!histamine!(b)!or!haloperidol!(d)!at!31.6!
pM!(10A10.5!M)!to!100µM!(10A4!M)!at!half! logAunit! intervals! for!15!or!45!minutes!for!histamine!(EC50!=!22!pM)!and!
haloperidol! respectively.! Lysates! were! used! to! determine! ERK1/2! phosphorylation! levels! using! Cellul’erk! kit!
components!according!to!published!protocols.!Data!points!represent!mean!±!S.E.M.!from!3!technical!replicates!(n!=!
2)! and! are! expressed! relative! to! donorAonly! fluorescence! levels.! Red! dashed! line! shows! levels! of! ERK1/2!
phosphorylation!in!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cultures!not!exposed!to!ligand.!
!
These! data! raise! several! interesting! questions! regarding! the! both! the! nature! of! ERK1/2! activity! in!
differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cultures!and!the!influence!of!haloperidol.!The!considerable!decrease!in!levels!
of!ERK1/2!phosphorylation! in! response! to!1!mM!haloperidol!–!greater! than!any! increase!provoked!by!
any! of! the! agonists! tested,! with! the! exception! of! phenylephrine! –! demonstrates! that! differentiated!









































































CTX0E16/02! cultures! exhibit! significant! levels! of! constitutive! ERK1/2! activity! (see! Figure! 6.10,! c).! It!
remains! unclear! however,! how! this! level! of! constitutive! ERK1/2! phosphorylation! compares! to! that! of!
other! cell! types.! However,! preliminary! experiments! investigating! levels! of! ERK1/2! phosphorylation! in!
response!to!1!mM!acetylcholine!or!1!mM!5AHT!in!proliferative!CTX0E16/02!cultures!showed!that!basal!
levels!of!ERK1/2!phosphorylation!were!close!to!zero,!as!can!been!seen!in!Figure!6.11,!below.!These!data,!
along!with! that!obtained! from!other! initial! experiments!using!proliferative! CTX0E16/02! cultures! (data!
not!shown)!demonstrated!that! levels!of!ERK1/2!phosphorylation!(or! level!of!FRET!detection)!remained!
close! to! zero! in! unAstimulated! cells.! This! raises! the! question! of!why! there! is! a! higher! level! of! ERK1/2!
constitutive! activity! in! differentiated! rather! than! proliferative! CTX0E16/02! cultures! and! whether! this!
phenomenon!is!common!to!other!differentiated!cell!types?!What!is!clear!is!that!elevated!basal!levels!of!
ERK1/2! phosphorylation! would! create! a! greater! dynamic! range! or! ERK1/2! activity! within! which! cells!
would! be! capable! of! responding.! For! example,! if! levels! of! ERK1/2! phosphorylation! in! proliferative!
CTX0E16/02!cells!are!homeostatically!maintained!at!a!level!close!to!zero,!this!means!that!they!are!only!











proliferative! conditions! until! reaching! confluence.! On! the! day! of! the! experiment! all! medium! was! removed! and!
replaced!with!fresh!medium!4!hours!prior!to!the!addition!of!either!1!mM!acetylcholine!or!1!mM!5AHT!for!1,!3,!5,!10,!
15,!20,!30,!45!or!60!minutes!prior!to!removal!of!medium!and!lysis!for!5!minutes.!Lysates!were!used!to!determine!
ERK1/2!phosphorylation! levels!using!Cellul’erk! kit! components!according! to!published!protocols.!Red!dashed! line!




With! respect! to!what! is! responsible! for!maintaining! higher! basal! levels! of! ERK1/2! phosphorylation! in!
differentiated,!as!compared!to!proliferative!cultures;!the!observed!effect!of!haloperidol!may!provide!us!







































these! receptors! that! haloperidol! is! capable! of! reducing! levels! of! ERK1/2! phosphorylation,! this! would!
suggest!that!elevated!levels!of!ERK1/2!activation!occurs!as!a!consequence!of!constitutive!GPCR!activity!






it! has! been! shown! in! a! native!human!neural! tissue.!However,! it! is! noteworthy! that! the! extent! of! the!
reduction!in!levels!of!phosphorylated!ERK1/2!in!response!to!1!mM!haloperidol!was!considerable!greater!
than! levels! of! ERK1/2! phosphorylation! in! response! to! 1! mM! dopamine.! It! may! be! the! case! that!
haloperidol! is! also! capable! of! behaving! as! an! inverse! agonist! at! the! other! receptors! it! is! known! to!
demonstrate!high!affinity! for,! though!this! remains!unclear! from!the!data!presented!here.! It!should!be!
noted!however!that!haloperidol!demonstrates!nanomolar!affinity! for!most!of! it’s! receptor!targets,!yet!
ERK1/2! inhibition! in! response! to!haloperidol!was!only! observed!once! the! concentration! reached!3.16!
µM! (10A5.5! M)(see! Figure! 6.10! d),! and! significant! levels! of! ERK1/2! inhibition! were! only! really!
demonstrated! with! its! use! at! 1! mM! (Figure! 6.10,! c);! representing! a! very! high! dose.! This! raises! the!
question!of!whether!haloperidol’s!action!is!restricted!to!its!activity!at!cell!surface!receptors!or!whether!it!
can! exert! other! effects! when! used! at! high! concentrations.! As! mentioned! previously,! haloperidol!
demonstrates! high! lipophilicity,! and! so! a! direct! mechanism! though! interaction! with! intracellular!
signalling! molecules! cannot! be! ruled! out! as! a! possible! mechanism! to! explain! haloperidol’s! ability! to!
reduce!levels!of!phosphorylated!ERK1/2.!
Another!consideration!regarding!the!observed!effect!of!haloperidol!is!that!rather!than!–!or!as!well!as!–!
reducing! the! level! of! constitutive! activity! of! GPCRs! in! differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures,! it! may! be!
modulating!network!activity!within!these!cultures.!Data!presented!in!Chapter!3!and!Chapter!4!showed!
that!differentiated!CTX0E16/02! include!both!glutamatergic! and!GABAergic! cell! types.!However,! it!was!
not! tested!whether! cells!within! these! cultures!may! also! generate!neurons! capable! of! releasing! other!
neurotransmitters;! whose! action! at! their! cognate! receptors! could! be! modulated! by! the! presence! of!




allow! neurons! to! release! vesicleAbound! neurotransmitter.! Indeed,! the! relative! proportion! of! cells!
capable!of! elevating! [Ca2+]i! in! response! to!a!50!mM!challenge! in!differentiated! cultures!was! strikingly!





cultures! are! making! neurotransmitters,! they! are! incapable! of! releasing! them;! suggesting!
pharmacological!tone!is!not!responsible!for!the!elevated!level!of!ERK1/2!activity.!!
The!work!presented!above!demonstrates!that!ERK1/2!phosphorylation!can!be!induced!in!differentiated!
CTX0E16/02! cultures! following! exposure! to! dopamine,! 5AHT,! acetylcholine,! histamine,! phenylephrine,!
glutamate! and! GABA.! In! addition,! it! has! also! been! shown! that! at! high! concentrations,! haloperidol!
behaves!as!an!inverse!agonist!with!respect!to!ERK1/2!phosphorylation.!However,!all!of!these!ligands!are!
highly!nonAselective!with! regard! to! the! receptors! they!are! capable!of! activating!–!or! inhibiting,! in! the!
case!of!haloperidol.!The!following!section!will! therefore! investigate!the!presence!of!receptor!subtypes!










~30!nM! in!cloned!human!D1,!D2,!D3!and!D4! receptors! respectively,! in! their!highAaffinity! state!
458),!was!
used! to! determine! the! level! of! D2Amediated! ERK1/2! phosphorylation! in! differentiated! CTX0E16/02!
cultures.! Initial! experimentation! sought! to!determine! the!optimal!period!of! exposure! to!quinpirole! to!
obtain! a! maximal! level! of! ERK1/2! phosphorylation! by! exposing! cultures! to! 100! µM! quinpirole! for!
between! 1! and! 60!minutes.! A! high! concentration! of! quinpirole! was! used! for! this! initial! optimisation!
experiment! so! as! to! ensure! a! response! could!be!observed.!Quinpirole!provoked!a! sharp! initial! rise! in!




in! ERK1/2! phosphorylation! following! a! preAoptimised! exposure! of! 10!minutes!with! an! EC50! of! 31! nM!
(Figure! 6.12,!b).! This! is! slightly! lower! than! a! previously! published! value! of! 9.05! nM,! though! this!was!











prior! to! addition! of! either! quinpirole! (D2Aselective! agonist),! SKF81297! (D1Aselective! agonist)! or! TCBA2! (5AHT2AA
selective! agonist).! For! timeAcourse! experiments,! CTX0E16/02! cultures!were! exposed! to! 100!µM!quinpirole! in! the!
presence!of!20!µM!ascorbic!acid!(a),!100!µM!SKF81297!in!the!presence!of!20!µM!ascorbic!acid!(c)!or!100!µM!TCBA2!
























































































































baseline!by!45!minutes!and! remaining! there!until! the!end!of! the!experiment!at!60!minutes.!Using!20!
minutes!at!the!optimal!exposure!period,!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cultures!were!exposed!to!SKF81297!
at! concentrations! between! 31.6! pM! (10A10.5!M)! and! 100! µM! (10A4!M)! at! half! logAunit! intervals! in! the!
presence! of! 20! µM! ascorbic! acid.! SKF81297! provoked! a! concentrationAdependent! increase! in! ERK1/2!
phosphorylation! with! an! EC50! of! 45! nM.! Taken! together,! these! data! indicate! the! presence! of! both!
dopamine!D1!and!D2! receptors,! and!based!on!nanomolar!EC50! values,! suggests!at! least! some!of! these!
receptors! are! present! in! their! highAaffinity! state.! These! data! suggest! at! least! D1! and! D2! receptors!
contribute!to!the!rise!in!ERK1/2!phosphorylation!precipitated!by!exposure!to!dopamine!(see!Figure!6.7!a!
and!b,!above).!
The! 5AHT2AAspecific! agonist! TCBA2! (Ki! =! 0.75! nM)! was! used! to! determine! whether! this! receptor!
contributed!to!the!elevation!in!ERK1/2!phosphorylation!observed!in!response!to!5AHT!(Figure!6.7!c!and!
d).! TCBA2! at! 100!µM!provoked!a! rapid! rise! in! ERK1/2!phosphorylation! that!peaked!at! 30!minutes!but!
returned!quickly!to!baseline!by!45!minutes!and!remained!there!until!the!end!of!the!experiment.!Using!





TCBA2,! experiments! were! conducted! using! corresponding! receptorAspecific! antagonists! –! raclopride,!
SCH39166!and!MDL11939!for!dopamine!D2,!D1!and!5AHT2A!respectively!–! in!an!attempt!to!block!these!
responses.! These! experiments! were! performed! by! exposing! differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures! to!
increasing! concentrations! of! a! specific! antagonist,! in! the! presence! of! the! corresponding! agonist! at! a!
concentration! that! provoked! approximately! 80%! of! maximal! ERK1/2! phosphorylation.! Therefore,! to!





concentration! response! curve! was! constructed! in! the! same! manner! using! the! specific! antagonist!
SCH39166! in! the! presence! of! the! specific! agonist! SKF81297! at! 316.2! nM! (10A6.5! M)! and! a! final!
concentration! of! 20! µM! ascorbic! acid.! In! the! case! of! the! 5AHT2A! receptor,! increasing! blockade! was!
evaluated!using!the!specific!antagonist!MDL11939!with!receptor!stimulation!provided!by!1!µM!(10A6!M)!
TCBA2.!
As! expected,! raclopride! delivered! a! concentrationAdependent! reduction! in! the! level! of! ERK1/2!













antagonist)! at! 31.6!pM! (10A10.5!M)! to!100µM! (10A4!M)! at!half! logAunit! intervals! for! 10!minutes! in! the!presence!of!
316.2!nM!(10A6.5!M)!quinpirole!(D2Aselective!agonist)!and!20!µM!ascorbic!acid!(IC50!=!460!nM),!(b)!SCH39166!(D1/D5A
selective! antagonist)! at! 31.6! pM! (10A10.5! M)! to! 100µM! (10A4! M)! at! half! logAunit! intervals! for! 20! minutes! in! the!
presence!of!316.2!nM!(10A6.5!M)!SKF81297!(D1/D5Aselective!agonist)!and!20!µM!ascorbic!acid!(EC50!=!53!nM)!and!(c)!
MDL11939! (5AHT2AAselective!antagonist)!at!31.6!pM!(10
A10.5!M)! to!100µM!(10A4!M)!at!half! logAunit! intervals! for!30!
minutes! in! the! presence! of! 1! µM! (10A6!M)! TCBA2! (5AHT2AAselective! agonist,! EC50! =! 38! nM).! Lysates!were! used! to!
determine! ERK1/2! phosphorylation! levels! using! Cellul’erk! kit! components! according! to! published! protocols.! Data!




In! contrast! to! raclopride,! antagonists! to! the! dopamine! D1! (SCH39166)! and! the! 5AHT2A! (MDL11939)!
receptors! both! caused! a! concentrationAdependent! increase! in! levels! of! ERK1/2! phosphorylation! in!
differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures! that! had! been! coAstimulated! by! agonist! (SKF81297! and! TCBA2!
respectively)! concentrations! that!were! shown! to!provoke! a! slightly! subAmaximal! response! (see! Figure!
6.13! a! and! b,! above).! SCH39166! has! been! shown! to! potently! displace! the! classic! D1/D5Aspecific!
antagonist,!SCH23390!from!cloned!human!receptors!suggesting!they!both!bind!the!same!site!of! these!
receptors! 459.!While! behavioural! differences! have! been! observed! between! SCH39166! and! SCH23390,!
these!have!been!attributed!to!SCH23390s!affinity!for!the!5AHT2C!receptor!
498.!Recent!advances!in!GPCR!





























































importance! of! using! native! tissue! rather! than! heterologous! expression! systems! to! accurately!
characterise!receptor!pharmacology.!
5AHT2A!receptors!have!also!been!shown!to!demonstrate!functional!selectivity!and!receptor!dimerization!
195,218,220,222,! which! may! also! help! to! explain! the! apparent! potentiation! of! TCBA2Amediated! ERK1/2!
phosphorylation! by! MDL11939,! and! the! previously! mentioned! TCBA2Amediated! concentrationA
dependent! reduction! in! intracellular! Ca2+! concentration! (Figure! 6.3!b,! above).!When! considering! data!
obtained! from! intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation! and! ERK1/2! phosphorylation! experiments! using! these!
same!ligands!to!dopamine!and!5AHT!receptors,! it!appears!clear!that!further!work!is!necessary!to!more!
fully!understand!the!nature!of!these!interactions!and!their!signalling!consequences.!The!CTX0E16/02!cell!






the! course! of! the! past! decade! though! consistent! findings! have! remained! elusive! 258,259,280,281,501.! In!
addition,! few! genes! other! than! those! that! were! already! identified! as! obvious! candidates! have! been!
identified!and!these!tend!not!to!correspond!with!similar!gene!expression!studies!performed!using!post!
mortem!tissue! from!schizophrenic!patients.!Of! these! studies,!none!of! them!verified! the!expression!of!
receptors!known!to!be! targeted!by!antipsychotics! in! their! respective!cellular! systems!–!at! the! level!of!
message!or! functional!protein!at! the!cell! surface.! Indeed,!one!of! these!studies!made!use!of!a!cell! line!
that!is!known!not!to!express!the!primary!target!of!antipsychotics!–!dopamine!receptors!281,502.!Another!
technical! consideration! that! is! likely! to! influence! gene! expression! changes! following! exposure! to!
antipsychotics!in#vitro!is!the!concentration!of!drug!exposed!to!cultures.!Of!those!publications!using!this!
approach! to! interrogate! the!mechanism!of! action!of! antipsychotics,! doses!of! haloperidol! for! example!
have! ranged! from! 0.2! µM! to! 50! µM,! concentrations! which! are! described! as! ‘pharmaceutically’! or!
‘physiologically’! relevant! 259,280,281.! PET! imaging! data! from! schizophrenic! patients! receiving! clinically!
efficacious!doses!of!haloperidol!suggest!this!value!to!be!8!nM!–!a!value!arrived!at!by!Dr!Hugo!Geerts!of!










As! discussed! previously,! an! imperative! of! antipsychotics! is! that! they! are! brain! penetrant,! and! are!
therefore! required! to! show! considerable! lipophilicity.! In! a! cell! culture! environment,! this! means! that!
antipsychotic!compounds!are!capable!of!transcending!the!plasma!membrane,!allowing!them!to!interact!
with!intracellular!biological!molecules.!The!extent!to!which!this!occurs!in#vivo!is!open!to!debate,!though!
its! likelihood! would! inevitably! be! enhanced! as! concentration! increases! in# vitro.! Indeed,! some!
antipsychotic! have! been! identified! as! capable! of! interacting! with! intracellular! targets! such! as!
cyclooxygenases! and! lipoxygenases! at! higher! concentrations! and! may! therefore! yield! misleading! or!
wholly!incorrect!gene!expression!changes!with!respect!to!their!mechanism!of!action!502,507.!!
Classically,! antipsychotic! clinical!efficacy! is! thought! to!be!achieved! through!antagonism!of! cell! surface!
receptors! –! with! the! exception! perhaps! of! clozapine! through! its! major! circulating! metabolite! NA
desmethylclozapine,!which!has!been!shown!to!behave!as!a!muscarinic!M1!partial!agonist!
209,457!and!the!
newer! generation! antipsychotic! aripiprazole,! that! has! been! shown! to! behave! as! a! partial! agonist! at!
dopamine!D2!and!D3!receptors! in#vitro!
174,199.!Interestingly!however,!due!to!the!presence!of!cholinergic!
or!dopaminergic!physiological! tone,! these! compounds!would! therefore!behave!as! antagonists! in# vivo.!
Data! have! been! provided! here! to! suggest! that! haloperidol! exerts! an! effect! upon! levels! of! ERK1/2!
phosphorylation! characteristic! of! inverse! agonism! (see! Figure! 6.10,! c! and! d),! though! the! receptor!
through! which! this! was! achieved! remains! unclear,! and! the! potency! of! the! observed! effect! was!
considerably!below!what!may!be!expected!when!considering!the!low!nM!affinity!this!compound!exhibits!




these! studies! of! heterologous! systems! expressing! constitutively! active! mutant! receptors.! It! remains!
unclear! whether! antipsychotics! exert! this! action! in# vivo,! though! warrants! further! investigation.!
Importantly,! antagonists,! and! indeed! partial! agonists! and! inverse! agonists! require! the! presence! of!
physiological! tone! for! their! true! pharmacological! characteristics! to! be! determined.! For! example,! as!









than! would! be! required! in! its! presence.! Indeed,! for! neutral! antagonists! –! if! the! concentration! is!
increased!to!a!level!so!as!to!provoke!a!response!at!all,!then!these!are!likely!to!be!as!a!result!of!offAtarget!
or! toxic! interactions,! or! through! inhibition! of! constitutive! receptor! activity.! With! respect! to! highly!




neuropsychiatric! conditions,! as! the! concentration! of! in# vitro! exposure! increases,! so! too! would! the!
likelihood! of! a! cellular! response.! Even! in! the! absence! of! offAtarget! intracellular! interactions,! these!
compounds!may!still!affect!the!liquidity!of!membrane!at!the!cell!surface!and!that!of!the!organelles!they!
contain.! If! the!purpose!of! an! in# vitro! transcriptomic! experiment! is! to!provide! a! simple!paradigm!with!
which! to!explore! the!mechanism!of!action!of!antipsychotic!medicines,! then! the!concentration!of!drug!
used!should!ideally!mirror!that!to!which!the!medicated!brain!is!exposed,!so!as!to!reduce!the!occurrence!
of! false! positives.! As! described! above,! differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures! exposed! to! haloperidol!
demonstrated! a! reduction! in! ERK1/2! phosphorylation! as! concentrations! began! to! reach! 10! µM! (see!
Figure! 6.10! d).! Phosphorylation! of! ERK1/2! represents! a! primary! mechanism! though! which! GPCRA
mediated!signalling!can!lead!to!gene!expression!changes,!as!it!confers!upon!it!the!ability!to!translocate!
into! the! nucleus! to! induce! immediate! early! gene! expression! and! therefore! amplify! the! effect! of! the!
initial!signal!(reviewed!in!detail!elsewhere!256,509).!
To! determine! whether! an! effect! of! haloperidol! could! be! observed! at! therapeutically! relevant!
concentrations! in#vitro,!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cultures!were!exposed!to! increasing!concentrations!
of! haloperidol! in! the! presence! of! simulated! dopaminergic! tone.! Pharmacological! tone! itself! is! an!
abstract! concept! that! is! used! to! describe! an! average! level! of! activity! –! the! summation! of! activity! at!
billions! of! synapses.! The! concentration! of! neurotransmitter! at! any! one! synapse! in# vivo! may! involve!
periods!with! little! or! no! activity! associated!with! lowAfrequency! tonic! firing! that! contrast! greatly!with!
periods!of!burst!activity!510.!Release!of!neurotransmitter!is!both!pulsatile!and!focal!–!with!the!exception!






peaks! of! activity! at! 3.16! nM! (10A8.5! M)! and! 100! nM! (10A7! M)(see! Figure! 6.7! b,! above).! These! two!
concentrations!were!therefore!used!in!two!separate!experiments!to!determine!the!effect!of!haloperidol!
in! the! presence! of! dopamine.! Differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures! were! exposed! to! haloperidol! at!
concentrations! between! 31.6! pM! (10A10.5! M)! and! 100! µM! (10A4! M)! at! half! logAunit! intervals! in! the!
presence!of!dopamine!at!either!3.16!nM!(10A8.5!M)!or!100!nM!(10A7!M)!and!20!µM!ascorbic!acid!for!45!
minutes! (incubation! period! associated! with! maximal! dopamineAmediated! ERK1/2! phosphorylation).!
Cultures! were! then! lysed! and! levels! of! phosphorylated! ERK1/2! determined! using! Cellul’erk! kit!
components.!
In! the! absence! of! dopaminergic! ‘tone’,! a! concentrationAdependent! decrease! in! levels! of! ERK1/2!
phosphorylation! starting! at! approximately! 3.16! µM,! though! had! failed! to! plateau! once! the! highest!
tested!concentration!of!100!µM!was!reached!(see!Figure!6.10!d,!above).!In!contrast,!in!the!presence!of!





of! 0.9!nM! (Figure!6.14!a).! In! the!presence!of! 100!nM! (10A7!M)!dopamine,! this! curve!was! subject! to! a!
rightward!shift,!with!haloperidol!demonstrating!an! IC50!of!59!nM!(Figure!6.14,!b).!As!expected,!due!to!
dopamine! receptor! stimulation,! an! effect! of! haloperidol! could! be! observed! at! a! considerably! lower!
concentration!than!when!it!was!exposed!to!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cultures!alone.!In!the!presence!of!
simulated! dopaminergic! tone! of! 3.16! nM,! a! similar! level! of! effect! from! haloperidol! with! respect! to!












phosphorylation! levels! using! Cellul’erk! kit! components! according! to! published! protocols.! Data! points! represent!
mean!±!S.E.M.!from!3!technical!replicates!(n!=!2)!and!are!expressed!relative!to!donorAonly!fluorescence!levels.!Red!





efficacy! has! persisted,! and! it! is! now! firmly! established! that! all! available! antipsychotics! possess! high!
affinity! for! a! range! of! different! receptors! 183.! Interaction! with! the! majority! of! these! receptors! was!
thought! to! be! exerted! through! antagonism,! though! as! our! understanding! of!GPCR! pharmacology! has!




as! an! inverse! agonist! at! dopamine! D3! receptors!












































at! therapeutically! relevant! concentrations! when! added! in! conjunction! with! dopamine! does! however!






These! data! provide! evidence! that! the! presence! of! physiological! tone! is! an! important! prerequisite! of!
being!able!to!detect!the!activity!of!haloperidol.!These!finding!have!important!implications!with!respect!




This! chapter! built! on! work! presented! in! Chapter( 4! to! provide! a! detailed! pharmacological!
characterisation! of! the! pharmacological! properties! demonstrated! by! differentiated! CTX0E16/02!
cultures.! LigandAinduced! intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation! has! been! described! in! CTX0E16/02! cultures!
exposed! to! various! methods! of! differentiation! in! response! to! dopamine,! 5AHT,! glutamate,! GABA,!
acetylcholine,! histamine,! phenylephrine! and! carbamoylcholine.! The! nature! and! specificity! of! these!
increases!in!intracellular!Ca2+!concentration!were!explored!here!in!further!detail!for!dopamine,!5AHT!and!
acetylcholine.! Robust! responses! from! acetylcholine! facilitated! a! detailed! dissection! of! the! relative!
contribution! of! ionotropic! nicotinic! receptors! and!metabotropic!muscarinic! receptors,! though! further!
work!would! be! necessary! to! determine! the! influence! of! individual! receptor! subtypes! upon! observed!
levels! of! Ca2+! accumulation.! Less! pronounced! responses!mediated!by! dopamine! and! 5AHT!were!more!
difficult! to! corroborate! with! regard! to! their! specificity.! This!may! have! been! attributable! both! to! the!
narrow!dynamic!range!provided!by!minimal!responses!from!these!ligands,!by!the!lack!of!selectivity!these!
ligands! demonstrate,! and! the! conflicting! influence! of! distinct! signalling! pathways! precipitated! by!
different! receptors! that! affect! intracellular! Ca2+! concentration! through! divergent! mechanisms,! as!
discussed! in! 4.1! and! graphically! summarised! in! Figure! 4.1.! Surprisingly,! this! work! also! insinuated! an!
apparent! inverse! agonistic! effect! of! the! 5AHT2AAspecific! agonist,! TCBA2! in! differentiated! CTX0E16/02!
cultures! with! respect! to! intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation.! This! represents! a! novel! finding,! and! is! in!
contrast! to! it’s!observed!behaviour!as!an!agonist!with!respect! to!ERK1/2!phosphorylation! in! the!same!
cultures.!
Limitations!associated!with!the!use!of! intracellular!Ca2+!concentration!as!a!surrogate! for!GPCR!activity!
led! to! experiments! that! exploited! the! ubiquitous! ability! of! GPCRs! to! modulate! levels! of! ERK1/2!
phosphorylation.!These!experiments!were!particularly! informative!with! regard! to! the!pharmacological!






• Differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures! demonstrated! considerable! higher! basal! levels! of!
phosphorylated! ERK1/2! than! their! proliferative! counterparts,! as! indicated! by! significantly!
higher! levels!of!detected!FRET.!This!may!however!be!attributable!to!a!greater!overall! level!of!
ERK1/2! expression! in! differentiated! as! compared! to! proliferative! cultures.! This! highlights! a!
drawback! of! this! type! of! highAthroughput! detection! method,! as! absolute! levels! of! ERK1/2!
cannot! be! determined! as! each! experimental! well! is! exposed! to! the! same! amount! of! each!
antibody,! and! no! discrimination! can! be! made! between! bound! and! unbound! antibody.! This!
finding! clearly! warrants! further! investigation,! as! variations! in! the! basal! level! of! ERK1/2!
phosphorylation!would!allow!different! responses! to!be!derived! from!the!same! ligand,!even! if!
the! receptor! population!was! the! same.! Using! haloperidol’s! apparent! inverse! agonistic! effect!
with!respect!to!ERK1/2!phosphorylation! in!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cultures!as!an!example,!
little!or!no!response!would!be!expected!to!be!observed! in!proliferative!cultures!exhibiting!an!
absence!of!basal!ERK1/2!phosphorylation.!This! finding! therefore!highlights! the! importance!of!
using!a!native! tissue!system!to! investigate! ligand!pharmacology,!as!an! in#vitro! system! lacking!
basal!ERK1/2!activity!would!be! incapable!of!observing!these!responses,! including!proliferative!
CTX0E16/02!cultures.!
• The! method! of! detection! used! to! determine! levels! of! ERK1/2! phosphorylation! provided! a!
considerably!more!sensitive!means!by!which!GPCR!activity!could!be!monitored,! though!as!an!




• Levels! of! ERK1/2! phosphorylation! did! not! correlate! with! levels! of! intracellular! Ca2+!
accumulation! in! response! to!a!given!compound!or!concentration.! Indeed,!while!acetylcholine!
consistently! provoked! the! most! robust! increases! in! [Ca2+]i,! it! provoked! amongst! the! lowest!
levels! of! ERK1/2! phosphorylation! (see! Figure! 4.9,! c! and! Figure! 6.8,! b).! In! contrast,! while!
differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures! demonstrated! minimal! intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation! in!
response!to!phenylephrine,!this!ligand!was!capable!of!provoking!the!highest!detected!levels!of!
ERK1/2!phosphorylation!(see!Figure!4.9,!a!and!Figure!6.8,!d).!This!inverse!functional!selectivity!
demonstrated! by! acetylcholine! and! phenylephrine! with! respect! to! intracellular! Ca2+!
accumulation! and! ERK1/2! phosphorylation! have! not! been! described! elsewhere! and! as! such!
represent!a!novel!finding.!
• Levels! of! ligandAinduced! intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation! or! ERK1/2! phosphorylation! cannot!






this! could! perhaps! be! performed! through! a! fluorescenceAbased! strategy! with! the! recent!
introduction!of!fluorescent!GPCR!ligands!for!this!purpose!by!Abcam!and!Tocris.!
• The! timeAcourse! of! ERK1/2! phosphorylation! induced! by! each! different! tested! ligand! varied!
considerably.! This! may! partly! explain! how! the! same! signal! from! different! receptors! can! be!
discriminated.!
• Different! ligands! also! provoked! very! different! levels! of! variability! between! cultures.! For!
example,!dopamine,!phenylephrine!and!acetylcholine!produced!comparably!consistent!levels!of!








of! these! cells! are! present! within! each! culture,! a! small! difference! in! the! number! of! these!
responding! cells! could! potentially! result! in! a! relatively! large! difference! in! the! level! of!
phosphorylated!ERK1/2!detected.!
• Use! of! specific! D1Alike! and! D2Alike! agonists! demonstrated! the! presence! of! both! of! these!
receptor!subtypes!in!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cultures.!Interestingly,!despite!having!opposing!
effects! upon!adenylyl! cyclase,! and! consequently! cAMP! levels,! both! receptor! types! caused!an!
increase!in!ERK1/2!phosphorylation.!
• While! raclopride! was! capable! of! reversing! levels! of! ERK1/2! phosphorylation! observed! in!
response!to!quinpirole,!SCH39166!and!MDL11939!appeared!to!potentiate!increases!in!ERK1/2!
phosphorylation! provoked! by! SKF81297! and! TCBA2! respectively.! Further! work! is! required! to!
determine!the!cause!of!this!apparent!anomaly,!as!both!SCH39166!and!MDL11939!are!thought!




be! greater! when! using! antagonists! to! inhibit! agonistAinduced! ERK1/2! phosphorylation.!




benefit! from! the! use! of! robotics! to! perform! any! liquid! handling.! All! experiments! described!







• It! was! mentioned! that! when! performing! experiments! to! measure! levels! of! ligandAinduced!
intracellular!Ca2+!accumulation!it!became!clear!that!resultant!data!was!subject!to!an!apparent!
“edge! effect”.! This! was! thought! to! be! as! a! consequence! of! cells! –! differentiated! in! 96Awell!
plates! –! remaining! in! culture! for! extended! periods! of! time,! and! wells! closer! to! the! edge! of!
plates! inevitably! being! subject! to! greater! levels! of! media! evaporation.! Higher! evaporation!
therefore!leading!to!changes!in!the!concentration!of!solutes!within!each!wells’!medium.!In!an!
attempt! to!partially! address! this! issue! for! the!more! sensitive!ERK1/2!phosphorylation!assays,!
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Plate!maps!such!as! this!were!used! to!assign! to!different!conditions! to! individual!wells!of!a!96Awell!plate!so!as! to!
ensure!that!no!two!concentrations!of!the!same!drug!were!at!the!edge!of!a!plate!to!minimise!any! influence!of!an!
edge! effect.! Each! shaded! value! refers! to! a! final! drug! concentration! exposed! to! cells! contained! within! the!
corresponding!well!to!the!log10!M.!‘C’!refers!to!control!wells!where!no!drug!was!added.!
!
• As! previously! mentioned,! highAthroughput! ERK1/2! phosphorylation! assays! such! as! the! that!
provided!by!the!Cellul’erk!kit!which!do!not!include!a!step!to!wash!away!unbound!antibody!do!




















• A! final! consideration! with! regard! to! ERK1/2! phosphorylation! data! presented! here! is! the!
relatively! small! n! numbers! provided.! The! number! of! repeats! for! each! experiment! was!
unfortunately! limited! by! the! still! very! high! cost! of! these! assays,! though! cheaper! alternatives!




Most! importantly,! data! presented! here! have! shown! that! the! effect! of! a! therapeutically! relevant!
concentration! of! antipsychotic! drug! can! be! detected! in# vitro! in! differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures.!
However,! this! effect! could! only! be! detected! in! the! presence! of! simulation! neural,! physiological! tone.!
This! finding!has! important! implications! regarding! the!way! in!which!we!experimentally! investigate! the!









line! –! CTX0E16/02.! Data! is! presented! providing! evidence! that! these! progenitor! cells! can! generate!
differentiated! cellAtypes! resembling! those! that! comprise! that! adult! human! cortex,! namely;!
glutamatergic! and!GABAergic! neurons,! astrocytes! and!potentially! oligodendrocytes.! Evidence!has! also!
been!provided!to!show!that!these!cultures!exhibit!markers!indicative!of!synapse!formation,!and!contain!
cells!capable!of!electrical!excitability!–!based!on!their!ability!to!mobilise!intracellular!Ca2+!in!response!to!
a! high! K+! challenge! –! and! therefore! resemble! mature! neuronal! networks.! Differentiation! of! the!
CTX0E16/02! cell! line! was! accompanied! by! an! increase! in! the! expression! of! genes! encoding! proteins!
associated! with! neural! communication,! and! those! thought! to! mediate! the! transduction! of! signals!
responsible!for!the!therapeutic!efficacy!of!antipsychotic!drugs.!Work!described!here!provides!the!first,!
detailed!pharmacological!characterisation!of!a!human!neural!progenitor!cell! line!and!the!cultures!they!
generate!upon!differentiation.!As! a!means!of! validation,! a! phenotypic! and! functional! comparison!has!
been! made! with! cultures! derived! from! primary! human! foetal! tissue;! demonstrating! that! these! cells!
reflect! the! properties! of! their! in# vivo! counterparts.! Taken! together,! these! data! show! that! the!
CTX0E16/02!cell!line!represents!an!excellent!in#vitro!model!with!which!to!investigate!the!mechanism!of!
action! of! antipsychotic! drugs.! Finally! –! and! perhaps! most! importantly! –! differentiated! CTX0E16/02!
cultures! have! been! used! to! show! that! the! downstream! signalling! consequences! of! exposure! to! an!
antipsychotic! drug! can! only! be! detected! at! clinically! relevant! concentration,! when! cultures! are!
additionally!exposed!to!simulated!physiological!tone.!These!data!have!important!implications!regarding!







almost! questions! the! nature! of! life! itself.!Working! within! this! field! at! the! present!moment!makes! it!
difficult!not!to!be!complacent!about!what!is!currently!happening,!and!how!these!discoveries!will!change!
scientific!understanding!and!the!nature!of!health!care!treatment!in!the!future.!
The! reason!why! stem! cells! represent! such! an! exciting! tool! for! laboratory! neuroscientists! is! that! they!
have!the!potential!to!provide!a!limitless!source!of!the!cells!that!comprise!the!human!brain.!Historically,!
this!availability!has!been!a!major!stumbling!block! for! the!study!of!human!neurons!–! the!cells! that!are!
responsible!for!everything!from!the!generation!of!movement!and!sensation,!to!emotion!and!cognitive!
ability.! While! the! use! of! animals! and! heterologous! cell! culture! systems! have! proven! useful! in! this!
endeavour,! as!we! seek! to! understand! the! cellular! and! biochemical!mechanisms! of! arguably! uniquely!




human!cells.! It! is! the!postAmitotic!nature!of!neurons! that!makes! their! study!such!a!challenge.!Healthy!
human!neural!biopsy!material! is!understandably! rare,! and!even! if! neuronal! cultures!are!derived! from!
animals!–!which!itself!is!less!than!ideal!–!they!cannot!be!expanded;!meaning!new!animals!are!required!
to! perform! each! individual! experiment,! bringing! with! them! considerable! costs! and! their! own! ethical!
implications.!In!contrast,!embryonic!stem!(ES)!cells!exhibit!self!renewal,!meaning!they!can!be!expanded!
to! suit! the! needs! of! almost! any! experiment,! while! possessing! the! potential! to! form! any! cell! of! the!
mature! brain,! or! indeed! any! other! tissue! of! the! body! 515.! ES! cells! form! the! inner! cell! mass! of! the!
developing! embryo,! and! are! subject! to! a! complex! sequence! of! signalling! events! as! they! increase! in!
number!and!specialisation! 50.!Accurate! recreation!of! these!developmental! signals! in#vitro! are! far! from!
trivial,!and!has!therefore!promoted!the!use!of!neural!progenitor!cells!(NPC)!as!a!means!to!generate!cells!
representative! of! those! that! comprise! the! adult! human! brain! 46,61,328.! NPCs! are! isolated! at! a! later!
gestational! stage! than! ES! cells,! representing! specialised! cohorts! of! cells,! destined! to! form! distinct!
regions!of! the!developing!brain! 51.! Indeed,!upon! in# vitro! isolation,! these! cells!have!been! shown! to!be!
capable! of! self! renewal! in! the! presence! of! appropriate! trophic! stimulation! and,! upon! removal! of! this!
trophic! stimulation,! to! spontaneously! differentiate! into! cells! representative! of! their! neural! region! of!
origin!57A59,61,63,65,66.!
The! restricted! fate! of! NPC! is! however! accompanied! by! a! concomitant! reduction! in! their! selfArenewal!
capacity,!when!compared!to!ES!cells.!Partly!to!address!this!issue,!Pollock!and!colleagues!demonstrated!
the! utility! of! controllable! ectopic! expression! of! the! oncogenic! gene! –! cAMyc! –!within! clonallyAderived!
NPCs,! as! a! means! to! conditionally! immortalise! these! cells! 63.! This! system! allows! these! NPCs! to! be!
maintained! under! proliferative! conditions! through! 4AOHTAmediated,! controlled! expression! of! cAMyc,!
with!the!subsequent!removal!facilitating!differentiation!into!both!neurons!and!glia,!again!representative!
of! their! region! of! origin! 63,65A67.! The! NPC! lines! described! in! this! study! are! all! a! product! of! this!
immortalisation!process,! including!the!CTX0E16/02!line,!for!which!a!detailed!characterisation!has!been!
provided.!
Recent! advances! in! stem! cell! technology! have! identified! a! range!of! different!means! by!which! human!
neural! cells! can! be! derived,! including! the! differentiation! of! NPCs,! NSCs! and! ES! cells! 61,327,334,!
transdifferentiation!of!somatic!cells!into!iPS!cells!prior!to!differentiation!75,!or!direct!transdifferentiation!
of!somatic!cells!into!neurons!89!–!each!with!their!own!advantages!and!weaknesses!–!and!are!discussed!in!
detail! in! 1.2! to! 1.4.! However,! cells! derived! through! each! of! these! different! strategies! require!
considerable!characterisation!so!as!to!ensure!their!relevance!to!the!in#vivo!counterparts!they!have!been!
developed!to!model,!or!the!application!for!which!they!are!to!be!used.!A!good!example!of!this!is!provided!









antipsychotic! drugs! at! the! cellular! and! molecular! level.! In! addition,! this! work! had! the! additional!
objective! of! exploring! the! potential! of! this! culture! system! as! a! putative! tool! for! the! development! of!
novel! antipsychotic!medicines.! As! a! starting! point,! this! study! began!with! seven! distinct,! conditionally!
immortalised! NPC! lines! derived! from! diverse! regions! of! the! developing! human! brain,! at! specifically!
selected!gestational! stages! to!maximise! their!neurogenic! capacity.! The!differentiation!of! five!of! these!
lines! has! been! described! previously! 63,65A67,106,! while! the! differentiation! of! the! remaining! two! –! both!
derived!form!the!developing!human!cortex!(CTX0E03/02!and!CTX0E16/02)!–!has!been!optimised!above.!
Initially,!the!expression!of!genes!identified!as!pivotal!to!the!transduction!of!the!pharmacological!effects!
of! antipsychotic! drugs!was! assessed! in! each! of! the! seven! lines! under! proliferative! and! differentiated!
culture! conditions! (a! full! list! of! these! genes! can!be! found! in! Table! 3.8).! This!was! used! as! a!means!of!
determining!the!suitability!of!each!cell!line!for!the!prescribed!purpose.!




Hook! and! colleagues! recently! demonstrated! an! increase! in! the! expression! of! ADRB1,! encoding! the!
adrenergic! β1! receptor,! in! a! nonAimmortalised! clonal! NPC! line! derived! from! 9! –! 10! week! gestation!
developing! human! cortex.! This! was! the! only! GPCR! involved! in! neurotransmission! that! the! group!
reported!as!demonstrating!increased!expression!over!a!32!day!differentiation!period;!expression!of!this!
gene!being!absent! in!proliferative!cultures! 61.! The!expression!of! this!gene!was!not! tested!here.!These!
data! were! obtained! using! expression! microarrays! however,! and! the! expression! of! many! GPCRs! are!
known!to!occur!below!the!limit!of!detection!provided!by!this!platform!516.!It!is!therefore!likely!that!this!
group!may!have!missed! the!expression!of!many!other! receptors! 516.! From!data!obtained!using!whole!
genome! expression! arrays,! the! authors! chose! to! present! just! seven! genes! whose! expression! had!
intensified!over! the!course!of! the!differentiation!period!–! those! that! they! felt! represented! ‘druggable!
genes’.! Therefore,! it! is! likely! that! had! they! detected! the! expression! of! any! of! the! genes! tested! here!
(which! were! selected! because! they! are! targeted! by! drugs)! they! would! have! been! reporte.! Another!
recent!study!reported!by!Layden!and!colleagues! investigated!the!expression!of!343!different!GPCRs! in!
mouse! ES! cells! and! ES! cells! that! had! been! differentiated! for! 4! or! 20! days! as! embryoid! bodies! using!
quantitative!RTAPCR!arrays!517.!They!surprisingly!detected!the!expression!of!genes!encoding!5AHT!(Htr1b!
and!Htr2a),! glutamate! (Grm4! and!Grm6),! GABA! (Gabbr1),! norepinephrine! (Adra1d)! and! acetylcholine!
(Chrm4)! receptors! in! undifferentiated! ES! cells.! Of! these,! GRM4! and! GRM6! were! also! found! to! be!
ubiquitously!expressed!in!all!seven!NPC!lines!described!here,!while!HTR2A!exhibited!limited!expression!
in!proliferative!cultures,!though!appeared!in!all!differentiated!cultures.!This!group!also!found!that!after!









only!demonstrated!at! the!message! level,!and! it! remains!unclear!whether! they!were!also!expressed!as!
functional! receptors! at! the! cell! surface.! It! also! raised! the! question! of! how! early! in! embryonic!
development!the!endogenous!ligands!that!act!as!agonists!at!these!receptors!are!present,!and!what!their!
possible! role! could!be.! Evidence!has!been!presented! in! this! thesis! to!begin! to! address! some!of! these!
questions.!
The! expression! of! genes! encoding! neurotransmitter! receptors! in! NPCs! derived! from! 10! –! 12! week!




to! the! scarcity! of! tissue,! it! was! not! possible! to! identify! the! neurotransmitters! these! cells! may! have!
synthesised.!However,!the!fact!that!both!functional!neurons!are!present!and!neurotransmitter!receptors!
capable!of!transducing!signals!that!may!emanate!from!them!suggests!that!neurotransmission!–!even!at!








property! is! present.! A! perhaps! minor! caveat! to! these! findings! is! that! the! primary! cultures! that!
demonstrated! these! electrical! properties! were! expanded! as! adherent! cultures! prior! to! investigation.!
Thus! the! possibility! exists! that! this! observed! electrical! excitability! was! not! a! property! of! the! original!
primary!samples,!but!only!developed!upon!expansion.!However,!this!seems!unlikely!when!it!is!consider!
that!the!greatest!KClAinduced!responses!were!evoked!in!cultures!that!had!spent!the!least!time!exposed!
to! proliferative! culture! condition.! Indeed,! detectable! electrical! excitability! became! progressively! less!
pronounced! the! longer! primary! cultures! remained! under! proliferative! culture! condition.! In! addition,!
cultures! that! had! originally! exhibited!measurable! electrical! excitability! following! sample! dissociation,!
lost! this! property! after! further! expansion! under! the! proliferative! culture! conditions! used! here! (see!
Chapter(5).!
A! role!played!by!neurotransmitterAmediated!communication!at! this!early! stage! in!development! (7!–!8!
week! gestation)! is! also! supported! by! expression! data! obtained! from! these! nonAexpanded! primary!
cultures,!as! compared! to! that!detected! in! the! seven!clonal!NPC! lines.! For! instance,!proliferating!NPCs!
were! characterised! by! restricted! expression! with! respect! to! many! of! the! genes! tested.! Following!






within! these! cultures.! In! short,! differentiated!NPC! cultures!were! associated!with! a! broader! and!more!
intense! expression! profile! than! that! of! their! undifferentiated! precursors.! This! trend! was! reflected! in!
primary!cultures!when!comparing!those!that!had!been!expanded!as!proliferative!cultures!for!28!days!–!a!
crude!recreation!of!clonal!NPC! line!cultures,!as! this!would! increase!the!number!of!NPCs!and!decrease!
the!number!of!neurons!present!–!with!those!that!had!been!differentiated!for!28!days! (see!Figure!5.2,!
Figure!5.3!and!Figure!5.4).!Characteristically,!restricted!and!often!weak!expression!of!many!of!the!tested!
genes! was! found! in! proliferative! cultures,! while! a! broader! range! and! an! increase! in! expression! was!
observed!in!differentiated!cultures!–!as!seen!in!the!NPC!lines.!However,!nonAexpanded!primary!cultures!
exhibited!an!expression!profile!indicative!of!differentiated!cultures;!with!intense!expression!detected!for!
most! of! the! genes! tested.! Indeed,! the! intensity! and! breadth! of! genes! tested,!was! for! some! samples,!
greater! in! the! initially! plated! proliferative! cultures! than! was! observed! in! the! differentiated! cultures.!




and! a! characteristically! broad! expression! profile! (Figure! 5.2,! Figure! 5.3! and! Figure! 5.4)! –! and! was!
supported! further! though! the! nature! of! observed! changes! in! ligandAinduced! intracellular! Ca2+!
accumulation! (Figure! 5.5).! This! is! perhaps! best! illustrated! through! responses! observed! following!
exposure! to! acetylcholine! or! glutamate.! Proliferative! CTX0E16/02! cultures! demonstrated!
characteristically!robust,!concentrationAdependent!responses!to!acetylcholine,!which!were!consistently!
attenuated! following! differentiation.! Conversely,! glutamateAinduced! changes! in! [Ca2+]i!were! absent! in!
proliferative! cultures! though! emerged! following! differentiation! (see! Figure! 4.8! and! Figure! 4.9).! This!
finding! is! consistent!with!a!previous! report! from!Hook!and!colleagues,!who!–!using!nonAimmortalised!
clonal!NPCs!lines!derived!from!the!developing!cortex!and!hindbrain!of!9!–!10!week!gestation!foetuses!–!
showed! that! differentiated! cells! were! associated! with! small! cholinergic! responses,! robust! glutamate!
responses! and! electrical! excitability.! This! situation! was! found! to! be! reversed! in! less! differentiated!
cultures! 61.! When! compared! to! observations! made! in! primary! cultures! here,! ligandAinduced! Ca2+!
responses! in! nonAexpanded! primary! cultures! were! characteristic! of! those! expected! of! differentiated!
cultures!–!small!cholinergic!response!and!larger!glutamatergic!response.!However,!after!these!cells!had!
been!expanded!in!the!presence!of!mitogens!for!28!days,!these!cells!exhibited!responses!to!acetylcholine!
and! glutamate! that! were! strikingly! similar! to! those! observed! in! proliferative! CTX0E16/02! cultures.! A!
finding!that!is!likely!attributable!to!a!reduction!in!the!number!of!neurons!present!and!an!enrichment!in!
the! number! of! NPCs.! Responses! from! differentiated! primary! cultures! also! followed! the! same! trend!
portrayed!by!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cells!and!described!previously!by!Hook!and!colleagues!61.!Due!
to! differences! in! the! way! different! primary! cultures! were! treated! prior! to! differentiation,! these!
similarities!were!more!difficult!to!resolve!than!they!were!for!proliferative!cultures.!The!reason!for!this!
was!that,!of!the!four!primary!cultures!tested,!while!each!had!remained!in!culture!for!the!same!period!of!






passages! exhibited! responses! to! acetylcholine! and! glutamate! that! were! strikingly! similar! to!
differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures,! while! those! exposed! to! fewer! passages! exhibited! more! variable!
responses.! This! suggests! that! with! increasing! numbers! of! passages,! the! primary! cultures! come! to!
functionally!resemble!that!of!the!CTX0E16/02!cultures,!and!is!likely!attributable!to!the!loss!of!neurons,!
that!were!originally!present!within!these!cultures.!
Taken! together,! these! data! suggest! that! 7! –! 8! week! gestation! primary! foetal! tissue! already! contains!
functional!neurons.! In!addition,! the!NPC!that!coexist!with! these!neurons!at! this!point! in!development!
express! receptors! capable! of! transducing! signals! potentially! released! by! these! neurons! –! a! property!
shared! with! the! NPC! lines! described! here.! Data! described! here! therefore! implicates! a! likely! role! for!
neurotransmitterAmediated! signalling,! even! at! these! very! early! stages! of! neural! development,! and! as!
such! warrants! further! investigation! to! elucidate! the! possible! role! that! this! may! have! in! the!
establishment!of!neural!networks.!
The! proliferative! conditions! under!which! cultures! derived! from!dissociated! primary! neural! embryonic!
tissues!samples!were!maintained,!clearly!impacted!upon!their!characteristics!with!respect!to!the!genes!
they!expressed!and! their! functional!properties.!These!effects!were!apparent!as!a!product!both!of! the!
time!spent!under!these!culture!conditions!and!as!a!consequence!of!passaging!the!cells.!Consistent!with!
the! detected! presence! of! a! high! proportion! of! MAP2+! cells! in! nonAexpanded,! proliferative! primary!
cultures,!some!of!these!were!found!upon! inspection!to!exhibit!electrical!excitability.! Interestingly,! this!
property!was! robustly!detected! in! cultures! that! took! just!6!days! to! reach!confluences!–! the! first! time!




be! the! case,! as! fixed! cultures! from! the! five! different! samples! were! found! to! contain! comparable!
numbers! of!MAP2+! neurons! at! this! stage.! This!was! also! reflected! in! the! gene! expression! profiles! and!
glutamate! and! acetylcholineAinduced! Ca2+! responses! exhibited! by! these! nonAexpanded! proliferative!
cultures.! This! therefore! suggests! that! similar! numbers! of! neurons! were! present! in! each! of! the! five!
primary!cultures!when!they!were!initially!established,!yet!the!total!number!of!cells!used!to!seed!these!
cultures! was! the! same.! This! suggests! that! the! cultures! that! took! longer! to! reach! confluence! initially!
contained! a! lower! proportion! of!NPC! as! compared! to! neurons,! as! these! are! the! cells! expected! to! be!
responsible! for! the!proliferative! capacity!of! the! cultures.! Taken! together,! these!data! suggest! that! the!
time! that! these! nonAexpanded! cultures! spent! under! proliferative! culture! conditions,! incrementally!
reduced!their!capacity!to!respond!to!a!50!mM!K+!challenge.!The!mechanism!through!which!this!occurred!










clonal! NPC! lines! tested! (see! Table! 3.9! and! Table! 3.10).! This! finding! is! likely! attributable! to! the!
enrichment!of!NPCs!within!these!cultures!as!they!proliferate!and!subsequently!outnumber!the!neurons!
present,! due! either! to! their! postAmitotic! nature! or! poor! tolerance! of! passaging.! Unfortunately,!
immunocytochemical!staining!was!not!performed!at!this!stage!of!experimentation,!but!it!is!likely!that!far!
fewer! neurons! were! present! in! these! expanded! proliferative! cultures! as! compared! to! their! nonA
expanded! counterparts.!None! of! the! cultures! tested! at! this! stage!were! however! capable! of! elevating!
[Ca2+]i! to! a! detectable! level! in! response! to! 50! mM! KCl! (see! Figure! 5.11).! Differentiation! of! primary!
cultures!on!the!other!hand,!which!resulted!in!considerable!numbers!of!MAP2+!neurons!and!a!matching!
gene! expression! profile,! also! brought! with! it! robust! electrical! excitability! for! all! tested! samples.!
Interestingly!however,! the!magnitude!of!KClAinduced!Ca2+! responses! in!differentiated!primary!cultures!
was!also!affected!by!the!number!of!passages!that!these!cultures!underwent!prior!to!differentiation,!with!
cultures!exposed!to!fewer!passages!(which!were!also!the!cultures!that!took!longer!to!reach!confluence!
initially! and! did! not! show! excitability! at! this! stage)! showing! larger! KClAinduced! responses.! Therefore,!
electrical!excitability!appeared!to!be!progressively! lost!with! increasing!time!under!proliferative!culture!
conditions!prior!to!expansion,!and!the!capacity!to!become!electrical!excitable!upon!differentiation!was!




The! emergence! of! robust! electrical! excitability! in! primary! cultures! after! a! 28! day! differentiation! is! in!
contrast!to!that!observed!for!CTX0E16/02!cultures,!which!took!8!weeks!before!developing!this!property!
under!similar!culture!conditions,!and!was!considerably!less!pronounced!than!that!exhibited!by!primary!
cultures! after! just! 4! weeks.! A! possible! reason! for! the! rapid! development! of! electrical! excitability! in!
differentiated! primary! cultures,! as! compared! to! the! CTX0E16/02! line! may! have! been! due! to! the!
presence!of!cells!within!primary!cultures!that!retained!a!post!mitotic!neuronal!phenotype!during!their!
time! in!proliferative!culture,!though! lost!the!capacity!to! increase![Ca2+]i! in!response!to!KCl.!Thus,!once!
exposed! to! culture! conditions! that! promoted! differentiation,! these! cells! were! capable! of! quickly!
recovering!this!property.!This!would!be!consistent!with!the!fact!that!primary!cultures!exposed!to!fewer!
passages!demonstrated!more!robust! responses! to!KCl,!as! they!would!be!expected!to!contain!a!higher!
proportion!of!these!cells.!This!seems!unlikely!however,!as!neurons!are!known!not!to!tolerate!continuous!
passaging!and!reseeding!518.!!






greater! period! of! time,! they! have! been! exposed! to! several! freeze/thaw! cycles! in! order! to! lay! down!
master!and!working!cell!banks!and!have!been!conditionally!immortalised.!With!respect!to!the!influence!
of! immortalisation,! data! presented! elsewhere!would! suggest! that! this! procedure! does! not! negatively!





been! shown! here! to! promote! electrical! excitability! (though! half! of! this! concentration! was! used! in!
experiments! described! above).! Hook! and! colleagues! found! that! appreciable! levels! of! electrical!
excitability!were!only!observed!in!these!cultures!after!the!fourth!month!61.!The!apparent!resistance!of!
the! CTX0E16/02! cell! line! to! developing! electrical! excitability! as! compared! to! primary! cultures! is!
therefore!consistent!with!previously!published!work!using!human!clonal!NPC!lines.!
Another! factor! that!may! contribute! to! the! rate! at!which!NPCs! functionally!mature! is! the! region! from!
which!they!originate.!For!example,!Donato!and!colleagues!found!that!while!NPC!lines!derived!from!the!
developing!human!cortex! (at!14!weeks!gestation)! remained!resistant! to! the!development!of!electrical!
excitability,!NPCs!derived!from!the!ventral!mesencephalon!(at!10!weeks!gestation)!were!able!to!develop!
this!property!after!a!two!week!differentiation!period!104.!It!should!be!noted!that!these!experiments!were!
performed! using! electrophysiological! recordings! and! reported! electrical! excitability! with! respect! to!
changes! in! total! intracellular! current! rather! than! the! ability! to! flux! Ca2+! as! measured! across! whole!
cultures!using!a!FS3!plate!reader,!as!described!here.!The!method!described!by!Donato!and!colleagues!
was! therefore,! considerably! more! sensitive.! Their! data! suggest! that! NPCs! derived! from! a!
phylogenetically!more!recent!region!of! the!brain!may!require!more!time!to!reach!functional!maturity.!
Both! of! the! NPC! lines! described! by! Donato! were! conditionally! immortalised,! in! fact,! the! ventral!
mesencephalon!derived!line!they!used!is!the!VM!line!described!in!Chapter(3,!above.!However,!while!the!
cortex!derived!line!was!immortalised!in!exactly!the!same!way!as!the!CTX0E16/02!line,!the!VM!line!was!
not! clonally! selected,! and! instead! derived! as! a! product! of! all! cells! that! survived! antibiotic! selection!
following!immortalisation.!Interestingly,!the!authors!of!this!study!suggested!that!this!might!ensure!that!
different! NPCs! with! varying! neurogenic! capacities! (or! at! least! the! rate! at! which! this! develops)! may!
constitute! the! VM! cell! line,! as! would! be! the! case! in! primary! cultures.! Data! presented! here! cannot!
conclusively!eliminate!any!of!the!possible!reasons!discussed!above!to!explain!the!rapid!development!of!
electrical! excitability! in! primary! culture! –! or! indeed! in! the! VM! line! as! described! by! Donato! and!
colleagues.! This! subject!definitely!warrants! further! investigation!however,! as! an!understanding!of! the!
mechanisms! that! control! this! property!may! allow! electrically! excitable! cultures! to! be! generated! in! a!






the! functional! properties! exhibited! by! proliferative! and! differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures,! and!
therefore! demonstrated! that! they! were! representative! of! their! in# vivo! counterparts.! Indeed,! work!
described! previously! by!Hook! and! colleagues! using! a! nonAimmortalised,! corticallyAderived,! clonal!NPC!
line! 61,! also! supported!data!presented!here,!with! respect! to! the! fact! that!ectopic!expression!of! the!cA
MycERTAM!transgene!to!maintain!the!self!renewal!capacity!of!these!cells!does!not!alter!their!functional!
properties,! as! discussed! above.! However,! the! generation! of! cultures! from! primary,! embryonic! neural!
tissue,! also! raised! several! interesting! questions,! though! appears! to! have! partially! addressed!why! the!





This! would! be! consistent! with! a! previous! report! from! Bystron! and! colleagues! showing! evidence! of!
neurons!in!the!developing!human!cortex!as!early!as!31!days!gestation!423.!Indeed!the!first!synapses!are!
found! in! the! developing! cortex! at! just! 9! –! 10!weeks! gestation! 420.! The! fact! that! neurons,! capable! of!
forming!synapse!are!already!present!at!this!early!stage!in!neural!development,!and!that!NPCs!present!at!
this! stage! express! receptors! –! at! the! message! level! at! least! –! making! them! responsive! to! signals!
generated!by! these!neurons,! implicates!a!possible! role! for!GPCRAmediated!neurotransmission! in!early!
neural! development.!What! this! role! is! however! remains! unclear,!with! little! or! no! literature! currently!
available!relating!to!this!area,!and!certainly!warrants!further!investigation.!
What! is! clear! from!data!presented!here! is! that!CTX0E16/02!cultures!are!highly!plastic!with! respect! to!
their! pharmacological! characteristics! following! differentiation! as! a! result! of! the! culture! environment!
they!are!exposed!to!throughout!this!process.!This!was!first!exemplified!through!the!initial!optimisation!
of!differentiation!conditions! for! the!CTX0E16/02!cell! line.!These!preliminary!experiments! showed! that!
the!culture!environment!during!differentiation!bore!a!considerable! impact!upon!the!size!and!shape!of!
cells!produced,!the! level!of!survival!observed,!the!relative!proportion!of!different!cell! types!generated!




manipulation.! While! extending! the! period! of! time! that! cultures! were! differentiated! for,! or! exposing!
them!to!BDNF!were!the!only!conditions!that!were!found!to!promote!electrical!excitability,!nearly!all!of!
the!different!methods!that!were!explored!in!an!attempt!to!precipitate!this!property!were!found!to!alter!
ligandAinduced!changes! in! [Ca2+]i! in!some!way.!When!we!consider! that! these!cells!–! in! their!natural! in#
vivo!environment!–!must!assume!their!functional!role!within!a!complex!network!as!they!differentiate,!it!
is! perhaps! unsurprising! that! they! demonstrate! such! plasticity! with! respect! to! the!way! in! which! they!







tested! gene! encoding! receptors! involved! in! neurotransmission! –! with! the! exception! of! HRH1! –! was!
either!maintained!at!levels!observed!in!proliferative!cultures,!or!increased!upon!differentiation,!ligandA
induced! changes! in! [Ca2+]i! were! expected! to! rise! in! response! to! these! receptors’! cognate! ligands.! In!




the!reduction! in!detected! levels!of! ligandAinduced! intracellular!Ca2+!accumulation!were!attributable! to!
increased! cellular! heterogeneity!within! the! differentiated! cultures.! This! was! of! course! an! anticipated!
consequence! of! differentiation,! as! a! relatively! homogenous! pool! of! clonal! NPCs! becomes! a!
heterogeneous! pool! of! neuronal! subtypes! –! as! indicated! by! immunocytochemical! staining! –! and! glia.!
Accordingly,!the!detected!increase!in!the!level!of!expression!of!genes!encoding!receptors!was!expected!
to! be! accounted! for! by! fewer! cells! within! the! differentiated! cultures! capable! of! responding! to! these!
ligands,! though! the! cells! that! did! respond! were! expected! to! exhibit! high! levels! of! expression,! and!
therefore,!considerable!more!intense!responses.!This!was!hypothesised!to!be!detected!as!a!decrease!in!
responsiveness! when! measured! using! a! plate! reader! –! such! as! the! FS3,! used! here! –! that! averaged!
detected! levels! of! fluorescence! across! a! whole! cellular! field.! By! measuring! intracellular! Ca2+!
accumulation! within! individual! cells,! this! hypothesis! was! found! to! be! partly! true;! that! greater!
heterogeneity! was! observed! with! respect! to! the! proportion! of! cells! responding! to! tested! ligands.!
However,! it!was! found! that! responding! cells! did!not! generate! larger! responses.!On! inspection,! it!was!
found! that! proliferative! and! differentiated! cultures! contained! similar! numbers! of! cells!within! a! given!
field,!though!cells!within!differentiated!cultures!exhibited!comparably!smaller!cell!soma!than!their!NPC!
precursors,!helping! to!account! for!a!portion!of! the!observed!reduction! in!average! fluorescence!across!
the!whole!culture.!
The! compromise! of! detail! over! throughput! paid! dividends! with! respect! to! the!measurement! of! Ca2+!
accumulation! in! individual! cells.! This! strategy! provided! the! means! to! account! for! the! observed!
reductions! in! ligandAinduced! changes! in! [Ca2+]i! in! differentiated! as! compared! to!proliferative! cultures,!
though! failed! to! resolve! the! paradox! posed! through! concomitant! increases! in! receptor! expression.! It!
also! demonstrated! that! not! only! did! differentiation! change! the!magnitude! of! responses! to! the! same!
ligand,!but!in!some!cases,!also!changed!the!nature!of!these!responses.!These!data!highlighted!profound!




in! [Ca2+]i! in! response! to!glutamate!may!be! too! rapid! to!accurately! resolve!using! the!FS3.!Perhaps! the!








of! transgenic! reporter! systems! revolutionised! drug! discovery! in! the! 1990’s! 14,240.! A! change! that! was!
greatly! facilitated! by! concurrent! developments! in! combinatorial! chemistry,! miniaturisation,! liquidA
handling! robotics! and! sensitive,! fluorescenceAbased! detection! systems! 238,240.! These! heterologous!
expression!systems!ensure!robust!detection!of!a!desired!functional!outcome,!as!defined!by!the!design!of!
the!assay!itself,!and!provide!effective!negative!controls!through!the!use!of!untransfected!cells.!However,!
this! strategy! has! come! under! increasing! scrutiny! as! a! means! to! determine! the! efficacy! of! a! given!
molecule!14,452,!which!has!been!partly!driven!by!an!explosion!in!our!understanding!of!the!most!common!
of! drug! targets;! GPCRs! 206,519,520.! Rather! than! being! the! simple! on/off! switches! they! were! once!
considered!as,! these!molecules! represent! complex!machines! capable!of!a!multitude!of! responses!and!
interactions! 521.! Indeed,! these! interactions! with! other! receptors,! signalling! molecules! and! regulatory!
proteins!–!which!can!be!cell! type!specific!–! reinforce! the!need!to!employ!native! tissues! to! investigate!
GPCR!pharmacology!14,189,195,336,404.!!
As! discussed! previously,! due! to! the! seemingly! paradoxical! attenuation! in! ligandAinduced! changes! in!
[Ca2+]i! in! the!face!of! increased!receptor!expression!at! the!message! level,! it!was!hypothesised!that!this!
may!be!attributable! to!a! lack!of!plasma!membrane!expression,!either! through!a! lack!of! translation!or!
accumulation!within!the!secretory!pathway.!Experiments!were!therefore!performed!to!try!and!improve!
functional!receptor!expression!at!the!cell!surface,!or!at! least,! increase!ligandAinduced!intracellular!Ca2+!




–! as! represented! by! differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures! –! protocols! could! be! developed! so! as! to!






The!observed! increase! in! receptor!expression!accompanied!by!attenuated! ligandAinduced! intracellular!
Ca2+! accumulation! in! CTX0E16/02! cultures! following! differentiation! may! of! course! be! a! normal!
consequence! of! this! process.! The! most! striking! difference! between! proliferative! and! differentiated!
CTX0E16/02! cultures! is! both! the! size! and! shape! of! the! cells! that! comprise! them.! Proliferative!
CTX0E16/02!cells!have!large!cell!soma!and!few!processes,!while!differentiated!CTX0E16/02!cells!exhibit!






to!a! large,!more!spherical!cell!body!522.! In!addition,! the!growth!of! long!neuronal!processes!would!also!
considerably! increase! the! surface! area! to! volume! ratio! of! these! cells,! as! compared! to! their! NPC!
precursors.! Therefore,! a! situation! could! be! envisaged! whereby! neurons! are! found! to! express!
considerably!more! receptors! at! their! cell! surface,! yet!due! to! the!distal! localisation!of! these! receptors!
within! the! membrane! of! processes,! these! would! contribute! little! to! the! level! of! intracellular! Ca2+!
accumulation!observed!in!the!cell!body,!and!are!therefore!difficult!to!detect!using!instruments!such!as!
fluorescent!plate!readers.!Interestingly,!due!to!the!restricted!space!within!a!neurite!–!if!we!assume!that!
the!activation!of! a! given! receptor!provokes! the! same! level!of! Ca2+! accumulation!–! this!Ca2+!would!be!
subject!to!limited!diffusion,!and!therefore!lead!to!a!greater!local!Ca2+!concentration!and!consequently,!a!
more!pronounced!Ca2+Adependent!response!354.!!
The!accumulation!of! intracellular!Ca2+! is!obviously!not! the!only!means! through!which!cells! respond!to!
GPCR! ligands,! and! was! the! rationale! behind! the! experimental! measurement! of! receptorAmediated!
ERK1/2!phosphorylation,!as!described!in!Chapter(6.!Another!factor!that!may!contribute!to!the!observed!




signals! from! different! cells.! It! might! be! expected! therefore! that! differentiated! neuronal! cells! may!
diversify! their! signalling! repertoire,! so! as! to! maintain! sufficient! complexity! to! allow! different!
extracellular!signals!to!be!transduced!within!cells!in!different!ways.!To!an!extent,!this!has!already!been!
described! in! the! form! of! receptor! dimerisation,! functional! selectivity,! promiscuous! receptor! coupling!
and!simply!through!receptor!crosstalk!191,192,214,218,221,225,405.!
Experimentally,! the!use!of!native! tissue! in# vitro! culture! systems!are!not!without! their!drawbacks.!The!
most! obvious! being! the! time! these! cultures! take! to!mature.! Data! presented! above! showed! that! the!
earliest!time!point!at!which!electrical!excitability!could!be!provoked!in!CTX0E16/02!cultures!was!after!6!
weeks,!when!additionally!exposed!to!trophic!stimulation!from!BDNF.!The!maintenance!of!cultures!over!
long!period!of! time! increases! their! susceptibility! to! infection,!which!was!a!particular! concern!because!
the! CTX0E16/02! cell! line! are! not! grown! in! the! presence! of! antibiotics.! Thus,! the! generation! and!
maintenance!of!differentiating!CTX0E16/02!cultures!for! further!downstream!experimentation!required!

























The! Importance! of! using! native! tissues! to! investigate! the! signalling! consequences! of! ligandAreceptor!




the! activation!of! an! ERK1/2Aspecific! phosphatase!would! have! little! or! no! influence!upon!downstream!
signalling! in! proliferative! CTX0E16/02! cultures! under! basal! condition,! though! induction! of! the! same!
phosphatase!activity! in!differentiated!cultures!would!exert!a!considerable!response!–!as!was!observed!
for!haloperidol!(see!Figure!6.14).!Another!example!was!illustrated!by!the!activity!of!TCBA2;!a!reported!5A
HT2AAspecific! full! agonist,! yet! behaved! as! an! inverse! agonist! in! differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures.!
Another! interesting!finding!related!to!the!mechanism!of! intracellular!Ca2+!accumulation!in!response!to!
acetylcholine.! Date! presented! here! showed! that! this! occurred! as! a! result! of! muscarinic! rather! than!
nicotinic! receptor! activation,! yet! rather! than! being! released! from! intracellular! stores,! as! expected! of!
GαqAcoupled! receptors,! the! increase! in! [Ca
2+]i! was! found! to! originate! from! the! extracellular! space.! In!
addition,! a! comparison! of! detected! responses! obtained! from! the! same! ligand! in! differentiated!
CTX0E16/02!cultures!using!just!the!three!different!strategies!described!here!have!illustrated!the!need!to!
approach! the! concept! of! ligand! efficacy! from!multiple! directions.! For! example,! 1!mM!dopamine!was!
found! to! exert! no! effect! upon! intracellular! Ca2+! accumulation! when! measured! using! a! plate! reader!
(Figure!4.8),!though!was!shown!to!provoke!asynchronous!Ca2+!transients!when!detected!at!the!level!of!
individual! cells! (Figure! 4.12),!while! demonstrating! nanomolar! efficacy! in! its! ability! to! provoke! ERK1/2!






Taken! together,! these! data! suggest! that! if! we! are! to! employ! native! tissue,! cell! culture!models! in! an!







molecule,! such! as! cAMP,! PKA,! CREB! and! histone! H3! to! name! just! a! few.! These! remain! however!
particularly! expensive,! and!are! still! limited! to! answering!only! the!question! that! is! asked!of! the! assay.!
These!may!come!into!their!own!in!the!future!however!if!they!can!be!multiplexed!into!a!single!assay,!to!
answer! a! series! of! questions! from! a! single! experiment! –! the! possibility! of! which! has! been! recently!
demonstrated! 242.! Instrumentation! manufacturers! are! also! stepping! up! to! the! mark! with! respect! to!
providing!the!sensitivity!needed!to!functionally!interrogate!native!tissues! in#vitro.!Confocal! laserAbased!
highAcontent! imaging! platforms! that! can! be! algorithmically! programmed!now!provide! the! capacity! to!
detect!and!quantify!everything!from!neurite!outgrowth!and!synapse!formation!to!receptor!dimerisation!
and! proteinAprotein! interactions! 243,244.! Another! approach! that! represents! an! exciting!means! through!
which! native! cells! can! be! pharmacologically! characterised! in# vitro,! are! those! that! do! not! rely! on! a!
fluorescence!output!at!all!–!soAcalled!labelAfree!experimental!platforms!as!discussed!in!1.10.!
Perhaps! the!most! promising! technologies! for! the! investigation! of! the! complexity! surrounding! cellular!




through! agonism,! antagonism,! partial! agonism,! inverse! agonism,! positive! or! negative! allosteric!
modulation!or!functional!selectivity!195,196,202,205,206,218,221.!The!initial!aim!of!this!study!was!to!identify!and!




interactions! that! these! compounds! exhibit.! The! use! of! transcriptomics! as! a! tool! to! investigate! the!
mechanism!of!action!of!antipsychotics! is!not!however!a!novel!approach,!though!it! is!felt!that!previous!




simulated! dopaminergic! tone,! an! effect! of! haloperidol! could! be! detected! at! therapeutically! relevant!
nanomolar! concentrations! (see! Figure! 6.14).! Therefore,! it! is! proposed! that! to! obtain! biologically!






by!Brennand! and! colleagues;!who!demonstrated! the! creation!of! iPS! cells! from! schizophrenic! patients!
and!subsequently!used!these!to!generate!disorderAspecific!neuronal!cultures!75.!By!comparing!these!cells!
to! equivilant! cultures! from! healthy! volunteers,! they! were! able! to! demonstrate! both! phenotypic! and!
gene! expression! differences! between! the! cells! that! comprised! these! cultures.! However,! the! authors!




this! study! should! perhaps! be! treated! with! some! caution,! especially! when! it! is! considered! that! the!
concentration!of!loxapine!that!was!shown!to!exert!this!effect!was!perhaps!500!times!higher!than!would!
be!expected!to!achieve!clinical!efficacy!in#vivo!(personal!communication!from!Hugo!Geerts).!
Differentiated! CTX0E16/02! cultures! have! been! shown! to! represent! an! ideal! cellular! platform! for! the!
investigation! of! psychiatric! drug! function,! however,! only! through! providing! a! physiologically! relevant!



















CTX0E16/02!NPCs! (nestin+!&!KIA67+)! differentiate! into!doublecortin+!neuroblasts/young!neurons,! tau+! and!MAP2+!
neurons,! S100β+! astrocytes! and! show! some! evidence! of! the! expression! of! the! oligodendrocyte!marker!O4.! Both!




( ( Proliferative( Differentiated(
DRD2( Dopamine!D2!receptor!(GPCR)( ✓( ✓(
DRD3( Dopamine!D3!receptor!(GPCR)( ✓( ✓(
HTR2A( 5AHT2A!receptor!(GPCR)( ✗( ✓(
CHRM1( Cholinergic!muscarinic!M1!receptor!(GPCR)( ✓( ✓(
HRH1( Histamine!H1!receptor!(GPCR)( ✓( ✓(
ADRA1A( Adrenergic!α1A!receptor!(GPCR)( ✓( ✓(
TACR3( Tachykinin!NK3!receptor!(GPCR)( ✓( ✓(
AVRP1A( Arginine!vasopressin!V1A!receptor!(GPCR)( ✗( ✓(
GRM1C8( Metabotropic!glutamate!mGluR1A8!receptors!(GPCRs)( ✓( ✓(
GRIA2( Glutamate!receptor!2!(AMPA!receptor!subunit,!ionotropic)( ✓( ✓(
GRIN1( Glutamate!receptor,!NAmethyl!DAaspartate!(NMDA)!1!(NR1,!ionotropic)(
✓( ✓(
GABRA1( GABA!receptor!subunit!α1!(ionotropic)( ✗( ✓(
SLC6A4( 5AHT!transporter!(SERT)( ✓( ✓(
ARRB2( βAArrestin!2!(scaffold!and!signalling!protein)( ✓( ✓(
CAV1( CaveolinA1!(scaffold!protein)( ✓( ✓(
DLG4( Postsynaptic!density!protein!95!(PSDA95,!scaffold!protein)( ✓( ✓(
MPDZ( Multiple!PDZ!domain!protein!(MUPP1,!scaffold!protein)( ✓( ✓(






Dopamine( ✗! ✗! ✓!
5AHT( ✗! ✗! ✓!
Glutamate( ✗! ✓! ✓!
GABA( ✗! ✗! ✓!
Phenylephrine( ✓! ✓! ✓!
Histamine( ✓! ✓! ✓!
Acetylcholine( ✓! ✓! ✓!















the! presence! of! particular! cell! types.! Immunocytochemisry! tells! us! little! or! nothing! regarding! the!
physiological!characteristics!of!the!cultures!under!investigation,!and!how!it!compares!to!the!cells!of!the!
adult!human!brain!that!they!are!hoped!to!model.!
Gene! expression! analysis! was! used! as! a!means! to! determine! the! expression! of! specific! genes! at! the!
mRNA! level.!By!definition,! this!method!can!only!be!used!as!an! indication!of!expression!at! the!protein!
level!and!has!in!this!case!been!used!as!a!surrogate!marker!for!the!expression!of!proteins!of!interest.!It!
should! also! be! noted! that! while! crude! quantitation! was! applied! to! expression! data! for! the! genes! of!
interest! for! this! study,! this!was!only!provided!as!a!means!of! comparison.! The!PCR!method!used!here!
cannot! be! reliably! used! as! a! means! to! quantify! expression,! especially! between! different! genes.! If!
required,! this! could!be!achieved! through! the!use!of!quantitative!PCR,! though! for! the!purposes!of! this!
study!was!considered!unnecessary.!
In!the!knowledge!that!differentiated!NPC!cultures!are!heterogeneous!with!respect!to!the!cell!types!that!
comprise! them,! gene! expression! analysis,! as! described! above,! unfortunately! cannot! tell! us!which! cell!
types! express! each!of! the! investigated! genes.! The! same! is! true! for! the! functional! evaluation!of! these!
cultrues!with!respect!to!intracellular!Ca2+!signalling!and!ERK1/2!phosphorylation.!While!an!average!level!
of!gene!expression,!intracellular!Ca2+!accumulation!or!ERK1/2!phosphorylation!can!be!measured!across!a!
culture,! this! does! not! provide! information! regarding! the! contribution! of! individual! cells! (or! classes! of!
cells)!to!the!average!signal!observed.!There!are!perhaps!a!couple!of!approaches!that!would!facilitate!cell!
typeAspecific! gene! expression! analysis.! Both! of! which! would! first! involve! the! use! of! an! antibody! to!
identify! the!cell! type!of! interest.! FACS!could! then!be!employed! to!enrich!a!particular! cell! type! from!a!
heterogeneous! culture! before! performing! gene! expression! analysis,! while! laser! capture! microscopy!
could!be!used!to!select!individual!cells!from!a!culture!for!analysis.!With!respect!to!identifying!cell!typeA
specific! signalling,! this! could! again! be! done!with! the! use! of! FACS;! allowing!particular! cell! types! to! be!
enriched!prior!to!experimentation.!
Despite! the! limitations!described!above,! these! investigations! represent!a! valuable! resource! for! future!
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(Sigma:! D6421)! supplemented! with! 0.03%! human! serum! albumin! (PAA:! C115096),! 100! μgml51! apo5





Dulbecco’s! modified! Eagle’s! medium! F512! Ham! with! 15! mM! HEPES! and! sodium! bicarbonate! (Sigma:!
D6421)! supplemented! with! 0.03%! human! serum! albumin! (PAA:! C115096),! 100! μgml51! apo5transferrin!
(Scipac,!Sittingbourne,!Kent,!UK:!T10055),!16.2!µgml51!putrescine!(Sigma:!G5780),!5!µgml51!human!insulin!
(Sigma:! I9278),! 60! ngml51! progesterone! (Sigma:! P6149),! 2!mM! L5glutamine! (Sigma:! G7513),! 40! ngml51!
sodium! selenite! (Sigma,! S9133),! 400! ngml51! L5thyroxine! (T4,! Sigma:! T0397),! 337! ngml
51! 3,3’,55triiodo5L5
thyronine! (T3,! Sigma:! T5516),! 10! Uml




Dulbecco’s! modified! Eagle’s! medium! F512! Ham! with! 15! mM! HEPES! and! sodium! bicarbonate! (Sigma:!




Unless! otherwise! stated,! cells! were! differentiated! in! Neurobasal®! Medium! (Gibco:! 211035049)!
supplemented!with! 0.03%!human! serum!albumin! (PAA:! C115096),! 100!μgml51,! apo5transferrin! (Scipac,!
Sittingbourne,!Kent,!UK:!T10055),!16.2!µgml51!putrescine!(Sigma:!G5780),!5!µgml51!human!insulin!(Sigma:!









Gene$ Primer$Name$ Sequence$(5’$–$3’)$ Fragment$Size$(bp)$
ADRA1A% Human!ADRA1A_F! GAGAAGAAAGCGGCCAAAAC! 112!
% Human!ADRA1A_R! AGGGCTTGAAATCAGGGAAG! !
ARRB2% Human!ARRB2_F! TGTGGCTCAACTCGAACAAG! 81!
% Human!ARRB2_R! CTGAGCAGTGGGGTTATGGT! !
AVPR1A% Human!AVPR1A_F! TTTGTGATCGTGACGGCTTA! 115!
% Human!AVPR1A_R! TGGTGATGGTAGGGTTTTCC! !
CACNA1C% Human!CACNA1C_F! CCTGAGAATGAGGACGAAGG! 90!
% Human!CACNA1C_R! GTTTTCGGTGTTGACGGACT! !
CAV,1% Human!CAV1_F! GCGACCCTAAACACCTCAAC! 94!
% Human!CAV1_R! CAAATGCCGTCAAAACTGTG! !
CHRM1% Human!CHRM1_F! GGACCCTACAGACCCCTCTT! 116!
% Human!CHRM1_R! GTGTTCATGGTGGCTAGGTG! !
DLG4% Human!DLG4_F! AGGGGGAGATGGAATACGAG! 92!
% Human!DLG4_R! GATGTGTGGGTTGTCAGTGC! !
DRD2% Human!DRD2_F! ATCTCCTGCCCACTCCTCTT! 118!
% Human!DRD2_R! TGACAATGAAGGGCACGTAG! !
DRD3% Human!DRD3>F! TGCCTATGCCTACTCCATCC! 175!
% Human!DRD3>R! GAGTGCTGCTTTTCCAGCTT! !
GABRA1% Human!GABRA1_F! TGGTTATGACAATCGCCTGA! 81!
% Human!GABRA1_R! CCGAAACTGGTGACGAAGAT! !
GRIA2% Human!GRIA2_F! TTCAGATGAGACCCGACCTC! 117!
% Human!GRIA2_R! GCACAGCTTGCAGTGTTGAT! !
GRIN1% Human!GRIN1_F! AGATGGCTCTGTCGGTGTG! 97!
% Human!GRIN1_R! GTGGGAGTGAAGTGGTCGTT! !
GRM1% Human!GRM1_F! CTAGCTGGCATCTTCCTTGG! 231!
% Human!GRM1_R! TGAGGCAATGATCACCTGAG! !
GRM2% Human!GRM2_F! CCGCAGAAGAACGTGGTTAG! 117!





% Human!GRM3_R! TTTGAAGGCGTACACAGTGC! !
GRM4% Human!GRM4_F! TCTGTCTCCAGCCCTGTCTT! 207!
% Human!GRM4_R! ACAGGAAAGAAAACGGCAGA! !
GRM5% Human!GRM5_F! TCCAGCAGCCTAGTCAACCT! A:!199/B:!203!
% Human!GRM5_R! GGCTGCTCTTCTCATTCTGG! !
GRM6% Human!GRM6_F! ATTGGGCAGTGTGGAAGAAC! 220!
% Human!GRM6_R! CCCAGTTCCTCAGCTCACTC! !
GRM7% Human!GRM7_F! CGGCGCTATGACTTCTTCTC! 169!
% Human!GRM7_R! CTGCCTCTTTGGAAATCTGC! !
GRM8% Human!GRM8_F! GAGGATATTGGAAGCAGCAAA! 153!
% Human!GRM8_R! TCAATTGATGCTCGTTTGG! !
GSK3B% Human!GSK3B_F! AAACTACCAAATGGGCGAGA! 105!
% Human!GSK3B_R! CCGAGCATGAGGAGGAATAA! !
HRH1% Human!HRH1_F! CACACTGAACCCCCTCATCT! 110!
% Human!HRH1_R! ATTTTGTTGCATCCCCTCAG! !
HTR2A% Human!HTR2A_F! CAGAATCCCATCCACCACA! 119!
% Human!HTR2A_R! TCCTGTAGCCCAAAGACTGG! !
MPDZ% Human!MPDZ_F! CCATAGTTTCCCGTTCTCCA! 84!
% Human!MPDZ_R! CAATCGTTTCCATGTGTTGC! !
PPP1R1B% Human!PPP1R1B_F! CTACACACCACCTTCGCTGA! 89!
% Human!PPP1R1B_R! CTGAGGCCTGGTTCTCATTC! !
SLC6A4% Human!SLC6A4_F! GTGATTGGCTATGCTGTGGA! 93!
% Human!SLC6A4_R! GGTGTAGGGGAGGAGGAATG! !
TACR3% Human!TACR3_F! AGGCCGTACTCTCTGCTTTG! 104!












Ca2+!Release!Assay!Buffer! supplemented!with!2.5!µM!Fura>2!AM! (Invitrogen:! F>1201);! a!Ca2+>sensitive!
ratiometric! fluorescent! dye! and! 1! mM! probenecid! (Sigma:! P8761)! a! non>specific! inhibitor! of! anion!
transport!to!prevent!the!dye!from!being!secreted.!Made!up!directly!prior!to!use!and!applied!to!cells!at!
37°C.!Fura>2!AM!was!made!up!in!DMSO!(Sigma:!D2650)!supplemented!with!Pluronic®!F>127!(Invitrogen:!





























Figure* 8.1* LongDterm* continuous* passage* of* CTX0E16/02* cells* increased* glutamateDinduced* [Ca2+]i! responses' in'
proliferative+and+differentiated+cultures*at*high*concentrations*


















































































































































































































Figure* 8.3* LongDterm* continuous* passage* of* CTX0E16/02* cells* increased* histamineDinduced* [Ca2+]i! responses' in'
proliferative+and+differentiated+cultures*at*high*concentrations*








































































































Figure* 8.4* LongDterm* continuous* passage* of* CTX0E16/02* cells* considerably* increased* the* sensitivity* of!
proliferative,,but,not,differentiated*cultures*to*phenylephrine*








µM,! 65.4! µM! and! 735.6! µM.!Data! points! represent!mean! ±! S.E.M.! from!n! =! 1! (n! =! 2! for! “low! passage”),!with! 3!
technical!replicates!and!expressed!relative!to!the!positive!control,!ionomycin.!
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Subject:$! ! ! FW:!Neurotransmitter!Concentrations!
Date:$! ! ! 10!July!2011!12:50:12!GMT+01:00!
To:$! ! Greg!Anderson!<greg.anderson@kcl.ac.uk>!
!
!
Greg,!
!
Here!are!the!clinically!relevant!concentrations!in!nM!for!the!various!antipsychotics,!derived!from!PET!
imaging!data!in!SZ!patients:!
!
Aripiprazole! 115.0!
Asenapine! 13.0!
Haloperidol! 8.0!
Olanzapine! 90.0!
Paliperidone! 60.0!
Perphenazine! 9.0!
Quetiapine! 800.1!
Risperidone! 20.0!
Ziprasidone! 32.0!
Zotepine! 50.0!
!
Note!that!the!risperidone!concentration!includes!the!9>OH!metabolite!15!nM!and!the!parent!molecule!5!
nM.!For!the!different!neurotransmitters,!this!is!much!more!difficult!to!simulate!as!this!is!pulsative!
because!of!presynaptic!release!and!clearance!through!COMT,!Ach!or!transporters.!On!average,!for!DA,!
the!free!intrasynaptic!DA!concentration!is!in!the!range!of!80>100!nM,!but!can!reach!peaks!of!1250!nM,!
and!in!tonic!(low>frequency)!firing!(1>4Hz)!can!reach!almost!zero.!I!don’t!know!if!you!will!be!able!to!pick!
up!effects!at!such!small!concentrations…!
!
Let!me!know!if!you!need!anything!else,!
!
Good!luck,!
!
Hugo!
!
